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Introduction
Kevin P. Murphy and Jennifer M. Spear

In her influential 1984 essay, ‘Thinking Sex: Notes Toward a Radical Theory of the
Politics of Sexuality’, Gayle Rubin asserted that ‘although sex and gender are related,
they are not the same thing, and they form the basis of two distinct arenas of social
practice’. Building on this insight, and challenging the tendency of feminist theory to
treat sexuality as derivative of gender, Rubin declared it ‘essential to separate gender
and sexuality analytically to reflect more accurately their separate social existence’.1
Over the past two decades, historians writing across period and region have
taken up Rubin’s call to produce delineated analyses of ‘sexuality’ and ‘gender’. Yet,
these efforts have produced anything but a stable or coherent sense of how ‘sexuality’
and ‘gender’ have functioned throughout human history. Indeed, many scholars –
especially those focusing on the pre-modern and non-western worlds – have productively questioned the conceptualisation of and distinction between these categories,
some demonstrating that sexual desire and practices have intersected with gendered
identities and norms in complicated, sometimes inextricable, ways.2 Likewise, scholarship on the history of homosexuality in the modern west has shown that identity
categories such as ‘homosexual’ and ‘lesbian’ have been defined not only in relation
to sexual object choice and sexual role, but also in relation to gender performance.3
The scholarship in this book takes up anew the question of the intersections
between gender and sexuality. Many of the authors conclude that the constructions,
practices and experiences of gender and sexuality are far more entangled and mutually
constitutive than the formulation in ‘Thinking Sex’ intimates. Yet we would argue
that it was precisely Rubin’s call to refuse to subordinate sexuality under the rubric of
gender that has enabled the explorations that these chapters engage in. Covering a wide
range of contexts – from sixteenth-century New Spain to late twentieth-century Miami,
Chinese sexology to American nudist magazines, free women of colour in the British
Caribbean to Egyptian reformers – these chapters demonstrate the particularities not
just of specific formulations of gender and sexuality in different historical contexts,
but also of the very nature of the relationship between the categories themselves.
The volume begins with three chapters set in the colonial Americas that highlight
the productivity of rethinking these issues in contexts that were profoundly shaped by
cross-cultural encounters, which often highlighted the very contingency of conceptions
of gender and sexuality and also led to their transformation.4 Pete Sigal’s contribution is an examination of Cihuacoatl and other Nahua deities who combined masculine and feminine attributes, demonstrating the historical and cultural specificity of
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configurations of gender and sexuality. In pre-conquest Nahua culture, Cihuacoatl was
simultaneously ‘a feared deity, a defeated woman, and a cross-dressed man’. Spanish
priests were confused by this ‘jumble of attributes, skins that could be taken off or
placed on at will’, and sought to make sense of Cihuacoatl by reducing her to what
they considered her essential self: ‘only the feared goddess’. Unable to comprehend
a deity who combined masculine and feminine attributes, who could both kill and
heal, the priests’ binary concepts of male and female, death and curing, overwhelmed
the complex multiplicities of deities like Cihuacoatl, stripping them of contradictory
attributes into simplistically coded figures comprehensible within a European Catholic
worldview.
Priests are not the only ones to have been challenged by Cihuacoatl’s combination
of masculine and feminine attributes. Scholars have struggled to make sense of her
place in pre-conquest Nahua society (seen as organised around a strict gender division
and hierarchy). It was not just the boundary between male and female that Cihuacoatl
blurred; she also traversed the boundaries between the human and the divine, the secular
and the religious, the chaste and the sexual. Yet the transgressions that Cihuacoatl and
other Nahua deities were capable of, as well as those of the humans operating within
a ritual sphere, were not acceptable practices of everyday life but were restricted
to the divine and ritual realms. Rather than seeking Cihuacoatl’s ‘true sex’, Sigal
uses Cihuacoatl’s ‘jumble of attributes’ to rethink Rubin’s emphasis on the need
to treat gender and sexuality as analytically distinct categories requiring their own
tools of analysis. Sigal demonstrates that it is impossible to treat these as conceptually
distinct categories for non-western peoples (and by extension pre-modern ones) without
imposing western conceptions of sexuality and gender upon them.
Nahua ‘categories of the intimate’ (a rubric that Sigal contends better encapsulates
their cultural conceptions than ‘sexual’) grouped together a wide range of activities –
from vaginal and anal intercourse to burning maize – that we might not see as related
and certainly not all as sexual or erotic. What linked these activities in the Nahua
worldview was their relationship to fertility, a vital concern for these agriculturalists.
Just as Rubin rejected the incorporation of ‘sexuality’ as a subset of ‘gender’, Sigal
asks us to think carefully about presuming that fertility rituals and reproductive sex are
necessarily a subset of ‘sexual’ categories. The Nahua, he argues, posited the reverse:
they ‘envisioned sexual relations as elements of a larger set of ritual practices designed
to promote fertility: of gods, humans, animals and the earth’.
If fertility is the context for making sense of Nahua sexual practices, the next
two chapters, by Marisa J. Fuentes and Brooke N. Newman, argue that sex in the
Anglophone Caribbean in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries cannot be understood
apart from the racialised and gender power formations of colonial slave societies.
Fuentes analyses the life and ‘troubled archive’ of Rachael Pringle Polgreen, ‘a woman
of colour, a former slave turned slave-owner’ and owner of a brothel in the Barbadian
capital of Bridgetown, while Newman centres on the articulation of a white Creole
identity, its denigration by metropolitan observers, and the role of ‘intimacy across
the colour line’ in both. For both Fuentes and Newman, Anglophone Caribbean slave
societies cannot be explicated without attention to the ways in which both gender
and sexuality were mobilised to define subjectivity, enable or constrain opportunity
and legitimate colonial power regimes. For black women, whether enslaved, free or
freed, their subjectivity as women was in great part defined by their sexual availability
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to white men whose masculinity was partially defined by their considerable sexual
freedom and, in the sanctimonious opinion of metropolitan observers, their ‘voracious
appetite’ for women of colour. These contributions demonstrate how colonial identities
and the relations of power that defined colonial societies were constructed along the
‘entangled axes of gender, sexuality and race’.
Given such power relations, enslaved and formerly enslaved women like Rachael
Pringle Polgreen rarely make it into the archives and, when they do, it is most often
as the object of the white male colonial gaze. In these respects, Polgreen was unusual.
In addition to journalistic, editorial and fictional depictions of her life, she also left
a will and newspaper advertisements, probably composed (if not actually penned) by
herself, as well as documentation of her property ownership in an inventoried estate
and tax records. As one of the few women of colour whose presence is discernable in
the colonial archives, Polgreen has often stood in for the experience of enslaved and
formerly enslaved women in Caribbean history. Yet it is precisely the same exceptionalism that renders her so visible to historians as a relatively wealthy, slave-owning,
brothel-managing, former slave that leads Fuentes rightly to caution us against understanding her as representative of women of colour in slave societies, let alone those
who spent their entire lives in slavery. Even so, as Fuentes’s reading of Thomas Rowlandon’s caricature of Polgreen reveals, Polgreen was, like all those women of colour,
subjected to a colonial gaze that was simultaneously raced, gendered and sexualised.
As Newman demonstrates, it was not just enslaved and formerly enslaved women
of African descent who were objects of this gaze. British observers of white Caribbean
society were equally attentive to the racialised, gendered and sexualised differences
they saw between themselves and their colonial counterparts. In particular, ‘cross-racial
unions, lineages and inheritance practices’ as well as the admittedly rare inclusion of
free people of African descent into the legal category of ‘whiteness’ were read by
metropolitan observers as evidence of sexual excesses and ‘physical and moral degeneration’ from a metropolitan ideal of Britishness. In texts such as John Singleton’s
1767 poem, A General Description of the West Indian Islands, white colonial men were
depicted as ‘overcome by dangerous passions’ while their infidelities were blamed on
their ‘impetuous’ and ‘jealous’ white wives. Newman profitably explores the contradictions between metropolitan and colonial gender norms through the private diary of
Jonathan Troup, a Scottish physician who resided in Dominica between 1789 and 1791.
Although Troup participated in the ‘explicitly debauched, creolised version of British
manhood’ that included sexual access to women of colour, he ultimately committed
himself ‘to the stability and superiority of his own identity as a white metropolitan
Briton’.
As these two contributions illustrate, at the heart of the particular racial and
gendered relations that sustained Caribbean slave societies was white masculine access
to the bodies of women of colour. The agency of those women has been a vexed question
in the historiography of slave societies, one that both Fuentes and Newman tackle,
although they reach different conclusions. For Newman, the possibility that some
women of colour could wrest some advantages from such a disadvantaged position is
embodied in the story of Susanna Augier, who successfully mobilised her relationships
with white men – her father and two white consorts – to gain freedom, property and
eventually legally inscribed whiteness for herself and her children. Newman carefully
stresses how rare such incidents were, but these stories do reveal how such prospects
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were premised on the very social order that so disadvantaged women and subjected
them to sexual exploitation in the first place. Fuentes is much more cautious in rendering
actions like Augier’s as expressions of agency and counsels us against seeing enslaved
or free(d) women’s agency in their sexual acquiescence to white men’s sexual demands.
Not only does such an interpretation downplay if not ignore the power dynamics that
left enslaved black women wholly vulnerable in a racialised, patriarchal, slave society,
it is also particularly difficult to reconcile the sense of heroic agency and resistance to
slavery that has often been attributed to Polgreen with the narrative of her life since her
wealth and security came from ‘buying into a system of slavery’, one that depended
upon these ‘hierarchies based on race and gender’ and one that in Polgreen’s case was
based on the sexual exploitation of other black women.
These first chapters also highlight the interaction between systems of gender
and sexuality that often took place in colonial or imperial contexts, as well as the
reception and contestation of western concepts of gender and sexuality throughout the
world. While Newman’s Troup ultimately rejected a creolised British masculinity in
favour of its metropolitan counterpart, Sigal’s priests struggled, and eventually failed,
to impose their European sexual mores onto a Nahua system that revolved around
poles of moderation and excess rather than sin and salvation. Such metropolitan or
western ideas were not always imposed from the outside, nor (as Sigal argues) were
they always successful. The next chapter, by Leon Antonio Rocha, the first of two
focused on modern China, examines the transnational flow of ideas about gender and
sexuality in the twentieth century. Rocha reminds us that it is equally important to
pay attention to the historical specificities and contestation of cultural exchange within
modern regimes of globalisation. He asserts that we should never assume ‘that people
in the Third World merely copied, parroted, were “interpellated” by or inflicted with
the discourse of the colonising Other’. Instead, he argues, ‘globalisation [was] always
already accompanied by localisation and indigenisation’.
Rocha’s contribution provides just this kind of nuanced analysis of the globalisation of sexual knowledge through a tightly focused etymological analysis of xing, a
character that meant ‘human nature’ in Classical Chinese but, in the first two decades
of the twentieth century, came to denote both sex and human nature. This transformation was brought about by cosmopolitan Chinese intellectuals of the May Fourth
New Culture period (c.1915–37), who consumed and translated the work of European,
American and Japanese sexologists and sex education reformers, including the American birth control reformer Margaret Sanger and the German physician and homosexual
rights advocate Magnus Hirschfeld. Rocha argues that radical Chinese intellectuals
embraced the western notion of ‘sex as fundamental property of humanity’, a modern
ideological development analysed by Foucault, as part of a broader project of Chinese
nation-building in a period of massive upheaval. According to Rocha, ‘[s]ex became
a panacea to China’s weakness and degeneracy, and a revolution of the relationships
between men and women, the reformulation of love and desire, the adoption of eugenics and birth control practices, were perceived as ways to enable the Chinese nation to
“catch up” with the west and to become ready to participate in a global modernity’.
Howard Chiang also analyses the profound transformative impact of western
sexual science in modern China. His chapter examines the careers of two influential
figures who shaped the field of Republican Chinese sexology, Zhang Jingsheng and
Pan Guangdan, with the goal of illuminating ‘the broader epistemic context in which
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the concept of homosexuality emerged as a meaningful point of referencing human
difference and cultural identity in twentieth-century China’. Chiang argues that the
engagement of Chinese intellectuals with western sexual scientific knowledge points
to a broader transformation in the conceptualisation of ‘personhood, subjectivity and
identity’. Breaking with other historians, Chiang shows that homosexuality circulated
in modern Chinese discourse not only as a signifier of social disorder, but as the marker
of a new mode of subjectivity. He notes that although same-sex desire was discussed
and regulated in imperial China, before the twentieth century ‘the question of sexual
identity did not even fall within the possible parameters of Chinese thinking’. Moreover,
by closely examining the ways in which Zhang and Pan laid claim to sexuality as a
legitimate field of empirical inquiry and debate, Chiang identifies the development of
a modern epistemological regime, ‘a public of truth, in which the authority of truth
could be contested, translated across culture and reinforced through new organisational
efforts’.
Like Rocha, Chiang examines the ways in which this new form of sexual science became embedded within discourses of Chinese nationalism. By the mid-1930s,
Chinese sexual experts, influenced by psychological models that pathologised samesex desire, interpreted the prevalence of male homosexuality as evidence of national
backwardness and therefore invoked the prevention of homosexuality as a pressing
policy concern. Same-sex desire was now reconceived as antithetical to heterosexual relations, and some experts asserted that homosexuality could be cured through
heterosexual marriage. Chiang calls attention to the gendered dimensions of these
developments, demonstrating that women’s maintenance of sexual hygiene played an
important part in discouraging male homosexuality. He cites as an example Zhang’s
assertion that ‘[a]s long as women took good care of their vaginas and used them
properly for sex . . . the “perverted”, “malodorous”, “meaningless” and “inhumane”
behaviour of anal intercourse among men could be ultimately eliminated’.
While Chiang’s analysis focuses on the work of sexological experts, he also
demonstrates that claims to expertise depended on a broader incitement to discourse,
manifested in the collection of sexual narratives solicited from public audiences. Zhang,
who issued a ‘call for stories’ that provided the material for his influential 1926 publication Sex Histories, also edited the popular magazine New Culture, which published
the responses of Chinese urbanites to controversial articles on sexuality-related subjects and in which Zhang – who earned the moniker ‘Dr Sex’ – dispensed expertise to
readers who shared their experiences and concerns. Wilson Chacko Jacob’s contribution focuses on a similar history of the collaborative production of knowledge about
sexuality and gender in modern Egypt. He offers a close reading of Physical Culture,
a Cairo-based publication whose run extended from 1929 until the early 1950s. Jacob
describes Physical Culture as ‘an artefact of colonial modernity’ that ‘contributed to
the vibrant public culture of the interwar period a forum in which the fantasy of the
modern sovereign subject could be expressed in myriad ways that most frequently
centred on a proper conception of sex and masculinity’. While readers’ letters reflect
a wide range of sexual concerns and practices, the primary educative function of the
publication was to ‘demonstrate the harms of sexual activity outside the legitimate
bonds of marriage’. Expertise was marshalled to demonstrate the dangers of masturbation and venereal disease to the normative masculine body and a universalised model
of heterosexuality, but Jacob shows that the production of ‘an ostensibly seamless
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normative sphere of heterosocial and heterosexual life’ developed gradually and unevenly through a process of ‘creative adaptation’. Jacob suggests that this process
ultimately involved rendering deviant and marginal figures like the khawal, crossdressing male performers who had traditionally appeared at Egyptian wedding parties.
The contribution by Hanan Kholoussy examines a very different response to the
same problem highlighted by Jacob. As Egypt moved towards independence from
British colonialism, some Egyptian nationalists blamed their subjugation on ‘the weak
and sick bodies of Egyptian men’. While Jacob’s protagonists, the publishers and
readers of Physical Culture magazine, relied upon self-regulation and the ‘culivati[on]
of properly disciplined subjects’, Kholoussy’s reformers relied upon regulating male
sexuality, so that husbands would not infect their wives and by extension their families.
Both these solutions, however, were centred on constructing a normative, healthy and
heterosexual male body.
Kholoussy’s chapter, as well as the subsequent contribution by Sandra Eder,
examine how gender and sexuality were inscribed on the body through constructions
of what is healthy and normative, or diseased and in need of treatment. In their efforts
to create a modern, post-colonial state, Egyptian reformers granted women the right to
divorce husbands with venereal or other incurable diseases, thus medicalising marriage
in the pursuit of ‘creating a nationalist, nuclear, physically fit and “modern” family’,
While such a pro-family strategy was part and parcel of a global eugenics project at the
turn of the twentieth century, Kholoussy argues that Egyptian uses of these strategies
relied upon local inspiration for their legitimacy, especially since granting women a
right to divorce was itself a challenge to Islamic patriarchy. Reformers pointed to
a twelfth-century religious text which decreed that women could divorce husbands
who suffered from maladies such as insanity, leprosy and ‘disease of the sex organ’,
thus ‘ingeniously borrow[ing] and combin[ing] principles from . . . Islamic law in an
eclectic and unprecedented manner’.
Kholoussy also shows how the Egyptian semi-colonial state both echoed and was
distinct from its British colonial predecessor, especially in its interest in regulating
male as well as female sexuality. Between 1882 and 1922, in their efforts ‘to protect
the health of their military troops’, British authorities focused their interventions on
Egyptian prostitutes, subjecting them to registration requirements and weekly health
inspections, while exempting their own soldiers from any regulations or inspections.
Egyptian authorities, however, both before and after British occupation, demonstrated
a willingness to expand the scope of their public health campaigns to monitor male
and female heterosexuality. While the concern of the Ottoman Egyptian state was the
production of ‘industrious, physically fit bodies that would both increase agricultural
production and strengthen military prowess’, the semi-colonial state of the 1910s and
1920s focused its attention on the encouragement of healthy families, which in turn
would produce healthy citizens.
The production of healthy citizens through medicalisation is also a central concern of Sandra Eder’s contribution on the treatment of children with congenital adrenal
hyperplasia (CAH) at the Harriet Lane Home for Invalid Children at Johns Hopkins
University in Baltimore, Maryland in the mid-twentieth century. Caused by disorders
in the adrenal glands, CAH often results in children experiencing premature signs of
puberty: girls might have ambiguous, and boys ‘precocious’, genitalia. In diagnosing children with CAH, physicians and psychiatrists often emphasised sexual traits
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such as these as well as sexual behaviours. But the treatments they developed, while
not ignoring the body, emphasised efforts to impose a gender identity that contained
ambiguously sexed bodies and which were in great part about ensuring future heterosexual desires and practices. This was a disease whose identification depended upon
the particularities of a sexed body, and whose treatment relied upon the cultivation of
a normative gender role towards which the body’s sex would be reshaped, all in the
service of creating normatively gendered and sexualised citizens.
The diagnosis and treatment of CAH at Johns Hopkins is but one phase in the
medicalisation of gender and sexuality in the modern west. Yet, as Eder’s reading
of these patient case records shows, it was one in which medical professionals were
not always the most authoritative voices. As they struggled to assign a matching sex
and gender to bodies that blurred the boundaries between male and female, man and
woman, physicians could lose out to parents’ insistence that their children’s sex confirm
the gender that they, the parents, had already determined and assigned. Her attention
to the production of knowledge in the context of clinical practice – one that involved
interactions among medical professionals, parents and children themselves – leads
Eder to conclude that the contentious and protracted efforts to assign a ‘true’ or ‘best’
sex often resulted in the view that it was ‘easier to fix ambiguous bodies than rigid
gender roles’ in the service of creating ‘clearly gendered men and women’, who were,
in the eyes of their doctors, ‘psychologically well-adjusted and functional’ and who
‘could “live a normal life”’.
Gender and sexuality are also revealed to be entangled and mutually constituted in the final section of this book, which comprises three chapters that focus
on political and social activism in the twentieth century. Brian Hoffman’s contribution examines the mid-century campaign by nudist movement leaders to challenge
the ‘modern obscenity regime’ in the US. This campaign was spearheaded by
the International Nudist Conference (INC), founded in 1933, which sought to position the nude body as healthy, natural and respectable, and asserted that the social
experience of nakedness led to the promotion of more ‘wholesome’ relations between the sexes. INC’s efforts to disseminate its beliefs through the publication of a
monthly magazine, Sunshine and Health (S&H), which contained images of ‘naked
men, women and children of all body shapes and sizes’, fell foul of federal obscenity
law. In the series of legal challenges it mounted with the assistance of the American
Civil Liberties Union in the 1940s and 1950s, INC chose not to attack obscenity law
at its root, but rather to define its publication, and by extension the nudist movement,
as distinct from and superior to commercialised representations of sexuality. To this
end, Hoffman argues, INC promulgated a brand of sexual liberalism he defines as
heteronormative. Although some consumers certainly found S&H to be an outlet for
homoerotic fantasy, the magazine (with some exceptions) situated the respectable nude
body within the context of the heterosexual reproductive family.
Hoffman’s chapter demonstrates that the heteronormative ethos of the American
nudist movement was produced through legal contestation between nudist movement
activists, their legal representatives and the judiciary. This ethos was structured by
categories of race and gender. For example, INC activists, the majority of whom were
white, claimed that censorship of S&H amounted to anti-white discrimination, given
that National Geographic and similar publications presented images of nude non-white
bodies without legal censure. Hoffman shows that while nudist activists espoused racial
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liberalism, advocating ‘integrated’ nudist camps for example, some judges continued
to insist on the legality of representing the ‘primitive’ non-white nude body as an appropriate anthropological subject. American judges also articulated distinctions among
white gendered bodies, asserting that women’s bodies that conformed to conventions of
European female beauty might be read as respectable, whereas those that strayed from
these conventions were to be considered obscene. Judges also made distinctions between the representation of men’s and women’s bodies, proving obstinately resistant to
publishing images of male genitalia, for example. These gendered conventions regarding representations of the nude body have proven remarkably persistent (in material
not marked as pornographic).
The historical production of heteronormativity also functions as an important
theme in Jocelyn Olcott’s contribution, which examines sexual politics at the 1975
United Nations International Women’s Year (IWY) Conference in Mexico City, a
‘watershed moment in transnational feminism’. Olcott’s revelatory chapter focuses
on the controversial discussions of sexual issues – namely prostitution, lesbianism
and population control – at the conference and at the associated tribune attended by
representatives of non-governmental organisations from throughout the world. Olcott
argues that many Latin American participants – notably the Ecuadorean labour activist
Domitila Barrios de Chungara – viewed the focus on sexual rights as a preoccupation
of western feminists unconcerned with the materialist and anti-imperialist priorities
of women from the global south. As Olcott notes, Barrios de Chungara and others
who shared her views saw the concern with sexual rights as challenging traditional
family structures and ideals, and responded with a ‘definitive reassertion of gender
complementarity and conventional heteronormative nuclear families’. The Mexican
press also espoused this position; columnists asserted that North American radical
lesbians and prostitutes’ rights proponents pushed their agendas to the detriment of
those advocating legitimate women’s issues.
Yet, Olcott cautions the reader to reject a characterisation of these conflicts –
espoused in many contemporary and retrospective accounts by participants and observers – as representing a clear-cut division between the sexual liberation agendas of
western feminists who sought to challenge gender essentialism, and the economic and
anti-colonialist imperatives of Marxist feminists who insisted on traditional norms of
gender complementarity. To this end, she makes two important arguments. First, she
shows that empowered North American feminists, notably Betty Friedan, the iconic
leader of the National Organisation for Women, also proved resistant to the incursion
of sexual causes at the IWY conference. As Olcott points out, Friedan, who saw herself
as ‘a broker and a model for feminists around the world’, believed that these issues
distracted from the important women’s causes, such as equality in education and employment, that she prioritised. Indeed, Olcott’s analytic focus on sexuality and sexual
rights reveals that Friedan and Barrios de Chungara were in no way the antithetical
figures that they have been imagined to be: ‘Both expressed open homophobia and little
patience with prostitutes’ rights campaigns; both insisted that men and women collaborate rather than work against one another; and both blamed transnational corporations
for women’s continued oppression’.
Second, Olcott shows that, if Friedan and Barrios de Chungara ‘stood in for
the dominant official themes of equality and development’ that animated the IWY
conference, some non-western activists aggressively challenged such attempts to
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exclude sexuality and sexual rights from ‘core’ women’s issues. She illuminates this
second major argument by analysing the performance of Mexican theatre director
Nancy Cárdenas, who led a participant-initiated forum on lesbianism, which featured
‘Mexico’s first lesbian manifesto, naming sexual recognition as a critical form of social liberation, tantamount to struggles against imperialism, apartheid and racism’.
Olcott describes Cárdenas and other non-western lesbian feminists as embodying a
form of ‘cosmopolitan lesbianism’ that countered nationalist maternalism and resisted
‘assumptions of a zero-sum rivalry between sexual rights and human rights’. Olcott, in
turn, cautions us not to map this oppositional structure onto our historical narratives of
international feminist activism. Even if, as she suggests, ‘a homophobic posture and
antagonism toward sexual rights’ continues in more recent iterations of anti-capitalist
and anti-imperialist politics, she cautions us to pay attention to the political foundations of attempts to extract sexuality from women’s rights and human rights causes,
rather than to see this distinction as resulting from ‘traditionalism, provincialism, or
the conservative influence of the Catholic Church or the Communist Party – or even
to a visceral or subconscious repugnance’.
The final contribution to this volume, Susana Peña’s ‘Gender and Sexuality in
Latina/o Miami: Documenting Latina Transsexual Activists’, also emphasises the importance of historical specificity in analysing the relationship between gender and
sexuality within activist movements. In this insightful and careful chapter, Peña grapples with a thorny question faced by historians more broadly: what are the implications of imposing contemporary analytical categories on historical actors in the past?
This question has proven particularly challenging to historians studying the relationship between non-normative gender and sexuality, given the hegemony of western
conceptions of homosexuality that fuse together in complicated ways a range of attributes and behaviours including gender performance, sexual object choice and sexual role. As Pete Sigal elucidates in the first chapter in this book, this problem is
especially vexatious for scholars who do not focus on the modern western world,
given vast differences in the organisation of gender and sexuality across time and
place.
Peña confronts this question in a chapter that ‘explores the borderlands between
the concept of “homosexual” and “transgender” with a particular focus on Latina/o
communities in Miami, Florida’ in the late twentieth century. Citing scholars Susan
Stryker and David Valentine, Peña notes that ‘transgender’ is a relatively recent invention, gaining widespread usage only in the 1990s. While ‘transgender’ has often
been invoked as a capacious and flexible category in the intervening years, its usage as a ‘collective category of identity’, according to Valentine, has been defined
as ‘explicitly and fundamentally different in origin and being from homosexual identification’. Responding to a critique of her previous work that focused on Cuban
American gay male cultures in Miami after the Mariel Boatlift of 1980, Peña argues
that to define the gender transgressive Cuban migrants as ‘transgender’ – a category
that did not exist at the time – obscures the complexities of the interrelationship of
gender and sexuality, even if some of the individuals involved have since come to
define themselves as such. Indeed, Peña argues that many Marielitas (Cubans who
arrived on the Mariel Boatlift) understood – and continue to understand – expressions
of gender nonconformity as playing ‘a central role in structuring homosexual/queer
self-identifications’.
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Peña extends this analysis by examining the publications associated with the
Transsexual Action Organisation (TAO), founded in Los Angeles in 1970 but based
in Miami from 1972. TAO activists included a significant number of Latinas, whose
experiences are recorded in a number of publications associated with the organisation.
The active participation of Latinas in TAO occurred despite the racist narratives produced by its eccentric founder and leader, Angela Douglas, who, Peña argues, viewed
‘Cubans and Latinas with both a desiring and despising gaze’. Peña’s analysis yields
a number of important insights with regard to the historical contingencies of sexuality
and gender. First, she shows that, in one sense, TAO activists might be understood to
be progenitors of the transgender movement, given that they made ‘clear distinctions
between gender identity and sexual orientation’. Although TAO leaders expressed
solidarity with the gay and lesbian movements, they did not claim gender nonconforming individuals – including Marielitas – as transsexual. Peña also notes that TAO
participants proved distinct from transgender activists in that they did not ‘embrace
a continuum of gender expressions’. Indeed, for most of its history, full membership
was limited to pre- and post-operative transsexuals, and organisation leaders took care
to distinguish between transsexuals and transvestites. Peña concludes by offering a
useful caution to historians seeking to understand the relationship among gender expression, sexual orientation and sexual desire. Rather than mapping our categories onto
historical actors, we should ask ‘how they saw themselves, what communities they participated in, and what social meanings were available to them in their socio-historical
context’.
The diverse scholarship in this book offers ample evidence that careful and contextualised analysis of the shifting relationship of gender and sexuality across space
and time illuminates broader historical processes, from the workings of European colonialism to more recent regimes of globalisation. In recent years, scholars working in a
range of disciplinary and interdisciplinary locations have demonstrated that the kind of
analysis collected in these pages holds real implications for our own historical moment.
For example, new work in the field of transgender studies has shown that subsuming
categories of gender difference within an analysis of sexuality is problematic because it
figures a western conception of homosexuality as normative. As Susan Stryker argues,
this practice reinforces a politics of homonormativity, which she defines as ‘a privileging of homosexual ways of differing from heterosocial norms, and an antipathy (or at
least an unthinking blindness) toward other modes of queer difference’.5 Others have
argued that the promotion of a politics of homonormativity based on a western model
of homosexuality — described by Jasbir Puar as ‘homonationalism’— often has the
effect of othering non-western cultures as ‘backwards’ and ‘homophobic’, and therefore in need of reconstruction in the mode of the United States and its liberal western
allies.6 This book helps to historicise these recent developments; the work collected
here sheds new light on the ways in which gender and sexuality have functioned in
relation to one another, as they have intersected with broader relations of power in a
range of sites and contexts.
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Imagining Cihuacoatl: Masculine Rituals,
Nahua Goddesses and the Texts
of the Tlacuilos
Pete Sigal

Cihuacoatl: The savage serpent woman, ill-omened and dreadful, brought men misery. For it was
said: ‘She gives men the hoe and the tumpline. Thus she forces men [to work]’.

This description, written in Nahuatl in a late sixteenth-century text, the Florentine
Codex, authored by a Franciscan friar and his indigenous aides, speaks of an important
Nahua goddess, conceptualised in the pre-conquest Nahua universe alternately and
concurrently as a feared deity, a defeated woman and a cross-dressed man.1 Here, in her
post-conquest iteration, she becomes only the feared goddess, the one forcing men to
work (elsewhere the same text describes sacrifices performed to satisfy her voracious
appetite for human hearts). Indeed, pre-conquest images of Cihuacoatl suggest that
Nahuas, the indigenous peoples of central Mexico, greatly feared her. Cihuacoatl, the
dreaded serpent woman, presented Nahua men with a challenge: she forced them into
a life of drudgery. She also could take their lives away; she could present them with
certain death as she feasted upon their hearts, for ‘she had a huge, open mouth and
ferocious teeth. The hair on her head was long and bulky’. Thus she devoured men.
But still ‘she was clad in womanly garb – skirt, blouse and mantle – all white’.2
In Nahua gender ideology, Cihuacoatl’s nature as a feared individual who could
kill upon a whim and who forced individuals to work signified a powerful masculine
individual. Yet her attire signified femininity. Cihuacoatl’s aesthetics seem to us, as
they seemed to the Catholic priests and friars who noted her appearance, confusing:
a jumble of the masculine and the feminine – coming from a society that we believe
rigorously separated masculine from feminine roles.3 We will see that the relationship
between sixteenth-century Nahua notions of gender and sexuality allowed, and even
required, Cihuacoatl and other Nahua goddesses to manifest themselves as bundles
of attributes that in daily life could never connect to an individual woman, no matter
how powerful that woman may be. These goddesses thus transgress our imagined
boundaries, not just between gender and sexuality but also between human and divine.
Need we know if Cihuacoatl and the other fertility goddesses discussed in this
chapter are goddesses rather than gods? Is it important to recall that the term teotl
(‘god’) had no gender, or that Nahuatl does not contain gendered pronouns? This
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certainly begs an answer to a different question: how did the Nahuas understand
gender and sexuality?4 I argue here that Nahuas related sexuality to fertility, a binary
division between moderation and excess, and a concept of ritual that suspended daily
rules on sexual activity. One wonders too if, while in everyday affairs a strict gender
division was usually imposed, in ritual life this may not have been true. The gods and
goddesses, who appear as a result of and within ritual, would never have to follow those
rules, so the fertility goddesses did not follow the strict gender divisions often applied
in daily life. Nahuas viewed Cihuacoatl as a warrior deity, but one who would be likely
to play a major role in particular rituals and in childbirth; and they imagined another
fertility goddess, Tlazolteotl (the teotl of tlazolli, ‘trash’), as a highly sexual deity who
also consistently engaged in battle with her enemies.5 This connection between gender
and sexuality, in which the god(desse)s, beings that exceed our grammatical markers,
do not adhere to quotidian principles, speaks to the problem of accepting Gayle Rubin’s
battle call for separating gender from sexuality as a given. Instead, in this chapter I
argue for using Rubin’s formulation as a starting point for reconsidering the ways in
which we understand concepts of gender and sexuality as organising principles.
The imagining and reimagining of Cihuacoatl relates to religiosity, colonialism,
gender and sexuality in the early colonial period in Mexico. Cihuacoatl complicates
the modern notions in which we separate human from god, man from woman and
religious from secular. In this chapter, I will discuss the importance of Cihuacoatl and
other related god(desse)s to the maintenance of Nahua politics and culture both before
and after the Spanish conquest. In order to understand the roles that these god(desse)s
played in Nahua society, we need to develop theoretical and methodological tools that
go beyond Rubin’s call for a theory of sexuality.

Separating gender from sexuality: the Nahua case
Gender affects the operation of the sexual system, and the sexual system has had gender-specific
manifestations. But although sex and gender are related, they are not the same thing, and they form
the basis of two distinct arenas of social practice . . . It is essential to separate gender and sexuality
analytically to more accurately reflect their separate social existence.6
Gayle Rubin

The call sent out for chapters for the current volume intrigued me as it harkened
back to an article I had first read as an undergraduate, cited repeatedly as a graduate
student, and that I now assign to my undergraduates. In ‘Thinking Sex’, Gayle Rubin
provocatively argues that we must delineate gender from sexuality, and in particular
that we must not assume that the theoretical tools feminism uses to analyse gender will
be sufficient for the task of analysing sexuality. Such a critique at the time I read it
seemed to me fair enough, and since Rubin’s article came out twenty-seven years ago,
many theorists, particularly those involved in queer theory, have answered her call.7
Still, when I began my research into indigenous concepts of sexuality from the
sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries, I became troubled by part of Rubin’s assertion.
While sex and gender are not identical, and the Nahuas would not have conflated
the analytical terrain that these two concepts represent, the boundaries between the
two, in this pre-modern, non-western culture, need significantly more analysis than
Rubin’s argument allows.8 How can the Nahua situation speak to Rubin’s theorising
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of a separation between gender and sexuality? I suggest that Rubin’s formulation
can only be a provocative starting point, full of contradictions, when applied to the
Nahuas. Cihuacoatl presents one example: was she a god or a goddess? Was she human
or divine? Was she chaste or sexual? As we will see, neither Cihuacoatl nor any of the
other Nahua god(desse)s can be defined easily based on these binary divisions.
As many scholars have shown, Nahua notions of gender at the time of the conquest
incorporated both ‘gender complementarity’ and ‘gender hierarchy’. In the complementary realm, we find symbolic equivalences (women who died in childbirth were
equated the same high status as men who died in battle), quotidian senses of purpose
(consent of both husband and wife generally was required to make all major household
decisions) and material realities (networks of commoner families teamed together to
make sure all could survive economically, with men generally engaging in farming
activities and women generally controlling the markets to sell the produce from the
land). Regarding gender hierarchy, we find that men controlled the bulk of the political system, the highest levels of religious office and the esteemed title of ‘warrior’.
The gender system of course changed after the Spanish conquest but, as many recent
commentators have noted, these changes were not nearly as radical as earlier scholars
had presumed.9
Nahuas connected these concepts of gender with related notions of sexuality, even
if they did not term these things ‘sexuality’. Nahua nobles and commoners before the
Spanish conquest related their sexual lives with rituals of fertility and warfare. Still,
Nahuas did not have a discreet category they called ‘sex’. Instead, they constituted a
variety of relations as ‘categories of the intimate’ in which the human couple engaged in
bodily activities related to fertility. These activities included categories that we would
invest with sexual meaning: vaginal and anal intercourse, manual and oral stimulation
of male and female genitals, imaginary conditions designed to allude to these activities
and stimulate a genital response, and the use of non-bodily objects in these actions.10
The Nahuas also had concepts of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ sex and rape and other forms of
sexual violence. Yet these things that I have called ‘categories of the intimate’ also
included activities that we would not consider sexual: the ritual killing of humans and
animals, burning of maize, incense and other items, letting of blood and sweeping
houses, streets and other areas. Nahua categories linked all of these activities together
and suggested that they formed a part of the matrix of sacrifice. Much Nahua thought
at the time of the Spanish conquest envisioned sexual relations as elements of a larger
set of ritual practices designed to promote fertility: of gods, humans, animals and the
earth.11 A cultural history of these rituals also shows that Nahuas closely linked the
maintenance and expansion of the political system and the structures of governance
with fertility rites.12
Two main principles organised Nahua thoughts about the sexual. First, sexual
behaviour related directly to the fertility rituals, ceremonies large and small, in the
many realms described above, promoting the notion that everything and everybody
must exude fertility in order for the community to survive. Second, an individual’s
sexual possibilities divided between those acts determined moderate and those deemed
excessive. Nahua thought considered moderation in sexual activity to be a virtue,
excess a vice.13 Ceremonial performances from those of the household to the grand
state rites, as well as ritual and quotidian discourse, marked both the encouragement
of fertility and the distinction between moderation and excess.
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Representatives of the Catholic Church who encountered the Nahuas deemed
their views of sexual behaviour problematic, and they debated how to change those
views and behaviours. The result of that debate was the attempt to link sex with sin,
often using particular indigenous concepts (dirt, dust, damage and excess being the
most common) as signifiers of sinful behaviour. The means for such a linkage was the
discourse of confession, whether through the actual confessional or through advancing
such an analysis in the broader social field.14 The attempt at a sexual conquest through
the confessional largely failed, instead eventually producing a hybrid sexual system
that still survives today in many indigenous Mesoamerican societies.15
The Tlacuilo’s text

Before the Spanish conquest, the Nahuas produced an extensive array of writings,
though few have survived to this day. Here I focus on using pictorial manuscripts,
produced both before and after the conquest, to analyse the relationship between gender,
sexuality and the Nahua fertility god(desse)s. In conjunction with alphabetic texts, these
pictorial manuscripts tell us stories about the ways in which our writer/painters, called
in Nahuatl tlacuilos, conceptualised particular approaches to sexual topics: those linked
to religion, ritual and fertility. The authors of the pictorial manuscripts focused much
of their attention on the gods and rituals that I relate to sexuality, but they paid less
attention to the daily lives of the people.
Our methods for reading such images cannot be facile, and we must engage in as
much criticism of the images as we do of the alphabetic texts.16 Thus, we must note
that the Nahuas before the conquest did not intend their texts to be read as transparent
assertions of a witnessed reality. Nor did they produce texts that we can read as
complete narratives. Nahua society had an oral culture, so the tlacuilos produced texts
in interaction with other people, and they, along with various other textual experts,
‘read’ these documents out loud in public and private ceremonies by expanding on the
images presented on the page. Thus, for us to read these images, we need some of the
‘back story’, provided by the contexts we find in archaeological and ethnohistorical
studies.17
Further, we must know something about the tlacuilos, who played such an important role in pre-conquest Nahua society. Before the Spaniards arrived, Nahuas wrote
texts in the form of various types of painted images, either on paper made from the
bark of a tree or on stone edifices. The person who engaged in such writing was
called a tlacuilo, a word that translates roughly as ‘writer’ or ‘painter’. The Nahuas
viewed this tlacuilo as a reflective artist, not as one who wrote down precisely what
he saw. At the time of the Spanish conquest, the practices of the tlacuilos changed,
as many became escribanos, who would write either Nahuatl or Spanish texts in the
Roman alphabet. These scribes became intermediaries in the colonial project, and they
overwhelmingly produced documents designed in some manner for the Spanish legal
system. Moreover, the tlacuilos who continued to paint their images were influenced
by European artistic conventions. Still, early tlacuilos were trained not only by friars
but also by painters knowledgeable in pre-conquest aesthetics. And the evidence from
idolatry investigations, criminal trials and Inquisition cases shows that these artists
continued to get their works into the hands of a wide variety of indigenous people.18
Too much current historical writing either ignores the role of the scribe or considers
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his work to be a window onto Nahua reality. I argue that the window is the wrong
metaphor; his writings instead signify a prism.
The images themselves require substantial interpretation based on a method for
reading Nahua iconography, a method based on comparative studies within particular
genres. So, for example, art historians have studied extensively the Borgia group, from
which we receive all of the indisputably pre-conquest images I discuss here (from the
Codex Borgia and the Codex Laud); we have found that the artists did not attempt
to provide realistic portrayals of the human body – they tended to provide images in
profile – and they had specific icons designed to signify such things as movement
through space, the progress of time and, more to the point for our purposes, the
position of fertility.19 The Borgia group also comes from outside the basin of Mexico
(probably from near Tlaxcala or from Nahua-influenced areas of southern Mexico)
and, as the foremost experts on these codices have noted, these texts represent the
dominant religious views of the priestly class throughout the region.20
The post-conquest manuscripts that I will analyse became hybrid texts, at least
in format, with influence from both European and Nahua styles. The first set of texts
(the Codex Borbonicus and the Tonalamatl of Aubin), probably produced soon after
the Spanish conquest in the basin of Mexico, appear to have little Spanish influence,
though some aesthetic changes and/or Spanish glosses appear.21 The second set of texts,
the Magliabechiano group, betrays the influence of its Franciscan sponsors. Though
produced largely in traditional Nahua style, the texts are primarily Spanish alphabetic
documents, with images illustrating the narrative.22 The final text, the twelve-volume
Florentine Codex written and illustrated by Franciscan friar Bernardino de Sahagún
and his indigenous aides, is an extensive ethnographic study, based on interviews with
old Nahua nobles from three different communities, produced in Hispanic style and
with an agenda of promoting Christian thought, but with an interest in providing great
detail – in the Nahuatl language, even if in the Roman alphabet – about Nahua religious
practice.23
These texts together tell us a story: one in which war, fertility and sacrifice relate
to emerging and always changing concepts of gender and sexuality. As we will see,
these concepts not only exceeded the Spanish conceptualisation that equated sex with
sin, but also exceed a theory of sexuality that maintains a division between sex and
gender.
The god(dess) Cihuacoatl

In the Codex Borbonicus, authored in the basin of Mexico at around the time of the
Spanish conquest, we witness Cihuacoatl in a description of the Toxcatl ceremony, a
festival to celebrate the warriors of the city-state of Tenochtitlan, the capital of the ruling
empire immediately before the Spanish conquest (see Figure 1). This early sixteenthcentury pictorial codex, written in traditional Nahua style (though with some Spanish
glosses), focuses on an individual called the cihuacoatl, the second-highest ranking
person in a Nahua city-state.24 We see few figures in Nahua pictorial manuscripts
that we know are cross-dressed individuals, but the cihuacoatl is one, and he runs
the Toxcatl ceremony, a festival designed to promote masculine valour in warfare.
His image in the centre of the ceremony shows him wearing a blouse and a skirt,
both decorated in the manner of the god(dess), and carrying a well-decorated shield,
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Figure 1: Cihuacoatl. Reprinted from Codex Borbonicus
(facsimile) (Madrid, Vienna, Mexico City: Sociedad Estatal
Quinto Centenario, Akademische Druck- und Verlagsanstalt,
Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1991), p. 34.

a symbol of masculinity, and a weaving batten, a symbol of femininity. Why did this
cross-dressing individual play such a powerful role in an important Nahua ceremony
(and in wider Nahua politics)? Did Cihuacoatl, ostensibly a mother god(dess), come
to symbolise warfare?
Dominican friar Diego Durán describes fearsome sacrifices dedicated to
Cihuacoatl, and he says that the Nahuas killed more for her than for any other deity.25 Indeed, Cihuacoatl was a powerful warrior god(dess) often associated with the
Mexica.26
Much of the Codex Borbonicus focuses on her as a central god(dess), largely
because this codex is dedicated to warrior rituals. Yet the Borbonicus focuses not
simply on the god(dess), but rather on her priest: a male priest dressed in her garb.27
In addition to his shield and his weaving batten, he, if we can call him that, wears a
dress decorated with skulls at the bottom, and he has all of the standard markings of
the god(dess). He also stands upon a platform decorated with a skull. This individual
is the cihuacoatl of Tenochtitlan, a person, seemingly always male, the second-incommand of the community after the tlatoani. This powerful position for a crossdressing individual belies the fact that Nahua society strongly ingrained a highly
masculine image in young men in which they avoided all activity, including dress,
associated with women’s roles.28 Yet, Nahua leaders viewed the cihuacoatl as necessary
for the effective functioning of society and, in the Toxcatl ceremony, for effective
leadership in ritual warfare.
Importantly, such cross-dressing in no way challenged the masculinity of the
priest. He stands in the image across from and alongside well-decorated priests and
warriors. In another image, he stands directly below Huitzilopochtli, the god of war.29
Just as the priest of Cihuacoatl wears the attire of the god(dess) (her figurative skin),
the warriors wear the skins of animals and the priest of Huitzilopochtli wears the
accoutrements of the god he signifies. In each case, the act of placing upon one’s body
the skin of another transforms the self. Huitzilopochtli’s priest becomes the powerful
warrior god – no longer simply human, he enters a space in which he remains the priest
but also becomes the divine. The warriors become the powerful animals (coyotes,
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jaguars and so on) whose skins they wear. These animals allow them to go to war
not only with the protection (armour) of the skin, but also with the martial skills of
the animals, combined with the cunning of the human warrior: betwixt and between,
through ritual (the Toxcatl ceremony), the self-identities of the warriors have become
transformed.
A similar process takes place in the case of the priest wearing Cihuacoatl’s
(female?) skin. He places upon his body the skirt and the blouse, and he holds the
weaving batten because his self has been transformed into that of the god(dess)/priest.
No longer just human, he becomes a figure straddling the human and the divine,
harnessing all the powers of the deity to attend to the success of the warriors in
warfare. In doing so, this priest crosses boundaries not just between the human and the
divine, as had Huitzilopochtli’s priest, but also between male and female.
In these warrior rituals, why did the presence of Huitzilopochtli and other warrior gods not suffice? Why did our tlacuilo find it necessary to paint the image of
Cihuacoatl? After all, Inga Clendinnen and Cecelia Klein, amongst others, have both
carefully and correctly shown us that warfare was a male sphere, in many ways the
ultimate portrayal of the masculine being in the Nahua universe.30
The answers to these questions, though, comes from Cihuacoatl’s particular place
in the Nahua pantheon, a place signified by her shield, and representing her as a warrior
god(dess). While, as we will see, many of the fertility god(desse)s played a role in
warfare, Cihuacoatl’s role was unique. Cihuacoatl, while a central god(dess) to the
apparatus of the Aztec empire, signified defeat. She was most strongly worshipped
in the southern cities of Cuitlahuac and Xochimilco, and ‘it is noteworthy that both
cities were famed for their female sorcerers. Cuitlahuac is described repeatedly in the
chronicles as the “City of Sorcerers” . . . while Xochimilco, which was regarded as a
veritable hotbed of sorcery, is thought to house black art practitioners to this day’.31
Further, these southern cities were key to the survival of Tenochtitlan as leader of the
empire, for, once conquered, they contributed substantial tribute.
It thus seems little coincidence that immediately after the Mexica conquest of
Xochimilco in 1430, we find evidence that the cult of Cihuacoatl flourished in the
capital city.32 Her presence signified both the power of the feminine in her cults in
the southern cities, and her defeat, ritualistically, at the hands of Huitzilopochtli. This
god(dess), always powerful and always dangerous, must also remain always defeated,
or else the Aztec empire could end. Thus the performance of the cihuacoatl priest,
always second-in-command, signified the continuing re-enactment of defeat.33
Returning to the ceremonial performance of the cihuacoatl, though, we may ask
why, if she, as Klein maintains, signified such defeat, she would perform an active role
in the ritual. Why would she not simply sit at the feet of Huitzilopochtli or even of
the warriors? We may answer partly, based on Klein’s description, that Cihuacoatl’s
presence signified the position of a powerful god(dess) coming from a region in which
female magic predominated, but we may go much further than this as we analyse the
power of femininity and feminine sexuality in the Nahua god(desse)s of war.
In her image in the above text, we can see Cihuacoatl’s ferocious look. She holds
a batten as a weapon to signify her feminine role as a weaver (she also clearly wears
a skirt). Her ferocious face, open mouth, long hair, well-decorated warrior garb and
ornate shield frightened her enemies. The skull below her, upon which she stands,
suggests that she makes her platform from the heads of enemy warriors.
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But why would the Mexica use a female warrior in such imagery, when almost all
of their warriors were men? One could not defeat the enemy with just the masculine,
so the rituals needed to provide feminine power. In another ritual, titled Ochpaniztli
(‘The Sweeping’), in order for the ritual to succeed, a male priest needed to wear the
skin of a woman slain as a fertility god(dess). In doing so, he harnessed the power of
the fertility god(dess) and spread maize throughout the earth. As he accomplished this
act, he was called by the name of the fertility god(dess).34 As the Nahuas viewed the
feminine as absolutely necessary for fertility, they also saw femininity as vital for the
promotion of warfare, in which they believed that they made the empire fertile. In the
Ochpaniztli ritual, another priest, as he went into battle, wore the flayed thigh skin of
the slain god(dess), only to bury that thigh skin in enemy territory, just as he would
plant maize.35
One should also note that, as the Mexica defeated and/or formed alliances with
other city-states, they asserted feminine sexuality to do so. After the war was over,
they would work to expand their influence over others by marrying high-level Mexica
women to the rulers of the defeated city-state. While it would work the other way
as well (leading maidens from the other city-state would marry the Mexica leader),
the control over the outside, the other city-state, most often was ceded to the young
Mexica women who married the leaders of those states.36 Thus state power was asserted through feminine sexuality, and Cihuacoatl signified that institution. Cihuacoatl
promoted both the Nahua concept of the masculine, leading men into battle, and the
feminine, promoting feminine sexuality and weaving, considered women’s work.
This seems most appropriate to Cihuacoatl’s position as the second-in-command
of society. The most famous Cihuacoatl, Tlacaelel, was renowned for leading Mexica
war parties. Cihuacoatl thus signified what the other god(desse)s did: a jumble of
attributes, skins that could be taken off or placed on at will. She was the masculine
warrior, the feminine weaver, the sorceress and the one given to the powerful Mexica
leader as a sexual favour when he defeated the city from which Cihuacoatl emanated.
One can sense in this description the problem with Rubin’s formulation: if we
separate our theoretical tools for analysing sexuality from the feminist tools developed
to analyse gender, do we lose the cross-pollination between what we would consider
gender and what we would consider sexuality? Nahua ritual structures did not neatly
separate the two, at least not in the case of Cihuacoatl. Still, as noted in the beginning,
Nahua quotidian notions of gender and sexuality formed particular roles for women
and men that did not apply to the deities. Would Rubin’s formulation in ‘Thinking
Sex’ allow for the parentheses in god(desse)s, or would it limit our grammatical
abilities? I will argue below for a return both to Lacan and to ‘The Traffic in Women’.
The god(dess) Coyolxauhqui

Other Nahua god(desse)s signified the position of the defeated warrior. The mythology of the birth of the Mexica war god, Huitzilopochtli, involving him, his sister
Coyolxauhqui and his mother Coatlicue, suggests a complex gendered and sexualised
relationship linked closely with war and fertility. The mother, Coatlicue, became pregnant with Huitzilopochtli while she swept. She found a ball of feathers, which she
placed in her bosom. That ball of feathers then disappeared, and Coatlicue was pregnant. Coyolxauhqui, Coatlicue’s eldest daughter, led her brothers into battle, attempting
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Figure 2: Statue of Coatlicue. Photograph by Pete Sigal
(Museo de Antroplogı́a e Historia, Mexico City).

to kill her mother before Huitzilopochtli was born. She did this because she believed
that Huitzilopochtli would bring about destruction. Yet her stated reasons, according to
the Florentine Codex, appear to critique Coatlicue’s suspect sexuality. Thus she said,
‘My elder brothers, she has affronted us; we must kill our mother, the angry one who
is already with child. Who is the cause of that which is in her womb?’37 Coyolxauhqui
then led her brothers to attack their mother, but Huitzilopochtli, still in his mother’s
womb, heard Coyolxauhqui’s plans, and he burst out of her, already with weapons. He
beheaded Coyolxauhqui and ripped her body into pieces. He then killed his brothers.38
The narrative asserts a battle on at least two levels related to the control over
feminine sexuality and the female body. Coatlicue became sexually suspect, but
Huitzilopochtli, through his expertise as a warrior, defended his mother’s reputation.
Coyolxauhqui’s destroyed body then descended to the earth, propagating the fertile
land of the basin of Mexico. The struggle between Huitzilopochtli and Coyolxauhqui
also symbolically marked the movement of the Mexica from a subordinate group to a
dominant one.39
Coatlicue, the mother, remains an obscure figure in the Nahua pantheon. As
Huitzilopochtli’s lone parent, she suggests his ‘illegitimacy’ in the Nahua framework,
a symbol for the illegitimacy of Mexica rule. In her own image, as we find in her statue
(Figure 2), she has become a phallic figure: two serpents emerge from her severed
head.40 Serpents also come out from her skirt (Coatlicue translates as ‘serpent skirt’),
signifying both her fertility and the association between her fertile nature and death –
through the warfare of Huitzilopochtli.41 This fierce deity promoted the position of the
phallic god(dess) in the Nahua pantheon.
Huitzilopochtli, as the key warrior god of the Mexica, defeated Coyolxauhqui
in such a way as to establish male domination over the female body, just as the
masculine Mexica established control over the feminine land.42 The main narrative
promoted Huitzilopochtli as the leader of society, while Coyolxauhqui’s shattered
body, as memorialised on the main Mexica temple (Figure 3), became a key figure in
the empire: both an element of resistance to male domination in Mexica society, and the
disempowerment of the female body. The body’s pieces signified both Coyolxauhqui’s
excessively sexual nature (through her nude body and exposed breasts) and her phallic
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Figure 3: Coyolxauhqui, from the Templo Mayor
of Tenochtitlan. Photograph by Pete Sigal.

empowerment (through her snakes – presented as phallic in Nahua iconography – and
the presence of the loincloth, an ubiquitous sign of men).43
Yet, in the image, we witness her extraordinary phallic divestiture. As her body
was destroyed, torn apart in every conceivable manner, she became divested of any
power and thus became a symbol asserting the dominance of Huitzilopochtli. Thus, as
Huitzilopochtli became a sign of Mexica dominance, Coyolxauhqui became a sign for
any city-states that would attempt to challenge that dominance. In such a metaphorical
story, those other city-states were feminised. All the serpents were killed along with
Coyolxauhqui; she was beheaded and her body parts did not form a whole that could
challenge Huitzilopochtli in any manner.
Huitzilopochtli thus became in this story a warrior who would defend his mother –
even if she had become sexually suspect – while asserting sexual control over his sister.
The sexual control that Huitzilopochtli exerted over both his mother and sister may
resemble to us a kind of patriarchal sexual control, and indeed much Nahua ritual
points to male dominance. This may lead us to believe, however, that Nahua society
had a similar system of sexual honour and virtue that many historians have argued
comprised Spanish patriarchal discourse.44 But, as scholars studying Nahua gender
have shown more fully, Nahua society at the time of the Spanish conquest was much
more complex than this.45
In this narrative, we must recall the position of the land. The Mexica would
not have been able to settle in Tenochtitlan, or to plant maize without the fertilising
presence of the parts of Coyolxauhqui’s body. In many senses, this recalls Rubin’s point
in ‘The Traffic in Women’, that women’s bodies fertilise social relationships between
men, who engage in gift exchange over the bodies of women.46 Thus, symbolically
Coyolxauhqui’s shattered body became the key to this exchange, just as women’s
bodies (as the women were married off to leaders of other city-states) would become
similarly key to such an exchange in the social field.
The symbolic presence of Coyolxauhqui’s phallus, through her loincloth, signifies
not the imaginary presence of a penis, but rather a fear that Mexica leaders had regarding
the potential of their subordinates to rise up. This feminine phallic power, also asserted
through the presence of snakes, phallic figures connected with the earth, and thus
also with femininity in the case of Coyolxauhqui, needed to be controlled in the
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Figure 4: Chalchiuhtlicue. Reprinted from Tonalamatl of Aubin (facsimile),
Eduard Seler, ed. (Berlin, London: Hazell, Watson, & Viney, 1900-01), p. 5.

Nahua universe. Such a phallic presence, though, points again to the symbolic import
of feminine sexuality, an import that we cannot understand if we do not develop a
theoretical framework that deals with the symbols and signifiers of sexuality, even
when they become connected with the ‘wrong’ gender.47
The fertility god(desse)s

Nahua ritual texts at the time of the conquest closely connected war with fertility, and
Cihuacoatl, like most other god(desse)s, signified both of these. Through her position
alongside all of the male warriors, she presented the preferred warrior symbol. The
men had to go forth into other territories, defeat their enemies and symbolically implant
a new society. The only way to keep that new society moving forward was through
sexual reproduction that made gods, humans, animals and the earth fertile. In order
to accomplish this task, the warriors recognised that they needed both masculine and
feminine principles; hence the position of Cihuacoatl as a warrior, particularly one
continually re-enacting the defeat of those fighting against the Mexica.48 And the
presence of the second skin of the priest, the clothing of the god(dess), would also
mimic the warriors, who wore their own second skins, those of the animals.
Other god(desse)s present us with further evidence of the power of fertility. In
these god(desse)s, we see that for the Nahuas feminine sexuality connects with gender
in particular ways that move us beyond Rubin’s formulations. In the Tonalamatl of
Aubin, we find an extraordinary and obscure image that signifies the roles of two fertility
goddesses: Chalchiuhtlicue and Tlazolteotl (Figure 4).49 There we see Chalchiuhtlicue
with Tlazolteotl’s head emanating from between her legs like an outstretched penis. In
Chalchiuhtlicue’s more standard image, like that of the Codex Borbonicus (Figure 5),
we see her unleashing the floods from beneath her throne, and we witness people
caught in the torrents of water.50 Her nose ornament serves to present her as a fertility
god(dess).51 And, importantly, one of the images across from her is Tlazolteotl’s
headdress. Here the people caught in the stream may be a man and a woman sacrificed to
the god(dess), although they may also symbolise men and women born to the cleansing
effects of Chalchiuhtlicue’s water.52 As a midwife bathed a newborn, she called upon
Chalchiuhtlicue. Either way, Chalchiuhtlicue’s flood created and/or destroyed both
male and female.
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Figure 5: Chalchiuhtlicue. Reprinted from Codex Borbonicus (facsimile)
(Madrid, Vienna, Mexico City: Sociedad Estatal Quinto Centenario, Akademische
Druck- und Verlagsanstalt, Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1991), p. 3.

Chalchiuhtlicue controlled the water and bathed the newborn child, ridding
her/him of dirt. The important ceremony, bringing the child into the world, was partially
controlled by this god(dess) and, by implication, by Tlazolteotl as well. The two were
paired, as art historian Eloise Quiñones-Keber maintains, because of the association
between dirt and cleanliness. Tlaztoleotl’s ‘dual association with generation and filth
is recognised; the latter is part of her name . . . Thus the pairing of Tlaztolteotl and
Chalchiuhtlicue . . . may have been intended for contrasting purposes, one representing
filth, the other the cleansing with water that followed birth’. 53 While Quiñones-Keber
places too much emphasis on these two as individual god(desse)s rather than complements, I agree on the necessity of both in Nahua thought for the maintenance of
fertility.
The two god(desse)s in Figure 4 connect with each other in the cleansing process:
one signifying water and the other trash. Chalchiuhtlicue, at least in the birthing
process, would serve to clean the trash created by Tlazolteotl.54 Perhaps the tlacuilo
who authored the Tonalamatl of Aubin saw Tlazolteotl as a masculine type of figure,
relating to Chalchiuhtlicue’s femininity. Yet, we may have problems supporting such a
binary opposition. Chalchiuhtlicue’s name derived from ‘precious jade’ (chalchihuitl)
and ‘skirt’ (cueitl), while Tlazolteotl came from ‘trash’ (tlazolli). The skirt signified
female identity but trash had no particular gender in Nahua thought. Further, as we
will see, Tlazolteotl’s gender is far from clear. And Chalchiuhtlicue, while consistently
represented as feminine and having a female body, appears here to have had a penis;
other images related her to warfare.55
The penile image, associating not the symbolism of the phallus (through the
loincloth), but rather the physiological male member, seems entirely unique in the
Nahua corpus. Perhaps the tlacuilo intended Tlazolteotl as penis to signify the fertility
of both god(desse)s. In the images in the water in Figures 4 and 5, we witness the male
and the female figures, both clothed (the male figure appears to wear only a loincloth).56
Chalchiuhtlicue symbolised both the destruction of the flood and the creation of birth.
The use of Tlazolteotl could suggest two elements: first, the use of dirt and water
in the washing away of the trash of the newborn child; second, the male and female
principles involved in creation. But we cannot maintain Tlazolteotl as the masculine
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Figure 6: Gods of Excess. Reprinted from Codex Borgia (facsimile)
(Graz, Austria: Akademische Druck- und Verlagsanstalt, 1976), p. 74.

principle – and certainly not as the penis. Indeed, her headdress in Figure 5 probably
signifies offerings to the god(dess) in order to protect children in the birthing process.
A pre-conquest Nahua image common to several texts presented Tlazolteotl as an
erotic god(dess) partnered with a similarly erotic (male) deity (Figure 6).57 Tlazolteotl
gives birth to a glyph of a flower, symbolising her as the parent of sexual excess.58
Several other elements of this image are noteworthy. First, and most immediately
apparent, Tlazolteotl is naked except for her headgear and her necklace. The nudity of
women in pre-conquest manuscripts always appears to have signified sexual excess.59
Second, Tlazolteotl’s headdress and earrings are made of a spindle and unspun cotton,
signifying her as the god(dess) of spinning cotton.60 Third, her right foot sits on a flint
knife, an implement used in blood sacrifice. The (male) deity below her also has a
flower emanating from him (could the flower emanate from an umbilical cord?), and
he has a cord ending in a skull coming out of his anus. The figures together signify
the panoply of sexual excesses committed by the gods. These indeed were deities
of sexual excess, and the Nahua pantheon required them to engage in activities that
standard Nahua society would have viewed as excessive for men and women.
In post-conquest times, Tlazolteotl not only continued but, more appropriately,
she traversed the entire social field. Thus she became a signifier of sin, but she kept
some of her role as a mother god(dess) who committed activities deemed excessive.
She maintained her position as one who would pick up the trash, and she continued
to provide more trash. She fomented an ‘Eve-like’ image, just as she also re-presented
the holy mother, the Virgin Mary, in a somewhat different and more sexualised guise.
In a 1629 treatise, based on an idolatry investigation in a Nahua-speaking community in Guerrero, we find several incantations that invoked Tlazolteotl and closely
related god(desse)s. In one, the Nahua informant discussed a cure that he called tetlazolaltiloni, ‘bathing someone regarding tlazolli’.61 Of course the washing away of the
trash would require water, so the shaman called upon a series of god(desse)s, including
Chalchiuhtlicue. These god(desse)s signified fire, water and incense. Then he called
upon the Tlazolteteoh, the god(desse)s of tlazolli.62 These together formed the cure for
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an illness caused by tlazolli and by what the Nahuas deemed ‘excess’. And one should
note here that Tlazolteotl was the guardian of the steam baths, places intended to cure
individuals, but ones that Catholic priests argued fomented sexual sin by allowing for
secret sexual liaisons.63 Nahuas regarded the steam bath, the temazcal, guarded by
Tlazolteotl, as a place in which the fire, water and incense came together to help one
engage in a cure.64 The being that created the disease was specifically coded as female,
whereas the disease itself had no specific gendered markers, and the ill person could
be either male or female. The curer, either male or female, led the diseased person
to the steam bath, which cured him or her. Only through the careful invocation of
both Chalchiuhtlicue and Tlazolteotl would the sick individual become cured. Thus,
these god(desse)s, fundamental god(desse)s of fertility, could cure disease and save
humanity. But they also could kill.
In the relationship established here between Tlazolteotl and Chalchiuhtlicue, we
may see, as did the Catholic priests, a parallel with baptism.65 Yet, I would argue that
we must instead interpret this cure in the context provided by the pre-conquest pairing
of Chachiuhtlicue with Tlazolteotl. The two did not form moral opposites as in the case
of baptism, where the holy water washes away the original sin. In the case of the ritual
purification involved in the steam bath, the water did wash away the trash, but only as
the trash god(dess) helped the water god(dess). The two together signified tlazolli; thus
together they worked to move the diseased person ritualistically back into the realm of
moderation. Chalchiuhtlicue required Tlazolteotl in order to help, in order to cure, the
individual.
Tlazolteotl remained Chalchiuhtlicue’s phallus even in the 1620s, but here she
has become the phallus more in her traditional sense, as in the symbolic register in
which Tlazolteotl combined male and female power within the same register. In other
words, here the phallus becomes not a physiological manifestation of the male body,
but rather a symbolic presentation of the power of gender and sexuality.
The colonial death of the god(dess)

The phallic imagery of the Chalchiuhtlicue/Tlazolteotl relationship remains obscure
until we analyse the place of the tongue in the images of the Nahua god(desse)s. In an
image from the mid-sixteenth-century Codex Magliabechiano (Figure 7), a codex written in the Spanish language but preserving some traditional if decontextualised Nahua
imagery, we see that Cihuacoatl survived the conquest intact and in some senses became
scarier yet.66 But, as I have noted, the Codex Magliabechiano was primarily a Hispanic
text, with the images performing an illustrative role. Still, according to Dominican friar
Diego Durán, an astute observer of Nahua gods and rituals, Cihuacoatl’s open mouth
and tongue signified her lust for the hearts of men.67 At the same time, the tongue in
much Nahua discourse signified a lascivious nature.68 We see again the relationship
between warfare, sacrifice and feminine sexuality. Here the Spanish narrative says that
Cihuacoatl celebrates the festival of the dead.69
How do we understand the ever-present tongues of the god(desse)s? We must turn
to the rather ambiguous tzitzimime, death figures and underworld gods that art historian Cecelia Klein convincingly argues related closely to Cihuacoatl, their controlling
god(dess), and whose flint-knife-like tongues appear prominently in their images.70 As
we can see in Figure 8, from the Codex Magliabechiano, a snake appears to emanate
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Figure 7: Cihuacoatl. Reprinted from Codex Magliabechiano (facsimile).
Published as The Book of the Life of the Ancient Mexicans, Zelia Nuttall,
ed. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1903), f. 45r.

Figure 8: Tzitzimitl. Reprinted from Codex Magliabechiano (facsimile).
Published as The Book of the Life of the Ancient Mexicans, Zelia Nuttall,
ed. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1903), f. 76r.

from beneath the tzitzimitl. The cognate image from a related codex, the Codex Tudela,
which was created from the same prototype as the Codex Magliabechiano, contains
no snake; instead, blood comes from the tzitzimitl’s open mouth, pouring down the
front of the image, ending in an arrow-like point between the figure’s legs.71 The blood
signified the tzitzimitl’s power, which stemmed from the figure’s ability to get Nahuas
to engage in sacrifice. The blood moving from the open mouth, between the legs, to
the ground, replicates the positioning of the tongue, liver and snake on the body of the
Magliabechiano tzitzimitl.
The Spanish text describing this figure in the Codex Magliabechiano says that the
tzitzimitl is a ‘dead man’.72 Yet we see that he wears a huipil, the top worn by Nahua
women. His huipil covers his bony body, but the snake emanates prominently from
beneath him to show his phallic power, just as he wears a necklace of hearts (with a
liver at the centre) to show his ability to get people to engage in sacrifice for him.
Nahuas called these figures tzitzimime, underworld gods most often characterised
as male. As we shall see, such a characterisation mistakes a colonialist re-inscription
for pre-conquest reality. According to a wide variety of sources, Nahuas feared the
tzitzimime in a similar manner as they feared the cihuateteo, women who became
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god(desse)s when they died in childbirth.73 The tzitzimime and the cihuateteo would
come from the underworld and lurk in the forests, waiting to steal hearts. Only sufficient
sacrifice could satisfy them.
These fearful (highly masculine?) figures thus signified the draw of the underworld, and they appropriately became recoded as demonic figures in the Nahua world.74
Or did they? Klein has shown that these figures in the pre-conquest imaginary appear
female. In addition to the huipil, the tzitizmime wore skirts laced on the bottom with
shells. The image from the Codex Tudela also has a red back panel laced with shells at
the bottom – Nahua women wore both the skirt and the back panel. The lacing of the
bottom with shells appears reminiscent of Cihuacoatl’s costume. A few early colonial
documents describe the tzitzimime as female. In fact, Klein shows that texts declaring
the tzitzimime as male appear to actively and consciously seek to alter the identity of
the tzitzimime to make them demonic. As the devil is male, likewise the tzitzimime
became male.75
In Nahua cosmology, these tzitzimime did not signify as male, or as purely evil.
They could help one with cures just as easily as they could kill an individual. But let us
explore for a moment the reason that these figures became both male and demonic, at
least in the Hispanic mind, during the early colonial period. First, as underworld gods
who created mischief for people on earth, in the imaginations of Catholic priests it made
great sense to categorise them as types of demons, ignoring the fact that Nahuas did
not view them as universally evil. Second, as deities pictured with properties presumed
phallic, the Spaniards could easily categorise them as male, ignoring sartorial codes
that would problematise such a gender categorisation. These two rationales, though,
suggest more of an unconscious process at work than the conscious re-categorisation
process promoted in some of the secondary literature: in other words, it was not so
much that the priests made an effort to re-categorise these individuals to fit into their
agendas. Rather, they witnessed images that they automatically coded in their minds
as demonic male figures, and they acted accordingly.
Cihuacoatl closely relates to the tzitzimime and the other death figures through
her tongue. Figure 7 prominently displays Cihuacoatl’s tongue, ready to penetrate
the heart for which she waits. Further, as a warrior god(dess), she carried the name
of ‘woman serpent’, a reference to one key phallic figure. We also see in her preconquest image the prominent role of her tongue, which in Figure 9, from the Mexica
version of the calendar, is simply a flint knife, much like the tongue of the tzitzimitl in
the Magliabechiano image. The flint knife, the phallic signifier of sacrifice, becomes
equated with Cihuacoatl’s tongue in the collective memory produced in this statesponsored display.
We can also note the relationship of sexuality to the portrayal of the hair of
Cihuacoatl and the tzitzimime. In another image, Cihuacoatl’s hair is made up of
centipedes, scorpions and other insects – all signifiers of sexual excess.76 Pre-conquest
and colonial iconography consistently related such animals of the earth to excess.77
These relate to the common theme in Nahua sources: women portrayed as sexually
excessive had tousled hair. The knives in the hair of the tzitzimime seem likely to
portray a similar relation.
The sources prominently displayed the tongues of certain deities, and these
tongues meant different things under different circumstances, but in each case the
tongue signified a ritual element of excess unmistakably absent from accepted daily
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Figure 9: Cihuacoatl, from a Nahua calendar. Photograph by Pete Sigal.

practices. Witness the tongues of the tzitzimime. These tongues present the excess
related to feasting upon blood and heart. The tongue of Tlazolteotl signified her lascivious nature. In Figure 9, Cihuacoatl’s flint-knife tongue signified her importance in
sacrifice.
The tongue in each of these images presents us with a narrative related to power.
The individual with the exposed tongue has power over others, and that tongue consistently signifies the excesses of ritual, prohibited in daily life. These phallic tongues,
related closely with Cihuacoatl and other deities, suggest that god(desse)s have power
over people.
While Cihuacoatl was hardly a typical god(dess), she signified what all others did:
a coming together of two principles, the feminine (fertility and feminine sexuality) and
the masculine (warfare and masculine sexuality). It is this coming together of variously
gendered phenomena that may force us to question whether these god(desse)s can be
characterised as goddesses at all.
In pre-conquest times we find significant gender ambiguity in the positions of
many supernatural figures. In the Codex Laud, the presence of the phallus asserted a
dynamic power relationship between the phallicised deity and the humans portrayed
in the act of childbirth. In two images from this codex, we find related death figures
with both loincloths and skirts (see Figures 10 and 11).78
In Figure 10, we see that the death figure has his sacrificial knife pointed at the
woman who appears to hand over her child. The obvious suggestion that this child
will be sacrificed is less important to us than the phallic nature of the death figure.
The symbolic role of sacrifice and the power of the sacrificial knife relate back to the
loincloth – not necessarily seen as hiding a penis, but certainly as a symbolic registration
of the phallic power of the death figure, here containing both male (loincloth) and
female (skirt) attributes.
In another case, Figure 11, we see the same death figure, this time without a
sacrificial knife, as the child has yet to be born. The death figure points to a naked
pregnant woman. We also see a snake’s tail pointing toward the woman, and a bird
enters her mouth. Again, the death figure, with both skirt and loincloth, relates to the
system of sacrifice (as well as the dangers of childbirth).
The images of the gods connect the loincloth closely with the power of the actor.
Each deity maintains his or her power through the presence of some sign of the phallus.
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Figure 10: Death figure. Reprinted from Codex Laud
(facsimile), Ferdinand Anders, ed. (Austria: Akademische
Druck- und Verlagsanstalt; Mexico City: Fondo de Cultura
Económica, 1994), p. 27.

Figure 11: Death figure. Reprinted from Codex Laud
(facsimile), Ferdinand Anders, ed. (Austria: Akademische Druck- und Verlagsanstalt; Mexico City: Fondo de
Cultura Económica, 1994), p. 30.

And in each case these phallic signifiers relate closely to sexual excess. I argue that the
phallus placed on the body of the god(dess) asserts a type of (feminine) sexual power
in the cosmological realm.
We witness these power dynamics further as we explore the relationship between
the god(desse)s. As Chalchiuhtlicue had the identity of the ‘precious jade skirt’, and the
skirt in Nahua discourse signified female, despite her penis in Figure 4, she appears to
remain female.79 We must note that we have found few images of Nahua women with
loincloths, so the portrayal of god(desse)s with loincloths, snakes and other phallic
signifiers appears not to have extended to human women.80
Indeed, the Nahuas viewed the bulk of the god(desse)s as combined warriors
and fertility figures. The authors of these texts signify the roles of these god(desse)s
through the representation of images of fertility (including presenting them as giving
birth, but most often simply showing them with elements to spin or weave cotton, or
with maize, as Nahuas linked both cotton and maize to fertility) and images of war
(most often, as with the case of Cihuacoatl, with shields and bundles of arrows, but
also including knives and other implements of sacrifice).
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Figure 12: Tlazolteotl. Reprinted from Codex Laud (facsimile),
Ferdinand Anders, ed. (Austria: Akademische Druck- und Verlagsanstalt; Mexico City: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1994), p. 29.

None of this will surprise those with knowledge of Nahua notions of childbirth.
Nahuas provided a woman giving birth to a child the title of ‘warrior’. In the Florentine
Codex, a midwife exhorted the pregnant woman, about to give birth, to ‘grasp well the
little shield. My daughter, my youngest one: be an eagle woman. Face it. Imitate the
eagle woman, Cihuacoatl’.81 The reference to ‘eagle woman’ (quauhcihuatl) referred
to the eagle designation of an acclaimed warrior.82 The shield referred to Cihuacoatl’s
shield. Thus Cihuacoatl became the god(dess) who protected women during childbirth.
Her warrior personality became the personality of the woman giving birth to the child.
Tlazolteotl also helped women through the process of childbirth, and her image
suggests a similar combination of gendered attributes. But, unlike Cihuacoatl, who
combined sartorial images of femininity with external accoutrements of masculinity,
many other god(desse)s, including Tlazolteotl, ‘played’ with concepts of sexual excess
and the human body while also asserting the coming together of genders. Thus we
witness, in Figure 12 (from the Codex Laud), Tlazolteotl’s exposed breasts signifying
the sexed female body, while other elements signify a coming together of two genders
and a phallic symbolism.83 We see that Tlazolteotl wears a skirt, a feminine cueitl,
but even on the skirt we note a problematic notion: the bones signify her role in
sacrifice, largely considered a masculine ritual sphere. Still, many sacrifices occur
for the god(desse)s, so even though male priests and victims dominate most of the
ceremonies from the vantage points of the viewers, the god(desse)s play a major role.
Further, the cihuateteo commonly wore such skirts.84 More centrally, emanating from
beneath Tlazolteotl’s skirt, we find a loincloth, a seemingly exclusive signifier of the
male body, intended to evoke the male member. As we rarely see penises in any Nahua
texts, one might suggest that the author intends the loincloth to evoke the penis; to
suggest its presence without directly showing it. The loincloth is thus a signifier without
a signified.
The signifier (loincloth) is a creative application of the signified (phallus) that
does not exist in any place but the symbolic sphere. Thus, while a Nahua individual
can imagine the possibility of a penis beneath Tlazolteotl’s loincloth, just as that
individual can imagine the possibility of a penis beneath the man’s loincloth, in both
cases the Nahua cultural and linguistic frames intend the loincloth not to assert such an
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Figure 13: Tlazolteotl. Reprinted from Codex Laud (facsimile),
Ferdinand Anders, ed. (Austria: Akademische Druck- und Verlagsanstalt; Mexico City: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1994),
p. 39.

imaginary, but rather to leave a symbolic imprint that relates to the power and prestige
of the individual wearing the loincloth. The tlacuilo does not intend to make the Nahua
commoner believe that Tlazolteotl’s loincloth hides her penis. Rather, these authorial
voices intend the loincloth to evoke a certain sense of awe at the power (encoded as
phallic) of the individual thus portrayed.85
But Tlazolteotl cannot be coded as male. She gives birth to children, and she
signifies a feminine sexuality that seems at one moment out of control and at another
moment not only in control but also leading to the continuation of society. In another
image from the Codex Laud (Figure 13), we see Tlazolteotl in much of her traditional
costume and headdress.86 Here she holds cotton-spinning implements in one hand and
sacrificial implements in the other. She wears a cueitl, but instead of the loincloth we
saw above, she here has a serpent coming out from beneath her skirt. The serpent’s head
encloses the head of a man also seen on the other side of the image. The man wears
the mask of Ehecatl, the god of wind. The man’s head connects with a body that seems
to disappear into a glyph that contains some serpent-like creatures. The man points
a (beckoning? accusatory?) finger at Tlazolteotl. All the while, underneath the man,
we see an unusual image of a naked woman in a squatting (childbirth?) position, with
her pubic hair highlighted. This woman has many of the features of Tlazolteotl, but
she lacks the facial paint and the identifying markers associated with spinning cotton.
The woman connects with the highly feminine Tlazolteotl, who herself connects with
the phallic figure, the god of wind. All together, they signify a coherent, if excessive,
unity. Tlazolteotl becomes at once a phallic aggressor (using Ehecatl to have sex with
the woman?) and a god(dess) engaged in feminine sexuality (being the woman, having
sex with Ehecatl?).
Thus, for Tlazolteotl, her character as a god(dess) stems from her excessive
activity, seemingly in both the masculine and feminine sexual spheres. Her phallus,
whether as a snake or as a loincloth, never entirely obscures her skirt. Both are necessary
for her to engage in her excessive behaviour.
Tlazolteotl’s sexual excess, a central part of her character, points to her position as
a gender-indeterminate deity. With her secondary sexual characteristics often shown,
we must categorise her as a goddess. Yet here I have argued that the more important
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categorisation is the grammatically impossible position of the god(dess), one who
signified the power of both genders, but primarily through symbolic structures and
sexual excesses. If we are to ‘separate gender and sexuality analytically to more
accurately reflect their separate social existence’, we fail to analyse Tlazolteotl, at least
as she existed before the Spanish arrived. If instead, we use this theoretical intervention
as a point of contention, we may be able to find a ‘traffic in women’ that is loaded with
phallic significance – and colonial context.
Remembering Cihuacoatl

In 1539 in the Nahua town of Culhuacan, the leader of the community led his people
in the worship of a series of deities among the most prominent fertility gods, at a
place called Xochitlan (‘Flower Land’), probably referring to Tamoanchan, the home
of the gods.87 Xochitlan related to a cave in Culhuacan in which they performed the
ceremonies. The cave, signifying the womb of the earth god(dess), was the place where
they worshipped Tezcatlipoca (a warrior god) and Cihuacoatl.88 There, several priests
dressed in the (unspecified) clothes of the gods began to sacrifice their own blood.
Then they performed a heart excision sacrifice of a youth, feeding his heart and his
blood to Tezcatlipoca and Cihuacoatl.89
As little assimilation would have occurred by 1539, the promotion of such deities
is unsurprising. Even in 1629, though, we find that Cihuacoatl survived in the memories and imaginations of some Nahuas. In an idolatry investigation, we find Nahuas
worshipping this god(dess). There the god(dess) helped to capture deer and engage in
curing rites.90
How is it possible that Nahua leaders promoted a religion devoted to Cihuacoatl
and the others? How is it possible that commoners worshipped her and other fertility
god(desse)s with such vigour? The seventeenth-century Nahua commoners produced
a memory of fertility god(desse)s not because of the needs of an obscure pre-conquest
system that we remember as the Aztec empire, but rather because of their contemporary
needs and desires. They needed to make the earth fertile and to produce cures for
disease. They desired gods that would aid them in sexual performance. Catholicism
could not do this, so Nahua commoners used oral and written practice to keep reproducing their fertility god(desse)s. The commoners in particular imagined Cihuacoatl
as a god(dess) linked closely with both warfare and fertility. And she promoted feminine
sexuality.
We fail, though, to understand her position if we promote a strict division between
gender and sexuality. Indeed, neither of these categories is adequate to describe and
analyse the positions of the god(desse)s, their changes through colonialism and their
ritual purposes. Rubin’s call to separate gender and sexuality from each other becomes,
in the story of the Nahuas, an incomplete project. While we must analyse sexuality as a
unit distinct from gender, we cannot do so for non-western peoples unless we develop
different theoretical and methodological frameworks for understanding the positions
of Nahua deities and people.
Victor Turner argues that the liminal space of ritual is likened to the womb,
bisexuality and other elements.91 ‘Betwixt and between’ and ‘bisexual’ sound like
good ways to contextualise Nahua beliefs in Cihuacoatl, Tlazolteotl and the others.
But Turner himself used this place to analyse not deities, but rather human participants
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in ritual performance. Moreover, the deities signify not liminality, but rather large
containers, bundles of attributes that had the power to transform all. Through a close
analysis of the ritual process, writ large and small, we can determine the ways in
which the deities become entities that exceed gender and transform sexuality. Hence,
as we re-enter the Nahua world in order to develop a better analysis of sexuality as it
presents itself in non-western societies, we necessarily move beyond not only the allencompassing category of gender, as Rubin advocates, but also the supposedly stable
category of sexuality.
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Power and Historical Figuring: Rachael
Pringle Polgreen’s Troubled Archive
Marisa J. Fuentes

Scandal and excess inundate the archive . . . the libidinal investment in violence is everywhere
apparent in the documents, statements and institutions that decide our knowledge of the past.1
Saidiya Hartman
History reveals itself only through the production of specific narratives. What matters most are
the process and conditions of such narratives . . . Only through that overlap can we discover the
differential exercise of power that makes some narratives possible and silences others.2
Michel-Rolph Trouillot

It may be precisely due to Rachael Pringle Polgreen’s ‘exorbitant circumstances’ during
her life as a free(d) woman of colour in late eighteenth-century Bridgetown, Barbados,
that her narrative has not changed since she appeared in the 1842 novel Creoleana.3
Apart from an important critique by Melanie Newton of the political and historical
context of J. W. Orderson’s Creoleana, the recounting of Polgreen’s life story – her
triumphs, extraordinary relationships and visual depictions – remains untouched since
the nineteenth century. Thus, the archive and secondary historical accounts beg reexamination. She was a woman of colour, a former slave turned slave owner, and many
stories circulate that she ran a well-known brothel without much legal controversy.4 The
persistent historical representations of her life draw from an archive unusual for many
free(d) and enslaved women of colour in eighteenth-century slave societies. Polgreen
left a will and her estate was inventoried by white men upon her death – a process
reserved primarily for the society’s wealthier (white) citizens. Her relationships with
elite white men and the Royal Navy are well documented in newspaper accounts and
most significantly, in the nineteenth-century novel written by a resident of Bridgetown
who may have been well acquainted with Polgreen. In the 1770s and 1780s, Polgreen
appears in Bridgetown’s tax records as a propertied resident and her advertisements in
a local newspaper allude to the importance she placed on property. From a caricatured
1796 lithograph to the folkloric accounts of Prince William Henry’s (later King William
IV) rampage through her brothel, Polgreen’s story has in many ways been rendered
impermeable, difficult to revise and over-determined by the language and power of the
archive.
The archive conceals, distorts and silences as much as it reveals about Rachael
Polgreen. J. W. Orderson’s 1842 novel, Creoleana, in which a ‘complete’ dramatised
Historicising Gender and Sexuality, First Edition. Edited by Kevin P. Murphy and Jennifer M. Spear.
C 2011 The Authors. Book compilation 
C 2011 Gender and History/Blackwell Publishing Ltd. Published 2011 by Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
Chapters 
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life story of Polgreen is narrated, provides a tantalising solution to gaps and uncertainties for historians who struggle with the fragmented and fraught records of female
enslavement marked by the embedded silences, the commodified representations of
bodies, and the epistemic violence of slavery’s archive. However, for Polgreen, it is
perhaps her hyper-visibility in images and stories that continues to obscure her everyday life, even when the archive appears to substantiate certain aspects of that life. I
contend that such powerful narratives, visual reproductions and archival assumptions
erase the crucial complexities of her personhood and obfuscate the violent and violating relationships she maintained with other women of colour in Bridgetown’s slave
society. The challenge then, is to track power in the production of her history while
recognising that Polgreen’s historical visibility is also an erasure of the lives of those
she enslaved.
In the scholarship of slavery and slave society in Barbados, the lives of Polgreen
and other free(d) women of colour are centred on narratives about business acumen and
entrepreneurship. Several historians discuss the significant role prostitution played in
the local and transnational market economy. Indeed, in many of the eighteenth-century
Caribbean and metropolitan Atlantic port cities prostitution was rampant, serving a
significant mobile military population as well as providing local ‘entertainment’.5
‘During the 1790s’, Melanie Newton states, ‘the symbol of non-white business success
in Barbados was the female hotelier’.6 A number of free(d) women found slave owning
and prostitution economically viable routes to self-sustenance as they and other free(d)
people of colour in slave societies were systemically excluded from many other roles
and opportunities.7 Though many references to free(d) women of colour mention their
involvement in the sexual economy of port cities, we must also note that in Bridgetown
there was a unique demographic of a majority white female population by the beginning
of the eighteenth century. This white female (and mostly slave-owning) majority tended
to own more women than men, and set the precedent for the selling and renting out
of enslaved women for sexual purposes.8 Moreover, in a town setting with little arable
land, white women profited from a surplus of domestic labourers by hiring them out
to island visitors.9 It is thus within Bridgetown’s bustling port environment of slaves,
sailors, Royal Navy officers and other maritime traffic that Rachael Polgreen made her
living.
Polgreen necessarily appears in histories of gender and slavery in Barbados as
she lived a remarkable life within a slave society. However, the other enslaved and
freed women who lived in similar circumstances during her time are eclipsed and
silenced by her seductive narrative. This article is a meditation on tracking how material and discursive power moves through the archive in the historical production
of subaltern women.10 Moreover, revisiting the documentary traces of Polgreen’s
life and death illuminates several contradictions or historical paradoxes that make
it problematic to characterise Polgreen or enslaved and free(d) women’s sexual relations with white men as unmediated examples of black female agency. How does
one write a narrative of enslaved ‘prostitution’? What language should we use to
describe this economy of forced sexual labour? How do we write against historical scholarship that too often relies upon the discourses of will, agency, choice
and volunteerism, which reproduce a troubling archive that cements enslaved and
free(d) women of colour in representations of ‘their willingness to become mistresses of white men’?11 If ‘freedom’ meant free from bondage but not from
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social, economic and political degradation what does it mean to survive under such
conditions?
In an analysis of the processes by which Polgreen is historically confined, I
challenge previous assumptions about her lived experiences by attending to the ways
in which enslaved and free(d) women enter history.12 The first part of this article sets the
scene of Barbados and Bridgetown in the late eighteenth century in order to give context
to the lives of these Afro-Barbadian women. Second, I re-examine the secondary
literature and present new archival traces of Polgreen’s material life to reveal an image
incommensurate with a triumphant narrative. Engaging with secondary sources on
Barbados illuminates the specific gendered and sexual representations of women in
Caribbean slave societies, and demonstrates how these images are reproduced in the
historiography. Presenting previously unexamined archival material from Barbadian
deeds and British parliamentary debates on Caribbean slavery, this article demonstrates
the ways in which Polgreen’s ‘agency’ depended upon the sexual subjugation of other
black women and supported a system of slavery established and perpetuated by the
white colonial authority. At stake in this discussion of Rachael Polgreen’s power
(inhabited and represented) is the desire to make plain how the archive and historical
production facilitate the survival of particular stories and the erasure of others.
∗∗∗
By the second half of the seventeenth century, Barbados was considered the ‘crown
jewel’ of the British Caribbean colonies. As the first point of disembarkation for British
slaving vessels and a significant port of call for the British military, the colony of Barbados was pivotal in the networks of trade and profit which propelled Britain to economic
prosperity. According to Richard Dunn, Barbados dominated the sugar and shipping
markets beyond any other British colony.13 In order to sustain sugar production, Barbados planters and merchants bought into and sustained the trade in African captives
throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. By 1670, Barbados was firmly
established as an economy dependent upon enslaved labour.14 Bridgetown, the capital
port city in which Rachael Polgreen resided, received hundreds of ships a year laden
with material products and captive Africans, who supplied the labour for sugar plantations as well as domestic labour in town. Although demographic sources are rare for the
eighteenth century, Jerome Handler estimates that in 1786 there were approximately
62,115 slaves, 16,167 whites, and 838 free people of colour living in the colony.15
In the 1770s and 1780s, Bridgetown’s free population of colour remained relatively
small but experienced significant growth by the turn of the nineteenth century.16 This
small group of ‘free coloured’ men and women survived through economic activities
including store keeping, huckstering, shipbuilding, and in some cases prostitution.
The military infrastructure built to support the Royal Navy in and around Bridgetown
perpetuated the demand for an informal sexual economy beyond that which the white
Barbadian slave-owners had already seized from enslaved women’s bodies. As a former
slave of a white owner who was possibly her own father, it is probable that Polgreen
herself experienced or witnessed the sexual violations of black women that were an
inherent part of their enslavement.17
The gender demographics of Barbados and Bridgetown were unique for a
Caribbean colony. Though enslaved men tended to dominate in British plantation
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societies, there is evidence that Barbadian planters sought to balance the sex ratios
amongst the labouring African population and, according to one historian, the island
had actually attained a majority female enslaved population by the early eighteenth century.18 Moreover, and equally anomalous, white women constituted a slight majority
among the white population during the same period (51 per cent according to the 1715
census) and remained so until the era of emancipation (1834–38).19 In Bridgetown,
these female majorities influenced the character of urban slave society. For example,
Hilary Beckles’s scholarship challenges Caribbean historiography that focuses on the
planter ‘patriarch’, showing that ‘58 per cent of slave owners in [Bridgetown] were
female, mostly white . . . [and] women owned 54 per cent of the slaves in town’. Furthermore, he points out that ‘white women also owned more female slaves than male
slaves’.20 Thus, female slave-owners like Polgreen made up much of the landscape of
urban life. However, Polgreen’s business of brothel keeping reveals a divergence from
white female slave-owners. Although many white women engaged in ‘hiring-out’ their
female slaves for sexual purposes, there is no evidence suggesting that they engaged in
running houses of prostitution in Bridgetown. While Polgreen’s ability to accumulate
wealth was comparable to her white counterparts, her avenues for profit restricted her
to an arena that seems likely to have been shameful and disreputable to white women.
Due to a shift in Caribbean historiography in the mid-1970s, the subject of gender
and slavery has received a considerable amount of attention. The scholarship of Hilary
Beckles and Barbara Bush opened a field into the study of enslaved and free(d) women
of colour across the Caribbean. Out of this commendable effort emerged several studies
in which enslaved and free(d) women were ‘centred’ in historical scholarship.21 For
studies focused on Barbados specifically, Jerome Handler’s two publications, The
Unappropriated People: Freedmen in the Slave Society of Barbados (1974) and ‘Joseph
Rachell and Rachael Pringle-Polgreen: Petty Entrepreneurs’ (1981), laid the blueprint
for later discussions of Rachael Polgreen, free women of colour and prostitution.22 ‘The
first of the Bridgetown taverns owned by a freedwoman’, Handler asserts, ‘appears to
have begun operating in the early 1780s and said to have belonged to Rachael Pringle
Polgreen’.23 Handler’s discussion continues by recounting Polgreen’s enslavement by
William Lauder, her freedom and rise to ‘business’ woman – a story drawn directly
from the nineteenth-century novel Creoleana:
Born around 1753, Rachael was the daughter and slave of William Lauder, a Scottish schoolmaster, and an African woman whom he purchased not long after emigrating to Barbados around
1750 . . . [by] her ‘juvenile days’, Rachael was a “remarkably well-made, good-looking girl, possessing altogether charms that [awakened] the libidinous desires of her [father] who made many
[unsuccessful] attempts at her chastity.24

In describing her adult life, Handler uses Creoleana to explain that:
Rachael was bought from her father, and then manumitted, by a British naval officer whose mistress
she had become; the house he provided for her in Bridgetown ultimately became her celebrated
‘Royal Navy Hotel’. At her death in 1791, Rachael owned ’houses and lands’ and nineteen slaves,
six of whom were to be manumitted by the terms of her will.25

Understandably, subsequent historical work has drawn extensively on Handler’s authority on Polgreen and free(d) people of colour in Barbados.26 Indeed, several texts
mention Polgreen’s property accumulation, her relationships with white male elites,
her shrewd business management and her demurring yet assertive challenge to the
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British prince.27 Barbados historian Pedro Welch examined Rachael Polgreen’s emergence as a property owner, using the St Michael Levy Books from 1779, to describe the
economic possibilities available to enslaved and freed women in town.28 For Welch,
Polgreen exemplified resistance. Based on the logic of capitalism, he contends that
hoteliers’ property ownership ‘managed [to] challenge the economic hegemony of
whites’. Welch also argues ‘that even where alternatives might have existed some
slave and free coloured women either prostituted themselves or provided prostitution
services for the financial and status gains which derived from such activities’.29
While contemporary historians of Barbados have rightly characterised Polgreen
as part of a ‘coloured elite’ who owned property – including slaves – and were able
to maintain a standard of living comparable to their white counterparts, they do not
deal critically with the ways in which ‘discourses of seduction obfuscate the reality
of violation’.30 By this, I mean to problematise how studies of slavery might too
easily equate black female agency with sexuality. Discussions of black women, free
or enslaved, using white men as an avenue to freedom often erase the reality of
coercion, violence and the complicated positions black women were forced to inhabit
in this system of domination. It would seem, based on the current scholarship, that
women of colour wielded an inordinate amount of power in these sexual encounters.
What is at stake in these interpretations is teasing out how discourses of ‘resistance’,
‘sexual power’ and ‘will’ shape our understanding of female slavery. How is will,
as Hartman asks, ‘an overextended approximation of the agency of the dispossessed
subject/object of property or perhaps simply unrecognizable in a context in which
agency and intentionality are inseparable from the threat of punishment?’ What kind
of power is gained from the systematic sexual violation of other women? What does
this reveal about slavery’s system of domination, and Rachael Polgreen’s role within
it?
Michel-Rolph Trouillot writes of historical power, arguing that history represents
both the past (facts and archival materials) and the story told about the past (narrative).31
Polgreen’s archival remains and the histories written about her clearly represent this
interaction between the processes of historical production and demonstrate her limited
power in self-representation (epitomised by her status as a woman of colour, her
illiteracy, her former enslavement and engagement in the sex trade), as well as how
authors of her subsequent narratives represented her agency through her material
success. Throughout her life and afterlife, she served the agendas of divergent political
discourses: she was used in the nineteenth century as a motif to remind white society
that black women’s sexuality must be contained; later, for the postcolonial Barbados
elite, she exemplified loyalty to Britain, accommodation and peaceful negotiation.32
What documents and processes, then, informed the making of archival records that
fashion ‘truths’ about her experiences? What does it mean that discourses of commodity
(that is, her material accumulations) constitute the most accepted sources of Polgreen’s
significance? In other words, Polgreen’s inner self – her fears and confidences – remain
difficult to retrieve using documents which were produced within a slave society
limited by capitalist and elite perspectives.33 A critical re-engagement with the sources
elucidates the complexities and contradictions she embodied.
Although no existing birth record survives, historians contend that Rachael Polgreen was born Rachael Lauder sometime around 1753.34 Her burial was recorded
on 23 July 1791 at the Parish Church of St Michael.35 At her death, her estate was
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worth ‘Two Thousand nine hundred & thirty Six pounds nine Shillings four pence
half penny’, an amount comparable to a moderately wealthy white person living at
the same time.36 According to her inventory, along with ample material wealth in the
form of houses, furniture and household sundries, Polgreen owned thirty-eight enslaved people: fifteen men and boys, and twenty-three women and girls.37 In her will,
Polgreen freed a Negro woman named Joanna, bequeathing to her an enslaved Negro
woman named Amber. Joanna was also given her own son Richard, who was still
enslaved. Polgreen also freed a ‘mulatto’ woman named Princess and four ‘mulatto’
children (not listed in familial relation to any ‘parents’). Polgreen ordered that the rest
of her estate – including William, Dickey, Rachael, Teresa, Dido Beckey, Pickett, Jack
Thomas, Betsey, Cesar, a boy named Peter and nineteen other enslaved people – was
to be divided among William Firebrace and his female relatives, William Stevens and
Captain Thomas Pringle, all white people with whom she had social ties. The bequest
(the enslaved as property) was to them and ‘their heirs forever’.38
The above information survives precisely because of the value placed upon property. Thus, produced through her materiality, Polgreen’s archival visibility relies upon
the logic of white colonial patriarchal and capitalist functions, reproducing the terms
of the system of enslavement. Her burial in the Anglican churchyard of Saint Michael’s
parish did not, as a triumphant narrative might argue, exemplify transcendence over
racial and gendered systems of domination, but rather illustrates the power of her
social connections, without which permission for a church burial would not have been
granted. We may speculate on the limited degrees of her integration into the white
Anglican religious community of Bridgetown, given her profession as a brothel owner.
We can also surmise that Polgreen’s participation in the sociality of slave ownership
and the general acceptance of her economic position by the white community granted
her unusual power.
Beyond her will and estate inventory, a lithograph produced by the British artist
Thomas Rowlandson and printed in 1796 is another remarkable surviving document
(Figure 1).39 This image depicts a large and dark-skinned Rachael Polgreen seated in
front of a house purported to be her ‘hotel’. Her breasts are revealed through a low-cut
dress as she sits open-legged and bejewelled. In the background of the lithograph are
three other figures, a young woman and two white men. The young woman is pictured
similarly dressed. Her bodice is cut lower, however, than that worn by the seated
Polgreen. She stares, almost sullen-faced, at a large white man appearing to the rear of
the picture in a tattered jacket and hat.40 Observing the young woman from the right
side of the picture is a younger white man wearing a British military uniform. He is
a partial figure, shown in profile only. A sign posted behind Polgreen reads: ‘Pawpaw
Sweetmeats & Pickles of all Sorts by Rachel PP’.41
In 1958, an anonymous editorial preceded the first ‘scholarly’ article about Polgreen in the Journal of the Barbados Museum and Historical Society. The editorial
read the image as a narrative about her life, contending that ‘a gifted [caricaturist]
such as Rowlandson would not . . . have placed as a background to the central figure
of Polgreen in her later and prosperous years characters such as “a tall girl in a white
frock”, etc. and an officer looking through a window, which had no relation to her or
to her career’.42 In the writer’s view, the figures in the background represent a young
Polgreen, averting the repulsive advances of her master/father. The young military man
represents her ‘saviour’, Captain Pringle, the man who is credited with granting her
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Figure 1: Illustration by Thomas Rowlandson, published by William Holland
(London, 1796), from the collection of the Barbados Museum and Historical
Society.

freedom. Corresponding with the most pervasive narrative about her life, Polgreen is
said to have taken the name Pringle after Captain Pringle who allegedly purchased her
from her father/master William Lauder (d.1771). After settling Polgreen in a house
in Bridgetown, Captain Pringle left the island to pursue his military career and in his
absence, Rachael Pringle took the name of Polgreen.43
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The editorial does not, however, read into the explicit sexual tone of the sign
posted above Polgreen. ‘Pawpaw Sweetmeats & Pickles of all Sorts’ advertised more
than the culinary items available for purchase. Free(d) and enslaved women in towns
played a significant if not dominant role in the informal market economy, selling a
variety of ground provisions to locals and incoming ships, and the sign above Polgreen
clearly situates her within a well-established market system. She can easily assume
the part of a market woman seated outside her ‘shop’.44 However, the artist’s phallic
references on the sign also allude to the sexual services offered inside. The language
of the consumption of ‘Sweetmeats & Pickles’ worked to both mask and advertise the
sexually overt activities within the tavern. At the same time, the image reinforces the
positionality of enslaved black women as sexually available, consenting, consumable
and disposable. Many of Rowlandson’s works depict London and maritime scenes,
filled with sexual references.45 These include sailors and prostitutes in various sexual
acts and stages of undress. It may not be surprising then, to find him dedicating an
entire collection to what was then described as ‘erotic’ art.46 Rowlandson’s caricature
of Rachael Polgreen depicts an extravagant woman of colour in various stages of her
life. In one frame, Polgreen is racialised, discursively and visually sexualised starting
from her younger lighter self to an older, darker, larger self seated in the foreground.
This visual production represents Polgreen’s race, gender and sexuality and a complete
narrative of her life story as the artist imagined her.
The material fragments of Polgreen’s existence evident in her will, inventory
and this visual depiction exemplify Trouillot’s concept of archival power.47 Operating
on two levels, archival power is present in influencing what is possible to know or
not to know about her life. In the first instance, power is present in the making of
the archival fragments during her particular historical moment. Her will, recorded by
a white male contemporary, leaves evidence only of what was valued in Polgreen’s
time – the material worth of her assets in property. She left no diary or self-produced
records.48 Second, illustrated by the lithographic representation, Polgreen’s image
and life history were imagined by a British man whose own socio-economic and
racial reality limited and informed what he produced about a woman of African
descent.
In 1842, nearly fifty-one years after Polgreen’s death, Creoleana, or Social and
Domestic Scenes and Incidents in Barbados in the Days of Yore by J. W. Orderson
was published in London. Orderson was born in Barbados in 1767 and grew up
in Bridgetown. His father, John Orderson, owned the Barbados Mercury (a local
newspaper) and J. W. became its sole proprietor in 1795.49 Thus, he would have been
a teenager when many of the events he included in Creoleana occurred, although he
wrote about them when he was seventy-five years old. It was likely, as evidenced in
numerous newspaper advertisements Polgreen made in his paper, that J. W. Orderson
knew Polgreen.50
It is important to read Creoleana as a ‘sentimental’ novel of its time, for the
historical context and the literary conventions within which the novel was written are
as pertinent as Orderson’s characterisation of Polgreen. The novel was, as Newton
suggests, both ‘a revision of slavery and a moral reformist tale to guide behaviour in
postemancipation society’.51 Slavery and apprenticeship had officially been abolished
in the British-colonised Caribbean by 1838, only four years prior to its publication.
Orderson was clear about his nostalgia for a time in which the enslaved were ‘happier’
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in their bondage than in freedom.52 Melanie Newton’s critical reading of the novel
enables an entrée into the consequences of Polgreen’s historical (re)production:
In the postslavery era, as had been the case during slavery, stereotyped and sexualized representations
of women of colour, especially the ‘mulatto’ woman, often served as the means through which white
reactionaries expressed both antiblack sentiment and fear of racial ‘amalgamation’.53

Acknowledging the pro-slavery project constituent to such representations raises questions about how to use a text like Creoleana as a primary source for Polgreen’s historical
‘reality’. This is not to dismiss completely the novel’s potential to historically inform,
but rather to offer insight into its distorting representations of Polgreen. At the moment
when the British and North American anti-slavery movements were storming across
the Atlantic and into the Caribbean, Orderson articulated his pro-slavery beliefs while
condemning the ‘perversion’ of inter-racial sex.54 In a pamphlet published in 1816, Orderson responded to British parliamentary debates concerning the illicit international
trade in Africans and gradual abolition of slavery in their colonies, but his remarks
centre specifically on the growth of the free population of colour in Bridgetown. Using
less symbolic language than that of the novel to describe his abhorrence of interracial sex and unions, Orderson explicitly expressed his opinions guided by his own
‘moral’ ideologies. Beyond even his disapprobation for the public display of interracial coupling between military men and women of colour, he remarks upon his belief
in the moral decline of white society through ‘licentious intercourse’ with women of
colour:
I would, however, clearly be understood as deprecating in the highest degree every attempt to
introduce such connections between [free women of colour] and the white inhabitants; for here, I
own, the West India prejudice is sufficiently implanted in my mind to render such a connection, not
only repugnant to my feelings, but contrary to my ideas of morals, religion and polity.55

It was precisely Orderson’s disapproval of inter-racial sexual and social relations that
led, ironically, to his contention that free(d) people of colour should be awarded rights
in Barbados society. He argued that if they were given social and economic rights,
removing the incentive for material rewards with white men, women of colour would
return to seeking legitimate relationships among their own. More importantly, his
discourses served to silence any coercion on the part of the white men he accused of
moral decline. Orderson essentially silenced the women of colour sexually coerced
by white men and erased even the possibility of their violations. At issue here then is
illuminating Orderson’s investment in pro-slavery and ‘antiblack’ discourses and their
consequences that can be read in his representations of women of colour in his fiction.
Furthermore, our own reproductions of Polgreen’s historical experiences from his texts
must be critically situated.
The novel Creoleana centres on the lives of two white characters, Jack Goldacre
and Caroline Fairfield. A shadow character of Caroline’s is a young ‘mulatto’ girl
named Lucy, whose tragic death results from her ‘voluntary’ sexual encounter with an
Irishman. Lucy’s story remains encapsulated in an oft-reproduced trope of the virtuous
white woman and the ‘tragic mulatta’ (read as illicit inter-racial sex, immorality and
death). Though Rachael Polgreen is not a main character of the novel, Orderson
includes a brief life-sketch of her bondage, abuse, humiliation, redemption and triumph.
‘“Miss Rachael” [was] the daughter and slave of the notorious William Lauder, a
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Scotch schoolmaster and an African woman he owned’.56 Orderson described how
Polgreen was frequently abused by her owner/father, a result of her physical ‘charms
that touched not the heart, but awakened the libidinous desires’.57 The author imagined
Lauder’s many ‘unsuccessful attempts on her chastity’ and recounted his resort to
public punishment by the town ‘jumper’ for her disobedience.58
It is necessary here to interrogate the possibilities of what Lauder’s sexually
violent relationship to his ‘daughter’ exposes, as well the absence of previous scholarly
attention to these incidents. What does the narrative of incest reveal about the author of
Polgreen’s ‘history’, the depths of her subjection and the erasure of her African mother?
What of the liminal place in which her incestuous experiences remain, encapsulated
within a novel (and perhaps Rowlandson’s lithograph) but consequently outside of
historical ‘reality’? What also is at stake when the representations of such violent acts
continue to elude the historian’s critical gaze? Orderson regards the act of incest upon
one’s family member as the point at which the brutal nature of slavery is illuminated:
Lauder’s conduct to his offspring, is a damning proof how debasing to the human mind is the power
given us over our fellow creatures by holding them in bondage! The ties of consanguinity were all
merged in the authority of the master, and he saw but the slave in his own daughter!59

The legal parameters of slavery and the violence which protected its existence severed
the ties of ‘family’ for the enslaved.60 Elucidating a complicated formulation, literary scholar Hortense Spillers touches upon the nature of female enslavement, sexual
violation and the disruption of the ‘family’ in slavery. The act of incest relies on a recognisable and legal biological bond that the laws and logic of slavery make impossible.
The role and relationship of the ‘father’ to the ‘daughter’, in this instance Lauder to
Polgreen, are confused and denied here. Essentially, incest performed or threatened in
a system of slavery with ‘its imposed abeyance of order and degree’ cannot really exist.
Or, as Spillers contends, this moment can speak for or illuminate the extant ‘losses’
of family and ‘confusions’ of the status of the enslaved person as both object and
subject – person and property.61 Polgreen was at once non-human, daughter, woman,
chattel and sexual object. Ultimately, it is only through the revelation of her abuses
and the desecration of her body in a ‘sentimental novel’ that Polgreen’s subjectivity is
represented beyond her material accumulation in other archival fragments. Thus, the
act of incest provokes recognition of Polgreen’s humanity that is at the same instant
destabilised by the laws of slavery.62
Immediately following Orderson’s discussion of incest, his sensational account
of Polgreen’s whipping implicitly sexualised her body, connecting it to her rescue by
a white seaman:
She was already ‘tucked up’, in the indecorous manner of those days, and the brutal hand of the
mercenary whipper, armed with the fatal ‘cowskin’, stretched forth to lay on the unpitying merciless
lash, when a British tar! A gallant seaman rushed on the relentless executioner, seized the whip
from his grasp, and rescuing his panting victim, carried her off in triumph amidst the cheers of a
thronging multitude!63

Orderson ends Polgreen’s story with the visit of Britain’s Prince William Henry to the
island in 1789.64 As Barbadians celebrated the prince’s presence by illuminating the
town with lights, he used Polgreen’s hotel as his on-land base from which to make
his rounds dining with various planters and merchants. During his visit, the prince
led a regiment on a drunken rampage through Polgreen’s hotel, destroying nearly
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all of her property by ‘breaking the furniture, &c., the very beds [were] cut up, and
their contents emptied into the street, and the whole neighbourhood strewed with
feathers’.65 As a final act, epitomising the pinnacle of patriarchal colonial power, ‘he
bid [Polgreen] ‘good night’, and to crown his sport, upset her and chair together, leaving
her unwieldy body sprawling in the street, to the effable amusement of the laughing
crowd’.66 Polgreen’s narrative response, through Orderson’s ventriloquism, leaves her
in her place, ‘calling out in her sweetest dulcet tones, “Mas Prince! Mas Prince; you
come ma-morning, to see wha’ mischief you been do!”’67 In closing, Orderson tells
of Polgreen’s industriousness, how she took immediate account of the damage to
her property and sent a bill to the prince upon his departure of the island – ‘which
was duly paid’.68 Not allowing the reader to remain long with her humiliation and
abuse, Orderson’s narrative forces Polgreen into an embodiment of triumph and guile.
Through Creoleana, Orderson produced a distorted, disfigured and silenced Polgreen;
creating an almost unchangeable snapshot of Polgreen’s (imagined) intimacies by
fixing her into a bounded frame of identity. For historians this novelistic representation
has become the central understanding of her identity – its narrative power so pervasive
as to inform most other historical representations of her life.69
The power of this novelistic representation has proven seductive, and several
attempts have been made to historicise Polgreen’s encounter with the prince. An editorial published in the Barbadian (1842) acknowledging the publication of Creoleana
provided circumstantial evidence to support the novel’s depiction of events. Yet, the
editorial powerfully (re)fixed Polgreen’s bodily image within the text of the newspaper
and into the nineteenth century:70
Many of the scenes [Orderson] has remarked we have a distant recollection of. We well remember
the wild frolics and pranks of Prince William Henry [who] probably little thought that one of the
Barbadians would, at this distant period of 55 years, amuse the world with his mischievous tricks
at old Rachael Lauder’s alias Rachael Pringle. We perfectly recollect this immense mass of flesh
(she was nearly as big as a sugar hogshead) walking with the Prince, actually leaning on the Royal
Arm, and accompanied by other Naval Officers, and a host of mulatto women.71

Here Polgreen’s archive is reproduced through an anonymous editorial. Referred to
as ‘an immense mass of flesh’ Polgreen’s post-mortem dehumanisation becomes her
mytho-history and the despicable captivation she inspired in Barbadian lore implacably
passes through time. Transparently despised in this moment of recollection, ‘actually
leaning on the Royal Arm’, the author of this editorial degrades the memory of Polgreen.
He shifts our understanding away from Orderson’s victim-to-trickster representation
to a Polgreen whose arrogance and audacity violated nineteenth-century mores.72
Aghast at the possibility that a woman of colour would take such liberties with royalty,
the editorial discursively caricatures Polgreen and implicitly disempowers her role in
relation to such a figure as a late king. Moreover, in this nineteenth-century moment,
Polgreen’s body is aged and reduced to mere flesh, ‘as big as a sugar hogshead’
refiguring the terms of her commodified captivity – literally and symbolically. Reduced
to an object of commerce, the editorial deconstructs Orderson’s representation of
Polgreen as embattled yet empowered.
Perhaps unsettling Orderson’s novel as mere fiction, another important trace of
Polgreen is revealed in an advertisement she had placed in the Barbados Gazette 31
January – 4 February 1789:
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Lost by subscriber, a small filigree waiter, scalloped round the edge, and bordered with a vignette,
seven silver table spoons, seven tea-spoons; marked S.B. in a cipher, also two dessert spoons marked
R.P. in a cipher. Whoever had found the same, and will deliver them to her or the printer of this
paper, shall receive FOUR MOIDORES reward, or, in proportion part. Silver-Smiths and others are
requested to stop the above articles if offered for sale.
RACHAEL-PRINGLE POLGREEN73

This archival fragment coincides with Prince Henry’s 1789 visit and according to
Barbados historian Neville Connell, may represent the ‘contents emptied into the
street’, during the prince’s violent sweep through the hotel.74 Upon closer scrutiny,
Polgreen’s advertisement troubles a triumphant narrative of compensation from the
prince. Merely being compensated for damage did not, it would seem, completely
satisfy Polgreen’s sentimental attachment to certain items. Furthermore, her call to the
public for assistance in recovering these items illustrates that the significant impact of
the damage, humiliation and theft lingered beyond the alleged payment.
∗∗∗
Tracing the manner in which Polgreen enters the historical record and accounting for the
power with which her story is reproduced allows us to understand the productive nature
of history – and illuminates what is silenced in the process. The following archival
pieces were created in the midst of the trans-Atlantic abolition movement, while debates
over ending the slave trade raged in the chambers of the British parliament. Historians
have noted that ‘abolitionist literature frequently contained gruesome depictions of
drunkenness and acts of cruelty, especially rape and flogging, being committed against
slaves, usually by white men’.75
Although the following fragment cannot necessarily be characterised as abolitionist propaganda, it does reveal the dynamics of intra-racial and intra-gendered power.76
In an interview between a British military officer named Captain Cook and members
of the Privy Council in 1791, a harrowing image of Polgreen appears. It reads:
[Captain Cook, of the 89th Regiment of Foot, called in; and examined]
Were you ever in the West Indies?
Yes.
When, and in what islands?
In the years 1780 and 1781, in Barbados, St Lucia, St Christopher’s &c.
Did the Negro Slaves in general appear to you to be treated with mildness or severity?
In the towns I thought with very great severity.
Do any particular instances occur to you of [slaves] being treated with severity?
Many; one was an instance of a female Slave belonging to a woman named Rachael La[u]der, who
I saw beat in a most unmerciful manner; She beat her about the head with the heel of her shoe, till it
was almost all of a jelly; she then threw her down with great force on a child’s seat of a necessary,
and there attempted to stamp her head through the hole; she would have murdered her had she not
been prevented by the interposition of two officers. [The girl’s] crime was, not bringing money
enough from aboard ship, where she was sent by her mistress for the purpose of prostitution.77

The system of slavery in which Polgreen operated provided her the power to enact
violence upon the bodies of those she enslaved. Yet this incident described by a British
officer reveals both Polgreen’s power and the limits of her power. It is not known
whether she was indicted upon the beating of this enslaved woman, but the toleration of
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‘prostitution’ within the city and her position as a slave owner supports the assumption
that she held a form of power over her slaves similar to white slave-owners. From the
details Captain Cook provides about a ‘child’s seat of a necessary [toilet]’, and the fact
that two other military ‘officers’ – not the town’s constable – intervened, it is possible
that this violent scene occurred inside Polgreen’s hotel. The officers, like Captain Cook
(probably patrons of the brothel), were struck by the extreme violence perpetuated by
Polgreen against this unnamed woman and were eager to recount this story.
In a gesture towards an alternative image of Polgreen’s constructed history, we
might also ask if this fragment draws us nearer to the otherwise invisible women she
owned and the nature of their sexual labour tragically encapsulated by the ‘libidinal
investment in violence’ characterising so much of slavery’s archives.78 For the woman
beaten by Rachael Polgreen, the labour demanded by her enslavement would have
required her to find transportation (most likely by rowing boat) to the unknown lawless
space of the ship in harbour, in order to secure a willing white patron who would
pay for sexual acts.79 Not satisfying the patron could result in returning to her owner
without the expected compensation. Moreover, due to her enslaved status, this beaten
woman could never guarantee payment for her services in such a society. There were
no laws to protect even Polgreen’s expectation of profit.
The intensity of the beating also suggests a passion that went beyond the recovering of money, a willingness to murder a woman whose productive value she
relied upon. Generally, violence against one’s own property was not punishable by
law, but Polgreen maintained her economic interests outside the law which did not
support her status as ‘citizen’. Due to her own liminality, Polgreen perpetuated her
own discipline: she was her own overseer, labour negotiator and a slave master. At
further inquiry, this incident also reveals the nature of Polgreen’s agency: that which
depended upon the subjugation of others. What does this scene expose about the very
nature of this slavery? What does it mean that the beaten woman’s labour required
daily access to her sexualised body? What are the configurations of her labour – her
enslavement? How can we make careful distinctions between the ‘jobbing’ slaves in
town who scrambled for windows of autonomy in an urban landscape and women
forced into selling their bodies only for the material gain of their owners? Through
the enslaved women she owned, Polgreen amassed a small fortune. Her ‘production of
pleasure’ for the sailors and military men she entertained, as well as the sexual labour
she demanded from her slaves, hint at the many layers of her agency. The women she
owned were forced into an ‘economy of enjoyment’ that they did not control. The performative nature of such an economy – ‘pleasurable’ sexual service – must be carefully
interrogated.
If we consider the brothel as a microcosm of racial and gendered social relations
of eighteenth-century Barbados, we might understand it as a site where varying degrees
of power are played out. Polgreen inhabited a liminal space within broader Bridgetown
society. Though free, she was a woman of colour whose racial, gendered and sexual
markers confined her to a particular economic function. She could have never inhabited
the role of ‘wife’ as did white women of her time, and she sustained a vulnerability
to white society’s legal and social regulation and control of black bodies. Through her
will, we understand she made connections with elite white males and their families.
She also acquired the means to survive at a higher economic level than many of her
free peers. This too depended upon her buying into a system of slavery from which she
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was not far removed. Within her brothel then, racial and gendered meaning (that is,
hierarchies based on race and gender) sustained her liminal place within Bridgetown
while further subjugating the women and men she owned.
Henri Lefebvre argues that ‘the city and the urban cannot be understood without
institutions springing from relations of class and property’.80 Thus, the brothel cannot
be imagined as a space where enslaved women were empowered by the mode of
(sexual) production. Imagining the space in this way extricates both the site of the
brothel and the women who laboured therein from the social and racial hierarchies that
made the brothel possible in the first place. These relations between enslaved sexual
labourers and their patrons depended upon hierarchical racial and gendered codes that
placed enslaved women in subjugation and rendered them lascivious, sexually deviant
and whorish. Moreover ‘sexual intercourse, regardless of whether it is coerced or
consensual, comes to describe the arrangements, however violent, between men and
enslaved women’.81 And in the historical literature, sexual intercourse becomes the
means by which enslaved women are ascribed power.82
The trans-Atlantic context of prostitution illuminates the expectation of the
men who employed enslaved and free women in sexual services. By the late eighteenth century, prostitution was widespread in British port cities such as London and
Liverpool.83 The sailors and military men sailing to the West Indies carried expectations
of paid sexual services from experiences with prostitutes in such British cities. Most of
the women who worked as prostitutes in London were lower-class white women. They
too performed pleasure to the expectations of their patrons. Central to my argument
is to elucidate the strikingly different nature of enslaved prostitution in the case of
women, whose racial, gendered and non-class status kept them in a particularly subaltern position. These acts thus reproduced not an equal relation of power, but rather that
of owner and owned; patriarch and submissive female. Put another way, the men who
purchased sex from Polgreen’s enslaved women purchased the illusion of consent –
an imaginary erotic of mutuality that was performed in spite of their enslavement and
powerlessness. In essence, enslaved women forced to prostitute for the pleasure of
white males (re)produced degrading and violating racialised inequality. For the enslaved black women forced to labour in this particular manner, their ‘personal desire
or erotic interests’ could not exist.84 Such labour forced enslaved women to serve the
desires of the paying male without compensation and without a guaranteed avenue to
‘freedom’. It is precisely due to the type of labour extracted from an enslaved female
body that denies the possibility of pain or pleasure, rape and violence. I argue therefore
that we cannot collapse this particular form of sexualised labour into definitions of
‘prostitution’. Even as we search for ‘in-between’ categories inhabiting space between
rape and consent, we are in effect re-inscribing the very terms which fundamentally
fail to account for the sexual experiences of these enslaved women. Therefore, we must
be critical when ascribing agency to enslaved women in these contexts.
We clearly see through this meditation how silences in the archive of women
of colour in slave societies bury narratives of the most subaltern. Overshadowed by
Polgreen’s meta-narrative of material success, nearly all of the women owned by
Polgreen disappear as quickly as they are mentioned in her will. However, this article
presents new research from late eighteenth- century deeds that enable a fuller revision
of Polgreen’s narrative by shifting the focus to a woman she owned. As previously
stated, in her will Polgreen requested that four women be freed upon her death. One of
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the women, Joanna (who was given her own son still enslaved, and also a woman named
Amber) appears in succession several times in the register of deeds for this period.
There are many aspects of Joanna’s and Amber’s lives we will never know. Indeed,
Amber disappears completely from the historical record. These fleeting glimpses from
an historical aperture that closes too fast make it nearly impossible to string together
events in a neat narrative. Nevertheless, the information in these documents and the
time frame of their production allude to Joanna Polgreen’s destitute circumstances in
‘freedom’, her complicated labour negotiation and relationship with her former owner,
the role of the military in the support and perpetuation of brothel culture, and the
vulnerability of free people of colour to white legal and economic power.
On 20 July 1793, two years after Rachael Polgreen’s death, Captain Henry Carter
(mariner) and William Willoughby (gentleman) gave a deposition affirming that in
1779 or 1780,
they knew a certain Negro or Mulatto Slave named Joanna who had been the property of Rachael
Pringle Polgreen & by her Sold or conveyed to one Joseph Haycock who was a Servant to General
Ackland or Soldier in the Regiment . . . And that the Said Joseph Haycock did manumit and set free
by Deed of Manumission the Said Joanna now known by the name of Joanna Polgreen.85

The purpose of this deposition by Carter and Willoughby was to act as witnesses to
Joanna’s freedom as, ‘they have heard & been told by the Said Joanna Polgreen that it
is alleged that her manumission was lost in the Hurrycane’ of October 1780, and so ‘at
her particular request the Deponents came forward to prove and maintain the freedom
of the Said Joanna Polgreen’.86
At first glance, this deposition appears to support the narrative of enslaved women
and their ‘room to manoeuvre’ towards freedom in an urban slave society.87 Consistent
with the literature on the military in Barbados and the sexual uses to which enslaved
women were subjected, Maycock probably met Joanna in Polgreen’s brothel and
arranged for her purchase. Joanna’s agency here might be easily linked with her ability
to achieve her freedom through her sexual interactions with white men. However,
another deed recorded earlier complicates what ‘freedom’ actually meant for many
black women and reveals the cost of their survival in this slave society. On 3 December
1783, three years after her freedom was ‘secured’, Joanna set her mark of X to a deed
asking Rachael Polgreen to legally and formally honour a contract of indenture while
supplying Joanna with food, drink and clothing:
I the underwritten do by these Presents Bind myself in the Capacity of an apprentice for and during
the term of Twelve years from the date hereof unto Mrs. Rachael Pringle Polgreen . . . to be in her
Service and Direction . . . And the Said Rachael Pringle Polgreen do by these presents for the respect
She bears [Joanna] do hereby agree for her better maintenance to find her Victual, and Drink & [a]
couple Suits of Decent apparel for her.88

Based on this evidence, we must assume that if Maycock did in fact free Joanna he
apparently did not provide for her maintenance. Joanna must not have been able to
survive on her own. The dates of these documents and the time frame of their production
allude to Joanna’s destitute circumstances in ‘freedom’, forced to commit herself back
into an unusually long (twelve-year) indenture binding her again to Polgreen.89 We
can speculate that Joanna’s use of this legal avenue stemmed from a mistrust of
Polgreen’s verbal promises. The language (‘for the respect she bears for her’) appealed
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to Polgreen’s conscience to honour Joanna’s request for material support. That it
was necessary to ask for clothing and food forces us to consider whether Polgreen
adequately provided for her slaves. It is curious too, that Joanna took Polgreen’s
last name, perhaps to establish her status as a free black woman. However, Joanna
Polgreen’s short-lived ‘freedom’ (1779/1780 to 1783) and her ‘voluntary’ indenture
challenges narratives of success and privileges afforded to free(d) women of colour in
the urban context.
In his short biography of Rachael Polgreen, historian Jerome Handler described
Joanna’s relationship to Polgreen in the following terms: ‘two other slaves [Richard
and Amber] were bequeathed to a slave woman [Joannah] who won her freedom
under the terms of Rachael’s will’.90 But these additional sources show that Joanna’s
freedom was not so easily ‘won’ or retained. What then, did ‘freedom’ mean in such
a society? Joanna sought to indenture herself in 1783 for the period of twelve years.
Polgreen died before the end of Joanna’s contract and in her will freed ‘my Negro
Woman Joanna’ with no language clarifying the nature of Joanna’s status. Was she to
be freed from contract or from slavery? Perhaps, even more troubling, Joanna sought
to substantiate her freedom based on circumstances outside of Polgreen’s will – from
her manumission by Joseph Maycock c.1780. Had she been freed in Polgreen’s will
there would have been no need for Joanna to elicit the testimony of two white men in
an effort to prove her free status – this status of freedom, always ever under suspicion
and under the threat of being stolen. If the executors of Rachael Polgreen’s will had
in fact performed her bequests, then Joanna would have been freed in 1791 thereby
terminating the labour contract she had negotiated in 1783.91
Given Joanna’s complicated legal entanglements, I ask us to re-examine what it
means to valorise Polgreen’s ‘successes’ in the face of the violence she may have endured herself in slavery and certainly the violence she may have perpetuated. Planters,
merchants, white elites and the British colonial government created a system of economic development which set the terms of success in Barbados: slave ownership
and material accumulation based on white supremacy and the bodily exploitation of
‘other(ed) humans’. This system also depended upon the systematic sexual exploitation
of enslaved women. The military complex, sustained by the Royal Navy, whose presence in the eighteenth-century West Indies protected British economic and political
interests, was serviced by the informal sexual economy of enslaved prostitution.
Central to debates on ‘enslaved agency’ and resistance in contemporary scholarship on slavery are the ways in which agency has been gendered and sexualised
concerning enslaved women and women of colour in slave societies and their sexual
relations with white men.92 Moreover, even a feminist intervention on the definitions
of agency might be revised if we focus specifically on Rachael Polgreen. Her status
rested upon the axis of different types of power. First, the archive that produces her
material life was created and sustained by white colonial power. This power is replicated in subsequent narratives of her lived ‘experiences’ in the secondary literature. In
addition, the power attributed to Polgreen as slave holder and brothel keeper must be
understood within the context of the processes (techniques, mechanisms and strategies)
that enable a formerly enslaved woman to own other women of similar racialisation,
and to coerce them into a sexual economy from which the benefits for them were not
necessarily freedom and economic independence.93 It is not my intention to separate
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Polgreen from the system of racial and gendered domination within which she lived.
Instead, I want to emphasise the particularities of that system that rendered her choices
and the limits of her actions therein. A glance back at the system of slavery operating
in eighteenth-century Bridgetown reveals the racial and gendered hierarchies in place
(where white colonial power dominated and black women were placed at the bottom
of the social hierarchy), and the implicit (white) societal desire for a sexual outlet
for white men, both resident and transient. Polgreen’s power and agency ‘are not the
residue of an undominated self that existed prior to the operations of power but are
themselves the products of these operations’.94 In other words, Polgreen’s economic
and social power was produced by the system of slavery in place and was not harnessed
by her in an effort to subvert that system.95
The scholarship of Rachael Polgreen centres on her success as a businesswoman.
Certainly, she was an iconic figure whose life story has captivated historians’ attention
into the twenty-first century. Yet I would argue that understanding how she came by her
‘success’ is just as important as the unusual position she occupied in eighteenth-century
Bridgetown – a quintessential slave society ruled by the commodification of black
bodies. If the nature of her success depended on slave owning and the sexual labour
she demanded from the women she enslaved, then those enslaved women’s stories are
also vital to understanding the nuances of gender and power in slave societies.
In this chapter, I argued that knowing more about Rachael Polgreen’s relationships
with women whose labour she owned changes the way we imagine Polgreen and
also questions narratives of black women’s ‘success’ within slave societies. But even
more, I argue, unravelling Polgreen’s seemingly unyielding story forces us to also
reconsider how we produce histories of enslaved and free(d) women of colour in the
Atlantic world using archives that significantly limit our efforts to access their lives.
Their core experiences, shaped by sexual violence and impossible choices, are not
necessarily fully elucidated by progressive notions of agency. Without discounting
the imperative in historical scholarship since the 1960s to recover enslaved agency
against attempts to render the enslaved as passive and utterly dominated, I ask us
to consider now what other facets of enslaved lives can we discover beyond these
heroic stories of resistance and survival. Agency cannot be examined outside the
constraints of slavery’s systematic mechanisms of domination. Joanna’s desperate
circumstances, read in tandem with Polgreen’s ‘success’, make it difficult to write of
Polgreen in isolation from her troubling power. Despite the effort to recover enslaved
women from the ‘archive’s mortuary’, those most disposable in their exchangeability
and commodification – the thirty-seven other men, women and children owned by
Polgreen at her death – remain confined by slavery’s archive.
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resources to complete this chapter.
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Gender, Sexuality and the Formation of
Racial Identities in the EighteenthCentury Anglo-Caribbean World
Brooke N. Newman

Since the mid-1990s, a growing interest in the centrality of sex/gender and racial
ideologies to British, and particularly English, settler colonialism in North America
and the Caribbean has transformed the historiography of the Anglo-Atlantic world.
By integrating the provisional hierarchies of gender, class and colour formed within
localised but interconnected colonial cultures in the British Atlantic community, historians including Kathleen Brown, Kirsten Fischer, Jennifer Morgan, Trevor Burnard
and Cecily Jones have identified strong links between gendered social identities and
emerging systems of racial domination.1 Likewise, scholars adopting feminist, poststructuralist and deconstructive approaches in their research on Britain and the empire,
most notably Ann Laura Stoler, Catherine Hall, Felicity Nussbaum and Kathleen Wilson, have revealed how the entangled axes of gender, sexuality and race became fused
with and helped legitimate power regimes and identity processes throughout the British
imperial world, as well as in Britain itself.2 Attending to the marking of difference
across early America and the British empire has revitalised both of these fields, complicating our understanding of gender, race and national belonging during the long
eighteenth century.
Multitudes of heavily gendered and racialised identities (individual as well as
national) arose from and were transformed by the aggregate social contexts and interactions of diverse peoples – diverse by language, religion, ethnicity, culture, appearance
and country of origin – that characterised the British Atlantic empire.3 In the Caribbean
island colonies, where minority populations of free West Indian slaveholders sought
metropolitan recognition of their claim to British liberty, law and identity, citizenship
became firmly linked to concepts of whiteness over the course of the eighteenth century.4 By the end of the Seven Years’ War (1756–63), to self-identify as a ‘British’
West Indian, entitled to the same rights and privileges as a freeborn, essentially English subject at home, was necessarily to be ‘white’. That Creole, or native-born, West
Indian elites formulated a distinctly colonial version of white British identity does not
mean, however, that this articulation went uncontested in the metropole.5 Rather, many
contemporary observers believed that immersion in Caribbean slave society, with its
Historicising Gender and Sexuality, First Edition. Edited by Kevin P. Murphy and Jennifer M. Spear.
C 2011 The Authors. Book compilation 
C 2011 Gender and History/Blackwell Publishing Ltd. Published 2011 by Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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predominantly African population, high mortality rates, endemic violence, deep-seated
instability and sexual excesses, precluded British West Indian whites from identifying
fully with either whiteness or Britishness.
This chapter explores how the daily interactions and intimate collisions of free
Europeans and mostly enslaved Africans in the colonial Caribbean endangered evolving
concepts of British national identity, as imagined and idealised in law and collective
discourse, and as experienced and understood at the level of the individual. It takes the
form of a series of theoretically informed accounts of personal experiences and views
related to gender, racial mixture and the historical construction of whiteness in the
Anglo-Caribbean world. Examining multiple overlapping levels of analysis, including
social structure, culturally constituted meaning, everyday practices and subjectivity,
the chapter illustrates the extent to which racialised anxiety about sex became wedded
to concerns about colonial expressions of British identity from the mid-eighteenth
century onwards.6 In this case, the lives and perspectives of marginalised individuals
seeking closer ties with England, specifically free people of colour and middling Scots,
provide crucial insight into the historical development of white British subjectivities
in the Atlantic empire.
Section one considers the relationship between freedmen and women and ‘whiteness’ as a legal identity marker in Jamaica, Britain’s leading sugar colony, demonstrating the porous and shifting nature of eighteenth-century articulations of race and
citizenship. The second section explores how intimacy across the colonial colour line
affected white West Indians’ status as Britons and shaped metropolitan understandings of human difference, mediated through discourses of poetry, travel and history
produced between the 1760s and the 1790s. This critical transition period saw war,
revolution, the rise of British anti-slavery and the hardening of racial boundaries, just as
imperial administrators grappled with the legal, social and cultural complexities posed
by large numbers of non-white, non-European populations to be absorbed into the expanding empire – not as slaves but as subjects.7 Section three draws on contemporary
travel diaries, linking the everyday social practices of slavery in the colonial Caribbean
to the gendered racial distinctions developing in British culture. The chapter concludes
with an analysis of the psychology of Dr Jonathan Troup, a Scottish physician who
practised in Dominica between 1789 and 1791, keeping a detailed account of his experiences there as a young doctor attached to a large medical practice, the clientele of
which consisted of men, women and children across the spectrum of plantation social
relations. The language of Troup’s journal suggests how the colonial system of slavery
interacted with metropolitan prescriptions to influence sexual behaviour and identity
formation at the level of the individual.
Structuring the colour lines in a British Caribbean slave society

In June 1763, Lovell Stanhope, agent for Jamaica, wrote a letter to John Pownall,
the secretary of the Board of Trade, outlining reasons on the basis of which colonial
authorities in Jamaica had justifiably passed major legislation two years earlier severely
limiting the rights of free people of colour. Designed to protect white privilege, the
1761 ‘Act to prevent the inconveniences arising from exorbitant grants and devices to
negroes’ redefined who could pass officially as ‘white’ – only offspring, preferably
legitimate, four degrees removed (rather than three) from an African ancestor – and
prohibited all non-whites from inheriting or purchasing property in excess of £1,200.8
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In arguing the case of the parties interested in the statute, Stanhope commented at
length on the growing disproportion of blacks to whites, focusing particularly on
Jamaica’s small number of white women, whose fatigue and disinterest due to the
extreme heat of the climate ‘has introduced, to a most scandalous degree, an unlawful
commerce with Negro Slaves; which habit reconciles, and numbers sanctify’.9 As
Stanhope saw it, white men’s infatuation with women of colour was one thing; their
devising of property to such ‘Savages or their Bastard spurious progeny’, necessarily
distinguished in law from British subjects, was another thing entirely.10 The mere
existence of political opposition to an act intended to check unauthorised ‘fornication
and concubinage’, thus encouraging ‘the legal propagation of Children by marriage’
and the ‘[transmission] of property and power to a pure and legitimate race’, served
as clear evidence, he insisted, ‘of the ascendency which the Mulattoes, especially the
females, have already in that Country over dissolute Minds, and of the necessity which
there is of restraining them’.11
If Lovell Stanhope meant to link the liberties associated with Britishness more
firmly to the untainted white racial identity claimed by West Indian settlers, his letter pointed to something else entirely: the problematic nature of the British racial
inheritance in the colonial Caribbean. The transference of this purportedly exclusive
birthright to Susanna Augier, a wealthy free woman of colour, exemplifies the shifting
meanings of whiteness and the uncertain place of white West Indians in the British
empire during the second half of the eighteenth century. One of those allegedly manipulative mulatto seductresses, whom Stanhope and his ilk feared had entered the beds –
and pocket books – of Jamaica’s planter and merchant elite, Susanna Augier’s story
began in 1722, when her white father, the planter John Augier, freed her and her four
other mulatto sisters, Mary, Jenny, Frances and Jane, in his will and granted them each
a share of his estate.12 Like other persons of colour manumitted by will or deed, the
Augiers received a limited sort of freedom; irrespective of sex, freed slaves could not
vote, sit in the legislature, give evidence against whites or free-born persons of colour,
serve on a jury, or participate fully in the economic life of the colony.13
Faced with limited prospects and an ambivalent racial identity, it is unsurprising,
then, that the Augier sisters chose to supplement their incomes by participating in
Jamaica’s informal concubinage system. As mistress first to Peter Caillard and later
to Gibson Dalzell, both prosperous Kingston merchants, Susanna Augier attained the
wealth and social connections necessary to become a respectable, accepted member
of the white community. On 19 July 1738, in recognition of this transformation, the
Jamaica legislature passed a private act entitling Augier and her two daughters, Mary
and Frances, ‘to the same Rights and Privileges with English Subjects born of White
Parents’.14 This Act granted Susanna, Mary and Frances Augier, as well as ‘their Issue
hereafter born in this Island and begotten by white men’, limited civil liberties and the
legal right to pass as ‘white’.15 Accordingly, the Augiers and their descendents would
be tried for crimes, misdemeanours or offences, and allowed to give evidence at civil
and criminal trials, ‘as if they and every of them were free and natural born subjects of
the crown of Great Britain and were descended of and from White Ancestors . . . any
Law Custom or Usage to the Contrary notwithstanding’.16
It is important to emphasise that official grants of white status to private individuals
were incredibly rare in Jamaica and accorded to only the lightest-skinned and most
well-to-do mulattoes. Despite superficially inclusive language in the printed version of
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the law, few persons of African descent actually met the terms of a restrictive voting act
passed in 1733, which permitted a select number of affluent Christian mulattoes above
three degrees removed from their African ancestor(s) to assume formally a ‘white’
racial identity and enjoy its accompanying privileges.17 As Samuel and Edith Hurwitz’s
careful study of the manuscript legislation has uncovered, the Jamaica legislature
passed a total of 128 private bills granting white privileges to free persons of colour
during the eighteenth century, only four of which ‘provided for the grant of all the
rights of white men, including suffrage and office holding (subject, as in the case of
whites, to property and religious qualifications)’.18 And it is clear that the majority of
these remarkable cases involved the offspring born to the enslaved mulatto mistresses
of white Creole men. Edward Long, the most important contemporary commentator on
eighteenth-century Jamaica, noted that mulattoes receiving white privileges by private
acts of assembly ‘have chiefly been granted to such, who were inheritors of large
estates in the island, bequeathed to them by their white ancestor’.19
Susanna Augier and her descendents owed the official stripping-away of their
mixed racial heritage to the generosity of three separate British West Indian white
males: first, that of John Augier, who freed his daughter from slavery and left her
property; and subsequently that of her lovers, Peter Caillard and Gibson Dalzell.20
In Caillard’s will, dated 8 March 1727, he granted Augier a majority interest in both
his real and personal property, worth an estimated £26,150 8s. 1d. According to the
calculations of James Lewis, clerk to the Jamaica Assembly, this significant entail
included ‘a valuable Penn in the parish of Saint Catherine, a profitable Mountain at
May Water in the Parish of St. Andrew, [and] sundry houses in the Town[s] of Kingston
and Saint Jago de la Vega’, with the residuum to pass to Peter and Mary Augier. The
Augier family apparently enlarged both their numbers and their fortunes further in
1755, when Dalzell devised a significant share of his personal estate, valued at £6,854
1s. 3d., to Robert and Frances Dalzell, ‘his reputed children by [a] Mulatto Woman
named Susanna Augier’.21
By the mid-eighteenth century, such complicated cross-racial unions, lineages
and inheritance practices had become relatively commonplace in Jamaica, a patriarchal
slave society that afforded white men considerable sexual freedom and elevated the
coloured female body as an object of desire. As the West Indian historian Bryan
Edwards remarked in 1793, women of colour ‘such as are young, and have tolerable
persons, are universally maintained by White men of all ranks and conditions, as
kept mistresses’. White Creoles frowned upon interracial marriage, however. ‘No
White man of decent appearance, unless urged by the temptation of a considerable
fortune, would condescend to give his hand in marriage to a Mulatto! The very idea
is shocking’, Edwards proclaimed.22 Caribbean historians have long speculated that
the prevalence of sexual relationships between white men and coloured women owed
much to the coercion inherent in slavery, the absence of anti-miscegenation laws,23 the
link between white women and the reproduction of freedom, and, most importantly,
demographics.24 In Jamaica, where unmarried or widowed men made up the vast
majority of the largely immigrant white community, pervasive interracial liaisons had
a statistically significant effect on the complexion of the free population.25 Edwards
estimated that in 1789 freedmen and women constituted 10,000, or 3.5 per cent, of
Jamaica’s 291,400 residents, the vast majority of whom were enslaved.26 Similarly,
in the whole of the Leeward Islands in 1788, free persons of colour accounted for
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1.6 per cent of the total population, or roughly 1,450 of the islands’ 91,000 residents.27
In Barbados during the 1770s, by comparison, a reported 528 free coloureds made up
0.6 per cent of the island’s nearly 88,000 inhabitants.28
In 1760, Tackey’s revolt, a devastating slave insurrection that cost the lives of sixty
whites and at least 400 slaves, prompted the passage of new legislation in Jamaica designed to firm up the colour line and bolster white hegemony.29 In the months following
the rebellion, the Jamaica legislature redefined whiteness as a legal category; restrained
the devises made to non-whites; ordered freedmen and women to register with their
respective local parish; and, on paper at least, required persons of colour to wear a
badge and carry a certificate of their freedom signed by the governor.30 Such measures
worked to marginalise free persons of colour and keep them below or just above the
poverty line, socially and economically subordinate to even the poorest whites.31 A
handful of white Jamaicans complained about the statute limiting devises to persons
of African descent, arguing that it undermined property rights – the cornerstone of
British liberty – and placed an unnatural restraint on familial affection, ‘by prohibiting
all persons, under severe penalties, from giving any property beyond a certain value to
their own offspring, even tho’ they should be removed three Degrees from the Negro
Ancestor, and consequently are seven eights white, and not distinguishable from white
Persons’.32 Nonetheless, in a colony concerned with safeguarding white power on the
one hand and maintaining credible claims to a British identity on the other, such arguments fell on deaf ears. As Lovell Stanhope, the voice of the majority of the Jamaica
Assembly, retaliated:
So many large Estates have been of late devised to Negroes and Mulattoes, & the practice growing
so common, it calls for the Aid of the Legislature to prevent the evil before it grows too enormous . . . Power ever follows property, and whenever they shall become possessed of the largest
share of the Property, then it will be absurd and impossible to keep them out of Power; the Laws
against them must be repealed . . . and the Island become a Colony of Negroes & Mulattoes.33

Although changing legal constructions of race and citizenship enabled Jamaica’s elites
to reverse the hitherto provisional accommodations granted to free persons of colour
in civic society, such institutional efforts principally demonstrated the vulnerability
of whiteness in the colonial Caribbean. When considered alongside colour ascriptions
used in official records post-1761, Susanna Augier’s earlier elevation to the status of
a ‘white’ subject of the British empire aptly demonstrates how the historical process
of racial identification is, to borrow from Stuart Hall, ‘lodged in contingency’.34
Legislative efforts to regulate and repress free persons of colour in Jamaica after
Tackey’s revolt testify to the insecurity of not only the lives but also the identities
of British West Indian whites operating in remote colonial settings ruled by African
chattel slavery.35 Moreover, these institutional changes are indicative of the growing
importance of whiteness as a marker of British national identity in the context of a
rapidly expanding overseas empire.
The cultural application of meaning: maintaining a ‘white’ British identity

The deep-seated, multifarious tensions that underlay plantation slave societies, shaping
the intricacies of gender and racial identities in Jamaica and elsewhere in the Anglo
Caribbean, found expression not only in the increasing structural advantages afforded
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to members of the white community, but also in cultural representations issued from the
metropolis from mid-century onwards. Owing to an urban explosion fuelled by population growth and improved rates of capital available for the expansion of commerce
and manufacturing in both England and Scotland, the later eighteenth century saw a
profound transformation of British society, culture and economy.36 New consumption
patterns and improved literacy rates paved the way for a more educated middle class
with an insatiable taste for colonial commodities, especially tea and sugar, as well as
visual images and secular forms of literature associated with Britain’s overseas territories and trading partners.37 Emerging from within an imperial culture fully supported
by colonial slavery, yet increasingly apprehensive about its implications for British
national identity, texts by John Singleton, Edward Long and J. B. Moreton, among
others, explored how the system of slavery intersected with Creole gender norms and
sexual proclivities to influence the development of a West Indian racial order that had
far-reaching implications.
Deploying a highly gendered and eroticised discourse, British authors, many of
whom had visited or formerly lived in the West Indies, introduced metropolitan readers to the local peculiarities of Caribbean slave societies, in which over a century’s
worth of amalgamation between Europeans and Africans had produced innumerable
gradations of colour and hence complex categories of identity. Contemporary commentators agreed that West Indian colour lines, though some of the first to be drawn in
the Atlantic empire, were regularly transgressed by white Creole males, ‘too oft allur’d
by Ethiopic charms’, to use Singleton’s phrasing.38 These interconnecting discourses
surrounding sexuality, gender and racial mixture in Britain’s island colonies are worthy of note precisely because they enhance our understanding of how representations
are, like identities themselves, always in process, momentarily wedded to particular
cultural, temporal and spatial contexts.39 Building on the increasingly racialised fears
of unfamiliar, threatening or peripheral peoples that characterised seventeenth-century
England, such texts also demonstrate how concepts of whiteness helped link Britons
throughout the late eighteenth-century imperial world.40
Representations of British West Indian societies simultaneously communicated
ideas about the supremacy of whiteness and the strength of mind necessary to maintain
its imagined purity. First printed in Barbados in 1767, John Singleton’s quarto-volume
blank-verse poem, A General Description of the West Indian Islands, celebrated the
splendour and success of British colonisation in the Caribbean while decrying the illicit
conduct of the resident white Creoles. In verse omitted from the abridged versions of the
poem published in London in 1776 and 1777, Singleton portrayed white West Indians as
crude miscreants whose reckless behaviour towards their black slaves and one another
betrayed minds overcome by dangerous passions.41 ‘Awake at Nature’s, Virtue’s call,
awake! Shun the false lure of Ethiopic charms’, he urged white West Indian men.42
Yet in a tone indicating concern that his advice would fall unheeded, Singleton also
posed the following: ‘Or, can the frightful negro visage charm Thro’ vague variety,
or wanton lust, Whilst the blind fool an angel’s bosom quits, To pillow in a fiend’s
unnat’ral arms, Where the fond master oft succeeds his slave?’43 For Singleton, the
consummation of unauthorised interracial desire heightened the distinction between
white and black, creating a circumstance of ‘traded identity’, as Roxann Wheeler has
described in another context, in which master and slave, Briton and African, become
‘exchangeable figures’.44 Such a frightening scenario was not rectified ‘Tho’ the lewd
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spark the tawny shou’d prefer To shining jet,’ for ‘Alas! that tawny draws Its copper
hue from such an odious source’.45 Critically, Singleton held white Creole women –
rather than the transgressors themselves – accountable for the most grievous sins of
slave society. Observing that an unfaithful husband was, above all, ‘sinful made by an
impetuous wife’, he advised Creole wives to refrain from fiery exhibitions of jealousy,
lest marital strife should drive a loyal husband to seek ‘looser joys abroad’.46
John Singleton’s depiction of white West Indian womanhood is similar to that of
many other eighteenth-century British authors, the majority of whom found white Creole women sorely lacking in the virtues and refinements associated with the metropolitan feminine ideal.47 Writing in 1774, the former planter Edward Long argued that the
pervasiveness of settled concubinage in Jamaica owed as much to the undesirability
of white Creole women as to the masculine inclination ‘to give loose to every kind of
sensual delight’. Although, as Long explained, Jamaican whites were far from having
‘converted into black-a-moors’, as commonly supposed in England, white West Indian
women’s ‘constant intercourse from their birth with Negroe domestics’ made them
entirely unfit marriage partners for sensible Britons.48 Writing nearly twenty years
later, the historian J. B. Moreton, who spent five years as a bookkeeper in Jamaica,
reinforced this derogatory image of the white Creole female as a type tainted by her
close association with black domestics. Too many Creole women, he claimed, ‘receive
their education amongst negroe wenches, and imbibe great part of their dialect, principles, manners, and customs’. Moreton proposed that white Creole parents preserve
their daughters’ purity by sending them away to school, where they would be prevented
from engaging in ‘any intercourse, if possible, with any of the black or tawny race’.49
Only degradation would result for the white female confined to the society of the
Creole household, where one commonly found, as Long maintained, ‘a group of white
legitimate, and Mulatto illegitimate, children all claimed by the same married father,
and all bred up together under the same roof’.50
The writings of Singleton, Long and Moreton linked cultural and sexual miscegenation in the West Indies with the alleged degeneration of an uncorrupted British,
and specifically an English, collective white identity. Appropriating the distinctive
new racial vocabulary characteristic of late eighteenth-century philosophical and scientific discourse, they represented Caribbean racial mixture as posing a danger not
only to the laws of matrimony and Christian civilisation, but also to the endurance
of an undiluted whiteness that secured Britain’s place at the pinnacle of the global
racial hierarchy.51 Though defensive of Jamaica’s white Creoles, Long lamented the
frequency with which one found white men of every rank ‘cohabiting with Negresses
and Mulattas, free or slaves’. Nothing beneficial to society resulted from these ‘goatish
embraces’, but rather ‘a vast addition of spurious offsprings of different complexions’,
a ‘tarnished train of beings’, who ‘for their own parts, despise the Blacks, and aspire
to mend their complexion still more by intermixture with the Whites’. Worse still,
he lamented, children only three degrees removed from their African ancestors ‘are
called English, and consider themselves as free from all taint of the Negroe race’,
even though incalculable generations would ‘hardly be sufficient to discharge the
stain’.52
Though extreme, Moreton’s barefaced diatribe against people of mixed heritage
in 1793 is indicative of a growing apprehension in Britain that the sexual practices
of West Indians had opened up a Pandora’s box of racial identities on the frontiers
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of the Atlantic. Integrating the diverse colour gradations of Caribbean society under
the umbrella term ‘Mongrel’, Moreton reasoned that while so-called ‘Mongrels’ might
resemble illiterate white Creoles, only ‘more negrofied’, the process of racial amalgamation could never fully remove the stain of African ancestry. Hence ‘Mongrels,
though thirty generations distant from blacks[’] blood, cannot be real whites’.53 Yet
the vehemence of his attack on a particular woman of colour, whom he labelled ‘a
letcherous [sic] tawny whore’, intent on seducing white men with her ‘luring and lascivious invitations’, suggests Moreton’s locus in what Robert Young characterises as
‘the ambivalent axis of desire and aversion: a structure of attraction, where people and
cultures intermix and merge, transforming themselves as a result, and a structure of
repulsion, where the different elements remain distinct and are set against each other
dialogically’.54 In other words, the titillation underlying the discursive desire for the
coloured female body met the dangerous transgression of fragile racial boundaries in
its execution.55
What these British authors seemed to abhor most, as each in turn contemplated the
fragility of whiteness in the colonial Caribbean, was the idea that an empire undergirded
by hardening racial distinctions might be imperilled by its own desires. Their nascent
sense of racial superiority rested on notions of national difference, chiefly from the
Spanish, whom Edward Long accused of producing a ‘vicious, brutal, and degenerate
breed of mongrels’ as a result of Spanish male settlers’ inability to control their passions
in the Americas. If interracial sex was capable of bringing down the Spanish empire,
then it would ‘be much better for Britain, and Jamaica too, if the white men in that
colony would abate of their infatuated attachments to black women, and . . . perform
the duty incumbent on every good citizen, by raising in honourable wedlock a race of
unadulterated beings’.56 Long’s contention that the fulfilment of the white marital and
procreative imperative in Jamaica would eradicate the proliferation of an Africanised
mongrel breed of Britons reveals a great deal about the intersection of gender, race
and sex in discursive formulations. At the level of meaning, metropolitan models of
colour difference held enormous classificatory power both at home and in the wider
imperial world, serving to define the social and sexual practices of colonial slavery as
anomalous stains on an otherwise uncontaminated collective British self.57 Perhaps the
most telling message of all in these late eighteenth-century popular texts is that centre
and periphery are mutually constitutive and hence equally vulnerable to dislocations
of identity.58
The practice of everyday life: race mixing on the periphery

The predominance of racial mixture in the British Caribbean colonies brought gender
relations and sexual practices, as the origins of dangerous new categories of identity, to
the forefront of Georgian cultural representations of white West Indians. Collectively,
these discourses served to define interracial sex as a font of contagion responsible
for polluting British national identity and destabilising its real and symbolic power
on the world stage. Still, meaning is also organised within and emergent from social
interaction, in the material practices through which gender, sexuality and race are
constituted, enacted and continually renegotiated in specific temporal and spatial contexts. Racial identities are not simply constructed through gendered and eroticised discourse and prescription, but produced at yet another level—that of everyday practices,
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through which individuals anchored to material reality attempt to identify with the key
social impulses sustaining a diversity of cultural norms and activities.59 While daily
processes are more difficult to trace than restrictions and representations, we might
think of them, as Diane Richardson suggests, as ‘performative practices’ or routine
behaviours capable of creating the illusion of permanence and stability.60
Private travelogues by outside observers can help to illuminate the way overlapping categories of identity animated the practice and meanings of West Indian everyday
life. In the cases of Antigua in the Leeward Islands and Dominica in the Windward
Islands, portraits of plantation life written by two Scots, Janet Schaw and Jonathan
Troup, both visitors to the sugar islands during the last quarter of the eighteenth century, reveal how gendered social practices developing around chattel slavery shaped
whiteness as a lived category of human difference. Long after the 1707 Union, Schaw
and Troup joined the thousands of Scots who set sail for the West Indies to engage in
planting, trading, warfare, politics and medicine. Scottish involvement in transatlantic
networks linking them to metropolitan and North American business partners and family members helped forge a unity among Britons in the Atlantic empire.61 Schaw’s and
Troup’s interaction with white Creoles and enslaved and free persons of colour, and
their growing sense of self-awareness and superiority to these colonial populations,
highlight how the experience of unfamiliar cultural milieus in two different British
Atlantic slave societies facilitated the identification of these Scottish observers with
the metropolitan centre.62
When Janet Schaw arrived in Antigua in December 1774, she paid close attention
to the appearance and manners of the men and women she encountered, emphasising
the most characteristic aspects of the island’s central racial types: white Creole, black
slave and mulatto. Reminiscent of many other eighteenth-century travel writers whose
paths intersected momentarily with those of geographically and historically separate
persons in what Mary Louise Pratt calls the ‘contact zone’, Schaw tended to highlight differences rather than points of commonality.63 She directed her most sustained
attention to the bodies, traits and habits of the island’s female inhabitants, drawing
contrasts among the white, black and brown women in Antigua as well as between
white women in the West Indies and those in Britain. Like her male contemporaries,
Schaw approached the colonial encounter through a gendered lens.64 Drawing a sharp
distinction between the appearance of white Creole women and those of African ancestry, for example, she described how ‘the black women, wear little or no clothing,
nothing on their bodies, and they are hardly prevailed upon to wear a petticoat’.65
Janet Schaw remarked that white Creoles lived their lives strictly according to
local gender conventions, one of which prevented white women from ‘ever walk[ing]
in this Country’. Another West Indian custom whereby white women ate little and
drank nothing stronger than lime juice was observed to such an extreme that the Creole
ladies would rather ‘faint under it than transgress this ideal law’. Schaw determined that
their strict adherence to a collective West Indian feminine ideal had reduced Antigua’s
local women to ‘spiritless and indolent creatures’.66 These dull Creole women fell
far short of the refined yet lively British female type idealised by late eighteenthcentury metropolitan periodicals.67 Take the April 1771 issue of the Lady’s Magazine,
for instance, in which the editors lauded ‘the fair sex’ for exhibiting an admirable
combination of qualities ranging from ‘polite conversation, an agreeable vivacity’ and
‘a genteel and easy carriage’ to ‘delicacy of sentiment’.68 The social identity of white
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Creole womanhood thus posed a challenge to Schaw’s understandings of proper British
femininity, exaggerated by her singular exposure to metropolitan culture. Indeed, much
of her discussion of white Creole women revolved around the contradiction between
their embrace of localised gender norms and their dangerous attempts to emulate
women in Britain by whitening their skin with harsh solvents.69
Janet Schaw reported a similar feeling of disapproval with regard to white Creole
men’s voracious appetite for ‘young black wenches’, who, she alleged, consequently
‘lay themselves out for white lovers, in which they are but too successful’. Her observations led her to determine that black women’s desire to live as concubines to white
men ‘prevents them from marriage with their natural mates, and hence a spurious and
degenerate breed [results], neither so fit for the field, nor indeed any work, as the true
bred Negro’. Paralleling the observations of Edward Long, Schaw noted that while
white Creole women strove desperately but failed to measure up to the metropolitan
feminine ideal, the West Indian embodiment of British masculinity had everything to
recommend it – save for white Creole men’s indulgence for and immoderate attachment to black women. The towns of Antigua certainly displayed the results of ‘their
licentious and even unnatural amours’, she emphasised, ‘from the crouds of Mullatoes,
which you meet in the streets, houses and indeed everywhere; a crime that seems to
have gained sanction from custom, tho’ attended with the greatest inconveniences not
only to Individuals, but to the publick in general’.70
The private musings of such visitors to the Caribbean provide a window on more
than just everyday life; they also tell us about the meanings metropolitan individuals
may have attributed to the culturally specific behaviours, norms and attitudes found in
early British slave societies. For Janet Schaw did not simply regard persons of African
ancestry as ‘others’. Her journal entries depict gendered West Indian social relations,
particularly the sexual expression of white Creole manhood, as a threat to developing
metropolitan classifications, capable of blurring boundaries between white and black,
Briton and African, person and object. Most importantly, Schaw’s diary suggests that
she, like other contemporary commentators, found the social practices of West Indian
slavery detrimental to the expansion and preservation of Britishness abroad.
Dr Jonathan Troup’s detailed chronicle of his experiences in Dominica is even
more revealing, as his gender enabled him to join the Creole men in mixing – socially
and sexually – with the island’s coloured women. Arriving in Dominica’s capital city
of Roseau in May 1789, Troup joined the practice of a fellow Scottish physician,
Dr Fillan, and set about tending to the medical needs of the colony’s free and enslaved
populations.71 Offering an exclusive glimpse at one of Britain’s younger Caribbean
islands, his manuscript journal details the customary and blasé race mixing that underlay plantation society in Dominica, an underdeveloped colony composed in 1787
of approximately 1,236 free Europeans and nearly 15,000 enslaved Africans.72 As a
young unmarried white male, Troup participated quite readily in Dominica’s masculine, heterosexual and sexually exploitative Creole culture. He frequented Roseau’s
popular mulatto balls, where there were often ‘Parties of Girls young & old’ at
dances held on different nights of the week. At these interracial gatherings, visiting marines, merchants and sailors, as well as resident white Creole men, paid to
interact with women of colour, who trolled, in effect, for white lovers and potential
husbands in a safe intercultural zone with ‘very few white women’ present, according to
Troup.73
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Through his daily interactions with the doctors attached to his medical practice,
Troup soon accustomed himself to the local Creole custom of keeping mulatto mistresses and sexually sharing black slave women. He described how Dr Fillan and his
partner Dr Clark had ‘6 Children from Mullatoe Girls called always after the Man
who takes them in keeping’. Not all men held ownership of their mixed-race offspring.
Troup noted how one Creole, Mr Carson, ‘has a child 5 months old to a handsome
black girl of Dr Clarks a native of Antigua – it is a Mullatoe, a girl – he does not own
it’.74 Some white West Indian males with little property regarded keeping a coloured
mistress as a prohibitively costly proposition. ‘I spoke w[ith] young Daniel’, Troup
noted, ‘he finds it expensive to maintain Mullattoes & he is thinking of fixing himself
in the matrimonial noose’.75 Despite the high costs purportedly attending the concubinage system, marriage was nonetheless poorly regarded in Dominica; when Creole
men did marry, they often did so to improve their financial situation, continuing their
sexual relations with coloured or black women on the side.76 Dr Fillan informed Troup
at dinner one night that the gentlemen of Dominica rarely uttered the phrase ‘his wife’
in mixed company, for ‘that is not but a vulgar expression & is never used by a man
of breeding’. Troup’s sketch and description of ‘a veiled white woman carried on
a Pole by two Negroes’ is certainly suggestive of white Creole women’s restrictive
social lives and critical role as the reproducers of a ‘legitimate’ white identity in the
tropics.77
The length of the racial continuum in Dominica amazed Jonathan Troup, although
he considered himself an astute observer of human difference. ‘But the complexions
are very various here’, he wrote; ‘Jet black to European whiteness 8 or 9 different
degrees very perceptible upon numerate examination – A mulattoe black & white
interchanging alternately produces 6 different species these 6 uniting with W[hite] &
Black 3 × 6, 18 different varieties’.78 When Troup, like the authors of popular British
texts, contemplated the most undesirable consequences of racial mixture, he turned
his attention to women of colour. The character summation he scribbled next to a
watercolour sketch of a mulatto woman is a case in point: ‘They are slaves too most of
them – taken as housekeepers make shirts are very prolific at times when she is chaste
if not many abortions are consequence – They are very cruel to the Blacks from whence
they spring & a Black would do anything before they had her for her mistress’. Based
no doubt on available published accounts as well as his own personal experiences,
Troup stated that women of colour ‘have quite immodest discourse all of them whores
& they throw themselves into a number of tempting positions – sometimes almost quite
naked . . . in a word nothing gives them shame’.79
While Jonathan Troup may have had nothing positive to say about black or
coloured women, less than a month after his arrival he reported that he had acquired a
venereal disease from a ‘Negroe wench of Dr C[lark]’. Venereal diseases were some
of the most noticeable consequences of the widespread sharing of sexual partners in
Roseau. Troup’s particular case of ‘virulent gonorrhea’ put him in ‘a great deal of
pain’ and made walking difficult for some time.80 Such agonising symptoms did not
stop him from continuing to ‘make love to a number of girls in my drunkenness’,
as he noted in his journal on 17 August 1789.81 Troup typically blamed drink for
his behaviour, yet he also pointed to the realities of life for a white man residing
in an uncultured slave society. He apparently agreed when a Mr Thorp remarked
at dinner later, ‘what can a young man do here to loose his time in evenings, he
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can’t apply to books. Whores & money must be his Rescurer & cause of most of
his misfortunes’.82 It is through Troup’s own interracial liaisons, moreover, that he
himself contributed to what some metropolitan observers might have regarded as the
degeneration of whiteness: shortly before leaving the island for Britain, Troup learned
that he had impregnated Nancy, a coloured woman.83 By describing how white men
in Dominica regularly treated black and coloured women as their sexual property,
Troup produced a vivid account of the ways in which Creole males negotiated their
culturally determined gender role in a British West Indian colony. Additionally, Troup
unintentionally provided documentation of the possibilities available to black, white
and brown women, the ways they may have navigated an even more limited racialised
gender role in a patriarchal slave society designed solely for the purposes of harnessing
the physical, sexual and reproductive capabilities of the black body. Thus while Troup
most likely did not intend for his personal experiences to reach a wider audience, his
diary reveals the complications and intersections of gender norms, sexual practices and
racial formations at the periphery of the British empire in the late eighteenth century.
Individual subjectivity: Jonathan Troup and the process of identiﬁcation

Jonathan Troup’s journal offers more than just a record of West Indian daily life and
material practices; it also grants us access to the mind of an eighteenth-century British
man torn between the societal expectations associated with his gender role in the
metropolis, namely to marry, mix socially with refined ladies and uphold codes of
polite sociability, and his philandering with black slaves and mulatto concubines in
Dominica.84 His journal is suggestive of the extent to which the dynamic interplay
among gender, sexuality and race occurs most radically at the level of individual
subjectivity. On the one hand, Troup’s account of race mixing in West Indian slave
society gives strength to the representations produced by authors such as Edward Long
and J. B. Moreton, and confirms the descriptions of other metropolitan travellers like
Janet Schaw. His journal also takes us into new territory. Unlike other eighteenthcentury male diarists like Thomas Thistlewood, who embraced Creole socio-sexual
habits, Troup was reflective: he exhibited increasing levels of disgust with West Indian
slave society.85 By virtue of his reflexivity, Troup’s journal helps to demonstrate that
the gendered sexual self is never a finished or fixed identity, but is continuously being
recreated.86
It is Jonathan Troup’s fixation with gaining the affections of an English woman
named Mary Ford that grants us limited access to an individual psychology troubled
by the prevalence of racial intermixture in the tropics. After meeting Mary Ford in
Plymouth on his way to Dominica, Troup quickly placed her on a proverbial pedestal;
he wrote love letters to Ford and waxed eloquently about her on numerous occasions.
She represented everything he wanted in a marriage partner: sweetness, innocence, a
mild and pliant mind, and skin unblemished by the rays of the sun. ‘If I can get Mary &
a moderate Livelyhood God bless us I’m content’, he jotted.87 Mary Ford’s imagined
perfection stood in stark contrast to Troup’s mental image of the white Creole women
he encountered. Explaining why he had no desire to pursue a ‘Miss Lee’, for example,
he described her as ‘a pleasant enough girl but a large mouth rather clumsy habit &
dark skin indeed the country will reduce her’.88 Troup evidently assumed that Miss
Lee or any other white Creole woman for that matter would fall victim to the climate
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and imbibe the barbarous habits and sable countenance of the island’s Africanised
population.
Dominica’s coloured and white Creole women became the objects of much criticism in Troup’s journal. He complained of the indolence of the ubiquitous ‘mulatto
wenches’ kept by the white overseers, yet noted ‘how necessary it is to gain the favour
of the women and how dangerous it is to incur their displeasure’.89 He described how
Polly Armourer and Polly Clark, the mulatto daughters of Drs Clark and Armourer,
treated their slaves appallingly and forced their own children to simulate the sex act.
‘I have seen them when idle take their boys aged 2–3 years old and make a little black
girl of the same years lie down and make them move as if they were in the act of copulation’, Troup detailed.90 Just as women of colour had internalised the cruellest and
most degrading aspects of slave society, so too had white Creole women degenerated
in the tropics: ‘The Creoles are impervious overruling women know nothing but Eat
Drink Game Curse & beat the Negroes whereas the mild temper of Mary will sooth my
pain in affliction & make the World’s cares sit easy on my mind’.91 His unquestionably English Mary Ford, by contrast, embodied the metropolitan feminine ideal; her
character and appearance suited the ambitions of an upwardly mobile Scot. Troup’s
burning desire to possess Ford pervaded his thoughts even while he wrote about acts of
coercive interracial sex in his journal, as on the occasion when he described how ‘Mrs
Murray’s Mullattoe Lydia come down to Mrs Laing’s Kitchen, I suspect she has been
try’d & to prevent any discovery make her Common – I dare say Mr Baird will have
at her altho’ he has his black Sabina – God grant I may have my mild Mary Ford – I’ll
wait for her two years & if I be then akin & her I shall have or want her’.92
The above passage hints that Jonathan Troup, though a full participant in Dominica’s racially mixed slave society, was often, in his own mind at least, thousands of
miles away – in metropolitan Britain. To put it another way, Troup may have acted like
a white Creole male during his residence in the West Indies but he continued to think
like a Scotsman eager to occupy a position of importance much closer to the centre of
empire. The practice of his everyday life in Roseau, which included an exhibition of an
explicitly debauched, creolised version of British manhood, accounts for only the most
visible aspect of his individual subjectivity. Underneath Troup’s surface behaviour
was a psyche at once attracted to and repulsed by the gendered and racialised power
relations evident in the British West Indies. As such, despite his personal enjoyment
of white men’s nearly limitless access to the bodies of coloured women in Dominica,
Troup’s journal indicates that he felt deeply discomforted by interracial sexuality and
the brittle, artificial nature of racial/national boundaries.
Over time, Troup became convinced that West Indian social patterns and gender
relations, predicated as they were on racial mixing, made it impossible for him to
conform to metropolitan notions of polite manhood or to imbibe anything other than
savagery, excess and vulgarity from Dominica’s white, black and brown women.93 No
small matter in an age when, as a number of scholars have demonstrated, developing
articulations of gender, national and racial identities remained at risk in Britain, since
the very links with the empire that facilitated the solidification of these categories
also threatened their imminent disruption and potential collapse.94 Hence, Jonathan
Troup’s private journal is historically as well as theoretically important, in that it allows
us to explore the extent to which the gendered racial self could be experienced and
understood in the midst of such multiplicity, flux and metamorphosis.
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Detailed accounts written by contemporary visitors reveal how structural forces
granting white Creole males institutional power and privilege intersected with cultural representations that eroticised the coloured female body and denigrated white
Creole womanhood, guiding both gender relations and sexual practices in the Anglo
Caribbean. At the same time, the violence of West Indian slavery, the distortion of
metropolitan gender and sexual conventions and the embodied evidence of still permeable colour lines – in the form of a diverse array of racial identities in the tropics – led to
a growing association of British West Indian whites with physical and moral degeneration rather than with Britishness. Far from cultivating the Anglicisation of the Atlantic
world, white Creoles, both male and female, appeared to be growing more barbarous,
tawny and Africanised by the day. With such inconsistencies between metropolitan
and West Indian demographics, social structures, gender relations and sexual mores,
it is no wonder Jonathan Troup’s encounter with slave society in Dominica left him
ambivalent and yet more resolved than ever with regard to the stability and superiority
of his own identity as a white metropolitan Briton. By the final decade of the eighteenth
century, the social, structural and intimate practices arising from African slavery in the
Anglo-Caribbean world had given birth to not one but many contested and racialised
understandings of Britishness.
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Xing : The Discourse of Sex and Human
Nature in Modern China
Leon Antonio Rocha

We begin with a straightforward question: ‘What is the Chinese word for “sex”?’ A
Chinese speaker will reply, ‘xing’! In Modern Chinese, xing is the character most
frequently used to denote matters related to sex, gender and sexuality. Compounds
associated with xing include xingjiao (sexual intercourse), xingbie (sexual difference),
xingyu (sexual desire) and xing quxiang (sexual orientation). Professor Li Xiaojiang
of the Centre of Gender Studies at Dalian University, one of the first institutions of its
kind in China, claims:
Everything seems crystal-clear: xing (sex) is purely bodily and hence primordial, whereas xingbie
(gender), as its lexical structure indicates – xing + bie, meaning ‘difference’ – refers to social
identity produced, so to speak, by the bodily xing. Sex is the basis upon which rests gender . . . it is
already physiological and nature-endowed.1

Li goes on to comment on the sex/gender distinction in the Chinese context. She
points out the seeming ‘crystal-clearness’ of xing as a sex that is already endowed
by nature. But she overlooks the historicity of the character, the convoluted career of
xing. In Classical Chinese, the character meant ‘human nature’, and only in the early
twentieth century came to signify both sex and human nature. How did this happen,
and what was the significance of this? This chapter will begin with an etymological
investigation, through which it will emerge that, in China in the late 1910s and early
1920s, sex became, to borrow Foucault’s words, ‘a kind of natural given which power
tried to hold in check’ and simultaneously ‘an obscure domain which knowledge tried
gradually to uncover’.2
The intellectuals of the May Fourth New Culture period (c.1915–37), who were
responsible for translating and introducing sexological and sex education texts from
Europe, America and Japan, reconceptualised sex as the index to human character,
the originary, psychical truth. Xing became a new keyword, the point of anchorage
for a sexual politics that regarded sex – and by extension human nature – as cruelly
repressed by a ‘hypocritical’, ‘feudalist’, even ‘cannibalistic’ sexual morality of the
‘Old China’. There was a concomitant intensification of attempts to produce ‘real’,
‘truthful’ knowledge on sexuality – a proliferation, an explosion of discourse. Sex
became a panacea for China’s weakness and degeneracy, and a revolution of the
relationships between men and women, the reformulation of love and desire, and
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the adoption of eugenics and birth control practices, were perceived as ways to enable
the Chinese nation to ‘catch up’ with the west and to become ready to participate in a
global modernity. It is against this backdrop that we should think about sex and gender
in this tumultuous period of Chinese history, as we seek to understand the motivations
behind Chinese intellectuals’ various inquiries into sex.

Keywords , globalisation and translation

My approach here is modelled on Raymond Williams’s classic Keywords (1976).
Williams’s project began life as an appendix to Culture and Society (1958) but evolved
into a standalone publication which provided generations of scholars with short and
concise discussions relating to a range of important terms which had delimited and
circumscribed our thinking. Williams’s intention is not to fix meanings; Keywords ‘is
not a dictionary or glossary of a particular academic subject’, nor is it ‘a series of
footnotes to dictionary histories or definitions of a number of words’. Williams’s book
demonstrates that the semantics of a word changes in response to new socio-political
situation and needs, and the way historical actors negotiated and struggled with their
use of language to express new experiences. It is ‘the record of an inquiry into a
vocabulary: a shared body of words and meanings in our most general discussions, in
English, or the practices and institutions which we group as culture and society’.3
Williams’s inquiry is limited to European languages and predominantly British
English, as pointed out by Tony Bennett and others in their ‘sequel’ to Keywords.4 It is
necessary to point out that discussions of culture and society, including sex and gender,
have flowed across national boundaries. My investigation of xing should absolutely not
be regarded as a mere curiosity, appendage or even a supplement to more ‘mainstream’
work on the history of sexuality in Europe and America. It is not simply contributing
to the world history of sexuality by adding the ‘Chinese case’ to the cauldron. Rather,
following Ann Laura Stoler, I propose that it is impossible to appreciate the global
nature of modernity, to comprehend the depth and power of empire and colonialism, to
understand the spatialisation of scientific and medical knowledge, without a thorough
consideration of the circulation of ideas and concepts between the ‘west’ (perceived as
‘centre’, ‘primary’, thus prioritised) and the ‘east’ (presumed ‘peripheral’, ‘marginal’,
‘minority’, ‘secondary’).5
In my thesis, I analyse the tremendous cacophony of scientific, medical, philosophical and literary discourses which Chinese intellectuals in the 1920s creatively
appropriated in their political projects.6 Many of these cosmopolitan thinkers travelled
abroad, studied in prestigious universities around the world, were fluent in a number of
languages and brought back to China all sorts of new ideas which they thought would
help their troubled, divided, ‘backward’ motherland. They invited European and
American intellectuals to come to China to disseminate their ideas to the Chinese public, to engage in cultural exchange (involving celebrities such as John Dewey, Bertrand
Russell, Hans Driesch, Margaret Sanger and Magnus Hirschfeld). What emerges is a
complex picture of the globalisation of sexual knowledge, one that precedes the story
told by Dennis Altman’s Global Sex.7 Globalisation here should not be taken to entail
homogenisation; the fact that ideas about sex had travelled from Europe, America
and Japan to China by no means meant that everyone ended up believing the same
things or acting in the same way.8 It resolutely does not bring us back to the old trap
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of ‘authenticity’ and ‘imitation’ that has often plagued conventional historiographies
of colonialism – that people in the Third World merely copied, parroted, were
‘interpellated’ by or inflicted with the discourse of the colonising Other. Globalisation
is always already accompanied by localisation and indigenisation; any historian should
be obstinately committed to pointing out specificities, the situated character of knowledge, but at once concerned with a transnational stratosphere of discourse, the traffic
and flow of ideas from one place to another. Xing here serves as an excellent example:
although the conflation of sex with human nature into one word may be a response to
the rhetoric of repression and emancipation found in western sexological texts, xing –
qua both sex and human nature – is a particular Sino-Japanese linguistic innovation,
a keyword manufactured and propagated by a network of translators, intellectuals and
scientific practitioners in East Asia. To put this another way, a consequence of the
global proliferation of a certain ideology of sexuality – sex as fundamental property of
humanity – was that the conception of sexuality emerging in early twentieth-century
China became quite similar to that found in the human sciences of Europe and America,
which Michel Foucault analyses in the first volume of his History of Sexuality.9
Through the discussion of the history of xing, I would like to highlight the question of translation. It will be an extremely fruitful inquiry for historians of sexuality
to take up Raymond Williams’s Keywords project, and incorporate the problematic of
translation and transmission, to study how different cultures tackled new terminologies such as ‘sexuality’ (and ‘heterosexuality’, ‘homosexuality’, ‘sadomasochism’,
‘libido’), ‘gender’, ‘science’, ‘race’, ‘class’, ‘revolution’, ‘movement’ and so on.
We should ask: did intellectuals, academics and translators emphasise the alienness of these terms by inventing new characters or using unfamiliar compounds?
Did they highlight their untranslatability or incommensurability, by using transliterations or leaving the word in its original form? Did they draw parallels with tradition
and precedence, or deny the novelty of something, or domesticate a foreign term, by
adopting a familiar character and subtly/overtly stretching its semantics? Did they
(de)emphasise the processes of negotiation? How did they standardise or claim ownership of new terminologies and neologisms through dictionaries, encyclopaedias and
glossaries? How did they recruit other actors to speak using their new vocabularies,
adhere to their terms of engagement? What would constitute a ‘faithful’ translation,
and how were translations accepted or resisted? What resources (foreign philosophy,
comparative linguistics, classical philology, Latin, Greek, Sanskrit, Classical Chinese)
were mobilised? These are all crucial questions addressed in the Chinese context by
Lydia Liu and Haun Saussy. For them, translation is one of the privileged sites in
understanding colonialism and global modernity, communications, transmissions, interactions and exchange between the Chinese and the non-Chinese in history, and for
me, a highly productive way to write multiple, comparative histories of sex and gender
that are simultaneously sensitive to local conditions and yet never lose sight of the
larger picture of transnational movements.10
Xing as human nature

In English-speaking academia, Frank Dikötter, Judith Farquhar, Zhong Xueping and
Deborah Sang have picked up on the strange life of xing; they all mention in passing
that before the twentieth century xing did not mean sex. Zhong and Sang each dedicate
a paragraph and two small footnotes, while Dikötter, in his tremendously influential
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study of sex in modern China, skirts over this issue in a single sentence.11 There is no
evidence cited or exploration accompanying these academics’ assertions. Farquhar’s
treatment of xing is the more detailed amongst the four, yet she does not explain the
mechanisms through which xing came to mean sex and human nature. Many Chinesespeaking scholars who write prolifically on the history of sexuality in China, and who
are otherwise extremely sensitive to language, never seem to detect or deem it necessary
to unpack the historicity of xing.12 This chapter should be read as an intervention in
two important ways. First, the obvious: by drawing attention to the rich significances
embedded in just one Chinese character, I attempt to prevent the story of the usage of
xing from degenerating into a factoid, endlessly reiterated and assumed in the footnotes
of academic monographs but never analysed.
Second, my historicisation of xing speaks to Tani Barlow’s examination of the
discourses of funü and nüxing in her Question of Women in Chinese Feminism.13 Funü
and nüxing were two Chinese words, both used in the Chinese feminist movements in
the twentieth century. Whereas funü, an earlier term, situated women in the network
of family and kinship relations – their responsibilities as childbearers and mothers of
the nation – nüxing, literally ‘woman’ plus ‘sex/human nature’ (nü plus xing) was
a neologism for a biologically sexed woman. The neologism came into being also
in China in the 1920s. The discourse of funü in Chinese feminism pointed to the
participation of women in public life and their rights in society, but tended to ignore,
suppress, suspend or even sometimes erase the differences between men and women.
The discourse of nüxing, on the other hand, sought to highlight women’s repressed
sexuality and sexual difference, and attempted to create a new and revolutionary
subjectivity for women, different from that of men. Nüxing therefore complicated the
discourse of universal liberation and emancipatory politics promoted by the male May
Fourth New Culture intellectuals, by introducing the question of sexual difference –
since men and women were fundamentally different in sex and nature, therefore the
pathways for men’s liberation and women’s liberation had to be different too. My
present analysis of xing therefore aims to achieve something more primary than Tani
Barlow’s analysis. The construction of the discourse of nüxing relied fundamentally
on xing being both sex and human nature in the first place. To put this another way,
before it was possible to have a discourse of woman based on her sexual, biological,
natural differences (that is, nüxing), sex had to first become human nature through the
creation of the neologism xing.
If one opens the New China Character Dictionary (Xinhua zidian, 10th edn,
2004), the most popular reference work in China, one can see an elaborate entry on the
character xing:
(i) Natural instincts, inherent tendencies, the heavenly endowment in humans
(ii) The nature of something (or of someone), its substance, its fundamental character
(iii) Life – equivalent to the character sheng – living, or fate or destiny
(iv) Disposition, temperament
And further, (v) xing as sex, and compounds such as xingjiao (intercourse), xingbie
(sexual difference), and (vi) xing in Modern Chinese as a suffix, roughly equivalent
to ‘-ity’ or ‘-ness’ in English. For instance, ‘possible’ is keneng and ‘possibility’ is
kenengxing, ‘permanent’ is yongjiu and ‘permanence’ becomes yongjiuxing.
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The first four definitions are accompanied by sources in Classical Chinese. For the
first usage of xing, ‘natural instincts’, the cited source is the Confucian text Mencius, in
the chapter titled ‘Gaozi’ in which the eponymous philosopher engages in a protracted
argument with Mencius on human nature. Gaozi states that the appetite for food and
sex forms part of human nature, summed up in the famous phrase shi se xing ye. Here,
sex is not represented by the character xing, but by se. Mencius rejoins that human
nature (xing), which is heaven-endowed, consists of men’s capabilities to act morally,
rather than basic, animalistic needs for nourishment and procreation. Mencius’s view on
human nature as innately good became the orthodox definition of xing as laid down, for
instance, in Explaining Simple and Analysing Compound Characters (Shuowen jiezi),
a second-century dictionary. Deborah Sang astutely points out that xing in Classical
Chinese had ‘only a tangential, if not reverse, relation to sexuality’.14 Further instances
of xing as human nature include: ‘What Heaven has conferred is called “Nature”/xing’
from Doctrine of the Mean (Zhongyong); ‘What cannot be learnt, and what requires
no application to master, in human beings is called “human nature”/xing’ from the
philosophical treatise Xunzi (third century BCE).15
For xing’s second definition – the nature of something – the Xinhua once again
cites Mencius, and further points out that xing was used to translate the Sanskrit
words svabhāva, prakrti and pradhāna: ‘the nature interpreted as embodied, causative,
unchanging; independent or self-independent; fundamental nature manifestation or
expression; the Buddha-nature immanent in all beings, the Buddha heart or mind’.16
Xing is contrasted to xiang, the superficial appearance of all things. The Chronicles
of Zuo (Zuozhuan, fourth century BCE) contained the primary example of the usage
of xing for ‘life’: ‘The people enjoy their lives [xing], and there are no enemies or
thieves’ or ‘New palaces are reared . . . the strength of people is taxed to an exhausting
degree . . . the people feel that their lives [xing] are not worth preserving’. Finally,
the ‘Gaozi’ chapter from Mencius supplies the source for xing as disposition and
temperament: ‘When Heaven is about to give someone a great responsibility, it first
makes his mind endure suffering . . . Heaven stimulates his mind, stabilises his temper
[xing] and develops his weak points’.17
Crucially, the definitions of xing pertaining to sex, and the use of xing as a
suffix, are both supplied without a single classical source. Lydia Liu and Federico
Masini both assert that the use of xing as a suffix was introduced from the Japanese,
though they do not comment on whether xing as sex came from the Japanese as
well.18 Farquhar consulted Taiwan Academia Sinica’s Encyclopaedic Dictionary of
Chinese Language (1973) and found that xing as sex lacked a classical source.19
Another standard reference, the Lin Yutang’s Chinese-English Dictionary of Modern
Usage (1972), does not cite a classical source for the sex definition of xing, whilst
Luo Zhufeng’s Hanyu da cidian (2001) cites a 1989 article on sex education for the
etymology. I consulted China Books’ (Zhonghua shuju) Zhonghua dazidian (edited by
Xu Yuangao, Lufei Kui and Ouyang Pucun), published between 1915 and 1923, and
sex was nowhere to be found under the eight definitions of the character xing. The sex
definition was altogether absent in the 1912 New Dictionary (Xin zidian).
The Zhonghua dazidian of Xu et al. was in turn based on the Kangxi zidian,
commissioned by Qing Emperor Kangxi in 1710 and released in 1716. In the 1887
edition of Kangxi Dictionary, published by the Combined Literature Book House
(Tongwen shuju), there is no mention of sex under the entry for xing. The 1916
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Commercial Press’s movable-type edition of Kangxi also lacked xing qua sex. In
all the ancient Chinese dictionaries, such as the aforementioned Shuowen jiezi and
Broadening the Refined (Guangya), there was no connection between xing and sex.
If one takes for granted that dictionaries attempt to record usages of a certain word
in common currency, then xing until the twentieth century continued to signify what
Heaven had decreed; xing named an unsexed, ungendered concept of innate human
nature or essence.
My thesis is that in the late 1910s and early 1920s, sex was implanted, slipped into,
invested into xing – to the extent that the meaning of the character, as simultaneously
sex and human nature (and thus sex as human nature) has by now become familiar,
naturalised. A native Chinese speaker in the twenty-first century, upon hearing the
utterance of xing or seeing it in print would think of sex, the crux of human nature,
and would not usually be aware that this xing/sex/human-nature complex was a recent
product: the process of linguistic engineering has been forgotten, de-emphasised. It
is, however, paramount to clarify that the Chinese had had a host of words to denote
matters related to sex before xing was endowed with a new sexual meaning, and a large
number of these terms are still in regular use.
From the obscene to the natural?

Yin was traditionally a character used to qualify sexual behaviours. Yin conjures a
connotation of excess, an image of flooding or soaking, and is often combined with
other characters to represent illicit sexual relations: yinfū (adulterer), yinfù (adulteress
or promiscuous woman), jianyin (adultery), shouyin (‘illicit sex with hand’, masturbation), zhengyin (incest). Yin points to the licentious, wanton, salacious, lascivious:
yingui (‘lewd demon’, man obsessed with sex), yincong (‘lewd pest’), yinnian (immoral
thoughts), yinnüe (obscene jokes), yinshu (pornographic book), yinxie (pornographic),
yinshui (‘waters of lust’, genital fluids). Yin connotes excess as in: yinwei (despotic
power), yinyi (debauchery, indulgence, greed), yinxing (torture). Committing acts of
yin is deeply harmful to one’s physical and spiritual wellbeing and disrupts the social
order, so yin always already incorporates a moralistic warning, a normative prescription
of what counts as legitimate sexual activity (reproductive, not overly frequent, with
the correct partner). Late Qing revolutionary Tan Sitong (1865–1898) complained that
yin became an overly broad term and expressed the urgent need to reform the Chinese
mentality that all sex was necessarily yin and thus inherently dirty and evil. From Tan’s
Exposition of Benevolence (Renxue, 1897):
Sexual intercourse [nannü, literally ‘man-woman’] is given the term ‘lust’ [yin]. This is how ‘lust’
is defined. Since the inception of mankind, the name yin has, through custom, continually been
in use and has remained unchanged ever since. Hence we are used to regarding intercourse [yin]
as evil. If since the inception of human beings, we had been accustomed to yin as, say, a rite
practised in audiences at court, in imperial feasts, in imperial temples, in cities and towns, and
before large crowds – like deep bowing with clasped hands and genuflection in China, or embracing
and kissing in the west – and that, the custom had survived until the present, who would think that yin
was evil? . . . Some may argue that the genitals [nannü zi ju, literally ‘instruments of man–woman
relations’] born concealed, seldom seen by people, they therefore are different from the openly
practised rites; yin is thus considered to be evil. By this line of reasoning, then rites and yin differ
only in whether concealed or open, and not in whether they are good or evil. If, since the inception
of human beings, their genitals had not been concealed, but appeared on the face, to be easily seen
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by raising one’s eyes, yin would then be regarded as no more than a greeting. How could yin then
be considered evil?20

Note that Tan never used the term xing to denote sex anywhere. Instead, he was attempting to reclaim and rehabilitate yin. In 1898, sex had not yet acquired its ‘scientific’,
supposedly ‘natural’ and ‘neutral’ name. Tan’s passage here demonstrates the importance of language, getting the terms right, in an attempt to defamiliarise the character
yin from its negative image.
Se is another major character to describe sex. Whereas yin automatically suggests
the obscene and abnormal sexual relations, se suggests lust, temptation and seduction,
though there are overlaps between se and yin: seqing xiaoshuo (also a pornographic
or erotic novel), segui (someone obsessed with sex), haose (someone who indulges in
sex), se mimi (observing someone with a lustful look), jiese (abstinence), sexiang (sex
appeal). Yu is desire; yinyu and seyu are carnal desires. Yuhuo is ‘a flame of desire’:
a dangerous, all-consuming fire that can ‘incinerate’ someone’s mind and body if not
properly controlled. Rou is ‘meat’/‘flesh’, often placed in diametric opposition to the
spiritual, ling. A crucial part of the rhetoric of radical May Fourth intellectuals is the
reconciliation of the flesh and the spirit (lingrou yizhi). Love between a man and a
woman should not simply remain on a spiritual level, and should not be about the
sublimation of very real desires into something asexual, or ‘Platonic’. They argue
that this traditional ideal is contrary to xing, to human nature. The modern, perfect
relationship must incorporate physical intimacy, sexual attraction and a deep level
of emotional connection. Love and marriage are thus subsumed under xing, and are
sexualised, eroticised.21
The Classical Chinese term for sex between a married couple was dunlun, from
the Book of Rites (Liji). Sex was also ‘business in the bedchamber’: fangshi, xingfang,
dongfang. The ‘Art of the Bedchamber’ is fangzhong shu. The characters ru and tong,
quite simply ‘enter’ and ‘go through’, might also be used, as well as nannü, literally
‘man and woman’. Sex was also described as the act of uniting, transferring, combining, bringing something together: thus jiaohe and jiaogou. More poetic expressions
included: yunyu (‘clouds and rain’), a reference to a fairy maiden in the Szechuan
gorges who commanded clouds and rain; yuanyang xishui (‘pair of mandarin ducks
playing in water’); daofeng dianluan (‘topple the male and female phoenixes’); tiandi
ronghe, describing the coming together and harmonisation of Heaven (designated yang,
male) and Earth (yin, female). Meanwhile, the older terms for different elements of the
sexual script like oral sex were: pinxiao, ‘savouring’ or ‘tasting with discrimination’ a
Chinese flute (fellatio), or pinyu, ‘savouring jade’ (cunnilingus). These came from the
seventeenth-century novel Plum in the Golden Vase (Jin Ping Mei).22
Same-sex relations were described in Classical Chinese as duanxiu, fentao/yutao,
longyang.23 Duanxiu, ‘cutting the sleeve’, was a reference to Han Emperor Ai (first
century BCE) and his male concubine Dong Xian. When Dong Xian fell asleep on
the emperor’s sleeve, the emperor ordered his sleeve to be cut so he could leave the
bed without waking his beloved. Fentao, ‘sharing the peach’, was recorded in Hanfeizi
(third century BCE). Duke Ling of Wei had a beautiful boy called Mi Zixia, who
once offered a peach, already bitten, to the duke. This would normally be a serious
offence, but the duke showed his appreciation, suggesting the intimate bond between
the two. Finally, longyang is a reference to the eponymous duke from the Warring States
period. The duke went fishing with the Wei emperor, and when the emperor caught
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ten fish, the duke started weeping. The duke explained that the emperor, having caught
larger fish, would then discard the smaller ones he previously captured. By analogy,
once the emperor met other beauties, he would abandon the duke. The emperor was
deeply touched and declared that, if anybody dared introduce more beauties to him, he
would execute that person and eliminate his kin. Longyang or longyang pi (pi meaning
‘obsession’) thus became terms for same-sex relations between men. For female samesex relations, two metaphors were used: mojing (‘polishing/rubbing the mirror’) and
duishi (‘facing each other eating’). Duishi, implying mutual cunnilingus, referred to
the sexual practices between women in the imperial harem. Mojing was an allusion
to tribadism (mutual masturbation involving a woman rubbing her vulva against that
of her partner). In Classified Collection of Anecdotes on the Qing Dynasty (Qingbai
leichao, 1916), Xu Ke describes ‘mirror-rubbing’ as a common practice among the
members of a man-loathing sisterhood in Shanghai in the late nineteenth century.24
One could contrast these with the terminologies for homosexuality and lesbianism in
circulation in biology and sexology texts from the 1920s: tongxing lian/ai/lian’ai –
composed of ‘same’ (tong), ‘sex’ (xing) and ‘love’ (lian/ai/lian’ai) – which evacuated
the elaborate literary and historical references.25
This kaleidoscopic, perhaps bewildering, tour of older terms is by no means exhaustive, and cannot do justice to the massive vocabulary available in Chinese to talk
about sexual behaviours, seriously or jokingly, approvingly or contemptuously, under
different circumstances, at different audiences. In casual conversations today, sex may
be simply shui (‘sleep’), guanxi (‘relationship’), zhao’ai (‘make love’), shangchuang
(‘getting in bed’), gan (‘do’/’fuck’) or even na’ge (‘that thing’). Etymological research
is difficult and time-consuming in Chinese and Japanese because of a shortage of reference works that provide genealogies on a character’s historical usage; by contrast, in
English, the Oxford English Dictionary supplies a brief, though not always comprehensive, chronology for most entries. Nor is there a work in Chinese comparable to Julie
Coleman’s masterly Love, Sex and Marriage: A Historical Thesaurus,26 which allows
historians to trace the evolving usage of a term and to locate it within semantic fields.
This is without diving into complications arising from regional variations. Cantonese
speakers, for instance, have their own baffling set of insults, profanities and colloquial
coinages to talk about sex, unintelligible to non-Cantonese speakers. Yet none of these
‘non-serious’ terms have the symbolic value invested in the ‘respectable’ xing – the
standard word in circulation in scientific discussions ever since the 1920s.
To sum up this section, the purpose of discussing yin, ‘cutting the sleeve’ and
so forth is to show how the older Chinese lexicon for sex might be classified: first,
as terms which always already carried a negative, moralistic connotation, suggesting
obscenity, excess, dirtiness; second, as euphemisms containing rich literary, mythical
and historical allusions. The twentieth-century word xing and its associated compounds
were, for the May Fourth New Culture generation, about ‘neutrality’; they referred to
biological facts of nature, they were ‘modern’. To use xing for sex was to ‘call a
spade a spade’: if sex was human nature, there ought not to be any shame in talking
about it in a plain, straightforward, honest, unpretentious and immediate language, and
there was no need to veil sex underneath thick layers of metaphors. But the point of
xing-talk is that it is precisely not value-neutral at all. The ‘sex/human nature’ complex
embedded in xing mobilises a humanistic ideological weapon which Foucault calls the
‘Repressive Hypothesis’, that links together ‘the revelation of truth, the overturning
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of global laws, the proclamation of a new day to come, and the promise of a certain
felicity’.27 It is the conviction that the ‘Old World’ had painstakingly repressed and
denied people’s sexuality and their fundamental nature, and what was therefore most
needed to transform society and nation was the fullest affirmation and liberation of
human instincts. For the Chinese iconoclasts and modernisers, ‘Confucian propriety’
had produced nothing but prudishness, dishonesty and obfuscation surrounding sex
which xing-talk would defy. A history of sexuality written in the vein of the Repressive
Hypothesis would claim that there had never been a non-repressive discourse of sex
and it would be up to the progressive scientific experts, the serious and rigorous
investigators, to uncover/recover the truths of our being and to inaugurate a language
of xing. The lack of ‘neutral’ words for sex would then be construed as evidence
supporting the claim. This mirrors the May Fourth conception that the history of China
itself had been nothing but the history of repression, until the intellectuals took on
the mission to emancipate (jiefang) the human spirit from the ‘ironhouse’.28 I cannot
possibly attempt something as ambitious as a complete analysis of the history of
Chinese sexuality to address Foucault’s ‘first doubt’: ‘Is sexual repression truly an
established historical fact?’29 What I can point out is that the repression–liberation
narrative, propounded in the 1920s and later deployed to legitimate the rule of the
communist regime (the justification of radical social engineering and transcendence of
the rule of law to ‘liberate the masses’), has been directly attacked through many case
studies.30 One should avoid inserting oneself into the ‘critical discourse that addresses
itself to repression’ that may be ‘in fact part of the same historical network as the
thing it denounces (and doubtlessly misrepresents) by calling it “repression’”.31 While
it is doubtless difficult to resist the temptation to see the past as more ‘repressed’,
‘conceited’, ‘close-minded’ and ‘hypocritical’ than the present, one must stay sober in
the discussion of the language of xing to avoid reproducing the teleology and rhetoric
of progress embraced by our historical actors. For now, let us turn our attention to xing
again, and track it down in Chinese texts in the early twentieth century.
Tracing xing

According to Jai Ben-ray, Ye Dehui’s (1864–1927) ‘Preface to The Classic of the Plain
Girl’ (1907) contained possibly the earliest use of xing qua sex and human nature.32
The Classic of the Plain Girl (Su nü jing), a sex manual dated from the third to second
century BCE, was reconstructed by Ye from the fragments recorded in one of the
thirty volumes of Ishinpō, the oldest surviving medical work from Japan. Ye Dehui,
a local official, book collector and bibliographic scholar, regarded the resurrection of
these ‘Art of the Bedchamber’ texts as ‘part of a modernising project to bring sex into
public discourse. China’s ancient sexual love was firmly connected to the serious issue
of ensuring the nation’s social fitness through reproductive success’.33 In 1903, Ye
published Plain Girl and other texts as The Double Plum Sun and Shadow Anthology
(Shuang mei jing an congshu).
Plain Girl was a dialogue between the eponymous maiden and the legendary
yellow emperor, who sought wisdom on sexual practices. In this ancient text, sexual
activity was described as a pleasurable practice which could contribute greatly to health
and longevity, but excessive sex might lead to the depletion of the male essence (jing),
grave illness and death. Ye Dehui, subsequently castigated as a pornographer spreading
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obscenity and superstition, had the same aims as May Fourth New Culture intellectuals,
but ended up with a different project: instead of championing western sexology and
denigrating older Chinese medical texts, Ye argued that China had always already had
solutions to its own problems. He wrote:
Today, western scholars in hygiene [weisheng] from afar, investigate and speculate on the subtle
and hidden causes behind eating, drinking and sexual relations [yinshi nannü], and their works
are translated as new books such as Genitalia [Shengzhi qi], New Theories on Sexual Intercourse
[Nannü jiaohe xinlun], The Hygiene of Marriage [Hunyin weisheng xue]. The ignorant treated them
as treasures, not knowing that the descendants of China’s sacred emperors and ancient sages already
discussed this learning four thousand years ago. For instance, The Record of Confucius Closing Off
the House [Kongzi bifang ji] mentioned in the apocryphal texts [weishu], although it is not passed
on through the generations, we know how ancient this study [of sex] is. Or the ancient methods
of foetal education [taijiao] recorded in the Abundant Dew on the Spring and Autumn Annals
[Chunqiu fanlu] and Records of Ritual Matters by Dai Senior [Da Dai liji], it is invariably about the
rectification of character [xingqing] of the parents, multiplication of descendents and continuation
of the progeny of the family [guangsi xu], to maximise the function of orderly cultivation [weiyu].
The spirit of the study of sex [xingxue], how could the pedantic Confucian scholars possibly be able
to see its essence?34

Here, the Chinese character xing appears twice. The first xing from xingqing means
‘character’ or ‘temperament’. The second xing in xingxue directly refers to the
study or scholarship of sex – xingxue became the standard translation of terms
such as sexology, sexual sciences and sex research (sexologie/Sexuologie, Sexualwissenschaft/Sexualforschung). Ye’s argument was that ancient China had an extremely
sophisticated discourse on sex, and as such, the current translations of western texts
that he encountered – Genitalia, New Theories on Sexual Intercourse and so on – were
‘old news from afar’.35 This would be a source of national pride as China was superior
to the west in the innovation of ideas. Another aim of Ye Dehui’s rhetoric was to
legitimise his own investigations – since sex was what people in the west were talking
about, then of course the Chinese had to look into xing too.
The 1900s and 1910s were a transitional period. Intellectuals wrote about sex
with a mixture of old categories – the aforementioned yin, se and yu – along with
occasional uses of xing constructions. From a sample of articles on the women’s
movement written between 1842 to 1911, sex was described variously as rou (‘flesh’),
roujiao (‘transactions of the flesh’), rouyu (‘carnal desire’), fayu (‘arousal’), nannü zhi
yu (‘desire between man and woman’), jiaohe (exchange, combine, come together).36
In ‘The Relationship Between the Two Sexes’ (Nannü liangxing de guanxi), published
in the April 1907 issue of China’s New Woman’s World Magazine (Zhongguo xin
nüjie zazhi), liangxing was used to describe the opposite sexes. Another early instance
of xing in China could be found in the 1900 Chinese translation of a Japanese text,
Fukuzawa Yukichi’s On the Interactions Between Men and Women (Danjo kōsai ron,
1886).37 There, the translator, following Fukuzawa, used the character xing to mean
intercourse, an essential component of a relationship between a man and a woman.38
Yet, within the same article, sex was also called tijiao/tipo zhi jiao (‘bodily exchange’),
showing that xing had not yet displaced the older categories, and some authors (for
example Lufei Kui) continued to use exclusively se and yin in 1910.
In his influential article on polygamy in the August 1911 issue of Eastern Miscellany (Dongfang zazhi), Du Yaquan writes:
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The key to the preservation of progeny (baozhong) . . . is to regulate sexual desire (xingyu) . . . if
the system (jiguan) of sexual desire is overused, then other bodily systems will become atrophied
(weisuo) . . . On the other hand, if sexual desire is well regulated, then other systems will prosper
( fada). To have a healthy body and a refined morality and passing these qualities to the offspring –
this is the citizen’s (guomin) duty to the future generation.39

Du’s article contains one of the earliest uses of the phrase xingyu for ‘sexual desire’/‘libido’, as opposed to the older yinyu. He writes about sex in the language of
drives and instincts emerging from the European psychological sciences, which treat
sex as one of the many vital and natural systems of the body. Xingyu is just as important
as shiyu, the desire for food and drink. The careful balance of input and expenditure
of energy in the bodily economy is key to the development of a healthy, moral human being, and the responsibility of a citizen (guomin, also a new 1920s term) in the
Chinese nation is to prevent overspending in sex, achieved through the prohibition of
polygamy and concubinage. For Du, sex is a perilous drive and its vigilant monitoring
is of individual and collective interest, but to deploy the vocabulary of xing means that
sex is no longer something dirty or taboo – the shift to xing-constructions is a symptom
of the emerging discourse of sex qua natural property of all human beings in the early
decades of republican China.
In another article in Eastern Miscellany, Gu Shaoyi explored the relationship
between the olfactory sense and sexual desire. Gu similarly equated sexual desire to
something that was fundamental to all humans, and adopted the phrase xingyu, which
appeared thirty-three times in the text. Xing, as sex and human nature, appeared as a
standalone character five times. The older terms seyu and qingyu still featured, but only
employed eight and two times respectively, reflecting that Gu’s intended audience, the
emerging bourgeoisie in urban China, would be expected to understand the new usage
of xing.40 By 1919 and 1920, some articles used only xing to refer to sex: for instance,
two articles in Morning Light (Shuguang) by Wang Tongzhao and Wang Qirui, and Pan
Gongzhan’s 1920 review of Maurice Alpheus Bigelow’s Sex Education: Knowledge of
Sex in its Relation to Human Life (1915) in Education Magazine (Jiaoyu zazhi). If we
survey the Comprehensive Catalogue of Republican Period Books, the major index of
publications between the late Qing period and the communist takeover, the character
xing (meaning sex) began to appear in book titles from 1920 onwards, and out of the
408 books on sex published, 263 were released in this decade.41
The alien nature of xing as a signifier of sex was often emphasised by the use
of quotation marks. For instance, in Zhang Jingsheng’s advertisement titled ‘The
Best Pastime for the Winter Vacation – An Announcement Made on Behalf of the
“Eugenics Society”’, which appeared in the literary supplement of Capital Daily
(Jingbao fukan) in February 1926, quotation marks framed terms including sex (xing),
sex histories (xing shi) and sexual knowledge (xing zhishi).42 Another case of the use
of quotation marks or a different typeface to highlight the novelty of xing is Chen
Dongyuan’s influential History of Women’s Lives in China (Zhongguo funü shenghuo
shi, 1926). When commenting on Margaret Sanger’s visit to Peking University, Chen
notes, ‘[Sanger] makes Chinese people become aware that matters related to “xing”
are actually worth discussing using the Scientific Method!’43
The most suggestive clue to xing’s linguistic career could be found through Zhang
Dongmin, a writer and translator of popular science who published The Worship of
Sex (Xing de congbai) in June 1927. In his book, which drew extensively from O. A.
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Wall’s Sex and Sex Worship (1919), Zhang Dongmin argued that sex, in an unspecified
primitive past, was something that was clean and decent, but became something evil and
threatening under China’s sexual morality. The underlying purpose of Zhang’s book
was to contrast sexual practices and attitudes in the past, perceived to be more relaxed
and ‘closer to nature’, against the repression that Zhang saw in contemporary China. Of
particular importance to us is the manner in which Zhang creatively appropriated the
first two verses of the Three Character Classic (San zi jing, circa thirteenth century),
which stated the central tenet of Confucianism as developed by Mencius: ren zi chu,
xing ben shan; xing xiang jin, xi xiang yuan. The common translation for this would
be, ‘people at birth, are naturally good; their natures are similar, their habits make
them different’. Here, ‘naturally’ and ‘human nature’ are represented by xing. Zhang
Dongmin however interprets xing here as sex: ‘The ancients had said, “in the beginning,
sex was decent”. This clearly stated that when human begins were in their primitive,
beginning epochs, for them everything concerning sex was originally regarded as good
and decent’.44 Zhou Zuoren, in his review of Zhang Dongmin’s book, criticises this
reading of xing as either a wilfully anachronistic interpretation or a mistake:
Let us not for now go into a discussion on xing [as sex] as a new noun from Japan . . . [Zhang
Dongmin] thinks that this xing [in the first verse of the Three Character Classic] is the xing in
xingjiao [coitus], in fact this is clearly a mistake.45

Japanese connections and return graphic loans

Let us ignore Zhou Zuoren’s advice, and now go into a discussion on xing as a new
noun from Japan. We begin with the obligatory point of passage for all inquiries related
to Japanese use of Chinese characters – kanji in Japanese – Morohashi Tetsuji’s (1883–
1982) Dai kanwa jiten, the definitive work of reference on Japanese and Chinese. In
the 1984–86 edition, the entry on the kanji contains definitions such as temperament,
nature, personality and sex; these correspond to the meanings of xing found in any
contemporary Chinese dictionary. However, there are three possible pronunciations of
the character in Japanese, as opposed to just one in Chinese. When used to refer to sex,
the pronunciation is sei. The other two are shou and saga, used in compounds referring
to character and nature. Deborah Sang, who cited the opinion of sexologist Zhang
Minyun, stated that the ‘importation of German sexology to Japan began in the late
Meiji period (1868–1912) and reached its peak in the Taisho era (1912–26)’.46 This
statement is broadly correct, as demonstrated by the work of Sabine Frühstück and
Oda Makoto.47 Sang added that it was during the Meiji when ‘Japanese intellectuals
began to use sei [the character called xing in Chinese] to mean sex’. Unfortunately,
neither Zhang nor Sang went any further beyond stating the sex-sei-xing connection.48
A look at the most widely circulated dictionaries published in Japan in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries would give us some hints about the trajectory
of sei. In the famous Sea of Words – Genkai (1891), edited by lexicographer Otsuki
Fumihiko, there was no record of sei-sex, as with: Owada Tateki’s Nihon da jiten (1897);
Shozaburo Kanazawa’s Forest of Words – Jirin (1907); Shigeno Yasutsugu’s Sanseido
kanwa dajiten (1910); Matsui Kanji and Uedo Kazutoshi’s Fuzanbo dainihon kokugo
jiten (1915). The 1920s however were a watershed, as sei-sex was institutionalised
in Japanese reference works for the first time. In Ochiai Naobumi and Haga Yaichi’s
Fountain of Words – Gensen (1927), the fourth definition of the character reads,
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‘Sei. English: sex, the differences in the psychological and physical qualities of men
and women’.49 The 1923 Shokai kanwa daijiten by Hattori Unokichi and Oyanagi
Shigeta also included the sei-sex definition. The inclusion of the sex definition was
by no means uniform across all dictionaries: the revised edition of the aforementioned
Forest of Words (1925) and the expanded version of Sea of Words (Gensen, 1932–37)
were two cases where a sei-sex entry could not be found. On the other hand, some
English–Japanese dictionaries recorded sei-sex well before the 1920s. For instance,
Shibata Shoukichi and Koyasu Takashi’s Eiwa jii (1873) defines sex and sexuality as
sei, as with: the Japanese translation of Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary (1888) by
Tanahashi Ichiro and Frank Warrington Eastlake; Kanda Naibu’s Mohan shin eiwa
daijiten (1911) and Shuchin konsaisu eiwa jiten (1922). The pattern that emerges is
that, until the twentieth century, the character called xing in Chinese was used in
Japanese to also signify nature, life and so forth, and from the 1870s to 1880s, the
kanji was used to signify sex and this new usage became more popular in the 1920s,
displacing older words such as iro (the Japanese equivalent of the Chinese se). This
corroborates Furukawa Makoto’s finding that sei (as sex) became a fashionable word
in the 1920s.50 From the chronology of the dictionaries investigated, combined with
Zhou Zuoren’s remark, we could venture the hypothesis that the Japanese used the
kanji called xing in Chinese to translate ‘sex’ and ‘sexuality’ before the Chinese. To
explain what is going on here, it is crucial to understand the structure of the Japanese
language and its development.51
There are three systems of writings in Japanese: the syllabaries katakana and
hiragana, and the ideogram system kanji (‘Han characters’). The characters were
appropriated by the Japanese around the fifth to sixth centuries from Buddhist scriptures
and Chinese philosophical texts. By the seventh century, the Chinese characters mutated
into two separate species in Japan: jun kanbun (‘genuine writing’) and hentai kanbun
(‘deformed writing’). Texts were written with various marks to inform the reader as to
the particular arrangement of the kanji in each phrase so that a Japanese reading could
be possible. The ability to do Japanese readings of Chinese characters was in turn
the result of two methods of adaptation – the first was to use the Chinese characters
semantically, and then give them Japanese sounds (kun reading). The second was to do
the opposite: employ characters as phonemes and put together new words in Japanese
with little regard for the original meaning of the Chinese symbols (on). The Japanese
literati were very fond of bringing back neologisms in Chinese back to their home
country, and invented idiosyncratic uses of ideograms which often bore no relationship
to the characters’ meanings in Chinese. Each Chinese character thus acquired a whole
range of pronunciations, some of which were invented by the Japanese and some
possibly Chinese pronunciations which fell out of use in China but survived in Japan.
In Japan, Chinese was the language of the elite. The literati would compose
essays and poems in Chinese. Officials used it in government documents and the
religious hierarchy to maintain manuscripts. By the ninth century, the clerics developed
a separate system of diacritical marks placed alongside Chinese characters to clarify
the way texts were supposed to be read. The marks were simplified forms or fragments
of Chinese characters, and these were called kana. By the eleventh century, they were
developed into two systems of writing Japanese sounds: katakana and hiragana. By
the thirteenth century, hiragana became the syllabary used with kanji to form the
backbone of the writing system. The katakana, meanwhile, acquired its principal
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use – the phonetic rendering of new foreign words, particularly heightened as a result
of colonial encounters. As a result, modern Japanese writing is a melting pot of Chinese
characters, hiragana and katakana: layer upon layer, permutations and combinations
of sounds, images, semantics and annotations.
What is supremely important to us is the process of neologistic construction
in Japanese and Chinese. According to Lydia Liu, the influx of calques and other
loanwords into Chinese in the late nineteenth to early twentieth century followed a
typical pattern: ‘the Japanese used kanji (Chinese characters) to translate European
terms, and the neologisms were then imported back into the Chinese language’. These
borrowings fall under three headings: (1) two character compounds made up of Chinese
characters that are found only in pre-modern Japanese and do not appear in Classical
Chinese; (2) Classical Chinese expressions used by the Japanese to translate western
terms that were then imported back into Chinese with a radical change in meaning,
such as geming [revolution; in Japanese kakumei], wenhua [culture; bunka], jingji
[economy; keizai], kexue [science; kagaku]; (3) modern Japanese compounds that have
no equivalent in Classical Chinese, such as zhongzu [race; in Japanese shuzoku], meishu
[art; bijutsu], meixue [aesthetics; bigaku], guoji [international; kokusai]. The second
of these types of borrowings is called return graphic loans. To clarify, the modern
meaning of the Chinese compound wenhua, ‘culture’, is derived from the Japanese
compound, written in exactly the same way but pronounced bunka, and it is through the
process of borrowing from the Japanese that an equivalence was established between
wenxue and ‘culture’. In Classical Chinese, wenhua denoted ‘the state of refinement or
artistic cultivation as opposed to military prowess, carrying none of the ethnographical
connotations of “culture” in today’s usage’. Kexue, on the other hand, meant ‘studies
for the civil examinations’ in Classical Chinese, but after the Japanese appropriation
(kagaku), kexue became ‘science’ in twentieth-century China. 52
The motivations for the Japanese in using Chinese characters are multiple. Yanabu
Akira explains that, in large part, it is due to what he calls the cassette effect. A cassette
here is a casket for jewels, letters or other precious items, itself made with a valuable
material and richly ornamented. Chinese characters were held by the Japanese as valuable repositories and carriers of meaning. Moreover, these ‘cassettes’ drew a reader’s
attention to the newness and alien nature of the foreign, imported bits of knowledge.
It was an act of linguistic engineering. Particularly for Meiji intellectuals who argued
that the modernisation of the nation required the appropriation of modern thought, the
acknowledgement of the power of language meant that such modern thought had to
be expressed with new words, and the older terms had to be superseded. In China this
was also the case, as Edward Gunn demonstrated in his work on the ‘rewriting’ of
Chinese in the 1920s.53 For Yanabu, the cassette effect leads to the blind acceptance of
loanwords and neologisms without interrogation of what they ‘really’ mean – the splendour, glamour, elegance of the cassettes dazzled and charmed readers into ignoring
their contents. In that sense, a cassette becomes more akin to a Trojan horse, facilitating
the ‘smuggling’ of ideas. As the new words become adopted and reiterated, readers
‘feel’ as though they know what they are talking about, or begin to be only capable
of thinking about a certain problem through these terms, and are thus constrained by
a linguistic straitjacket, become ‘spoken’ by a discourse.54 Yanabu’s cassettes include
‘society’ (in Chinese shehui; in Japanese shokai), ‘individual’ (geren; kojin), ‘love’
(lian’ai; ren’ai), ‘being’ (cunzai; sonzai), ‘nature’ (ziran; shiran), ‘liberty’ (ziyou;
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jiyuu) and ‘right’ (quanli; kenri). One should note that all of Yanabu’s cassettes also
ended up as return graphic loans, reintroduced into China around the early twentieth
century through Chinese translations of Japanese translations of European and American texts.55 These new words were mobilised by May Fourth New Culture intellectuals,
circulated in what I call the ‘marketplace of ideas’ in 1920s China, institutionalised in
dictionaries, glossaries and encyclopaedias, and entered public discourse.
Xing is precisely one of these ‘return graphic loans’. Though it is difficult to
pinpoint exactly who first used sei to mean sex (probably as a transliteration), Oda
Makoto credits Mori Ogai (1862–1922) for popularising its use in Japan.56 Mori,
a Japanese physician and novelist who studied public health in Germany, was one
of the most important Meiji writers on sex and hygiene. Around 1902–03, Mori
published a series of articles in Public Health (Koushuu iji) which discussed sex
drive, menstruation, contraception, spermatorrhea and hygienics. Mori uses sei and its
compounds throughout; his argument is that the sex drive is fundamentally a fact of
human nature, and its suppression can lead to grave nervous illnesses. In 1909, Mori
published Vita Sexualis (Wita sekusuarisu), a frank semi-autobiographical book in
which the narrator describes his psychosexual development. Vita Sexualis was a clear
expression of Mori’s view that the desire for sex cannot be suppressed or silenced,
and the open discussion of sex is necessary for the sake of self-improvement and
one’s mental health.57 The return of sei back to China was the result of translations
of Japanese sexological texts and textbooks by Chinese and Japanese intellectuals,
for instance the work of Fukuzawa Yukichi and gynaecologist Habuto Eiji’s (d. 1929)
New Sex Education.58 What these works achieved was to put sei/xing and the double
meaning of xing (sex/human nature) into circulation.
Conclusion

When sex, through xing, became the centre of human life, this necessitated rational,
systematic inquiry into its ‘true’ nature. The aim of a science in sex was not simply
descriptive – the classification of behaviours – but always prescriptive and normative.
For British sexologist and social reformer Havelock Ellis, widely admired by republican
Chinese intellectuals, the point of collecting and displaying all kinds of sexual fauna
was to foster tolerance and acceptance. Since what was observed in the world ‘out
there’ in nature was necessarily ‘natural’, homosexuality for instance ought to be
accommodated as part of the diversity of all human beings, ultimately as unremarkable
as differences in height or weight.59 There were equally men of science who believed
that there was one ‘true’ human nature and one ‘true’ kind of sexuality, and all other
behaviours would be pathological, opposed to ‘Nature’s Way’, and thus had to be
eliminated.
The various paradoxes arising from the mobilisation of ‘nature’ for political ends
and to legitimise moral outlooks through ‘biologisation’ or ‘naturalisation’ have been
analysed by many.60 On the one hand, nature is about spontaneity, something that
one has always already ‘known’, or just there to be found and appropriately named
because it is ‘universal’, deeply ingrained, an inherent tendency or immutable drive.
Something appears to be ‘natural’ if one is compelled to do it or helpless against it; a
person is absolved of moral responsibilities for acting in a certain way because there is
never a conscious choice. On the other hand, the mass of sex manuals which provide
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detailed descriptions on how to behave ‘naturally’ or ‘scientifically’ can imply: what
is ‘natural’ can after all be altered; or there is a possibility that human beings can act
contrarily to nature; or that their drives may be corrupted, misaligned by ‘culture’ or
‘society’ and must be corrected, reformed, re-educated, rechanneled. The aim then is to
redirect a person’s energies to more useful ends, to restore the natural order of things,
to eliminate any restraints which may hold back human beings from realising their
true potential, from fulfilling their biological destiny, from playing their rightful roles.
This position is absolutely crucial to the rhetoric of 1920s Chinese intellectuals and
iconoclasts: the artificial pathological obstacle that had to be dismantled at all costs
was ‘Confucianism’. The symptoms of the ‘Sick Man of Asia’, twisted by ‘Confucian
ethics’ included: treating sex as a taboo subject, not to be spoken about or only ever
through euphemisms; wanton excesses in brothels and polygamous households; the
mutilation of the female body through footbinding and chestbinding; the ‘poor’ quality
of reproduction which led to a ‘poor’ quality of the population. A healthy, brand new
sexual morality, erected on the modern edifice of western science, anchored in the
direct, no-nonsense language of xing, would be the way to administer and manage
people’s lives, to rejuvenate a nation under siege. Effectively, xing became a new
vessel, a placeholder given different shapes depending on the political project; it was
up to intellectuals to fill the content of xing, writing sex/human nature into being.
Through xing, some of the key developments in science and humanities in 1920s
China make a good deal of sense. Why was there, for instance, an explosion of
autobiographical writing, an effervescence of confessional novels written in the first
person with frank, startling revelations of sexual lives? And why were there so many
‘problem novels’ (wenti xiaoshuo) which dealt with sex-related issues of the day such
as premarital sex, pregnancy before marriage, same-sex desire? Why did intellectuals
encourage the masses to keep diaries, to read up on questions like chastity and divorce,
some even going as far as asking the general public to submit personal stories of sexual
development and to compile case histories for all to scrutinise? Sex was ‘implanted into
bodies, slipped in beneath modes of conduct, made into a principle of classification
and intelligibility, established as a raison d’être and a natural order of disorder’.61 Sex
became the locus of truth and a person’s subjectivity, and so it would be an obligation
upon all the Chinese people to speak out, to have one’s voice registered in the world,
to share one’s painful sufferings: the public was invited not to feel ashamed or guilty,
but to leave absolutely nothing unsaid – in short, it was an ‘incitement to speak’,
an attempt to construct a ‘machinery for producing true discourses about sex’.62 The
foundation of human sciences in Chinese universities, the interest in anthropology,
sociology and ethnography for the collection and comparison of everyone’s daily
lives and sexual customs, dovetails with the intellectuals’ project of the ‘Discovery of
Man’ (ren de faxian) and the liberation of his spirit. The ‘facts of life’ extracted from
these inquiries were presumed to help the Chinese to work out rational strategies to
transform the political economy of the body: they came up with something as grand
as the compulsory sterilisation of the ‘undesirables’ or the control of reproduction
of the ‘invalids’ in the Chinese population, or as seemingly trivial as washing one’s
genitals with soap and putting on clean underwear before going to bed. Contraceptive
technologies, alongside the rules of dating and the virtues of French kissing, were
vigorously debated in magazines such as Ladies’ Journal (Fünu zazhi), New Women
(Xin nüxing), New Family (Xin jiating), New Culture (Xin wenhua), Sex Magazine (Xing
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zazhi) and Sex Science (Xing kexue). Key foreign works on sex were translated: Key’s
Love and Marriage in 1923, Stopes’s Married Love and Wise Parenthood in 1924,
Carpenter’s Love Coming-of-Age in 1922, parts of Ellis’s Studies in the Psychology of
Sex in 1927, and Freud around the mid-1920s. All of these phenomena were connected
to the frantic drive to determine, to alter, to fix the content of xing, of sex and human
nature.
To end, I would like to emphasise again the fruitfulness of studying cross-cultural
exchange and the global circulation of the language and keywords of sex. Xing/sei and
sex/human nature are not just a Sino–Japanese phenomenon. We may equally want to
ask how and when, for instance Russians, Turks, Filipinos, Indonesians came to adopt
the term seks – a transliteration of sex – and expelled the older vocabulary? What sort
of things did they do to/with their words? In what ways were these stories connected to
the global migration and mutation of sexual and biological knowledge – or biopower
and governmentality – under the backdrop of imperialism and colonial modernity?
Instead of focusing on how different parts of the sexual spectrum – heterosexuality,
gay and lesbianism, transgender – manifest themselves in different parts of the world,
as regional histories of sexuality have often tended to do, I propose that we may all
start off with a much simpler question, ‘What is the word for “sex” in this particular
language, and why?’
Glossary
‘1920 niandai de lian’ai yu xing xingdaode lunsu – cong Zhang Xichen canyu de sanchi lunzhan
tanqi’
1920 
Ai [Han Emperor Ai / Han Ai Di]
baozhong
Beijing tushuguan
Chang Yü-fa [Zhang Yufa]
Chen Dongyuan
Chunqiu fanlu
cunzai [in Japanese sonzai]
Da Dai liji
Dai kan-wa jiten
Danjo kōsai ron
daofeng dianluan
Dongfang zazhi
duanxiu
dunlun
dongfang
Dong Xian
Du Yaquan
duishi
Eiwa jii
fada
fang
fangshi

– 
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fangzhong shu
fayu
fentao
Furukawa Makoto
Fukuzawa Yukichi
Funü zazhi
Funü: Zui manchang de gemin
Fuzanbo dainihon kokugo jiten
gan
Gao Mingkai
Gaozi
geming [in Japanese kakumei]
Gendai shiso
Genkai
Gensen nihon daijiten
geren [in Japanese kojin]
Gu Shaoyi
guangsi xu
guangxi
Guangya
guoji [in Japanese kokusai]
guomin
Habuto Eiji
Haga Yaichi
Hanfeizi
Hanyu da cidian
haose
Hattori Unokichi
Honyakugo Seiritsu Jijo
Hunyin weisheng xue
Hsu Hui-chi [Xu Huiqi]
Ichigo no jiten: sei
iro [in Chinese se]
Ishinpō [Yi xin fan]
Jai Ben-ray [Zhai Benrui]
Jiang Xiaoyuan
jianyin
jiao
jiaogou
jiaohe
jiefang
jiese
Jiaoyu zazhi
Jiaoyu zhuanxin zhi jin: ershi shiji shangbenye
zhongguo de xing jiaoyu shixiang yu shijian
jiguan
Jin Ping Mei
Jindai Zhongguo funü shi yanjiu
Jindai Zhongguo Nüquan Yundong Shiliao
jing
Jingbao fukan
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jingji [in Japanese keizai]
Jirin
juan
Kanda Naibu
kanji [in Chinese hanzi]
Kangxi zidian
kasette kouka [‘cassette effect’]
keneng xing
kexue [in Japanese kagaku]
Kindai nihongo no shiso: honyaku buntai
seiritsu jijo
Kojirin
Kongzi bifang ji
Koushuu iji
Koyasu Takashi
Li Xiao-jian [Li Xiaojiang]
Li Yinhe
Li Yu-ning [Li Youning]
lian’ai [in Japanese ren’ai]
liangxing
Liji
ling
lingrou yizhi
Ling [Duke Ling of Wei / Wei Ling Gong]
Liu Dalin
Liu Zhengtan
Longyang
longyang pi
Lufei Kui
Lun xuqie
Lunyu
Luo Zhufeng
Ma Boying
Matsui Kanji
meishu [in Japanese bijutsu]
meixue [in Japanese bigaku]
Mi Zixia
Minguo shiqi zong shumu
Mohan shin eiwa daijiten
mojing
Mori Ogai
Morohashi Tetsuji
na’ge
nannü
Nannü jiaohe xinlun
‘Nannü liangxing de guanxi’
nannü zi ju
nannü zi yu
Nihon dai jiten
Ochiai Naobumi
Oda Makoto
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Otsuki Fumihiko
Ouyang Pucun
Oyanagi Shigeta
Owada Tateki
Pan Gongzhan
Pan Suiming
pin
pinxiao
pinyu
Qingyibao quanbian
qingyu
Qingbai leichao
quanli [in Japanese kenri]
Ren’ai to seiyoku no daisan teikoku
ren de faxian
ren zi chu, xing ben shan; xing xiang jin, xi
xiang yuan
Renxue
rou
roujiao
rouyu
ru
Ruan Fangfu
Saito, Hikaru
Sanseido kanwa daijiten
San zi jing
se [in Japanese iro]
segui
seqing xiaoshuo
se mimi
sexiang
seyu
shangchuang
shehui [in Japanese shakai]
Shehui kexue: zonglei bufen
sheng
Shengzhi qi
shi se xing ye
Shibata Shoukichi
Shigeno Yasutsugu
shiyu
Shokai kanwa daijiten
Shuang mei jing an congshu
Shuchin konsaisu eiwa jiten
Shuguang
Shuowen jiezi
shouyin
Shozaburo Kanazawa
shui
Si yu yan
Su nü jing
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tabako (tobacco, in Chinese yanchao)
taijiao
Tamba Yasuyori
Tan Sitong
Tanahashi Ichiro
tiandi ronghe
tijiao
tipo zhi jiao
tong
Tongwen shuju
tongxing lian’ai
Ueda Kazutoshi
Wang Tongzhao
Wang Qingni
Wang Xuefeng
Wang Yi-cha [Wang Yijia]
weisheng
weishu
weisuo
Weiwulun xingkexue
weiyu
wenhua [in Japanese bunka]
wenti xiaoshuo
Wita sekusuarisu [Vita Sexualis]
Xiandai hanyu wailai ci yanjiu
xiang
xingfang
Xin jiating
Xin nüxing
Xin wenhua
Xin zidian
xing [in Japanese sei]
xingbie
Xing shi
Xing de congbai
Xing de lishi
Xing kexue
xingjiao
xingqing
xing quxiang
Xing, wenming yu huangmiu
xingxue
xingyu
Xing zazhi
xing zhishi
Xinhua zidian
Xiujue yu xingyu de guanxi
Xu Ke
Xu Yuangao
Xunzi
Yanabu Akira
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yang
Ye Dehui
yin
yinyang
yin
yincong
yingui
yinfū
yinfù
yinnian
yinnüe
yinshu
yinshui
yinwei
yinxie
yinxing
yinyi
yinyu
yinshi nannü
yongjiu xing
‘Youyazi’ / Yuashi
yuanyang xishui
yuhuo
yunyu
Yun yu: xing zhangli xia de Zhongguo ren
yutao
Zhang Dongmin
Zhang Jingsheng
Zhang Minyun
zhao’ai
zhengyin
Zhongguo
Zhongguo funü shenghuo shi
‘Zhongguoren xing guan chutan’
Zhongguo xin nüjie zazhi
Zhongguo xing xianzhuan
Zhongguo yixue wenhuashi
Zhonghua dazidian
Zhonghua shuju
Zhongyong
zhongzu [in Japanese shuzoku]
Zhou Zuoren
Zhou Zuoren shuhua
Zhou Zuoren quanji
ziran [in Japanese shizen]
Ziran kexue: yiyao weisheng
ziyou [in Japanese jiyuu]
Zuixin xingyu jiaoyu
Zuozhuan
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Epistemic Modernity and the Emergence
of Homosexuality in China
Howard Chiang

In 1950, the Time Bookstore in Shanghai published a book titled Sexual Science
by Zhang Minyun.1 In nine chapters, the book summarises contemporary scientific
research on animal and human sexuality, including perspectives from psychology,
biomedicine, ethnology and sociology. Although the book provides no biographical
information about the author, Zhang’s familiarity with the history of sexual sciences
outside China is demonstrated by his eloquent discussion of their developments in
Japan, the part of Asia where the writings of European sexologists had made the deepest
impression since the late nineteenth century.2 Zhang clarifies his authorial intention in
the opening chapter: ‘Especially in the east (such as in China and Japan), people have
yet to fully appreciate sexual science. So the author has decided to compose this book:
providing Chinese people with a reliable understanding of sexology is precisely the
intent of the author’.3 According to Zhang, because the scientific study of sex was so
underdeveloped in China, it was high time for the introduction of sexology to Chinese
experts and laypersons.
Zhang’s assertion, nonetheless, overlooked an entire generation of thinkers and
cultural commentators who promoted sexological studies in the aftermath of the New
Culture movement (1915–19). Among the famous May Fourth iconoclastic intellectuals, some not only translated texts and adopted methodological rigour from European
sexology, but they also developed their own theories of human sexual behaviour and
desire. They frequently engaged in heated debates over the meaning, principles and
boundaries of a science of sexuality. Questions of competence, credentials, expertise
and authority preoccupied those of the early twentieth-century urban intelligentsia who
spoke seriously about sex in public. By the 1930s, disparate efforts and conversations
converged in the founding of such periodicals as Sex Science. For the first time in
China, sexuality was accorded a primacy of scientific ‘truthfulness’.4
This chapter focuses on the intellectual journey of two pivotal figures in this rich
tradition of Republican Chinese sexology: Zhang Jingsheng () and Pan Guangdan ( ). Historians have regarded Zhang’s commentary on proper heterosexual
conduct as a key feature of his sexological enterprise, especially as it was stamped
by his controversial theory of the ‘third kind of water’.5 Meanwhile, studies of Pan’s
contribution to Chinese sexology have typically focused on his annotated translation of
Historicising Gender and Sexuality, First Edition. Edited by Kevin P. Murphy and Jennifer M. Spear.
C 2011 The Authors. Book compilation 
C 2011 Gender and History/Blackwell Publishing Ltd. Published 2011 by Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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Havelock Ellis’s Psychology of Sex, which grew out of his lifelong interest in promoting
eugenics in China.6 Less well studied, however, is their discussion of same-sex desire.7
From the early 1920s, Zhang and Pan also debated vociferously about each other’s legitimacy as a scientist of sex. Frequently joined by an extended cast of sex educators,
such debates reflected the complexity of their sexological manoeuvres. Moving away
from the heteronormative and eugenic emphases of their work, I will draw from these
examples a snapshot of the broader epistemic context in which the concept of homosexuality emerged as a meaningful point of referencing human difference and cultural
identity in twentieth-century China.
The emphasis on homosexuality and the relevant stakes of scientific disciplinarity
revises the limited scholarly literature on the history of Republican Chinese sexology. In his earlier study of the medico-scientific constructions of sex, Frank Dikötter
argues that early twentieth-century Chinese modernising elites did not fully grasp or
reproduce European concepts of sexual ‘perversions’, including homosexuality.8 More
recently, in response to Dikötter, other scholars such as Tze-lan D. Sang and Wenqing
Kang have exposed the ways in which selected May Fourth intellectuals – through various ideological debates – actually contributed to the increasing awareness of foreign
categorisations of human sexuality in Chinese mass culture.9
Nonetheless, taken together these studies tend to depict Republican Chinese sexology as a unified field that treated homosexuality merely as a social, rather than a
personal, problem.10 According to Kang, for example,
Whereas in the West, sexological knowledge pathologized homosexuality as socially deviant, thus
reducing it to an individual psychological problem, in China sexology as a form of modern knowledge was used more to diagnose social and national problems . . . As Chinese writers and thinkers
introduced Western sexology to China, male same-sex relations were stigmatized more as a disruptive social deviance than a personal medical condition.11

Sang’s analysis, too, seems to support the claim that no effect similar to the European
‘individualisation’ of homosexuality took place in Republican China. In the context
of the May Fourth era, Sang observes, ‘tongxing ai [same-sex love] is primarily
signified as a modality of love or an intersubjective rapport rather than as a category
of personhood, that is, an identity’.12
In this chapter, I suggest that this interpretation is an oversimplification. The
view that homosexuality was only a social problem was not consistently shared by
such pivotal sexologists as Zhang Jingsheng and Pan Guangdan. In the process of
establishing sex as an appropriate object of scientific inquiry, they held different
opinions on the etiology, prevention and significance of same-sex love. They even
disagreed on the fundamental principles of sexological research. Given the multiple
perspectives competing at the time, it is perhaps more compelling to suggest that
homosexuality appeared to Chinese experts and popular audiences as much a personal
problem as it was a social one – an explicit issue of personhood, subjectivity and
identity. Open communications between ‘sexperts’, their readers and other ‘sexperts’
further enriched this incitement of a discourse that found truth in sex. Sexology in
Republican China was indeed a new system of knowledge in which, literally, new
subjects were made.
Ultimately, participants of this new discourse established for China what Michel
Foucault has called scientia sexualis, which first distinguished itself in nineteenthcentury Europe: a new regime of truth that relocated the discursive technology of the
sexual self from the theological sphere of pastoral confession to the secular discourse
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of science and medicine.13 Contrary to previous studies, I argue that from the 1920s to
the 1940s, the conceptual space for articulating a western-derived homosexual identity
emerged in China precisely from the new regime of truth circumscribed by the arrival of
European sexology. Moreover, whereas Dennis Altman, Lisa Rofel and Judith Farquhar
have respectively claimed that ‘gay identity’ and scientia sexualis first appeared on
the China scene only during the post-socialist era, my historicisation suggests that
both have deeper roots that can be traced to an earlier epistemic turning point – in the
Republican period.14
Part of my disagreement with previous studies stems from the absence of a theoretical vocabulary that fully registers the complexity of sexological claims in this
period. Chinese sexologists’ conviction that western science held the key to effective modernisation suggests that claims about tradition and modernity were embedded
within claims of sexual knowledge. Though distinct, these two layers of the production of sexual truth are somewhat confounded in the analyses of Dikötter, Sang
and Kang: for them, sexological research into homosexuality in the Republican period itself marked a condition of modernisation, rather than a condition that permits
further referential points of argumentation about the authenticity, traditionality and
modernity of Chinese culture. This conflation rests on the assumption that broader
trajectories of historical change – such as modernisation and nationalisation – are
more immediately relevant to the formation of a discourse of sexology in Republican China. But what if the stakes of the formation of such a discourse depended as
much on these broader processes of historical change as on its internal disciplinary
tensions and epistemic frictions? As generations of science studies scholars have
shown, such dissonances are crucial to the consolidation of any kind of scientific
valuation.15
In order to differentiate the two levels of truth production on which sexological claims operated, this chapter proposes and develops the analytic idea of ‘epistemic
modernity’. My application of ‘epistemic modernity’ in this chapter refers to an apparatus in the Foucauldian sense that characterises a historical moment during which a new
science of sexuality gained epistemological grounding in Chinese culture. In the next
section, I make even more explicit the historiographical rationale for implementing this
theoretical neologism, including an operational definition appropriate for the purpose
of this study. The main body of this chapter consists of three interrelated sections, each
of which features an aspect of epistemic modernity. Together, they help reveal a macro,
multidimensional picture of East Asian scientia sexualis: the creation of a public of
truth, in which the authority of truth could be contested, translated across culture and
reinforced through new organisational efforts, constitutes the social–epistemic foundation for the establishment of sexology in Republican China. I conclude by coming
back to the central issue of how homosexuality emerged as a meaningful category of
experience in this context. Its comprehensibility, I argue, depends on a new nationalistic style of argumentation that arose from the interplay between the introduction
of a foreign sexological concept and the displacement of an indigenous paradigm of
same-sex desire.
Historiographical rationale

The rich history of male homoeroticism in traditional China has been a topic of in-depth
scholarly discussion.16 This history, however, is not static but dynamic: over the years,
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the social significance of same-sex relations in pre-modern China evolved according to
the relevant historical factors. As Matthew Sommer’s work on Chinese legal history has
shown, sodomy appeared in formal legislation in China only in the late imperial period.
During the eighteenth-century Yongzheng reign (1723–35), male same-sex practice
was for the first time directly ‘assimilated’ to heterosexual practice under the rubric
of ‘illicit sex’. This Qing innovation, according to Sommer, fundamentally reoriented
the organising principle for the regulation of sexuality in China: a universal order of
‘appropriate’ gender roles and attributes was granted some foundational value over the
previous status-oriented paradigm, in which different status groups were expected to
hold unique standards of familial and sexual morality.17 But whether someone who
engaged in same-sex behaviour was criminalised due to his disruption of a social
order organised around status or gender performance, the world of imperial China
never viewed the experience of homosexuality as a separate problem. The question
was never homosexuality per se, but whether one’s sexual behaviour would potentially
reverse the dominant script of social order. If we want to isolate the problem of
homosexuality in China, we must jump to the first half of the twentieth century to
find it.
The relationship between forms of experience and systems of knowledge thus
occupies a central role in this historical problem, if not only because what we have
come to call ‘sexuality’ is a relatively recent product of a system of medico-scientific
knowledge that has its own unique style of reasoning and argumentation.18 In the
European context, Arnold Davidson has identified the emergence of sexuality from the
new conceptual space conditioned by the nineteenth-century shift from an anatomical
to a psychiatric style of medical reasoning. ‘Before the second half of the nineteenth
century’, according to Davidson, ‘anatomical sex exhausted one’s sexual identity’,
because ‘the anatomical style of reasoning took sex as its object of investigation and
concerned itself with diseases of structural abnormality’. Hence, ‘as little as 150 years
ago, psychiatric theories of sexual identity disorders were not false, but rather were not
even possible candidates of truth-or-falsehood. Only with the birth of a psychiatric style
of reasoning were there categories of evidence, verification, explanation and so on,
that allowed such theories to be true-or-false’.19 ‘Indeed’, Davidson claims, ‘sexuality
itself is a product of the psychiatric style of reasoning’.20 The historical specificity
and uniqueness of sexual concepts cannot be overstated, especially since our modern
formulation of homosexuality, as the classicist David Halperin reminds us, does not
anchor on a notion of object–choice, orientation, or behaviour alone, but ‘seems to
depend on the unstable conjunction of all three’.21
If understanding the historical relationship between sexuality and knowledge
claims in the western context involves such careful historicism, the situation in East
Asia requires at least one additional layer of consideration. Since the mid-nineteenth
century, the social situation of China was characterised by an increasingly conspicuous
struggle to reconcile the existing canon of traditional Chinese medicine with foreign
western biomedical knowledge. This preoccupation with bringing together two coexisting but often competing systems of medical epistemology was overwhelmingly
articulated within a larger socio-political project conceived in terms of nationalism.
Ideas and practices of nation-making would come to acquire the centre stage in Chinese political and cultural discourses, especially following the First Sino-Japanese War
(1894–95).22
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Therefore, it is important to acknowledge that, unlike its western counterpart,
the Chinese context of sexual knowledge does not represent a somewhat epistemologically sealed situation in which a previous anatomical style of reasoning actually
existed, against which the nineteenth-century psychiatric style of reasoning could be so
neatly juxtaposed. To ask the very least, why did modernising thinkers like Zhang Jingsheng, Pan Guangdan and others use western sexological ideas rather than traditional
Chinese medical theory as a way to pathologise same-sex desire? What are the broader
historical implications? The relationship between systems of knowledge and notions
of modernity in East Asia requires problematisation as we historicise the concept of
homosexuality itself. In order to carefully account for the historical condition under
which homosexuality became a meaningful category in China, we need to complicate
the epistemological and historiographical issues that we wish to address concerning
the relation between sexuality and science in Chinese history.
To that end, I find what I call ‘epistemic modernity’, which builds on Prasenjit
Duara’s notion of ‘the East Asian modern’, particularly useful. When proposing the idea
of ‘the East Asian modern’ in his groundbreaking study of Manchukuo, Duara aims to
address two concomitant registers of historical production: how ‘the past is repeatedly
re-signified and mobilised to serve future projects’ and the transnationality of ‘the
circulation of practices and signifiers evoking historical authenticity in the region’. The
concept allows Duara to treat ‘the modern’ as a ‘hegemonic’ project, ‘a set of temporal
practices and discourses that is imposed or instituted by modernizers . . . rather than
a preconstituted period or a given condition’.23 The emergence of homosexuality in
early twentieth-century China reflects a parallel moment of contingent historicity.
In trying to highlight similar aspects of the transnational processes, flows and
interactions of regimes of cultural temporality and specificity in East Asia, my notion
of ‘epistemic modernity’ refers to the discursive apparatus that governs the implicit
status of knowledge or truth claims about traditionality, authenticity and modernity:
it essentially defines the index of imbrication in people’s simultaneous preoccupation
with the epistemology of scientific valuation and the determination of what counts
as traditional, authentic or modern. The analytic rubric enables a perspective on the
historical question of, to cite Tani Barlow from a different context, ‘how our mutual
present came to take its apparent shape’ in ‘a complex field of relationships or threads of
material that connect multiply in space-time and can be surveyed from specific sites’.24
As such, epistemic modernity does not merely denote a system of knowledge; rather,
it is a set of ongoing practices and discourses that mediates the relationship between
systems of knowledge (for example, Chinese or western medicine) and modalities of
power (for example, biopower) in yielding specific forms of experience (for example,
sexuality) or shaping new categories of subjectivity (for example, homosexual identity).
By treating traditionality and authenticity as not ontologically given but constructed as such through the ongoing modernising technologies of nationalistic processes, I thus follow Duara’s attempt to offer sharper insights concerning the regional
mediation of globally circulating discourses, categories and practices in twentiethcentury East Asia. The history of homosexuality in China, based on this model, is a
history of how globally circulating categories, discourses and practices were mediated
within that particular geobody we call ‘China’. A major aim of this chapter is to show
that, in the context of early twentieth-century China, homosexuality was precisely one
of these categories; sexology exemplifies this kind of discourse; and the articulation
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of a western psychiatric style of reasoning about sexuality represents one of these
practices. A relevant case in point is Ruth Rogaski’s study of ‘hygienic modernity’, for
one can understand the hygiene–public health nexus as an exemplary model of how
globally circulating discourses (of hygiene) and practices (as defined by public health
campaigns) were mediated by the discursive apparatus of epistemic modernity in the
historical transition from late imperial to national Republican China.25
Whether our analytic prism is sexuality or hygiene, epistemic modernity presents
an opportunity to take the growing global hegemony of western conceptions of health
and diseases seriously without necessitating a full-blown self- or re-orientalisation, by
which I mean an intentional project that continually defers an ‘alternative modernity’
and essentialises non-westernness (including Chineseness) by assuming the genealogical status of that derivative copy of an ‘original’ western modernity is somehow always
already hermeneutically sealed from the historical apparatus of westernisation.26 Now
that studies in the history of sexuality in non-western regions have begun to mature,27
historians should be even more cautious of any effort to view the broader historical
processes of epistemic homogenisation as being less significant than forms of local (or
‘oriental’) resistance.28
What I am concerned with, then, is not a social history of homosexuals in China
‘from below’, but an ‘epistemological history’ in the Foucauldian sense that ‘is situated
at the threshold of scientificity’. In other words, this is a study of ‘how a concept [like
homosexuality] – still overlaid with metaphors or imaginary contents – was purified,
and accorded the status and function of a scientific concept. To discover how a region
of experience [such as same-sex intimacy] that has already been mapped, already partially articulated, but is still overlaid with immediate practical uses or values related to
those uses, was constituted as a scientific domain’.29 The rest of this chapter is devoted
to examining closely the historical condition whereby the concept of same-sex desire
came to fall within the realm of Chinese scientific thinking. Each of the following sections features an aspect of the cultural apparatus I call ‘epistemic modernity’: a public
of truth, a contested terrain of authority and an intellectual landscape of disciplinarity.
Each helps distinguish the two levels of truth production on which sexological claims
operated: one concerning explicit claims about the object of scientific knowledge (for
example, sexuality) and another concerning implicit claims about cultural indicators
of traditionality, authenticity and modernity (for example, ways of narrating sexual
truth). Operating together within the governing apparatus of epistemic modernity, they
anchored the ways in which same-sex sexuality crossed the threshold of scientificity
and reveal the very foundations upon which a scientia sexualis flourished in the cultural
context of Republican China.
Making truth public

No other point of departure serves the purpose of our inquiry better than the sex education campaign that began to acquire some formality in the 1920s. In order to make sex
a legitimate object of scientific inquiry and education, modernising elites of the time
discussed human sexual behaviour and desire predominantly in the language of biology
and psychology. In doing so, they taught people how to think about sexuality in scientific terms. They typically received advanced academic degrees at European, American
or Japanese institutions. Upon returning from abroad, many of them participated in
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the sex education movement, which benefited from the broader cultural environment
of the May Fourth intellectuals, by looking up to the British sexologist Havelock Ellis
as a role model. They especially praised Ellis’s seven-volume encyclopedic Studies in
the Psychology of Sex as the epitome of scientific research on human sexuality. One
of these modernising thinkers who emulated Ellis’s work was China’s own ‘Dr Sex’,
Zhang Jingsheng (1888–1970).
A university professor and a sex educator, Zhang Jingsheng treated his own sexological treatise, Sex Histories (Xingshi), as a Chinese adaptation of Ellis’s Studies.30
After earning his doctorate in philosophy from the University of Lyon, Zhang returned
to China in 1920 and initially taught at the Jingshan Middle School in Guangdong.
For being educated abroad, Zhang was very much part of the work–study movement
promoted in the 1910s. Based on the close ties he had established in France with
anarchists of the Guomingdang party such as Wang Jingwei and Cai Yuanpei, Zhang
participated in the founding of the Sino-French Education Association, branches of
which, by 1919, could be found in Shanghai, Guangzhou, Chengdu, Hunan, Shandong
and Fujian.31
Zhang’s participation in the association and the early work–study movement
significantly shaped his intellectual outlook. When he was forced to resign from his
post at the Jingshan Middle School in 1921, Cai Yuanpei offered him a teaching
position at Peking University, the epicentre of the May Fourth movement. Throughout
the second half of the 1910s, the Sino-French Education Association actively promoted
the view that overseas study in France offered a rare opportunity for Chinese people
to learn European science and humanist thinking without relying entirely on Japan.
Adopting this vision, Zhang saw in Cai’s offer to teach at Peking (at the peak of the May
Fourth era) a unique opportunity to enlighten the Chinese public. His first two books,
A Way of Life Based on Beauty (1924) and Organizational Principles of a Society
Based on Beauty (1925), expressed his conviction that the Chinese nation should be
strengthened by learning from Europe, the United States and Japan, especially on the
topics of economic structure and military organisation. Championing positive eugenics,
Zhang even encouraged interracial marriage (and breeding) between Chinese people
and those races that possessed strength where the Chinese race was weak, including
the Europeans, Americans, Russians and even the Japanese.32
Following these two well-received books, Zhang’s publication of Sex Histories in
1926 earned him the popular title ‘Dr Sex’. Sex Histories consists of seven life histories
written in the form of first-person narrative by those who responded to Zhang’s ‘call for
stories’, which was originally published in the supplemental section of the newspaper
Jingbao in early 1926. This ‘call for stories’ asked young people to contribute stories
and any other relevant information about their sex lives.33 It also indicated that these
stories would be ‘psychoanalysed’ and would help serve the purpose of ‘hygienic’
intervention.34 Zhang studied these life histories carefully and provided commentaries
at the end of each story he included in Sex Histories. Therefore, Zhang’s book adopted
a case-study format similar to the way western sexologists typically organised and
presented their research finding.
Indeed, when Zhang published Sex Histories, he demanded that the book should
be treated as ‘a piece of science, because it documents facts’.35 For Zhang, there was
nothing obscene or inappropriate about his compilation of people’s sexual thought
and behaviour. ‘To keep a strict record of how things happened in the way they
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did is the type of mindset that any scientist should have’, Zhang insisted.36 He
ended the book with a reprint of the ‘call for stories’ entry, which also solicited
collaborators for a project that he had envisaged on translating the Studies by
Havelock Ellis.37 In sum, Zhang felt rather strongly that what he was doing in
China resembled what the European sexologists were doing on the other side of the
world.38
Zhang’s appropriation of the methodological empiricism of western sexology –
as exemplified by his case studies and effort to ‘document facts’ – illustrates a straightforward example of epistemic modernity: implicit in his self-proclaimed expertise on
human sexuality lies a claim of another sort concerning referential points of tradition
and modernity in Chinese culture. In Zhang’s sexological project, knowledge about
sexuality involves a modern phenomenon of narrating one’s life history in a truthful
manner. Whereas literature (fiction, poetry and so on) had been the traditional vehicle
for the cultural expression of love and intimacy (including homoeroticism) in late imperial China, according to Zhang’s sexology, this mode of representation was no longer
appropriate in the twentieth century. His empirical methodology posited a new way
of confessing one’s erotic experience in the name of science, the domain of modernity in which the truthfulness of sexual desires was to be archived, investigated and
explained.
By encouraging people to talk about their sexual experience, Zhang hoped to
achieve more. As the ‘call for stories’ makes clear, narrators who were brave enough
to speak up and report their sex life were rewarded with the unparalleled opinion of
a ‘sexpert’ who, according to the entry, possessed the kind of enlightening scientific
knowledge about sexuality from which laypersons could learn and benefit. So drawing
on his academic training in philosophy and the empirical approach he had adopted from
European sexologists, Zhang framed the modernism of his sexual science with another
epistemological tool: theoretical innovation. He did this by developing a coherent set
of guiding principles in human sexual conduct based on concepts from the western
biosciences.
His theory of a ‘third kind of water’ is the most famous and controversial example. According to this theory, the female body produces three kinds of water inside
the vagina: one by the labia, another by the clitoris and a third from the Bartholin
glands. The release of all three kinds of water, especially the ‘third kind’, during
sex would benefit the health and pleasure of both partners. Reflecting its eugenics underpinning, the theory claims that the release of this ‘third kind of water’ at
the right moment, which normally means twenty to thirty minutes into sexual intercourse as both partners achieve simultaneous orgasm, is crucial to the conception of
an intelligent, fit and healthy baby.39 At least one other self-proclaimed ‘sexpert’,
Chai Fuyuan, author of ABC of Sexology (1928), supported Zhang’s idea of female
ejaculation.40
Interestingly, besides portraying women as active agents in heterosexual intercourse (through such means as ‘vaginal breathing’), Zhang also held them responsible
for reducing male homosexual behaviour in China.41 In Sex Histories, for instance,
Zhang reasoned that since the anus lacked ‘momentum’ and any kind of ‘electrolytic
qi’, it could not compete with the vagina, which was filled with ‘lively qi’. As long
as women took good care of their vaginas and used them properly for sex, such as
by following his theory of the ‘third kind of water’; the ‘perverted’, ‘malodorous’,
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‘meaningless’ and ‘inhumane’ behaviour of anal intercourse among men could be ultimately eliminated.42 This example powerfully illustrates the subtle ways in which male
same-sex practice was coming to be discussed in the language of biological science:
although not the direct cause of homosexuality per se, according to Zhang’s theory the
properties, quality and physiological mechanism of female reproductive anatomy were
nonetheless understood as a key determinant of the prevalence of male homosexual
conduct. Meanwhile, in prioritising western biology as a modernistic discourse for the
cultural appreciation of female sexuality, his theoretical project implies the burden of
Daoist alchemy as a symbol of tradition in conceptions of sexual health in Chinese
culture.
Zhang ultimately sought to create a new public of truth about sex. The stories he
included in Sex Histories was a major step in this endeavour. In his capacity as the
editor of the popular magazine New Culture, he published translations of excerpts from
Ellis’s Studies in the Psychology of Sex. The periodical soon became a venue for other
kindred spirits to present the science of sexology to a popular audience and to establish
their own ‘sexpertise’. But most importantly, New Culture was not an exclusive forum
devoted to the voice of experts; it published readers’ responses to not only its most
controversial articles, but also any contemporary issues that seemed relevant to the
scope of the magazine, including sexuality-related subjects.
Readers, presumably many of whom resided in urban areas where Republican
publications were most readily accessible, seized the opportunity to respond to Zhang’s
provocative writings. Some felt the need to confirm the scientific value of his work.
One reader, for example, interpreted Sex Histories as an ‘outstanding scientific piece
of “sex research”’.43 Another even urged him to publish more sexological treatises like
Sex Histories by asking ‘why have you published only one volume of Sex Histories?
Have you accomplished your goal with that single contribution?’44 Others similarly
maintained that Sex Histories ‘definitely cannot be viewed as a pornographic piece of
work. Its content is all valid research material on sexual activities’.45
At the same time, the scientism of Dr Sex’s advice did not seem problematic to
all interested readers. From the outset, many took for granted that his words already
constituted science. One woman wrote to Zhang:
There is one part of your advice that said ‘the female partner should try to become excited, so that
there will be a great amount of water released in the vagina. The male partner could then gradually
insert his penis into her vagina . . . and rub it back and forth smoothly and easily’. This part, I think,
is a little bit too idealistic. In fact, it cannot be accomplished: although I am a woman who has
been married for over a year, if I follow your suggestion, I think it certainly will not work. This is
because people who are impatient, men or women, would quickly lose sexual interest in the process.
As for those who prefer to take it slow, they probably would start getting tired and annoyed of the
process, and this might even have a negative effect on two persons’ love for each other. What do you
think?46

Though disagreeing with Zhang’s initial advice, the author still regarded him as the
ultimate authority on matters related to sex. In fact, the letter squarely conveys her desire
to contribute to Dr Sex’s science by providing a personal perspective, which bears a
similar empirical value to the case studies collected in Sex Histories. Another reader,
Xu Jingzai, even offered Zhang his own insight concerning the proper way of ‘sexual
breathing’.47 Others similarly respected what Zhang had to offer, but either wanted to
learn more about his theory of the ‘third kind of water’ from a male-centred perspective
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or expressed frustration with its impracticality based on their own experience in the
bedroom.48
Several readers directly responded to Dr Sex’s brief discussion of homosexuality.
Supporting Zhang’s effort in promoting sex education on scientific grounds, a lady
named Su Ya argued that the prevalence of undesirable sexual behaviours would decline
once adequate sex education becomes common in China. Su wrote to Zhang, ‘As long as
sex education continues to be promoted and advanced, all the illegal sexual behaviours,
such as rape, homosexuality, illegal sex, masturbation, etc., could be eliminated’.49 Miss
Qin Xin, however, disagreed: ‘Homosexuality is not a natural sexual lifestyle. It is a
kind of perversion and derailment in human sexuality, so it should not have any proper
place in sex education’.50 Another reader asked, ‘It seems that homosexuality exists
among both men and women, but could these people’s “sexual happiness” be identical
to the kind of enjoyment experienced in sexual activities with the opposite sex?’ Zhang
simply answered no: ‘Other than being a personal hobby, homosexuality cannot be
compared to the kind of happiness one achieves in heterosexual intercourse. Since on
the physical level it cannot generate the kind of electric qi found in heterosexual mutual
attraction, homosexuality also does not provide real satisfaction on the psychological
level’.51 Zhang’s response thus reminded his readers of the importance of knowing
and practising the correct form of heterosexual intercourse, implying the paramount
significance of following his theory of the ‘third kind of water’ that defined women’s
proper sexual performance, attitude and responsibility.
Therefore, starting in the 1920s, under the influence of Dr Sex, some Chinese
urbanites began to treat heterosexuality and homosexuality as scientific categories of
discussion and sexology as a serious discourse of expertise knowledge. In 1927, one
individual who worked for the Fine Arts Research Society (Meishu yanjiuhui) observed
that ‘due to the recent progress in academia, there is a new independent scientific field
of study that surprises people. What kind of science is it? It’s sexology’.52 In particular,
Zhang Jingsheng’s theory of the ‘third kind of water’ simultaneously biologised and
psychologised sex. It biologised sex because it discussed people’s erotic drives and
motivations in the framework of the somatic functions of male and female reproductive
anatomy. Zhang’s theory psychologised sex by explaining people’s sexual behaviour
and activities in terms of what they thought and how they felt.
The methodological framework of these processes of knowledge production was
consistent with the empirical approach of contemporary western sexology. Among the
field’s other founding fathers, Havelock Ellis, Sigmund Freud, Richard von KrafftEbing, Iwan Block, Max Marcuse and Magnus Hirschfeld all discussed, classified,
understood, theorised and, in essence, made knowledge claims about human sexuality by collecting and studying individual life histories. This approach bears little
resemblance to the statistical–sociological method later adopted by Alfred Kinsey,
the American sexologist who would assume an international reputation by the midcentury.53 As reflected in their correspondences, the Chinese Dr Sex and his readers
faithfully believed that sexuality – hetero or homo – was something to be known
scientifically, and that both the experts and non-experts mutually relied on one another for valuable information. In his attempt to enlighten the public with reliable and
‘accurate’ knowledge about proper heterosexual conduct, Zhang’s sexological ethos
gave true or false statements of homosexuality an unprecedented scope of conceptual
comprehensibility in China.
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Competing authorities of truth

As we have seen, the public dissemination of knowledge about sexuality was a hallmark
of Zhang Jingsheng’s ‘utopian project’, to borrow the phrase from Leon Rocha.54 In
pushing for the public circulation of private sexual histories, Zhang’s sexological enterprise simultaneously defined certain aspects of China’s sexual culture as traditional
or modern, whether in terms of modes of narration (literary vs scientific) or theoretical
foundations (Daoist alchemy vs western biology). In this new public of truth, the nature of human desire and passion was openly debated by experts and their readers. But
the cast in these debates included other public contenders as well. This section of the
chapter extends the foregoing by highlighting another aspect of ‘epistemic modernity’
crucial to the epistemological grounding of scientia sexualis in Republican China: a
public platform on which authorities of truth competed.
Whereas a great majority of the urban mass idolised Zhang by calling him the ‘Dr
Sex’, other mainstream scholars publicly gainsaid his teaching. These critics ridiculed
Zhang’s sexological work mainly for its lack of scientific integrity. The author of
an article in Sex Magazine called Zhang’s sexological theory ‘fraudulent science’
(weikexue) because Zhang ‘does not even understand the most basic workings of
human physiology’.55 Even though Zhou Jianren (1888–1984), the youngest brother of
Lu Xun, had praised Zhang’s first two books for their sound philosophical argument,
he too attacked Zhang’s theory of the ‘third kind of water’ immediately after the
publication of Sex Histories. Author of numerous popular life-science books and an
editor at the Shanghai Commercial Press, Zhou argued that Zhang’s theory did not
correctly account for the biological process of ovulation in the menstrual cycle. Zhou
noted that if the female body produces an ovum only on a periodic basis, Zhang’s
advice for women to voluntarily release an egg and the ‘third kind of water’ in each
sexual intercourse was evidently ‘pseudo-scientific’ at best. Another sex educator,
Yang Guanxiong, even described Zhang as a public figure destructive to the entire
sex education movement. For modernisers of the sex education movement like Zhou
and Yang who were familiar with contemporary developments in the western natural
sciences, the most problematic aspect of Zhang Jingsheng’s sexology was its inaccurate
grounding in human biology.56
Of the many critics of Zhang, the most vociferous was probably Pan Guangdan
(1899–1967), the famous Chinese eugenicist who also considered himself a loyal
devotee of Havelock Ellis’s work in sexology. Pan received his bachelor’s and master’s
degrees in biological science, respectively, at Dartmouth College in 1924 and Columbia
University in 1926. In light of his high academic performance, Pan was inducted into the
Phi Beta Kappa honour society upon his graduation from Dartmouth.57 His educational
experience in New York coincided with the peak of the American eugenics movement,
the centre of which was located in the upper-class resort area of Cold Spring Harbor
on Long Island. In 1904, the Station for Experimental Evolution was established there
under the directorship of Charles Davenport with funds from the Carnegie Institution
of Washington.58 In the summer of 1923 and between his undergraduate and graduate
studies, Pan visited Davenport’s Eugenics Record Office (founded in 1910) to learn
more about human heredity research.
After returning to China in 1926, Pan did not conduct experimental research in
biology (given his interest in eugenics, experimentation with human breeding was of
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course not an option). Like most European and American eugenicists, he spent most of
his time studying the ethno-social implications of sex instead by constructing extended
family pedigrees and collecting other types of inheritance data.59 His Research on the
Pedigrees of Chinese Actors (1941) is an exemplary outcome of his eugenics research.60
Like the Anglo-American eugenicists who he tried to emulate, Pan also prioritised the
making of an ‘eugenic-minded’ public.61 He did this by delivering numerous lectures
around the country and publishing extensively in both academic journals and the
popular press to promote his positive vision of eugenics.62 The Chinese public in
general viewed him as a trustworthy intellectual in light of his impressive academic
credentials. Through Pan, ‘eugenics’ quickly became a household term in China in the
late 1920s and 1930s.63
Having the same intellectual worries as Zhou Jianren, Pan regarded Zhang
Jingsheng’s writings on human sexuality as ‘fake science’. Pan was particularly disdainful of anything Zhang had to say about the relationship between sex and eugenics,
because he despised Zhang’s lack of formal training in biological science. Even though
Zhou, like Zhang, had a background in philosophy, his writings on evolutionary biology proved his erudition in the life sciences. On the contrary, in Pan’s view, Zhang’s
ideas about human sexuality demonstrated an apparent failure in communicating principles of human biology. Responding to Zhang’s theory of a ‘third kind of water’, Pan
remarked in 1927:
[Zhang] claims that he has discovered a ‘third kind of water’, but we do not know what it is. He has
indicated that it simply refers to the secretion of the Bartholin glands. If that is the case, then it is
really nothing new to any educated person with some familiarity with the physiology of sex . . . One
of the functions of the Bartholin secretions is to decrease resistance during sexual intercourse.
The amount of secretion increases as the female partner becomes more aroused, so the quantity of
secretion depends entirely on the intensity of her sexual desire and arousal . . . Since this function
is present in most females, one wonders on what statistical basis does [Zhang] claim that women
in our nation usually do not release this third kind of water. When he claims that this kind of water
is more typically released in the body of European urban women, one is equally suspicious about
the kind of statistical evidence he relies on, if there is any at all. If he has none yet still speaks so
confidently in these words, his intentions are dubious in making these unsupported claims.64

Pan subsequently attacked Zhang’s understanding of eugenics by directly citing the statistical data collected in the works of Charles Davenport and Francis Galton. Pan even
accused Zhang of having overlooked Galton’s work completely: ‘Since the Englishman Francis Galton published his Hereditary Genius in 1869, the book has become
immensely useful; and the recent developments in intelligent testing have grown exponentially. Why doesn’t [Zhang] consult these works a bit more? He probably is not even
aware of the existence of these studies; one really cannot understand why someone
would speak about eugenics so elaborately without some basic familiarity with these
texts’.65
In his reply, Zhang showed no acquiescence. He pointed out that Pan’s comments
‘have in fact proven the scientific aspect of my theory. The third kind of water is, of
course, something present in every woman . . . I am merely bringing people’s attention
to this kind of water and teaching them how to release it’.66 Zhang even described Pan’s
recourse to the work of Francis Galton as evidence of poor research and understanding
of eugenics: ‘In terms of heredity and eugenics, [Pan’s] knowledge in these subjects
is even more limited. He is familiar with Francis Galton’s work, but Galton’s theory
does not seem well-grounded . . . Three years ago, I had already indicated in my book,
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A Way of Life Based on Beauty, that Galton’s eugenic theory is not real science, but
what we want is real science . . . Please allow me to invite [Pan] to study my work more
carefully in addition to Galton’s’.67 To Zhang, Pan was the one who lacked scientific
and scholarly integrity.
This public correspondence between Pan and Zhang offers a window onto the ways
in which, from the 1920s to the 1940s, experts defined and debated the boundaries of
a scientific discourse of sexuality. An important aspect was the mutual contestation of
the credibility and validity of expertise, as in any other scientific discipline. For Pan,
formal training in the biological sciences represented a crucial feature of sexological
credibility. Even if an expert lacked this credential, sexological competence could still
be achieved by acquiring western scientific knowledge faithfully and refraining from
making empirically unsubstantiated claims about sex. This is why he regarded Zhou
Jianren as a better equipped sex educator and a more respectable scientist than Zhang
Jingsheng. To Zhang, Pan had obviously misinterpreted what he was trying to do.
In fact, Pan’s oversight of Zhang’s earlier scholarly output indicated a weakness of
Pan’s research and scholarship. In turn, Zhang even encouraged Pan to study his own
writings more carefully in addition to the work of foreign scientists like Galton. Since
he had already built a foundation of sexological expertise, Dr Sex believed that this
foundation should be studied, or at least acknowledged, by incomers to the field of sex
science such as Pan.
The debates between Zhang and his critics thus reveal the larger evolving context
in which homosexuality became a matter of scientific discussion. This contested terrain
of authority denotes a public platform on which self-proclaimed experts in sexology
competed and challenged each other’s scientific legitimacy. This ‘legitimacy’ comprised a host of criteria, including academic credentials (whether someone is trained
in the humanities or sciences and in what discipline), methodological approach, accuracy in understanding and communicating the specific contents of western scientific
knowledge, and evidence of candid research experience (including familiarity with
previous scholarship), among others. In this regard, East Asian sexology, as a regionalised global discourse marked by the trends and currents of ‘epistemic modernity’,
reflected the broader stakes of scientific disciplinarity looming over Chinese culture at
the time. Similar to the famous 1923 ‘science versus metaphysics’ controversy, debates
over sexual knowledge contributed to the increasingly hegemonic intellectual agenda
in which the interrogation of the very meaning of science became a preoccupation
unique to the early Republican period. In a double move of sorts, the growing currency
of debates on scientism – itself a new marker of modernity – contextualised the gradual process by which the category of homosexuality absorbed the dominant frame of
thinking about same-sex desire in twentieth-century Chinese culture.68
Intellectual translation and disciplinary consolidation

In addition to the invention of a new public of truth and a contested terrain of authority,
the grounding of scientia sexualis in Republican China involved a third endeavour:
the consolidation of its disciplinarity through the translation and reinforcement of
specialised authority across culture. The novelty of Zhang Jingsheng’s Sex Histories
was highlighted in its incitement of a new Chinese discourse in which the truth of
people’s sexual experience was negotiated in public; but the book’s cultural legacy and
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significance was even more pronounced in the way it reproduced the social dynamics
between the observer (the sexologist) and the observed (sexual desire and behaviour)
that characterised western sexual science. The criticisms levelled against him, by Pan
Guangdan and others, broadened the purview of such power dynamics. They made
public not only people’s sex life, but also each other’s (in)competence to speak about
the scientific nature of sex. By the 1930s, through translating, reinforcing and recontextualising the cultural authority of sexology, Chinese sex scientists accomplished
more than disclosing sexual truths and the contested nature of their ‘sexpertise’ in
public: they introduced, on the level of epistemology, a new style of reasoning about
sexuality and, in the social domain, an unprecedented forum for intellectual debates
that defined their project as culturally relevant, socially legitimate and disciplinarily
independent.
At the point where Sex Histories had undergone numerous reprints and could
be found in almost every corner of Shanghai and Beijing, it seemed urgent to sex
educators that the study of sexuality required a more rigorous scientific grounding.
This drew the line between Dr Sex, who was primarily concerned with popularising
his ‘theory of the third kind of water’, and his critics, who increasingly viewed his
work as narrow and unscientific. Again, this is exemplified by the difference between
Zhang Jingsheng and Pan Guangdan in their approach to the empirical study of sex,
including homosexuality.
Despite their shared interest in emulating Havelock Ellis, Pan is considered by
many as a more pivotal figure in pioneering the introduction of western sexology to
China. For one, Zhang rarely offered insights concerning human sexuality other than
heterosexual intercourse. In 1929, the author of an article, ‘The Problem of SameSex Love’, explained that he wrote the piece to illuminate ‘the most unimaginable
secret of sex – homosexuality’, since even ‘Professor Zhang’s discussion of sex never
falls outside the boundaries of male–female sexual relations’.69 In contrast, Pan often
discussed a wide range of ‘deviant’ sexual practices in writing and lectures. For critics
of Dr Sex, investigation into diverse topics of human sexuality not limited to ‘normal’
heterosexual practice was a cornerstone of European sexology that Zhang Jingsheng
had obviously missed.
Pan also translated more western sexological texts. While claiming that the facts
and personal histories he solicited from readers formed the scientific basis of his sexological writing, Zhang translated a relatively modest quantity of foreign sexological
works into Chinese. And even though Zhang frequently cited Ellis,70 Pan translated
at least three monograph-length studies by Ellis, including the entire manuscript of
Psychology of Sex: A Manual for Students.71 Pan was so intrigued by Ellis’s discussion
of sexual inversion that at the end of his annotated translation of Psychology of Sex, he
even included an appendix on ‘Examples of Homosexuality in Chinese Literature’.72
For the Ming–Qing period, Pan listed twelve cases of male homosexuality and one case
of female homosexuality.73 Other classics by prominent turn-of-the-century European
sexologists such as Marie Stopes, August Forel and Solomon Herbert were also translated into Chinese, and they provoked similar public interest on the topic of same-sex
affect.74 This was an endeavour beyond the intellectual concerns of Dr Sex.
Apart from topical diversity and the actual number of translated texts, Chinese
sex scientists also valued the role of historical information in their appropriation of the
cultural authority of sexology. If the hallmark of sexology for Dr Sex was merely the
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empirical understanding of sexual behaviour through compiling and collecting actual
life histories, it also involved for Pan the rendition of historical data on sexual variations
so as to illumine better their relevance in contemporary Chinese society. Elsewhere,
throughout the 1920s and 1930s, other writers followed Pan in looking back on samesex practice in ancient societies (most notably that of Greece) and discussing its
implications for the modernisation and nationalisation of China.75 Though both valued
empiricism, Zhang and Pan adopted contrasting approaches to emulating Havelock
Ellis: whereas Zhang was more concerned with collecting and responding to the
contemporary ‘stories’ or ‘cases’ that people had provided him about their sexual
experience, Pan devoted more effort to translating Ellis’s work, a project supplemented
by his own historical, sociological and ethnological insights.
But besides Havelock Ellis, Pan also introduced Freud’s ideas on human sexuality to the Chinese public. If American eugenicists like Davenport paid no attention to Freud,76 Pan certainly embraced Freudian psychoanalysis wholeheartedly and
used it as a legitimate scientific theory to explain sexual desire. For example, in his
psycho-biographical study of the late Ming poetess Feng Xiaoqing (1595–1612), Pan
psychoanalysed Feng’s writings and concluded that she had narcissistic tendencies.77
Other sinologists have viewed this effort as an early example of how psychoanalysis
was transferred to China in the early twentieth century.78 According to Haiyan Lee, for
instance, ‘In [the hands of western-educated May Fourth intellectuals], psychoanalysis
was divorced from its clinical setting and retooled as a critical hermeneutic strategy. It
served the enlightenment agenda of displacing both the Confucian moral discourse of
sex/lust and the cultivational discourse of health/generativity with a scientific discourse
of sexuality’.79
Indeed, Pan consistently used psychoanalysis in his writings as a modernising
scientific tool for diagnosing the sexual problems of Chinese society. In his annotated
translation of the chapter on ‘Sexual Education’ from Ellis’s Sex in Relation to Society
(the sixth volume of Studies in the Psychology of Sex), Pan, in a footnote, recapitulated
a five-stage understanding of psychosexual maturation that he first articulated in his
psycho-biographical study of Feng: ‘“primary identification between mother and son”,
“maternal desire”, “narcissism”, “homosexuality”, and “heterosexuality”’.80 Two years
later, in an article called ‘Sexuality Today’, Pan reiterated an identical pathway of
psychosexual development: ‘it is necessary for the development of sexual desire to go
through several stages: (1) primary identification, (2) the objectification of the mother’s
body and the desire for her, (3) the realisation of self-awareness and narcissism, (4)
homosexuality as a result of the expansion of narcissism, and (5) heterosexuality as
the result of the maturation of sexual physiology and sexual psychology’.81 When his
translation of Ellis’s Psychology of Sex appeared in 1946, he would refer to this process
of psychosexual development again in explaining the one case of female homosexuality
he included in the appendix.82
In his 1910 revision of Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality (1905), Freud
added the following footnote on homosexuality:
In all the cases [of sexual inversion] we have examined we have established the fact that the future
inverts, in the earliest years of their childhood, pass through a phase of very intense but shortlived fixation to a woman (usually their mother), and that, after leaving this behind, they identify
themselves with a woman and take themselves as their sexual object. That is to say, they proceed
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from a narcissistic basis, and look for a young man who resembles themselves and whom they may
love as their mother loved them.83

Therefore, it appears that, from the 1920s to the late 1940s, Pan had completely endorsed Freud’s explanation of homosexuality. Pan insisted throughout his publications
that psychosexual maturation ‘is like a stream of water, and two changes could occur
in the middle of this process: arrested or reversed development’.84 Readers who found
Pan’s psychoanalytic explanations convincing would thus interpret same-sex desire in
Freudian terms as an arrested or reversed phase of sexual maturation and as an inadequately developed psychological condition due to early childhood experience. As
such, the absorption of the socio-cultural meaning of ‘same-sex desire’ by the scientific
category of ‘homosexuality’ was in part enabled by the new conceptual framework of
psychoanalysis.
Other medical and scientific experts shared a similar view. In 1936, after returning
from her psychiatric training at Johns Hopkins University, the practising gynaecologist Gui Zhiliang wrote in her widely read The Life of a Woman that ‘homosexuality
is a kind of intermediate or preparatory stage to heterosexuality; it is necessary for
people to go through it’. According to Gui, those who are ‘normally’ developed would
‘transit’ (guodu) through homosexuality, but others would ‘get blocked’ (zuai) or
‘bogged down’ (tingzhi) in the process and express ‘abnormal homosexuality’ (buputong de tongxing’lianai). As Freud insisted as early as 1903, Gui did not think that
homosexuality was necessarily ‘treatable’ or ‘correctable’.85 Unlike Zhang Jingsheng’s
somatic-oriented interpretations of sexuality, the importation of Freudian psychoanalysis in the 1920s and 1930s offered a strictly psychogenic way of explaining same-sex
desire. Serving as a new conceptualising and modernising tool, psychoanalysis operated as another cultural technology that made homosexuality an important candidate
of scientific thinking, a subject whose truth-and-falsehood became debatable among
doctors and scientists of sex.
One of the major debates on homosexuality in the 1920s and 1930s concerned the
question of whether it could be treated or cured. Besides Gui, many other participants
in the debate, who had either translated foreign (western or Japanese) sexological texts
into Chinese or written about sex from a ‘scientific’ viewpoint themselves, did not consider homosexuality necessarily curable. In an article that appeared in the periodical
Sex Science in 1936, for instance, the translator Chang Hong defined ‘sexual perversion’ as ‘those expressions of sexual desire that neither accompanied male–female love
nor established procreation as its ultimate goal’.86 The author presented homosexuality
as one among the many existing types of sexual perversion (others included bestiality,
fetishism, sadism and masochism) and remarked that ‘if a man expresses both feminine
and homosexual tendencies, no natural treatment is effective. At the same time, there
is no pharmaceutical cure for this kind of situation’.87 Despite this explicit acknowledgement that no effective treatment of homosexuality was available, the article still
construed same-sex desire and behaviour as undesirable, especially by emphasising
their categorical similarity to other kinds of sexual perversion like sadism, fetishism
and bestiality.
Chang’s translated piece offered just one among the many perspectives circulating
in a thematic issue of Sex Science devoted to the topic of homosexuality. Another
translated article with the title ‘Can Real Homosexuality be Cured?’ advocated a
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less stigmatising position. The author claimed that ‘recent scholars have come to
believe that the nature of homosexuality is inborn, congenital, and immutable. The
only situation in which an individual’s homosexual desire could be changed is if it
is an “acquired” or “fake” homosexuality. I agree with this perspective’.88 Elsewhere
in the same issue, treatment methods for homosexuality such as surgical castration or
psychological hypnosis were often cast in a highly suspicious light.89
By and large, however, essays in this thematic issue of Sex Science emphasised the
likelihood of homosexuality being acquired. While acknowledging that most experts
had agreed on the inborn nature of homosexual tendencies, they nonetheless paid more
attention to the prevalence of homosexual behaviour in unisex social settings, such as
schools, dormitories, factories, military camps and prisons.90 Yang Kai, a doctor who
earned his medical degree at the University of Hamburg in Germany, noted that the
number of homosexuals ‘among female students, employees, and workers is especially
large in the present time’. At the same time as he recognised that the main cause of
this ‘perversion’ is ‘inherited’, Yang still attributed the high frequency of homosexual
practice to ‘habits and the environment’.91 This was congruent with the impression
one would get from reading the popular sexological handbook, ABC of Sexology, in
which the author Chai Fuyuan noted that male same-sex love was more prevalent in
schools, the military and temples, and that the incidence of female homosexuality
was especially high in the workplace and factories.92 According to another lengthy
(translated) article in this special issue of Sex Science, ‘The Study and Prevention of
Homosexuality’,
The question of how homosexuality can be prevented is an empty question. Since homosexuality is
widely recognized as a congenital situation, preventive methods are certainly very ineffective. But
a hygienic social environment could suppress the occurrence of acquired, immature, or temporary
homosexuality. Schools should be the primarily targets of hygienic intervention, because this could
prevent the spreading of homosexuality on campuses.93

But this must be done with great caution, as the opening essay of the forum warned
its reader: if the surveillance policies of school dormitories were too strict and rigid,
students might become ‘overly sensitive to sexual stimuli’, and this would lead to
a situation in which students were actually ‘more likely to engage in masturbation
and homosexuality’.94 Hence, most of the articles in this special issue of Sex Science
recommended more opportunities of opposite-sex social interaction as a way to control
or prevent homosexuality, implying that most same-sex erotic behaviours are perhaps
more correctable than assumed.95
Correctable or untreatable, inborn or acquired, same-sex desire was now indisputably discussed via the western psychiatric style of reasoning. The acquisition and
articulation of this novel style of reasoning gave same-sex desire a new epistemological grounding in twentieth-century China. In 1932, Gui Zhiliang, author of The
Life of a Woman, stated in her book, Modern Psychopathology, that ‘Some experts in
psychopathology claim that homosexuality is the cause of paranoia . . . but although
homosexuality could possibly induce paranoia, it does not have to be the sole cause
of it’.96 Gui’s allusion to the famous Freudian association of male homosexuality with
paranoia reveals that the western psychiatric style of reasoning completely exhausted
the linguistic meaning and comprehensibility of same-sex eroticism in the context
of this knowledge claim by the early 1930s. When twentieth-century Chinese commentators used ‘homosexuality’ as a conceptual blueprint for understanding same-sex
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relations, they had completely displaced any of its non-pathological connotations in
the pre-modern context. What they translated was not merely the vocabulary of homosexuality itself, but a whole new style of reasoning descended from western psychiatric
thought about sexual perversion and psychopathology.
It should be noted that sex was not new to conceptions of health in traditional
Chinese medicine. Concerns about the dangers of undisciplined sexual activities can
be found in the very opening chapter of the Inner Canon’s Basic Questions:
The people of archaic times who understood the Way modelled [their lives] on [the rhythms of]
yin and yang, and accorded with the regularities imposed by disciplines [of self-cultivation]. Their
eating and drinking were controlled, their activity and rest were regular, and they did not exhaust
themselves capriciously . . . People of our times are not like that. Wine is their drink, caprice their
norm. Drunken they enter the chamber of love, through lust using up their seminal essence (jing),
through desire dispersing their inborn vitality (zhenqi) . . . Devoted to the pleasures of the heart and
mind, they reject the bliss that accompanies cultivation of the vital forces.97

Unlike the western psychiatric style of reasoning about sexual disorders, this passage
makes it evident that traditional Chinese medical thinking conceptualised sexual desire
and activity in quantitative terms, conveying a general rubric of ‘sexual economy’.98
This economy of sex follows the idea of an orderly life, stressed by medical scholars
since the first millennium, that requires strict moral self-regulation and a spiritual life
lived in harmony with the environment. In this cosmically ordered world of imperial
China, as Charlotte Furth reminds us, ‘no kind of sex act or object of desire was singled
out in medical literature as pathological’.99 To paraphrase Arnold Davidson, then, we
can confidently say that as little as one hundred years ago, western psychiatric notions
of sexual identity (for example, homosexuality) were not false in China, but rather
were not even possible candidates of truth-or-falsehood. Only after the translation and
introduction of a psychiatric style of reasoning by the modernising thinkers from the
1920s onwards were there ways of arguing, verifying, explaining, proving and so on
that allowed such notions to be true-or-false.
The translation, mediation and introduction of this new psychiatric style of reasoning hinges on an intellectual landscape of sexological disciplinarity. Though priding
itself on being a symbol of modernity, Zhang Jingsheng’s Sex Histories soon triggered
an opposite effect. His critics defined his sexological project as unscientific and attempted to move beyond its limitations. The scope of Pan’s sexology, for example,
included a broader range of topics not limited to ‘normal’ heterosexual intercourse,
translated a significantly higher quantity of foreign sexological literature, sought and
drew on historical data for valuable insights concerning contemporary sexual problems, introduced a purely psychological account of human sexuality in the language of
Freudian psychoanalysis and thereby enabled debates on the etiology and prevention
of ‘deviant’ sexual practices. The convergence of all these efforts formed the social–
epistemic foundations upon which sexology came to be established as an independent
scientific discipline. This in turn provided sufficient grounds for bringing a foreign
psychiatric style of reasoning into comprehensibility in Chinese culture. In depicting
Zhang’s sexological enterprise as hopelessly out of date, sex educators and scientists
used it as a foil against which new measures of being ‘scientific’, ‘modern’ and by
extension ‘traditional’ could be juxtaposed.
No other example illustrates the outcome of this epistemic modernity better than
the existence of an academic periodical called Sex Science in 1930s China. At least a
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‘Chinese Academy of Health’ was named as its official editorial governing board on the
front page of each issue, and a ‘Shanghai Sexological Society’ was listed as the editorial
collective of another periodical called Sex Magazine (Xing zazhi). Although there is no
doubt that many modernising intellectuals at the time viewed human sexuality through
the lens of social problems, the presence of these learned societies and disciplinary
journals suggests that sexual problems were considered as topics worthy of serious
investigation in their own right. In addition to providing a more focused venue for
the translation of foreign sexological literature, Sex Science offered Chinese ‘sexperts’
an unique opportunity to publish original contributions and opinion pieces in direct
dialogue with one another. Like its western counterparts such as the Journal of Sexual
Science in Germany and Sexology in the United States, Sex Science functioned as
a textual archive, reinforcing the specialised authority of sexology across culture. Its
founding and circulation thus marked an important episode in the intellectual translation
and disciplinary consolidation of scienta sexualis in Republican China.
East Asian scientia sexualis and the birth of a nationalistic
style of argumentation

If Foucault was correct in asserting that western civilisation was ‘the only civilization to
practise a scientia sexualis’, such practice had certainly spread to the East Asian world
by the early twentieth century like never before.100 But this chapter has also attempted
to show that the historical significance of this proliferation rested on a level deeper than
the superficial transfer of ideas across cultural divides. The epistemological grounding
of scientia sexualis in Republican China was governed by a discursive apparatus
that I call ‘epistemic modernity’, in which explicit claims of sexual knowledge were
imbricated with implicit claims about cultural indicators of traditionality, authenticity
and modernity.101
In the context of Zhang Jingsheng’s sexology, whether it is the dualism between
literary representations of love versus scientific truthfulness of sex, or the juxtaposition
between Daoist cultivational ideas in Chinese medicine versus the bio-psychological
language of western biomedicine, epistemic modernity helps delineate the two registers
of truth production on which sexological claims operated: one concerning explicit
claims about the object of scientific knowledge (human sexuality), and the other
concerning implicit claims about cultural markers of traditionality, authenticity and
modernity (modes of narrating sex, theoretical frameworks of medicine, etc.). But
Zhang’s project quickly turned into the antithesis of science and modernity in the
eyes of his contemporaries. Moving beyond the limitations of his work, they aimed
to establish an independent discipline with greater resemblance to European sexology.
By the mid-1930s, disparate efforts to make sexuality a legitimate subject of scientific
discussion and mass education culminated in such projects of disciplinary consolidation
as the founding of Sex Science. These unprecedented endeavours gave rise to a radical
reorganisation of the meaning of same-sex desire in Chinese culture around a new
psychiatric style of reasoning.
In the politically volatile context of Republican China, the introduction of western
sexology often reframed same-sex desire as an indication of national backwardness.
In his Sexual Science, after documenting the prevalence of homosexual practice in
different western societies, Zhang Minyun concluded that ‘the main social cause for
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the existence of homosexuality is upper-class sexual decadence and the sexual thirst
among lower-class people’.102 This, according to Zhang, should help shed light on
‘the relationship between homosexuality and nationality’.103 ‘For the purpose of social
improvement’, according to another concerned writer, ‘the increasing prevention of
homosexuality is now a pressing task’.104 Pan Guangdan expressed a similar nationalistic hostility towards the dan actors of traditional Peking opera: since they often
participated in sexual relationships with their male literati patrons, Pan described them
as ‘abnormal’ and detrimental to social morality. He explained that their lower social
status prevented them from participating in the civil examination system, implying that
a modernising nation in the twentieth century certainly had no place for them.105 The
physician Wang Yang, known for his expertise in human sexuality and reproduction,
went so far as to identify homosexuality as ‘a kind of disease that eliminates a nation
and its races’.106
Therefore, if we take the insights of Lydia Liu and others seriously, the apparatus I
call epistemic modernity that mediated the transmission of scientia sexualis into China
ultimately characterises a productive historical moment.107 When Republican Chinese
sexologists viewed the dan actors and other cultural expressions of homoeroticism as
signs of national backwardness,108 they in essence domesticated the western psychiatric
style of reasoning and turned it into a new nationalistic style of argumentation about
same-sex desire.109 In addition to staging certain elements of the Peking opera field as
being out of time and place, epistemic modernity occasioned an entrenched nationalistic
platform, on which other aspects of this cultural entertainment also functioned as
powerful symbols of quintessential Chinese tradition and authenticity. Rendered as
a prototypical exemplar of the modern homosexual, the twentieth-century dan actor
became a historic figure signifying a hybrid embodiment of the traditionality and what
Duara aptly calls ‘the regime of authenticity’ of Chinese culture.110
It is therefore possible to contrast this new nationalistic style of argumentation with
the culturalistic style of argumentation that underpinned the comprehensibility of samesex desire in the late imperial period.111 For this purpose, we can turn to the late Ming
essayist and social commentator, Zhang Dai, who reflects on his friend Qi Zhixiang’s
fondness for a young man, named Abao, in his Tao’an mengyi (dream reminiscence
of Tao’an). Tao’an is Zhang’s pen name, and this collection of miscellaneous notes
serves as a good window onto literati lifestyle circa the Ming–Qing transition, since
Zhang is often considered as an exemplar of literati taste of the time. The title of this
passage is ‘The Obsession of Qi Zhixiang’, and because it places seventeenth-century
male same-sex love in the context of multiple desires, it is worth quoting in full:
If someone does not have an obsession (pi), they cannot make a good companion for they have no
deep passions; if a person does not show some flaw, they also cannot make a good companion since
they have no genuine spirit. My friend Qi Zhixiang has obsessions with calligraphy and painting,
football, drums and cymbals, ghost plays, and opera. In 1642, when I arrived in the southern capital,
Zhixiang brought Abao out to show me. I remarked, ‘This is a divine and sweet voiced bird from
[the paradise of] the western regions, how did he fall into your hands?’ Abao’s beauty was as fresh
as a pure maiden’s. He still had no care for decorum, was haughty, and kept others at a distance. The
feeling was just like eating an olive, at first bitter and a little rough, but the charm is in the aftertaste.
Like wine and tobacco, the first mouthful is a little repulsive, producing a state of tipsy lightness;
yet once the initial disgust passes the flavour soon fills your mind. Zhixiang was a master of music
and prosody, fastidious in his composition of melodies and lyrics, and personally instructing [his
boy-actors] phrase by phrase. Those of Abao’s ilk were able to realize what he had in mind. In the
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year of 1645, the southern capital fell, and Zhixiang fled from the city to his hometown. En route
they ran across some bandits. Face to face with death, his own life would have been expendable,
but not his treasure, Abao. In the year of 1646, he followed the imperial guards to camp at Taizhou.
A lawless rabble plundered the camp, and Zhixiang lost all his valuables. Abao charmed his master
by singing on the road. After they returned, within half a month, Qi again took a journey with Abao.
Leaving his wife and children was for Zhixiang as easy as removing a shoe, but a young brat was
as dear to him as his own life. This sums up his obsession.112

This passage also sums up what a man’s interest in young males meant in the seventeenth century remarkably well: it was perceived as just one of the many different
types of ‘obsessions’ that a male literatus could have – a symbol of his refinement.
For Zhang, a man’s taste in male lovers was as important as his ‘obsessions’ in other
arenas of life, without which this person ‘cannot make a good companion’. Despite all
the hardship, the romantic ties between Qi and Abao still survived, and perhaps even
surpassed Qi’s relationship with his wife and children.113
Let me now bypass roughly three centuries. For the most part, there was a distinct absence of discussion about same-sex sexuality in the numerous sex education
pamphlets published throughout the late 1940s and 1950s.114 But in the few instances
where homosexuality was actually mentioned, the way it was described and the specific
context in which it was brought up would appear so strange and foreign to Ming–Qing
commentators on the subject. In a sex education booklet for adolescents published in
1955, the author wrote:
Certainly, sometimes ‘same-sex desire’ is only psychological and not physical. For example, a girl
might be very fond of another girl classmate, to the extent that she even falls in ‘love’ with her.
Their relationship could be quite intimate, and they could possibly even have slept together on the
same bed and felt each other, but there is actually nothing beyond that. For this type of same-sex
love/desire, it is easily curable. As long as they get married separately, whatever happened could be
easily forgotten.115

The author, Lu Huaxin, went on to describe a symmetrical situation for those adolescent boys who have developed a similar kind of affection for same-sex classmates. But Lu insisted that ‘as long as [these] teenager[s] get married, the pathological feelings will disappear’.116 Only for certain teenagers whose ‘lifestyle has
become decadent’ and who ‘really start pursuing abnormal sexual gratifications’, Lu
continued, ‘their brain then really needs to be treated. Because their brain is unhealthy and filthy; they have been infected by the pornographic virus. If an individual
of this type is identified, friends should encourage everyone to offer him help and
assistance’.117
By the mid-twentieth century, same-sex desire had acquired a set of social meaning and cultural significance completely different from the way it was conceived before
the onset of epistemic modernity. For one, the relationship between same-sex desire
and heterosexual marriage is viewed as incommensurable or incompatible, even antithetical. One could not possibly be married to a member of the opposite sex while still
passionately desiring someone of the same.118 In fact, according to Lu, heterosexual
marriage is precisely the most useful ‘cure’ of same-sex desire. Same-sex desire now
also means a pathological – and not just abnormal – tendency, based on which an autonomous relationship between two persons of the same sex is conceivable regardless
of their social status. Lu located the seat of this deviant subjectivity inside the brain, via
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a vague notion of viral infection, which underscores the ‘pathological’ or ‘unhealthy’
nature of its psychological status. Again, as same-sex desire now represents something that is ‘curable’, heterosexual marriage could serve that function of cure most
powerfully. No longer understood simply as one of the many ‘tastes’ or ‘obsessions’ a
man of high status could have, erotic preference for someone of the same sex became
something that could be eliminated with the help of friends, as opposed to something
that could be appreciated by them.
To assess the epistemological transformation of same-sex desire in Chinese culture from an internal historical perspective, then, we can begin to reconstruct some
of the polarised concepts that constitute two opposed styles of argumentation. We are
presented, for instance, with the polarities between literati taste and sick perversion,
refined obsession and pathological behaviour, cultural superiority and psychological
abnormality, markers of elite status and signs of national backwardness. The first of
each of these pairs of concepts partially makes up the culturalistic style of argumentation about same-sex desire, while the second of each of these pairs helps to constitute
the nationalistic style of argumentation. These polarities therefore characterise two distinct conceptual modes of representation, two conceptual spaces, two different kinds
of deep epistemological structure. It follows that the discursive apparatus of epistemic
modernity has not merely mediated the introduction of the foreign sexological concept
of homosexuality, but in doing so it has simultaneously catalyzed an internal shift in
the conceptual paradigm of Chinese same-sex desire.
According to Larissa Heinrich, in the nineteenth century China metamorphosed
from being identified as ‘the Cradle of Smallpox’ to a pathological empire labelled
as ‘the Sick Man of Asia’ with growing intensity.119 My analysis suggests that this
transformation took another turn in the early Republican period. After the introduction
of European scientia sexualis in the 1920s, the Chinese body could no longer be
conceived in mere anatomical terms. It became rather appropriate, and perhaps even
necessary, for us to conceptualise the Chinese body as explicitly sexual in nature.
Chinese corporeality is now always linked to implicit claims of psychiatric reasoning
and nationalistic significance. Put differently, a distinct problem in modern Chinese
historiography has been the question of why, starting in the Republican period, Chinese
modernisers began to view earlier expressions of same-sex eroticism (and gender
transgression) as domestic indicators of cultural deficiency. And what I am suggesting
is that, much as the gradual acceptance of an intrinsically pathological view of China
helped the reception of western-style anatomy in nineteenth-century medicine, the
epistemic alignment of pre-nationalistic homoeroticism with the foreign notion of
homosexuality precisely undergirded the appropriation of a new science of westernstyle sexology in twentieth-century China.120
What I call epistemic modernity, then, is more than just an example of ‘translated
modernity’; rather, it refers to a series of ongoing practices and discourses that could
generate new ways of cultural comprehension and conceptual engagement, allowing for
possible intersecting transformations in history and epistemology. If we ever wonder
how to make sense of the prevalence of same-sex sexual practice in imperial China
before the rise of an East Asian scientia sexualis, we only need to remind ourselves
that, as little as a century ago, the question of sexual identity did not even fall within
the possible parameters of Chinese thinking – for in China there is no such thing as
homosexuality outside epistemic modernity.
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argument that male homoeroticism was fashionable only among a small class of male literati elites. See
Timothy Brook, The Confusions of Pleasure: Commerce and Culture in Ming China (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1998), pp. 229–33. In contrast, Giovanni Vitiello argues that ‘male homoeroticism in
late Ming culture can best be appraised when placed within the broader context of male homosociality. By
relegating homoeroticism to elite or isolating it from other discourses on male relations and by stressing
its ephemerality, we risk failing to appreciate its place and ramifications within the plot of late Ming
culture and beyond’. Giovanni Vitiello, ‘Exemplary Sodomites: Chivalry and Love in Late Ming Culture’,
Nan Nü 2/2 (2000), pp. 207–58, here p. 256. In other words, the emphasis need not be on the practice or
description of homoeroticism per se, but the wider cultural context that was congenial for its literary or
social expression. To me, whether same-sex behaviour was only practised among a small class of male
elites or was much more culturally pervasive in late imperial China remains an interesting debate. I should
emphasise, however, that my concern does not rest strictly on the level of social acceptance or tolerance of
same-sex intimacy. In quoting the above passage by Zhang Dai, my more immediate task in this chapter
has been to study the epistemological reconfiguration of same-sex desire in China.
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On a related note, historian Wenqing Kang has argued that preexisting Chinese ideas about male
favorites and pi ‘laid the ground for acceptance of the modern western definition of homo/heterosexuality
during [the Republican] period in China’. His first explanation is that ‘both the Chinese concept pi
(obsession) and western sexology tended to understand same-sex relations as pathological’. He then relies
on Eve Sedgwick’s model of the overlapping ‘universalizing discourse of acts and minoritizing discourse
of persons’ to show that indigenous Chinese understandings shared a comparable internal contradiction in
the conceptualisation of male same-sex desire. In his words, ‘The concept pi which Ming literati used to
characterize men who enjoyed sex with other men, on the one hand implied that men who had this kind of
passion were a special type of people, and on the other hand, presumed that the obsession could happen to
anyone’. My reading of Zhang Dai’s passage on pi suggests that isolating both a pathological meaning and
this internal conceptual contradiction of pi represents an anachronistic effort that reads homosexuality into
earlier modes of thought. Zhang’s remark precisely reveals the multiplicity of the meaning and cultural
significance of pi that cannot be comprehended through a single definition of pathology or an independent lens of same-sex relations decontextualised from other types of refined human desire. Treating the
discursive nature of discourse seriously necessitates paying closer attention to how old words take on a
new meaning (and a new life) in a different historical context, rather than imposing later familiar notions
on earlier concepts. Kang, Obsession, p. 21. For Sedgwick’s original formulation, see Eve K. Sedgwick,
Epistemology of the Closet (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990). My disagreement with Kang
in part can be viewed as the resurfacing of an earlier debate between Sedgwick and David Halperin, with
whom my analysis sides, on the genealogy of homosexuality in western culture. For Halperin’s response
to Sedgwick, see Halperin, How to Do the History of Homosexuality.
Harriet Evans, Women and Sexuality in China: Female Sexuality and Gender since 1949 (New York:
Continuum, 1996), p. 206.
Lu Huaxin, Shaonan shaonü xingzhishi (Hong Kong: Xuewen shudian, 1955), p. 53.
Lu, Shaonan shaonü xingzhishi, p. 53.
Lu, Shaonan shaonü xingzhishi, p. 54.
I am being careful and specific when discussing ‘marriage to a member of the opposite sex’, because other
scholars have unearthed the popularity of same-sex ‘marriages’ in eighteenth-century China, especially in
the region of Fujian. See Michael Szonyi, ‘The Cult of Hu Tianbao and the Eighteenth-Century Discourse
of Homosexuality’, Late Imperial China 19/1 (1998), pp. 1–25.
Larissa Heinrich, The Afterlife of Images: Translating the Pathological Body between China and the West
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2008).
In Obsession, Kang has refrained from advancing a claim about the occasioning of an epistemological
break in the Republican era by showing that earlier concepts associated with male same-sex sexual
practice (e.g., nanse or pi) jostled alongside and informed the new sexology discourse. But, again, I
would argue that the congruency between earlier and later understandings of same-sex practice is itself
a cultural phenomenon unique to the Republican period and not before (see note 113). Despite how Pan
Guangdan’s condemnation of the homosexuality of dan actors (and their patrons) was informed by the
long-standing and still-continuing practices of male prostitution, his condemnation was made possible
(and comprehensible) only by the arrival of a psychiatric style of reasoning that construed same-sex
relations in stigmatising terms. Therefore, Chinese sexologists’ establishment of an epistemic continuity
between the foreign concept of homosexuality and earlier examples of homoeroticism does not undermine
the kind of Foucauldian epistemological rupture this chapter substantiates, but actually exemplifies it.
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Overcoming ‘Simply Being’: Straight Sex,
Masculinity and Physical Culture
in Modern Egypt
Wilson Chacko Jacob

Dear Cupid:
I am a young man twenty-three years of age who is a foreigner in these lands. I began my working
life at sixteen, that is, at puberty, and I used to think a lot about increasing my knowledge of the
second sex at that time. Since then, sexual feelings have been raging through me. However, I was
so shy my heart would start beating rapidly at the thought of speaking to a girl, even if it were just
polite conversation. I slept in my own room and after my parents locked all the doors I’d spend
the nights staying up. Some nights I’d stand at the window after midnight hoping to find women
passing by alone or accompanied by a young man. If my wish were fulfilled, then I’d curse them
both for their freedom and for enjoying [their] love safe from the eyes of censors. Then my blood
would boil and I’d become like a madman. I sought freedom. Not much time had passed with me
in this state before I was struck with fits of coughing, my body grew thin, and my eyes became
hollow. I attracted pity from the family. I was always nervous about doctors prescribing too much
medication with no benefit, so I travelled to Cairo with its renowned doctors and stayed for nearly
six months.1

These are the first tortured lines penned by ‘A.Y.D.’ (alif ya dal) in a long letter
dispatched from ‘the extreme western border of Sudan’, sent to the Egyptian magazine
Physical Culture (al-Riyada al-badaniyya) and published in March 1936.2 The young
man’s epistle, titled ‘A Voice from Unknown Africa’, occupied more than three full
pages of a letters section called ‘What Would You Do in this Situation?’3 Physical
Culture began publication in 1929, continuing until the early 1950s.4 A.Y.D.’s letter
was one of hundreds from readers with similar concerns about love, sex and intimate
relationships published in the magazine during the course of the highly unstable decade
of the 1930s. Indeed, during different phases of its lifespan, the magazine featured
multiple letters sections in the same issue; for example, appearing alongside ‘What
Would You Do in this Situation?’ was a ‘Health Advice’ section fielding questions on
exercise, masturbation and venereal diseases, where answers were proffered by none
other than ‘Hippocrates’.
This chapter considers Physical Culture as an artefact of colonial modernity,
as a watermark of an ineffable style of performing gender and sexuality that has
been in emergence all over the world since the second half of the nineteenth century.5
Historicising Gender and Sexuality, First Edition. Edited by Kevin P. Murphy and Jennifer M. Spear.
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Accordingly, and ignoring its own protestations to the contrary, the magazine’s national
character is not explored here except to indicate the extent to which ‘Egypt’ appeared
to contemporaries as a problematic limit to the materialisation of a universal subject
of physical culture.6 In other words, that the actual cultivation of healthy and desirable
bodies was constrained by Egypt’s asymmetrical location in a global economic and
political order constituted by colonialism was a well-established fact of social life by
the end of the 1920s; consequently, the problem of the modern subject in Egypt was
posed in terms that were not exclusively nationalist and examined in terms that were
keenly attuned to the circulation of global cultural forms and discursive practices.
Thus, precisely because many of the trappings of capitalist modernity and national
sovereignty were absent from the Egyptian landscape, Physical Culture contributed
to the vibrant public culture of the interwar period a forum in which the fantasy of
the modern sovereign subject could be expressed in myriad ways that most frequently
centred on a proper conception of sex and masculinity.7
Three interrelated themes are examined here, all of which directly or indirectly
address the problematic of deploying gender and sexuality as analytical categories
across time and space, the special theme of this volume. I argue that Physical Culture
constituted a virtual community of Arabic-speaking bourgeois subjects simultaneously
inhabiting national, colonial and diasporic spaces; that sex was the grounding discourse
tacking together these otherwise non-contiguous locations; and that gender formed the
problem space of modernity as a civilisational norm. In a more speculative manner, this
chapter also considers the point at which gender and sexuality as modern discourses
confront their ‘pre-modern’ others, life forms that defy the terms of intelligibility of
those discourses. To that end, I question this cultural medium shaped under the terms
of colonial modernity about its silences: what was suppressed or subtracted in order
thereby to produce an intelligible subject of the modern world, and do the exclusive
terms of that discourse unwittingly repeat themselves in the historical narrative, which
is itself a cultural form of a similar genealogy?
Between pedagogic and performative modernity: the subject of Physical
Culture 8

Time for a new magazine

In late 1927, the lawyer Muhammad Fa’iq al-Jawhari and his brothers, Mukhtar and
Ra’uf, opened the Physical Education Institute (ma‘had al-tarbiyya al-badaniyya).
In the same year, the Young Men’s Muslim Association, with its own athletic facilities, was established not far from their location at 28 Sharia Fuad in Cairo.9 The
following year, the brothers launched the monthly magazine Physical Culture. Its main
focus was the care of the body – the literal translation of the Arabic expression alriyada al-badaniyya. Under this rubric, the editor, Muhammad al-Jawhari, made it
the magazine’s mission to educate the Egyptian reading public about sex, love and
physical beauty. Although the figure of the nation certainly made regular appearances as a legitimising trope, the magazine was part of a much broader modernist
project and was intensely conscious of its role as a ‘technology’ in the process of selffashioning.10
That consciousness was long in the making, the product of a complex apparatus
of physical culture that had begun to take shape in the late nineteenth century and
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was by the mid-1920s a normal part of Egyptian social life serving as a marker of the
emergent effendiyya class. The members of this class were professionals, government
civil service employees, students, those occupied in the new business trades, and their
spouses, sons and daughters.11 Physical culture was a story of the effendiyya’s formation
as a gendered site of bourgeois culture as much as it was a story of colonialism and
nationalism.12 It took root in the 1880s and 1890s, as anti-colonial nationalists and
reformers diagnosed the weak and sick bodies of Egyptian men as the cause of their
subjugation by another power, and saw in physical culture a panacea for all the nation’s
ills.13 From the start, the engagement with practices and ideas associated with physical
culture had a dynamic of its own apart from its ideological deployments, which ensured
its proliferation and popularity.14 Indeed it was at its height after Egypt was granted
nominal independence in 1922. While it would be easy to attribute this expansion of
the field of physical culture to the rise of new social forms that were an outcome of the
intersection of global capitalism and colonial modernity, an analysis of the magazine
Physical Culture demonstrates the need for caution when explaining its determinations
exclusively in terms of the social.
While there are no circulation figures available, the provenance of the magazine’s
letters to the editor suggests an impressive distribution.15 The intended audience was
quite clearly the effendiyya and its cognates in other global locations. It was read in
every major city and several smaller towns throughout Egypt. Beyond Egypt, the letters
to the editor suggest that it had readers in Sudan, Palestine, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria,
Iraq and Bilad al-Arab (Arabian peninsula). The magazine may have circulated even
among the Arabic-speaking diaspora in far-flung places like Brazil, Gambia, Sierra
Leone and India.
Within Cairo (the most historically verifiable segment of the magazine’s readership), the urban geography that was the proximate setting for the birth of Physical
Culture had changed dramatically. The street on which the Jawharis established their
institute in 1927 was a major artery in the heart of modern Cairo. By the First World
War, the city had already experienced significant growth in terms of built space due
to the expansion of habitable land through the construction of the first Aswan Dam in
1902 and an extensive tramway system by 1917. But it was after the war that Cairo
truly became a major city in terms of population and geography. The demographic
expansion of Cairo’s population, matched by a startling expansion of its built space,
created new administrative and policing concerns as well as new ways of imagining
the city, which I explore extensively elsewhere.16 Significant additions to the urban
landscape and urban culture included new kinds of spaces – the department store, the
movie theatre, the theme park – and an expansion of the number of cafes and nightclubs. The tramway system enabled the geographic growth of Cairo and transformed
physical movement within the city into an entirely new practice for all classes; by the
end of the war, the system served 75 million passengers a year.17
A self to call modern

How did the modern fantasy of a self-governing body within colonial space appear in a
place like Egypt? From the evidence provided by Physical Culture, one could use labels
like masculinist, patriarchal and heterosexist – not to mention classist and racist – but
these should be avoided for now in order to bypass the conventional referent of such
signifiers: the history of a Euro-American social order. This is easier said than done
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given the magazine’s self-conscious mimicry of the terms, logics and vision deployed
by metropolitan social-scientific discourses.
The last issue that I have of the magazine dates from October 1940, although in
that issue the editor set forth his plan to launch an expanded version of the magazine in
1941. Arguably, the longevity of this ‘sports’ magazine – at a time when the lifespan of
a new periodical often did not exceed a few months – was due precisely to its treatment
of a controversial subject like sex. The magazine was organised into scientific sections
presenting articles on health, sports and sex (abhath sihhiyya, abhath riyadiyya and
abhath jinsiyya) and into fictional/autobiographical sections presenting stories and
letters from readers concerning love and marriage. Photographs of readers and of
luminaries in the physical culture domain were often printed alongside articles and
letters as illustrations of exercises, examples of achievement of goals and so forth.
The majority of the articles that pertain to sexuality, including the letters and
stories, can be grouped along an axis that spans the distance between permissible
desire and correctable deviance. In the letter with which we began this chapter, A.Y.D.
continued by elaborating for the readers of Physical Culture the depths of his moral
depravity and the resultant physical suffering he endured.18 Indeed the young man
averred that he was only able to find his way back to the straight and narrow when he
started reading Physical Culture. A concerned friend had mailed him some back issues
of the magazine from 1933 and 1934, while he was hospitalised for a lengthy period
after contracting a severe case of gonorrhea:
I started to read through it and quickly fell in love with it. When I could finally leave the hospital,
I was filled by this truthful idea [al-fikra al-sahiha] about life. I read a lot about harmful habits
and the excesses of sexual relations; I found in front of me a guide to show me the way – through
honest information about the second sex, which I had been yearning to learn. I left the hospital in
better health, and I made the issues of Physical Culture my first priority. I used to read it every day,
mastering the exercises. I got used to showering in cold water daily followed by a massage and
sunbathing in the nude. My health improved and my weight increased from 122 pounds to 134 in
less than two months. I also made friends who would play sports and take long walks with me.19

Although the author of this letter appeared to have resolved his sexual crisis through
the ingestion of new knowledge about sex and the practice of alternative physical
activities, he remained in an ethical dilemma. Before becoming ill, he believed he had
impregnated a woman he was in love with and with whom he was having a sexual
relationship. After an initial period of confusion and as the news of her pregnancy
began to spread, they agreed (according to the author it was a mutual decision) to
maintain a distance. In fact, the author claimed his lover insisted that he move on
and that he seek another companion. And being ever so compliant, this was how he
found himself in the hospital with gonorrhoea. However, after leaving the hospital, he
learned that his lover had delivered a black (‘abd) baby who had ‘a broad nose like the
uncircumcised (qalalif ) and eyes like the devil’ – most definitely not his son:
Here is where I ask you for the answer, Mr Cupid, or the honourable male readers – not females – to
the [question]: Is it correct to subscribe to Schopenhauer’s philosophy, mentioned in the November
1935 issue of your magazine, on women, their wiles, short-sightedness and ignorance – that all that
was given to women in terms of talent are cunning and deception in order to be wooed and courted;
she does not strive for the capacity to benefit humanity [al-insaniyya], rather to extract from a man
an expression of interest in her so that she can reign over him. I ask you for a reply to this problem
of mine. It will determine what I will do with this woman. Present [the problem] to them. Tell them
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that I haven’t forgotten that my relationship with her was illicit, but they need to overlook whether
it was licit [mashru‘a] or illicit [ghayr mashru‘a] and look at the issue from the perspective of a
purely sexual relationship, which, if it takes hold of a young man leaves him no room to think about
what is licit and illicit. So, does a woman deserve all of our respect and reverence and does she
deserve that we submit our hearts to her in love and trust her with this love or with our offspring?
Answer this question dear sir for it is the source of my problem, my confusion, and my misery.20

Normally the responses of the readers and Cupid’s own evaluation of the situation
would appear in the following issue of the magazine. Unfortunately, I did not have
access to a copy of Physical Culture from April 1936, so the reactions to A.Y.D.’s
situation must remain a mystery for now.21 Nevertheless, it is safe to say that compared
to others, the richness of this letter in terms of detail must have provoked a massive
response from readers. There were nearly a thousand responses to another situation
that was far less interesting, a case of marital infidelity in which the wife wanted to
know from the public if she should stay with her cheating husband who her family was
pressuring her to leave. The majority (790) enjoined ‘Mrs S’ to persevere and patiently
reform her husband’s ways by making herself more attractive to him! It is perhaps
important to note that 185 respondents did encourage her to leave her husband.22
Readers’ letters came from far and wide; one Abu al-Abbas Ahmad al-Attar from
Bombay was awarded fifth prize for his opinion. First prize went to an unnamed male
reader who confessed to having been in her husband’s shoes; he advised her to remain
the devoted wife and to try to obtain a transfer for her husband so they could move to
another town.23
It was Cupid’s role as the forum moderator to select the best solutions or analyses
of the preceding month’s problem and to award their authors prizes, ranging from one
Egyptian pound for first place to various publications relevant to physical culture for
second, third and so on. When this letters format was introduced in 1931, for the first
few issues the magazine’s editors ran the following explanatory note about the new
forum which they labelled ‘A Parliament for Readers’: ‘Do the people . . . around you
understand you and do they provide you with compassion and support when you need
it? If your answer was in the negative then you are in need of Cupid. He is ready
to serve you in times of confusion, pain, and unhappiness’.24 Mrs S, like numerous
others, certainly felt that her family did not understand her and turned to this virtual
community of strangers for ‘compassion and support’. According to the editors, Cupid
answered most of the letters privately, and only the most ‘complicated’ problems were
published. Indeed, the problems were sometimes too complicated for this ‘parliament’
to resolve.
In the same issue in which A.Y.D.’s letter was presented to the Physical Culture
audience, the readers responded to a young woman’s problem from a previous issue.
Very briefly, this young woman had developed intense feelings for a classmate during
their school years together. When the classmate went on to get married, she discovered
that her feelings must be love since she had never been attracted to any of the boys
she knew and since the thought of her friend betrothed to a man appeared to her as
a loss that was utterly devastating. In this case, which Cupid billed a ‘psychological
problem deserving study and analysis’, none of the responses were deemed to be a
‘useful solution’ and most were dismissive of her situation, although Cupid does add
that several young women wrote in indicating how they could ‘understand her psyche’
and offered their consolation.25
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Experts: talking sex and gender

A primary concern – it would not be an exaggeration to say an obsession – of the
magazine evident in practically every issue was the problem of abnormality and the
possibility of straight sex. In general, the domain of ‘sexual deviancies’ was delimited
according to Physical Culture’s mission to promote sex education (al-tarbiyya aljinsiyya), hence the targets were most often masturbation and venereal diseases.26
Unsurprisingly, medical expertise – foreign and Egyptian – was regularly marshalled
to demonstrate the harms of sexual activity outside the legitimate bonds of marriage.
In the interwar period, scientific knowledge established itself as both the legitimate
mode of inquiry into matters of concern for the nation and a means of legitimation: at
times for nationalist politics but perhaps more importantly, in the long term, for the
constitution of the social as the location of private problems ranging from agricultural
techniques to reproduction.27 It is against this backdrop and through the frequent
appearances of their articles and interviews in popular forums like Physical Culture
that figures like Dr Fakhri Faraj and Dr Sabri Jirjis became familiar household names
and images.28 The space that these figures occupied was at once a new public sphere
of expanding media forms (print, radio and cinema) and a contested terrain of truth
claims in which once hegemonic Islamic modalities of knowledge production were
forced onto the defensive, muted or pressed into the service of modernist projects like
Physical Culture.29
In a 1932 interview with Dr Faraj, he was presented to the readers as a pioneer in
Egyptian medicine who had long called and worked for sex education.30 He launched
his crusade in 1921 with a lecture at the Egyptian University, which apparently was not
well received. For years after, the only venue that allowed him to lecture about sexual
health issues was Ewart Hall of the American University in Cairo.31 However, he was
not prevented from publishing extensively before he became a regular contributor to
Physical Culture. He had written several volumes on female sexuality, reproduction,
prostitution, venereal diseases, the woman question and sexual impotence.32
When the interviewer asked whether his efforts had made a difference, he admitted that both at the government and popular levels only limited progress had been
made. In a report on the spread of prostitution and ways to combat it, which he had
submitted to King Fuad and to the first parliament in 1924, he recommended sex education programmes in government schools. His plan was partially implemented by
the Ministry of Education: lessons on plant and animal reproduction were added to the
primary school curriculum but the human reproduction component, which was meant
for secondary schools and university, was not incorporated. Although he performed
what he termed his ‘civic duty’ (wajibi al-ijtima‘i) through his public lectures delivered
at the American University, he acknowledged that the audience was not the mass of
the population.
For the masses, especially the young, cases of sexually transmitted diseases were
on the rise.33 According to Dr Faraj, this was commensurate with their total ignorance
about sex: ‘I am probably not exaggerating if I said that they don’t know any of
its details except for what is [necessary] to fulfil their sexual cravings. They are not
different in this respect from their companions – wild animals’.34 Despite this state of
sexual ignorance inhabited by the majority of Egypt’s (peasant) population, Dr Faraj
expressed his abiding confidence that ‘the spirit of Egypt’s intellectual renaissance’
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and ‘the spirit of [its] leap forward’ could not but address this problem too. He cited
anecdotal evidence of doctors in the provinces imbued with this spirit, who were
undertaking on their own initiative programs to educate the people about sex and
sexually transmitted diseases.
Although the politics of sex education was not addressed directly in this interview, it did rear its head when Dr Faraj mentioned in passing opposition from ‘the
guardians of public morals’. According to the editor, the magazine was constantly
subjected to erroneous charges of encouraging immorality.35 Muhammad al-Jawhari
introduced his editorial comments a few months after the interview with Dr Faraj by
reflecting on the historical case of the European Wars of Religion as an example of
fighting for a cause – of the principled assault. He contrasted this to the attacks on the
magazine, which he deemed hypocritical because of their intentional misrepresentation of its educational mission to enlighten people about the dangers of abusing their
bodies sexually. It is when one wonders who was doing the attacking – since they
go unnamed – that the example drawn from European history becomes intelligible.
Unlike the Wars of Religion, wherein questions of belief were ostensibly at the heart
of conflict, the editor of Physical Culture was suggesting that his magazine was being
attacked in the name of religion by people who should and did know better. In other
(unuttered) words, Islam was being twisted to meet ends that were not necessarily
Islamic.36
Even the American University was not impervious to the reach of the ‘guardians of
public morals’. Dr Faraj was taken to court for a lecture he delivered there (presumably)
in 1931 about the need to revise personal status codes to reflect the advances of modern
civilisation. Although I was unable to discover the specific charges, it is likely from
the context that he was accused of offending the ‘revealed religions’. After the court
acquitted him, the lecture was serialised in Physical Culture, with a preface emphasising
the good doctor’s courage in carrying out his civic duty.37 The radical aspect of
Dr Faraj’s lecture seemed to lie in his criticism of the ‘Eastern Christian authorities’
for their antiquated approach to divorce and inheritance rights. Although only the
Catholic Church was named in his critique, his call for a unified civil code on personal
status issues implicated Copts and Muslims as well.38 This was a position that was
sure to stir up controversy as the religious establishments were struggling merely to
hold ground lost over the preceding decades to an interventionist state, but it did not
necessarily correspond to a belief in gender equality.39 His major concern, as an expert
on venereal disease, was the consequence to society of women who became prostitutes
or bad mothers simply because of insufficient legal safeguards that did not prevent
their impoverishment in cases of death or divorce.40
On the issue of equality between men and women, he expressed indignation at
those who would even pose such a question and accused them of living in a ‘fantasy
world’. Ostensibly, the little political responsibility women already had was a burden
too heavy for them. Echoing the late nineteenth-century discourse on motherhood, Dr
Faraj pointed to Egyptian men marrying foreign women as a sign of the failure of
Egyptian women in their nationalist duty to raise sons with good nationalist values.41
In any case, according to Faraj, nature and biology had already invalidated the very
possibility of equality. For motherhood was a natural right given only to women,
through which they had power over others: children, husband, family. Men could never
possess this right, thus denying them that route to power.
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The other regular contributor to the magazine’s pedagogic mission, Dr Sabri
Jirjis, offered his expert knowledge on abnormal and deviant sexuality. He was first
introduced to the readers of the magazine in August 1931 as a new ‘volunteer’ member
of the ‘Physical Culture family’. Dr Jirjis practised at the VD clinic in Bani Suwayf,
south of Cairo. The editor described him as a ‘young sportsman’ (shab sbur). A letter
from the good doctor followed the introduction. He praised the magazine for its dual
mission of bringing physical culture and sex education to the youth of Egypt. About
physical culture, he wrote:
Its share in the prosperity of European states is well known, and its influence in moulding the
character of [their] youth is evidently clear. We perceive it every day when we read the news of
pilots, swimmers, and athletes. It has, thanks to God and serious effort, begun to penetrate the hearts
of boys and girls in this country.42

Dr Jirjis, it turned out, was extremely well read in contemporary European theories
on sexuality and sexual disorders. Indeed, one of the reasons behind his desire to join
Physical Culture’s ‘virtual family’ was his search for a venue to present his Arabic
translation of the oft-cited 1905 study by the Swiss sexologist August Forel, The Sexual
Question (al-Mas’ala al-Jinsiyya).43
Jirjis noted the resistance to sex education in Egypt and commended Physical
Culture for staying the course:
Sex education, despite the newness of research on it in Europe, has taken major strides in the last
few years such that today it has become a science with its [own] rules and principles. However, in
Egypt, tradition – or say a false shame – has prevented us from producing a reformer, an intellectual,
or a parent who would discuss with his children sexual matters scientifically and truthfully.44

The effect of this pedagogic neglect was utter ‘moral chaos’; that is:
Until you [al-Riyada al-Badaniyya] advanced onto the field – [where] previous weak attempts were
crushed and died in their cradles without anyone noticing – and continued fighting and struggling
in an environment [wasat] not acclimated to revolting against tradition [al-thawra ‘ala al-taqalid],
until you emerged victorious through the force of the truth, the conviction of the believer, and the
steadfastness of the confident. Meanwhile, the columns on sex education in your magazine became
the principle [source] that a young man can read and benefit from rather than just be entertained.
That, I swear, is a major victory in a short time.45

Aside from the blatant self-serving flattery, Jirjis’s letter points to the emerging relationship between medical science and social reform. His contributions over the years
would illustrate the quest for a scientific cure for the persistent sense of uncertainty
about the future of the national community. With the progress of time, ambiguities
surrounding Egypt’s political and cultural identity only seemed to proliferate; hence
securing a proper order in the domain of gender and sexuality became all the more
important. Through the course of the 1930s and especially in the 1940s, better theories
and better science were seen as the key to resolving protracted social and political
crises.46
Jirjis supplemented his medical knowledge with a critical social-scientific lens for
better viewing the relationship between sex-gender and social progress. The intellectual
tools available to Dr Jirjis were revealed in a very interesting article titled ‘On Politics
and Political Economy’.47 He began by explicating the difference between the two:
Power and wealth were always the two objects targeted by politics. However, political-economy
[al-iqtisad al-siyasi] is a science that studies the different conditions of [groups of] people, and
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all of its theories are based in history, statistics, and observations. Its aim is to determine laws for
organizing production and distribution of products, for the division of labour, and for the social
regulation of peoples in terms of public health, population (over or under), and rates of birth and
death (increase or decline).48

He proceeded to identify a significant absence in political economy, which he labelled ‘natural history’ – by this he meant the history of the body and psychology
as they related to sex and reproduction. It was this lacuna that undermined the ability of political economy to produce solutions for the imminent population crisis.
His next move was to trace the roots of eugenics to Malthus and theories of rational selection, agreeing with the current view that people like the Chinese posed a
threat to humanity’s future if they continued to breed like rabbits. It was on a Social
Darwinist basis that Dr Jirjis advanced his support for sex education and women’s
rights.49
He rejected what he termed the traditional tendency to explain any strange or
extraordinary social developments with an injunction to ‘examine women’ (ibhath
‘an al-mar’a). Women were not left out of the equation altogether, but the starting
point, according to Dr Jirjis, should be to ‘examine the sexual impulse’ (ibhath ‘an
al-dafi‘ al-tanasuli). Such an investigation was warranted, he maintained, since desire
and emotion (ahwa’ wa ‘awatif ) were more common determinants of human action
than reason and logic, with the sexual impulse being the most powerful. The ‘role of
women’ was essential here in connecting sex to the social and political. Only through
the liberation of women (tahrir al-mar’a) would society advance. Reversing Faraj’s
argument, Jirjis maintained that by making women equal partners with men in social
life through encouraging their participation in work and granting women the right
to vote and be elected, the sexual relationship would necessarily be transformed as
women’s object status was eliminated. Moreover, as the sex act became elevated from
the depths of selfish lust and was redirected at smart reproduction, it would be aligned
more with the social good.50
Dr Jirjis’s writing on sexuality and deviance exemplified the work of Physical
Culture towards the normalisation of heterosexuality as a key to Egyptian modernity.
Essential to this goal was the scientific constitution of society as an object that could
be acted upon; conversely, the localisation of social problems in the individual human body, in this case in the male sex, made possible the administrations of Physical
Culture.51 As noted, the male subject of Egyptian modernity had been problematised
since the late nineteenth century as lacking the proper qualities of masculinity. After a lull in the discourse around the revolutionary years following 1919, Egyptian
masculinity returned in the pages of magazines like Physical Culture facing a new
endangered future, sapped by excessive masturbation and the contraction of venereal
diseases.
The magazine mainly concentrated its critique on forms of deviance (al-shudhudh)
resulting from what it considered a lack of masculine self-control or willpower; that
is, the individual exerting excessive sexual energy, either upon himself or with a
partner of the opposite sex (making prostitution a favourite object of criticism). More
monstrous forms of deviance were left lurking in the shadows. For example, the figure
of the cross-dressing male performer, the khawal, who still seemed to have made
appearances even at elite wedding parties as late as the 1930s, was never treated
explicitly by this discourse.52 One possible explanation for this absence is that the
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scientific tools available to Egyptian social commentators were not calibrated to deal
with this form of home-grown difference. Thus it appeared only as a passing unnamed
reference.53
Dr Jirjis, however, did write about homosexuality as a form of sexual deviance.
His article ‘Homosexuality’ (rendered as ‘ishq al-jins) from March 1933 was part of a
series he did on ‘Psychosexual Illnesses’ in which he presented translated excerpts of
Dr Forel’s The Sexual Question.54 In fact, he seemed to have coined the expression ‘ishq
al-jins to capture the scientific significance of ‘homosexuality’ as an illness deserving
public sympathy and serious medical attention and care.55 He also addressed the desire
for same-sex marriage in his article on ‘Prostitution and Civil Marriage’.56 His objective
here was to advocate for the legal recognition of a system of heterosexual marriage
based on love between two ‘companions’ (rafiqan). In the case of those ‘afflicted
with same-sex desire’, for whom there was no marriage provision at all within law, he
ventriloquised Forel’s argument, that as long as there was no injury to a third party and
as long as neither of the partners was ‘normal’, then the law should simply overlook
them; in other words, let them live out their (literally sick) fantasies as long as they did
not spread their disease.57
In short, sex education and a rational regime of caring for the self were prescribed
as the way to achieve proper gender relations and a healthy sexuality. Even homosexuality, a deviation from the person’s nature, could be averted through this programme.58
The magazine was, however, ambivalent in its advocacy for the prohibition of prostitution, mainly because it recognised that demand created supply in this instance. This
also explains why the problem of prostitution was often routed through the discourse
on marriage and sexuality. In ‘Prostitution from a Medical Perspective’, an unnamed
expert on venereal diseases disagreed with those calling for a ban on official prostitution arguing on the one hand that there was no correlation between rising numbers of
STDs and prostitution, and on the other that a sudden prohibition would cause more
harm than good.59 Another article blamed misogyny inherent in the laws for the failure
to curb prostitution; it attacked as ‘social cowardice’ the implementation of laws that
only punished one partner and highlighted the complicity of male lawmakers with male
clients of prostitutes.60 Ultimately the magazine’s position was one of self-help; the
resolution to these social problems lay in the process of cultivating properly disciplined
subjects.
What may appear as striking about these engagements with contemporary European theories on sexuality was a blatant disconnection from Egyptian social and
sexual realities. The absent presence of the multitude of labouring bodies – women,
khawal, peasant – in this ‘modern’ discourse is only one, perhaps ‘extreme’, indicator
of how the emergence of the effendi as a representative masculine subject depended
on the suppression or erasure of other disruptive figures. However striking it may
be, this pattern of exclusion/inclusion was not specifically Egyptian and neither was
the lack of fit or distorting distance between categories of knowledge, their subjects
and objects. This was the work of colonial power in the constitution of the modern
subject the world over. The difference of metropole and colony was surely a matter
of political-economic asymmetry, but that alterity had to be figured somehow in the
prevailing liberal discourse to effect its own historical legibility as unique to one civilisation while simultaneously keeping open the possibility of universal emancipation
into, and identity with, the modern.
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Beyond pedagogic and the performative modernity: the limit
of Physical Culture

On the one hand, Physical Culture’s assemblage of texts – of letters, articles, stories and
photos (not discussed here) – points to a pedagogical project that sought to normalise
a global bourgeois conception of heterosexuality and its attendant gendered subject
for a national project; on the other hand, read critically, it may illustrate a ‘creative
adaptation’ of that discourse to the local conditions of colonial modernity.61 The hybrid
nature of Physical Culture, however, as a material object between the pedagogic and
the performative becomes intelligible only when desire, the colonial and the modern
are situated as a part of and apart from the Egyptian social reality of the interwar
period. In other words, this object – as magazine with pages, text and images and as
a particular discourse of sexuality and self – existed in tension with both the ‘local’
and the ‘foreign’, stood for and against normative sexuality, circulated in spaces that
were colonial, national and diasporic at once, and produced a virtual (and, somewhat
anachronistically, transnational) field of desiring subjects and discursive engagements
with unpredictable outcomes. Accordingly, the discourse of gender and sexuality that
took shape in and around the pages of Physical Culture was not willed into existence
solely through the interests of the editors and authors of the magazine. Furthermore, the
full significance of that discourse would be missed if viewed exclusively as the product
of economic and political change, wherein the latter is conceived as a reality prior to
discourse. Neither can its emergence be explained through ahistorical psychological
states of ‘anxiety’ or ‘crisis’. It was through continuous repetition in forums like
Physical Culture and movement through various social and spatial networks that the
terms of a new corporeality, gender and sexuality overlapped, producing by the 1930s
an ostensibly seamless normative sphere of heterosocial and heterosexual life.62
Despite the complex history enabled by this polyvocal source, the possibilities
for imagining Egypt’s past as plural and its history as open-ended only emerge when
its privileged subject – effendi, nationalist, masculine, modern and so on – no longer
appears as a historically foregone conclusion.63 For example, the historical translation
of desire into respectable heterosociality and sexuality, which came to define effendinational culture of the interwar period, might be made legible historically without
eliding the fact that it was only one possible representation of sexual desire, one
possible worlding of love – albeit the ultimately dominant one. Indeed it was in the very
slippage between moral and immoral (acts, images and thoughts) that Physical Culture
managed to stake its claim on Egypt’s modernity. Scantily clad foreign cover girls and
bare-chested local muscle men were juxtaposed with narratives and epistolary tales
of libidinal excess, all of which were used in a pedagogic mission – perhaps sincere,
perhaps not – to produce the necessary bodies for a sovereign Egypt of the future. Yet,
the charges of immorality levelled at the magazine for its sexual rhetoric also hint at
the ‘unanticipated’ use of the magazine as a masturbatory aid.
Physical Culture might still reveal more than the existence of this somewhat
obvious space between modernist intentions and acts, pedagogy and performance.
Another question to this source could have been about the fantasy it organised around
a silence – a silence that was perhaps ironically the outcome of a boisterous colonial
programme to police homosexuality. Was the discourse of physical culture serving
as a ‘masquerade that has screened away something more’?64 The supplement here
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might be represented in shorthand as the impossible subjects of colonial modernity, the
suppressed history of which was, and is, contingent on reading this moment exclusively
as a struggle between the norm and its deviation.
The realm of bourgeois masculinist fantasy represented by Physical Culture conforms to and confounds Judith Butler’s rearticulation of the relationship between gender
and the norm in terms of the emancipatory ‘work of fantasy’ which attempts ‘to rework
the norms by which bodies are experienced’.65 The performativity of gender reads quite
differently and is at cross-purposes in a colonial context.66 The discourse of physical
culture in Egyptian colonial modernity was a bodily investment in advancing a broader
claim to humanity that was paradoxically both more inclusive and more exclusive than
in the preceding era. The new national public sphere of citizen-subjects was indeed
informed by a universality that at least promised another world from the previous
‘religio-political’ order with its paternalistic and patriarchal hierarchies. However, the
burden of producing the human central to realising this modern order was compounded
and consistently deferred by the colonial.67
Within this constellation of figures – coloniser, colonised, citizen, universal human – the particular histories of Egyptians that neither fit within this ‘system’ nor
within the construction of the prior order of despots and aliens was subject to erasure.
An example of the historical repetition of modernity’s silences is my own marginalising
to a footnote of the fragmentary sighting of the khawal (alluded to above). Indeed, in
this case, the khawal did not even bear its proper name but was rather subsumed under
the category of ‘awalim: female entertainers who sang, danced and played instruments
at weddings and other ritual occasions.
The occasion for this appearance was a monthly advice column, ‘The Tales of
Venus’, in the August 1932 issue of Physical Culture. The special topic for this
month was ‘The Wedding Night’ (laylat al-dukhla). ‘Venus’, using a highly satirical
and bourgeois moralistic tone, set out to expose the vanity and excessive folly of all
classes – but specifically of women – when it came to marriage celebrations. The
potential for disorderly conduct of various kinds was persistently underscored. After
narrating a series of untoward happenings at weddings that Venus had attended over her
lifetime, ranging from the competition among women to be the best-looking to fights
breaking out over trivial matters, she arrived at the most scandalous and most prevalent
wedding phenomenon: the ‘awalim, in her own ironic words, ‘the most important group
upon which a wedding celebration depends’.68 Venus cautioned against inviting this
lowliest of life forms into respectable homes because of the ‘awalim’s foul language
and their even fouler deeds, the most brazen of which could be the seduction of the
groom. Venus went on:
But the strangest of all was when I attended a wedding where I happened to be seated near the
‘awalim. My gaze landed on one of them with her ambiguous [munakkara] shape and unpleasant
face. She ended up talking to me without pause about one thing or another until she asked me about
the gown I was wearing and just as I was about to answer her, with all politeness of course, one of
my acquaintances whispered in my ear advising me to distance myself from this woman because
she was . . . watch out . . . a man! I was stunned by her words and left him angrily. I went to the
hostess and told her that it was absolutely improper of her to allow a man entry into a gathering of
women. I was beyond shock when I saw that she was bemused by what I had said and then replied
that there was no need for all this anger since the ‘aalima or the ‘aalim that I was talking about
although biologically differed completely from the biology of our sex, he was closer to [being] a
woman than he was to a man.69
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In spite of Venus’s apparent shock and indignation, it is telling that no memory of men
dressed as women in performance could be recalled bearing its proper name, that her
language could not accommodate this difference. Was this because khawal as signifier
had already undergone its second semantic transformation: first, from slave and servant
as it appeared in the medieval lexicon Lisan al-‘Arab to male performer in drag by
the nineteenth century; then to faggot, as the term is derogatorily deployed in Egypt
today?70 Perhaps. But how may we historicise and critically grasp this specific failure
of language beyond its own dominant signifying practices?
One might begin by regarding the rigid divisions between gender and sex established above as heteronormative and by contrasting it with the more fluid understanding
allowed by a ‘religious’ figure like Rifa‘a Rafi‘ Tahtawi in the nineteenth century. The
latter described the androgyny of boys that made them attractive to men during the
pre-pubescent stage (mabda’ shabubiyya) without any apparent sense of disapproval.
Indeed, at least three major new works using a variety of sources demonstrate that precolonial Islamic societies were practically if not juridically more tolerant of deviances
such as pederasty and gender crossings.71 Given Dr Jirjis’s approach to homosexuality
as an illness in the same way it was treated in Europe, it seems that the object field for
gender normativity had begun to crystallise in interwar Egypt as medical practitioners
and others earnestly advocated a relatively protestant approach to sex and marriage.
Indeed between the rare discursive deployment of homosexuality and the frequent
performative reiterations of heteronormative masculinity and femininity, the spectral
presence of the cross-dressing khawal as late as the 1930s sheds light, however faint,
on another terrain of gender, sexuality and sociality that was in the process of rapidly
receding.
In the exchange above between Venus and the host of the wedding, we might,
if we strained, hear a whisper of the unspeakable of colonial modernity: otherwise
gendered lives that were seemingly intelligible but were in the process of being moved
from the domain of the real to the unreal, indexing perhaps the loss of their purchase
on communal norms that had ensured their persistence in the past. Additionally, rather
than producing the conditions for a resignification with the aim of expanding the
purview of the human, the colonial genealogy of gender as a norm conditioned and
reproduced by the apparatuses of modern regulatory power has consistently narrowed
the confines of the subject and foreclosed possibilities for subjective proliferation.
Put this way, the disappearance and return of the khawal in twentieth-century
Egypt pushes to the forefront the imperial context in which norms of gender and
sexuality were constituted in both metropoles and colonies, First and Third Worlds
and presently in the global north and south. One should be attentive to the historical
specificities of the moments mapped by these loose spatial designations, but conceiving the relational dynamic of gendered subject formations across these spaces can
productively complicate performative theories and extend the range of history. It does
so by inquiring into the asymmetries of power that effect the material conditions for
the iterability and potential resignification of norms governing the subject. The affect
of colonial modernity in Egypt – overcoming simply being – was implicit in the vanishing sociality of the cross-dressing khawal, but the category was not extinguished
altogether. Indeed, following Butler, there occurred a resignification that momentarily
allowed the posing of a question that cannot be answered: who are you? Although it
is only in the interstices of questions and answers that were intelligible, in penumbral
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corners, for fleeting moments, and between the lines of a quintessentially modern text
that one might virtually dwell with the silent other, that possibility, however much a
chimera, might bespeak other beings and other dwellings in time.
Conclusion

Physical Culture was essentially a ‘sports’ magazine and significantly a site of fantasy.
Its broad condition of possibility in either incarnation was colonial modernity, the material and discursive frame with no originary location and within which the world was
made singular and plural at once. It marked a specific moment in the historical trajectories of culture as a form of nationalist pedagogy and as site of global performances,
wherein a particular national horizon was constituted and exceeded. Thus, the subject
of Egyptian colonial modernity as inscribed in the pages of Physical Culture was
contingent on multiple and polyvalent sources for its formation.72 However, the stakes
of producing such a subject – sovereignty and freedom – required submission to the
modern terms of gender and sexuality which, even though coming from everywhere,
appeared originally western, rendering their translation and authorisation within the
Egyptian context a fraught process by the interwar period.73
In this chapter, rather than erasing the tension between originals and copies of
modernity, which the benefit of hindsight and sophisticated historical methods have
exposed as narrative fictions, I have tried to redeploy it as a technique for reading the
ambivalences of the physical culture discourse in Egypt. That is, rather than resolve
the problem of authenticity, which became a crucial issue in cultural debates from
the second half of the 1920s, I have tried to read along the grain of those linguistic
performances, regarding what they did in what they said or could not say. Hence, on
the one hand, by the interwar period, the legitimacy of physical culture understood
as sports and fitness was no longer in question; on the other hand, the concerns of
the magazine Physical Culture demonstrate that expanding its bailiwick to include
sex education was a problematic move. The reproduction of beautiful bodies was
easily assimilated to a nationalist horizon, whereas the problem of sex, even when
elaborated in terms of public health and the collective good, stirred up opposition.
Perhaps even more telling, however, was the less active form of resistance to Physical
Culture’s normalising project that was silently present as an absence, in unnameable
forms of deviance. It would be tempting to explain the latter problem as being a result
of poor translations. That however presupposes an original which, under the terms
of colonial modernity, was an impossibility, since gender and sexuality were shaped
globally through repeated encounters within the imperial social formation. In fact,
the coeval proliferation of sexuality around the globe was contingent on a process of
diagnosing and documenting pathologies and perversions which, as the example of
Dr Jirjis demonstrates, was familiar terrain for Physical Culture.74
Thus, colonial modernity as an explanatory instrument reaches a similar impasse
to that reached by Physical Culture in the 1930s in the face of the unintelligible
subject. Although thinking through the joining of the colonial and the modern are
historically and theoretically generative, especially in the study of gender and sexuality, colonial modernity is intrinsically incapable of envisioning its outside. While
re-conceptualisations of the colonial encounter in terms of interaction, mutual constitution, creative adaptation and so on have been crucial for debunking Eurocentric
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historical models of cultural creativity and diffusion, the modern subject stubbornly
retains its libratory inscription that belies particular liberal notions of sovereignty
and freedom. Accordingly, the subject presupposed or mapped in studies of colonial
modernity tends to resemble the desirable subject figured in Physical Culture to the
extent that they inhabit similar positions in relation to the future. That future of human being is exclusively narrativised as a movement from bondage to freedom driven
by a dynamic of domination and resistance, or subjugation and resignification in a
poststructuralist register.75 Other forms of political and ethical life remain invisible or
impossible to theorise. That the modern subject would run up against limits is by itself
a banal point. However, for the historiography of gender and sexuality, considering
the limit and its implications is crucial for giving an account of life forms such as the
khawal, that are marked by a temporality and conception of the self which seem to
exceed the bounds of intelligibility in colonial modernity. Thus, approaching the past
as plural and envisioning a broader horizon for the human in the present would require
critically attending to colonial modernity as a history of overcoming simply being.
Notes
This chapter has benefited greatly from the sharp readings of too many people to name individually, but I must
thank Walter Armbrust for his especially incisive and detailed comments. I also want to express my gratitude to
the ‘Formation of National Culture in Egypt’ conference, and specifically to Walter Armbrust, Ron Nettler and
Lucie Ryzova for inviting me to Oxford University and granting me the all-too-rare opportunity to exchange
ideas with specialists in the field. Presentations of previous versions at Cornell and McGill have also provided
valuable feedback that has helped with the revisions for this chapter.
1. All translations are my own unless otherwise noted.
2. Henceforth, when it appears in the body of the text, the name of the magazine will be rendered only in its
translated form. In notes, it will appear as RB. Titles of articles and other sources that were in Arabic in the
original appear only in translation, unless they are deemed major texts, in which case the Arabic and its
translation are both provided.
3. RB, March 1936, pp. 333–6.
4. I am uncertain as to when exactly its run came to an end, but it seems not to have survived long past the
Second World War. Walter Armbrust has located issues of the magazine from 1951.
5. Colonial modernity is used here in a specific manner to indicate a mutually constitutive space/time, not an
alternative modernity that is colonial. For an elaboration of this point, see Tani E. Barlow, ‘Introduction: On
“Colonial Modernity”’, in Tani E. Barlow (ed.), Formations of Colonial Modernity in East Asia (Durham:
Duke University Press, 1997), pp. 1–20.
6. Due to space constraints, rather than elaborate ‘the subject’ (of discourse) here, it is hoped the intended
meaning will become clear through usage in context. For a fuller discussion of the modern subject as a
discursive formation and of its Egyptian historical context, see Wilson Chacko Jacob, Working Out Egypt
(Durham: Duke University Press, forthcoming 2011).
7. Fantasy, as it is used here, does not index a realm absolutely separate from reality; rather, following Judith
Butler’s elaboration of subject formation in language, it is conceived as a performative space in which the
real and the unreal are mutually constitutive and distinguished through a relation to norms, which cohere
and are potentially destabilised through their repetition. In this formulation of fantasy, the subject does
not exist prior to its expression in language but only in and through its enactment. See e.g., Judith Butler,
Bodies That Matter: On the Discursive Limits of ‘Sex’ (New York: Routledge, 1993).
8. ‘Performative’ is used here in the sense of a formation (social and linguistic) whose determinations and
outcomes are not fixed even as its pronouncement simultaneously produces a reality in fact. ‘Pedagogic’
is used in the sense of instruction but with an allusion to regulatory discourses in general. Performative
modernity, unlike pedagogic modernity, cannot be located in originary moments, places, or persons and
remains open to resignification through repeated acts.
9. This was the address of the institute in 1938; I was not able to establish whether it was always in the same
location. Interestingly, the YMMA continues to exist and operate in the same location while the ma‘had
has disappeared entirely, even from memory.
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10. There are obvious echoes here of the process of subject constitution that Foucault critically elaborates on in
Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, vol. 1: An Introduction, tr. Robert Hurley (New York: Vintage,
1990), see esp. ‘The Deployment of Sexuality’, pp. 124–6.
11. Effendiyya may be read loosely to signify ‘middle class’ or ‘bourgeois’ in the cultural sense, and an effendi
is a male member of the class. There is no female equivalent. To some extent, an effendi in the interwar
period was any male (and theoretically, female) who could effect the proper style and possessed the right
repertoire.
12. In Working Out Egypt, using the rubric of ‘effendi masculinity’ I map the formation of Egypt’s desired
subject in performances of physical culture that range from early textual elaborations of its nationalist
benefits to its manifestations in activities such as competitive sports and the Scouts.
13. Egypt, which had been a province of the Ottoman empire since 1517, was occupied by the British in 1882,
ostensibly with the intention to leave once European financial interests had been secured (they ended up
staying for seventy years).
14. Early translations index physical culture’s mode of circulation across the imperial social formation and
show that its ideas, practices and objects were all of interest to the effendiyya. So, one may find expositions
on the best use of weights for exercise alongside the biography of English strongman performer Eugen
Sandow alongside Frenchman Edmond Demolins’s widely disseminated assessment of British public school
education (which included a rigorous programme of physical training) as the secret to their imperial success.
See Jacob, Working Out Egypt, chapter 3.
15. This information was culled from the ‘letters to the editor’ and the magazine’s own statements about its
distribution. By 1937, RB had formal arrangements with agents in Luxor, Khartoum, Port Sudan, Mecca,
Jaffa, Akka, Gaza, Damascus, Aleppo, Tripoli, Basra and Baghdad.
16. Wilson Chacko Jacob, ‘Eventful Transformations: Al-Futuwwa between History and the Everyday’, Comparative Studies in Society and History 49 (2007), pp. 689–712.
17. André Raymond, Cairo, tr. Willard Wood (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2000), p. 324.
18. The author of the letter explicitly requested that Cupid, the mediator of this epistolary forum, only solicit
advice on his problem from male readers of Physical Culture.
19. RB, March 1936, pp. 335–6.
20. RB, March 1936, p. 336.
21. Although unsatisfactory, one could speculate based on the reactions to analogous situations about the
solutions readers may have offered A.Y.D. Answers would for the most part have been very pragmatic, in
which A.Y.D. would have been told to move on, to forget the traitorous woman, to have his parents find
him a proper partner, and to remain vigilant on his new path to good health and virtuous living.
22. These numbers indicate letters received; only a handful of letters were ever published. Even if the figures
were highly inflated by the magazine’s editors, the claims of the existence of an interested public with
differing opinions about intimate issues in a stranger’s life is not only intrinsically interesting but also
points to an important aspect of the discursive constitution of ‘the public’.
23. RB, May 1932, pp. 120–24.
24. RB, May 1931, p. 108.
25. RB, March 1936, p. 333.
26. This very same source has been read through its visual images of women as peddling soft-core porn in the
guise of exercise and health. See Lucy Ryzova, ‘“I Am a Whore But I Will Be a Good Mother”: On the
Production and Consumption of the Female Body in Modern Egypt’, Arab Studies Journal (2004/2005),
pp. 80–122. While this may well have been true, and might indeed partially account for the longevity of the
magazine, the textual evidence suggests a very different reality closer to its stated goals of promoting smart,
modern and healthy sexuality. That said, if the male images were read along the same erotic lines, then
there was a definite subversion of these stated goals and the ideology of heteronormativity. Nevertheless,
these transgressive ‘readings’ would reinforce the point that norms of gender and sexuality needed to be
reconstituted as a condition of possibility for a ‘modern’ Egyptian subject.
27. Omnia El Shakry, The Great Social Laboratory: Subjects of Knowledge in Colonial and Postcolonial Egypt
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2007). The publicity of private issues was not in itself new.
Matters of sex and reproduction had been of central concern to Islamic society for over a millennium, as
attested to in laws and customs surrounding gender roles, marriage and inheritance. What was new was
the partial displacement of the regulation of sex and gender onto a reconstituted social body (in and for
which laws were discerned by modern science) while paradoxically predicating the private individual as
the condition of possibility for the social.
28. Other contributing medical experts included Dr Husayn ‘Izzat, Dr Muhammad Kamil al-Khuli, Dr Muhammad Abd al-Hamid Bey, Dr Husayn al-Harawi and Dr Muhammad Shahin Pasha.
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29. On the development of a mass culture during this period through popular magazines and cinema, see Walter
Armbrust, Mass Culture and Modernism in Egypt (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996).
30. ‘Sex Education: An Hour with Dr Fakhri Faraj, The Famous Doctor of Venereal Diseases’, RB, May 1932,
pp. 6–12.
31. Bruce Dunne discusses the role of the AUC and Faraj’s lecture series in the dissemination of knowledge
about sexual health as part of colonial and national efforts to ‘civilize’ Egyptians in chapter six of his
thesis ‘Sexuality and the “Civilizing Process” in Modern Egypt’ (unpublished doctoral thesis, Georgetown
University, 1996).
32. Fakhri Faraj, al-Mar’a wa falsafat al-tanasuliyyat (Cairo: al-Matba‘a al-‘Asriyya, 1924); Fakhri Faraj,
Taqrir ‘an intishar al-bagha’ wa al-amrad al-tanasuliyya bi al-qutr al-misri wa ba‘d al-turuq al-mumkin
itba‘uha li- muharabatihima (Cairo: al-Matba‘a al-‘Asriyya, 1924). I could not locate the following works
by Fakhri Faraj: al-Tanasul fi al-hayawan wa al-insan wa al-nabat; Hal tatasawi al-mar’a bi al-rajul fi alhuquq wa al-wajibat?; al-Amrad al-tanasuliyya wa ‘ilajuha; al-Du‘f al-tanasuli fi al-dhukur wa al-anath
wa ‘ilajuhu.
33. Given the absence of much statistical data related to sexually transmitted diseases from this period, it is
very difficult to corroborate this claim. Making it his life’s work suggests at least that it was a major concern
for Dr Faraj and not solely a rhetorical device.
34. RB, May 1932, p. 9.
35. Muhammad Fa’iq al-Jawhari, ‘The Honourable Attack’, RB, October 1932, pp. 4–5. Interestingly, criticism
also seems to have been launched against the magazine from a third position that found the magazine’s
message of chastity puritanical and outdated. For a defence of their philosophy on sex education, see
‘Girls and Diminished Morals’, RB, February 1935, pp. 113–14. Essentially, the magazine maintained
that knowledge about sex would encourage self-control, which was what distinguished humans from
animals. An important component of their philosophy was the belief that there was a causative element to
sex-knowledge and the outcome was ultimately empowerment.
36. This reading is supported by the magazine’s inclusion of religious experts alongside the medical experts
to opine on issues related to sexuality and the right to research and discuss them publicly. Another likely
proposition is that the editor was manipulating religion just as interestedly as his opponents in order to
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Monitoring and Medicalising Male
Sexuality in Semi-Colonial Egypt
Hanan Kholoussy

This chapter examines the ways in which Egyptian legislators and reformers drafted
and debated new regimes of monitoring male sexuality in nineteenth-century and
early twentieth-century Egypt. An exploration of the state’s legislation on marriage,
prostitution and venereal disease reveals that the state assumed an unprecedented role
in monitoring and medicalising the sexuality of Egyptian men. Its goal was to create
‘healthy’, disciplined men who would create fit and modern families that would serve
as the foundation for a postcolonial nation free of socio-medical ills. In their attempts to
medicalise male sexuality and regulate female prostitution, legislative reformers were
delineating and gendering the normative heterosexuality of the healthy male colonial
subject for the emerging nation.
Recent scholarship has brought much-needed attention to the medicalisation of
reproduction, prostitution and venereal disease in colonial and contemporary Egypt,
but it has overwhelmingly focused on the health of females since they were the ones
who bore and raised the future citizens of the nation.1 In contrast, this chapter analyses legislation that concentrated on the sexual practices of male colonial subjects
to demonstrate how a new heterosexually normative male body became inextricably
linked to the success of the emerging Egyptian nation. It highlights how Egyptian
notions of sexual diseases were gendered and explains why certain diseases were an
issue of concern only if men had contracted them. Specifically, it briefly reviews the
Ottoman and colonial legislation related to female prostitution before it analyses Article 9 of Egyptian Personal Status Law 25 of 1920 – the last successful attempt of the
interwar state to regulate male sexuality – which granted a wife the right to divorce
her husband if he contracted a chronic ailment such as venereal disease. This chapter
argues that the Egyptian monitoring and medicalisation of male sexuality was part
and parcel of the larger worldwide eugenics movement in the early twentieth century
that resulted in the medicalisation of sex, marriage and reproduction in many other
parts of the world like colonial India, Bolshevik Russia, Nazi Germany and the American south. Not only did Egyptians participate in the international movement by cautiously deploying its various models in eugenics; perhaps more significantly, they departed from the global movement by localising various eugenic examples and drawing
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inspiration from medieval Islamic religious texts rather than western scientific treatises
to fit their own unique socio-political and medico-legal context.
The Egyptian context

Although Britain occupied Egypt in 1882 and established a new colonial regime, Egypt
nominally remained a province of the Ottoman empire as it had been since 1517.
As a result, Egyptians continued to maintain and oversee many of their indigenous
institutions such as the Islamic courts whose jurisdiction had been limited mostly to
issues of religious endowments and personal status (marriage, divorce, child custody
and inheritance) over the course of the nineteenth century.2 At the onset of the First
World War in 1914, the British placed Egypt under a temporary protectorate, ending
all remaining official ties with the Ottoman empire. When they failed to remove this
protectorate status and grant Egypt political independence after the war, Egyptian
nationalists initiated an intense struggle for independence beginning with the 1919
revolution. Three years of Anglo-Egyptian negotiations culminated in 1922 when the
British abolished their protectorate over Egypt, conferred nominal independence and
instituted a parliamentary monarchy. Under this new agreement, Egyptians assumed
responsibility for their internal affairs, while the British retained a political and military
presence to safeguard their interests and maintain influence over Egyptian affairs. All
traces of British control ended when Gamal ‘Abd al-Nasser led a coup d’état in 1952
and established a completely independent Egypt by 1954.3
Because of Egypt’s awkward position of quasi-independence and semi-colonial
British rule, its experiences with gender, sexuality and eugenics differed from those of
other European colonies and western nations.4 Unlike in colonial India, for example,
British officials did not reform the Islamic legal system in Egypt, despite their frequent
criticisms of it.5 The Egyptian administration reformed this legal system of its own
accord and drafted, debated and passed Islamic personal status legislation without any
direct colonial interference.6 Gendered historiography of colonialism tends to concentrate on colonisers’ assumptions and perceptions of marriage, gender and sexuality
more than those of the colonised.7 While British colonial authorities legislated and
supervised Egyptian female prostitution, the Egyptian state had been monitoring and
medicalising the sexual and marital practices of its subjects decades before the British
arrived. As a result, internal dialogues among Egyptians were not steeped in colonialists’ debates on racial difference. The Egyptian discourse on marriage, sexuality and
prostitution was part and parcel of the larger international movement of eugenics that
engaged with various western discussions on diseased, colonised and minorities’ bodies, but it also had its own indigenous roots long before the western eugenics movement
began in the late nineteenth century.
Monitoring male sexuality

Half a century before the term ‘eugenics’ was coined in Britain in 1883, Ottoman
Egypt witnessed a broad array of public health campaigns.8 Muhammad ‘Ali’s state
(r.1803–48) conducted many of these campaigns primarily to provide his building and
military projects with the industrious, physically fit bodies that would both increase
agricultural production and strengthen military prowess.9 Motivated mostly by his
desire to develop the health and discipline of his burgeoning modern army, ‘Ali banned
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prostitution in Cairo and all military camps, and banished prostitutes to Upper Egypt in
1834. While prostitution had been legal in the Ottoman province of Egypt, prostitutes
had been taxed, monitored and registered by the state since the beginning of Ottoman
rule in the sixteenth century.10
Throughout the nineteenth century, syphilis was a ‘frequent disease in every part of
Egypt’ amongst all social classes and by the 1830s it had become a significant problem
in the army.11 Between 1847 and 1848, for example, more than 33 per cent of the
patients at Cairo’s main military hospital were treated for venereal diseases.12 Because
treatment of venereal disease required infected soldiers to be removed from duty in
order to undergo treatment, the military’s physical and disciplinary problems were
blamed on its soldiers’ excessive sexual encounters with women. Their interactions
with prostitutes were not viewed as the only sources of contagion, however. Even their
conjugal relations with their wives came under state supervision. Military wives were
no longer permitted to accompany their husbands on duty. Like prostitutes, they were
forbidden from entering military barracks and, like soldiers, they became subjected
to weekly medical examinations. By the mid-nineteenth century, soldiers were not
even allowed to marry without securing official permission.13 While the history of
Egyptian prostitution and sexuality often focuses on the policing of women, a look
at Muhammad ‘Ali’s army reveals that state regulation of female sexuality was very
much about attempting to control male sexuality. The protection of men’s health, not
the improvement of women’s welfare or the safeguarding of public morality, was the
state’s underlying objective because it was men who provided the physical labour and
military strength for the state’s nation-building projects and its viceroy’s expansionist
imperial ambitions.
When the British occupied Egypt in 1882, they legalised prostitution for the same
reason that Muhammad ‘Ali had restricted it half a century earlier: to protect the health
of their military troops stationed in Egypt. By 1884, Egyptian female prostitutes (but not
foreign female prostitutes, who held exclusive extraterritorial capitulatory privileges
that exempted them from local laws) were forced to undergo weekly inspections.14
By 1885, these women were required to register with the government and carry health
certificates verifying their medical clearance. British colonial authorities established a
formalised system of control in 1905, and the Egyptian Ministry of Interior codified
these regulations legalising prostitution and monitoring prostitutes. The Egyptian administration left these laws in place even after Egypt gained nominal independence in
1922 and throughout the widespread anti-prostitution campaigns in the interwar period. They did not outlaw prostitution until 1951. The regulations collectively limited
prostitution to registered venues in certain neighbourhoods and mandated prostitutes,
who had to be adult (post-puberty) women who obtained working permits, to undergo
weekly examinations for venereal disease.15 Their (male) clients, whether British or
Egyptian, were never subject to examination.
Although Muhammad ‘Ali’s state and the colonial state were motivated by similar
interests to protect male sexuality in their regulation of female prostitution, the former
also monitored male sexuality while the latter did not. The British were only concerned
with Egyptian sexuality when it could contaminate the purity of their own subjects,
whether male or female.16 Hence, their main preoccupation was with the Egyptian
female prostitutes who could infect their white men. Yet the Egyptian administration
did not continue Muhammad ‘Ali’s surveillance of Egyptian male sexuality in the
colonial period, perhaps because it felt pressured to follow its coloniser’s example.
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While a few sporadic attempts were made to limit or eradicate prostitution in the 1890s
and early 1900s, none sought to regulate male sexuality. After the editor-in-chief of
Egypt’s popular daily al-Ahram published a translation of a Greek study on the danger
of venereal disease in Egypt in 1907, for example, a number of brothels were closed
by the following year. According to the Egyptian Director of Public Security, the rate
of infection of venereal disease rose so dramatically after the closure of these brothels
in one Egyptian red light district that its subjects demanded the government reopen its
regulated brothels.17
Social reformers also called for the abolition of prostitution long before their
successors launched a vociferous campaign in the 1920s and 1930s. In 1893, for
example, the prominent nationalist thinker ‘Abdallah al-Nadim launched a vituperative
press attack against prostitution, which he blamed exclusively on the British occupation
in the pages of his newspaper, al-Ustadh. It was, however, Shaykh Muhammad ‘Abdu,
the prominent Islamic reformer and revered Grand Mufti of Egypt from 1899 to 1905,
who exclusively blamed Egyptian male bachelors and not the British or even female
prostitutes for the spread of venereal disease in British-occupied Egypt. In 1902, he
wrote:
The so-called educated [bachelors] . . . have not benefited from [western] education except to learn
how to speak a European language so that they can copulate with western prostitutes . . . instead of
[marrying] honourable native women. If it were not for those educated, the market for prostitution
would not have flourished in Egypt. If it were not for those educated, syphilis would not have
appeared in the nation.18

According to ‘Abdu, educated bachelors used their western education to frequent the
western prostitutes living and working in Egypt rather than marry moral Egyptian
women. Egypt was a major terminus for European prostitutes, willing or forced, under
British rule, but the expansion of the Mediterranean steamship service and the opening
of the Suez Canal in 1869 drew a steady flow of European prostitutes to Egypt long
before the inception of official colonial occupation.19 ‘Abdu’s anti-colonial bent was
more subtle, but nonetheless apparent in his ridicule of the utility of western education
and his neglect to mention the Egyptian prostitutes who outnumbered the western
prostitutes.
‘Abdu’s contempt for western-educated bachelors was more explicit. He held
them responsible for introducing prostitution and venereal disease to the struggling
nation. He did not merely reproach these decadent men for prostitution and disease. He
also held their immoral upbringing, western education and illicit activities responsible
for their lack of manhood, as well as the British occupation: ‘If you engage in premarital sex rather than marriage . . . you must struggle to improve yourself . . . if moral
upbringing and education existed among us, we would have had [real] men . . . there
would be [national] wealth and there would be independence’.20 As in anti-prostitution
struggles in the United States and Europe, abolition advocates like ‘Abdu believed
marriage was an institution that would discipline men into productive citizens who
would contain their sexual desires within marriage and rid the nation of venereal disease.21 Early twentieth-century Egyptian prostitution abolitionists argued that marriage
would be ‘morally and materially uplifting’ because it would deter the social perversions of prostitution and illicit sexual relations, ‘effectively normalising middle-class
sexuality’.22 For these social reformers, men’s natural, even uncontrollable, sexual
appetite itself did not compromise an Egyptian subject’s moral manliness if it was
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contained within marriage.23 In contrast, emerging hegemonic notions of masculinity
in nineteenth-century European discourses repeatedly emphasised control of the passions, restraint of the appetites and moderation in marital sex, where puritans argued
sex was solely for procreation.24 Early twentieth-century Egyptian discourses on prostitution, on the other hand, were merely calling for the containment of sex to marriage,
where non-reproductive sexuality was condoned and celebrated in Islam.25 What Egyptian reformers shared with their European counterparts, however, was a belief that the
government was responsible for outlawing prostitution, regulating sexuality and legislating marriage. As Michel Foucault observes, ‘the marriage relation was the most
intense focus of constraints’ for most nineteenth-century European governments.26
The influx of prostitutes and boom in brothels and red light districts to serve the
some 84,000 British, Australian and New Zealand troops stationed in Egypt during the
First World War further spurred public concern over the spread of venereal disease. As
more than 10,000 of these troops in Cairo were treated for venereal disease during the
first five months of 1916, Egyptians worried that the rate of infection would increase
among them. They anxiously followed the British debates over whether combating
venereal disease demanded medical prophylaxis or moral restraint, as colonial military
officials intensified their commitment of state medicine to social hygiene for the sake
of national health and racial progress. Egyptian nationalists selectively appropriated,
adapted and deployed British discourses of venereal peril, social purity and hygiene to
fit their own constructions of the Egyptian nation and proper male sexuality. Venereal
disease and prostitution were not only viewed as wartime problems of the military, but
as affecting everyone all the time. As a result, Egyptian reformers applauded British
authorities’ efforts to reduce venereal disease and purify social space.27 Soon after,
they too demanded that their own administration institute policing measures for the
sake of its own (future) citizens as they struggled for national independence.
The medicalisation of marriage

Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, social reformers in Egypt waged battles to ban female
prostitution and medicalise marriage, in large part to prevent the venereal diseases
that Egyptian men were purportedly contracting from prostitutes.28 Legislators and
prostitution abolitionists shared a common fear that Egyptian bachelors who contracted
venereal diseases from prostitutes would later infect their future wives and offspring,
the next generation of Egyptian national subjects. They viewed colonial bachelors as
a conduit through which moral and medical disease would spread through the body of
the burgeoning nation.29
The anti-prostitution movement of the interwar period ultimately failed: prostitution remained legal until 1951 after state-licensed brothels had been closed in 1949.
Despite the main objective of the interwar abolitionist campaigns, prostitution was
not outlawed to protect the health of its subjects, male or female, on the eve of the
1952 revolution that removed all vestiges of British colonial power. The Egyptian state
ultimately banned prostitution partly to present itself as the guardian of Egyptian and
Islamic morality in the face of a surging conservative nationalist fervour following
Egypt’s defeat by Israel in the first Arab–Israeli War and the Muslim Brotherhood’s
alleged assassination of Egypt’s Prime Minister Mahmud Fahmi al-Nuqrashi in 1948.
The government’s decision to outlaw prostitution, which was closely associated with
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colonial subjugation because of the British military’s use of brothels and the privileged
status enjoyed by European prostitutes over their Egyptian counterparts, was also in
response to its subjects’ intense anti-British demonstrations in the late 1940s.30
While the anti-prostitution campaigns of the interwar period failed to outlaw female prostitution, a significant state intervention in monitoring and medicalising male
sexuality was made in 1920 before the widespread campaigns to outlaw female prostitution and medicalise marriage. Article 9 of Law 25 of 1920 granted a wife the right to
divorce her husband if he contracted a chronic ailment such as venereal disease. This legal article was motivated by a rapidly growing Egyptian discourse on eugenics-inspired
reform. It was not inspired by a women’s rights discourse that sought increased female
access to divorce as legal scholars have traditionally contended, especially as the 1920
law was passed three years before the Egyptian Feminist Union was founded in 1923,
and its campaign to reform personal status law was not launched until the late 1920s.31
Women’s studies scholars of modern Egypt generally view the 1920 personal status legislation, discussed in detail below, as institutionalising a patriarchal order that is
responsible for the present subjugation of Egyptian women.32 When one interrogates
how and why the 1920 law (as well as its 1929 amendment) was proposed, how the
larger public reacted to it and where they fit into articulations of Egyptian nationalism,
however, it becomes clear that state legislators did not necessarily intend to improve the
lot of women or intentionally seek to oppress women. Rather, the Egyptian government
sought to pass marital laws in order to take a more active role in creating a nationalist,
nuclear, physically fit and ‘modern’ family.33 To rephrase Etienne Balibar’s term, the
intention of Egyptian legislators was the ‘nationalisation of marriage’, that is, the creation of married subjects who would form adult, permanent, preferably monogamous
families that, in turn, would serve as the foundation for a modern nation free of social
and medical ills.34 State officials made attempts to abolish or limit Islamic marriage
and divorce laws that it deemed unfit for a modern healthy nation.
In a patriarchal society where many did not favour female-initiated divorce, Egyptian legislators deemed Article 9 of Law 25 of 1920 appropriate because its intention
was to preserve the physical welfare of the family and by extension the nation. Egyptian
discussions about the need for strong healthy bodies for the nation multiplied during
the two decades preceding the introduction of the 1920 law as the Egyptian struggle for
independence gained momentum. Egyptian nationalists, reformers and doctors started
demanding that the government establish new means of monitoring the sexual and
marital habits of the population to ensure that only adult Egyptians would marry and
reproduce. Legislation designed to curtail the marriage of minors in 1914 and 1923,
for example, was motivated by medical discourses that argued early marriage of girls
led to premature and fatal pregnancies and nationalist discourses that claimed only
physically mature and educated women were capable of producing and raising future
citizens for the nation.35 These calls, however, were not limited to proposing minimum
age limits to marriage.
During the 1914 debates over the marriage of minors, for example, Ilyas alGhadban wrote to the editors of the popular daily al-Ahram to condemn families that
married off their ‘disease-ridden’ sons and daughters, proposing that the government
adopt a law that would require brides and grooms to submit a medical certificate testifying that they were not afflicted with disease for the sake of their offspring.36 Because
a healthy family was seen as the cornerstone of the burgeoning nation, many implored
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the state to assume a central role in ensuring that only physically fit Egyptians had the
right to marry and reproduce. Despite proposals in 1928 and 1941 to mandate medical
examinations of couples before marriage to ensure their sexual and reproductive health
and to protect the future generations of a nation that was ostensibly plagued with
disease, the bill was never passed.37 The semi-colonial state, however, did manage to
medicalise male sexuality through its 1920 personal status legislation.
As part of its ongoing effort to ‘modernise’ the emerging Egyptian nation, the
Ministry of Justice codified nationwide a revised set of Islamic personal status laws in
1920, further amended in 1929, which largely continue to govern Egyptian marriage,
divorce and the family to this day.38 Law 25 of 1920 institutionalised three official
grounds on which women could sue for judicial divorce. Egyptian legislators departed
from the Hanafi legal school – one of the four major Sunni schools of law, that
formed the official law of the Ottoman empire and its Egyptian province for the
preceding four centuries – and drew on the more liberal Maliki and Shafi‘i schools
to provide women with these additional grounds.39 The first two introduced specific
circumstances under which a woman could seek judicial divorce if her husband failed
to support her financially. These two articles, which have been discussed extensively by
scholars, did not introduce innovative concepts to Egyptian Islamic law.40 The financial
responsibilities of Muslim husbands toward their wives had been clearly elaborated in
the 1875 Egyptian Hanafi Personal Status Code.41
However, the third basis – disease – introduced a novel justification to Hanafi law,
which did not view this as a valid justification for female-initiated judicial divorce.
The only health-related condition under which Hanafi law permitted female-initiated
judicial divorce was if a husband were sexually impotent, because a wife’s sexual satisfaction and reproductive capability were paramount objectives of Islamic marriage.42
Article 9 of Law 25 of 1920 stated:
The wife is entitled to ask for a judicial divorce from her husband if she finds [in him] chronic
defects, for which a cure is impossible or only curable after a long period of time and she cannot
live with him without harm, such as insanity, leprosy and skin diseases. [This is the case] whether
he had such a defect before the contract [of marriage] and she did not know about it or [whether it]
occurred after the contract and she refuses [to live with him]. But if she married him knowing about
the defect or if the defect occurred after the contract and she accepted it explicitly or implicitly,
then judicial divorce is not permitted.43

Marriage and divorce together functioned as a powerful social site where Egyptian
legislators created new categories of disease and defect that – as scholars in disability
studies have demonstrated – are social constructs that are intentionally ambiguously
defined and used.44 It was thus that a new normative male body, defined as healthy
and free from disease, became inextricably linked to the success of the emerging
Egyptian nation. The broader socio-legal and medical debates regarding the health of
Egyptian subjects to marry, reproduce and raise future citizens for the nation influenced
the perceptions of the 1920 personal status committee to the point that its members
introduced a completely new concept to Egyptian divorce legislation. They explicitly
linked the emerging developments and understandings of medicine, health and eugenics
to introduce a novel interpretation and formulation of female-initiated judicial divorce
to traditional Egyptian Hanafi conceptions of Islamic law.
During this same time period, various sexual hygiene reformists were calling for
laws in a number of countries to limit or prohibit marriage by persons infected with
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venereal disease.45 The various western eugenics movements, which were followed
closely in the Egyptian press, may have influenced the legislators of the 1920 law.46
The legislative committee included a mix of Islamic scholars and secular politicians:
the Rector of al-Azhar University, the Shaykh of the Maliki legal school, the head
of the Supreme Islamic Court, the Mufti of Egypt, the Minister of Justice, the President of the Cabinet of Ministers and the King of Egypt.47 The legislators did not,
however, find inspiration for this new law in the west, but rather in medieval Islamic
law. The committee could not devise laws prohibiting the marriage of infected men
and women that had no basis in Islam, thus explaining why bills in 1928 and 1941
proposing that couples undergo medical examinations before marriage were never
passed.
Considering how careful Islamic jurists and even secular politicians were to find
a religious basis for their legislation, where did they find religious justification for
the new pretext of a husband’s disease as a valid reason for female-initiated divorce?
Article 9 was taken almost verbatim from a twelfth-century Maliki legal manual. Like
Hanafi law, Maliki law was one of the four Islamic schools of legal thought, but it
was not the official law of the Ottoman empire and did not serve as the manual for
Egyptian judges and lawyers as did the Egyptian Hanafi Personal Status Code, which
the Ministry of Justice published in 1875.48 While the majority of Muslims in Upper
Egypt personally adhered to the teachings of the Maliki legal school, an 1880 law had
instructed Islamic judges to implement the Hanafi school of law, despite the personal
affiliation of the litigants.49
In the twelfth century, long before modern movements of eugenics and nationalism materialised, the renowned Maliki jurist, philosopher and physician Ibn Rushd
(d.1198), better known in the west as Averroes, decreed almost identical terms of a
husband’s disease for female-initiated divorce in his manual of Maliki law, which were
spelled out practically verbatim in Article 9 of the 1920 law.50 Although twentiethcentury Islamic conceptions of the body and its defects differed drastically from their
medieval counterparts,51 Ibn Rushd’s examples of defects (insanity, leprosy and skin
disease) were identical to those listed in the 1920 law except for an additional example
that Ibn Rushd provided, which the 1920 law did not: ‘disease of the sex organ’.52
While venereal disease was not specified in Article 9, syphilis was often mistaken
for leprosy in Egypt (and elsewhere) until only recently because the two contagious
diseases, which were very widespread in Ottoman and semi-colonial Egypt, shared
similar symptoms that typically manifested as ‘skin diseases’ and were not easily curable.53 The 1920 Egyptian personal status committee’s examples of syphilis and skin
diseases and overall vaguely worded stipulations of chronic defects in general enabled
and facilitated wives to cite their husbands’ venereal diseases as a cause for judicial
divorce.54
What was also so innovative about the committee’s introduction of this
Maliki clause in 1920 was that it was the first time the state deviated from Hanafi
doctrine to ingeniously borrow and combine principles from the other schools of Islamic law in an eclectic and unprecedented manner.55 The committee that devised
and passed the first major marital legislation largely followed, albeit after a gap of
two decades, the judicial advice of Islamic reformers Muhammad ‘Abdu and Qasim
Amin56 to embrace this process of selectively employing other legal views and minority opinions such as adopting Maliki views of judicial divorce.57 It is likely that
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‘Abdu’s views, as well as the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century socio-legal
regulations of male sexuality and prostitution to eliminate sexually transmitted disease, encouraged the committee to adopt a law that would enable wives to divorce
their husbands infected with venereal disease. In semi-colonial Egypt, the state perceived an infected husband who could contaminate his wife and their children, the
future citizens of the nation, as a threat to his wife, their future family and by extension the emerging nation. Syphilis was particularly worrisome because of its inheritable nature, which was commonly believed to be the leading cause of Egypt’s
high infant mortality rate and the reason behind epilepsy, hysteria and insanity in
offspring.58
Gendering the law, sexualising its subjects

British and other western eugenics discourses often targeted and monitored only women
to protect the health of men. By the mid-1870s, British administrators throughout the
globe had established the Contagious Diseases (CD) ordinances and regulations that
held female prostitutes solely responsible for venereal disease. While this system
differed from colony to colony, female sex workers in nearly every British colony were
forced to register officially as prostitutes with the colonial authorities and undergo
weekly examinations designed to detect venereal disease.59 In Egypt, however, British
administrators only required indigenous female prostitutes to register, undergo weekly
medical examinations and carry medical certificates attesting to their health status.
British and other European female prostitutes in Egypt were never required to undergo
examinations. Their supervision of prostitution took on racist dimensions when they
subjected only Egyptian prostitutes to their regulations and examinations. European
women were granted immunity by the legal capitulations that the Ottoman regime
established with various European powers to encourage and protect western interests
from the sixteenth century onwards. While the Ottoman empire collapsed by 1918, the
capitulations were not eliminated in Egypt until 1937.60 While protecting British male
sexuality was of the utmost concern to the colonial authorities, they never mandated
their subjects to any formal sexual regulation. The Egyptian administration, on the
other hand, had made it part of state policy to monitor and regulate male sexuality,
at least military male sexuality, from the early nineteenth century. Egyptian military
men were subjected to regular medical examinations and they were not permitted to
have their sexual partners – be they wives, girlfriends or prostitutes – accompany them
on duty. Their female partners, whatever their status, were also subject to medical
testing. Like the British, Egyptian state officials’ concern was the physical protection
of their men who provided labour for the state through military and other state-building
projects. Unlike the British, though, they did not target females alone for the sake of
men.
Egyptian Muslim men, however, were the only targets of Article 9 of Law 25 of
1920. Why does this article speak only to the health status of men as husbands, and
not to women? At first glance, the answer seems quite simple. Muslim men did not
need a reason to divorce their wives. Islamic law granted only men the unilateral and
unlicensed right to divorce their wives whenever, wherever and for whatever reason
they wished.61 The 1875 Egyptian Hanafi Personal Status Code clearly stated that ‘The
husband and not the wife has the right to break, by repudiation, the tie of a validly
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contracted marriage’.62 In Islamic law, a woman did not have the right to divorce.
Rather, a divorce had to be given to her either by her husband or by a judge because
Islamic law viewed her as a passive participant in the dissolution of marriage. Prior to
the introduction of Law 25 of 1920, an Egyptian Muslim woman had three possible,
but often unachievable, avenues to divorce: first, she could ask her husband to stipulate
her right to divorce in their marriage contract; second, she could ask the court to grant
her a judicial divorce; or third, she could ask her husband to divorce her by mutual
agreement.63 Before the 1920 law, then, an Egyptian woman married to a mentally or
terminally ill man could not usually be granted a divorce on the basis of his condition
alone.
Article 9 of the 1920 law did not target women’s health specifically. But it highlights the way Egyptian notions of disease were gendered. Certain diseases were considered male diseases, or at least were only an issue of concern if men had contracted
them. Despite its ambiguous wording, it becomes clear that venereal disease was the
primary concern of Article 9 when the law is situated in the larger socio-political and
medico-legal milieu of Ottoman and semi-colonial Egypt. Sexually active Egyptian
women were not the concern here, because it was presumed that women who engaged
in pre-marital sex or sex work and contracted venereal diseases would never be marriageable in a society that valued female virginity. These women would not and should
not marry and reproduce. The health of a woman in this specific law was not a concern
because of the already existing policing of her body and social world. Just as the state
was supposedly expanding women’s access to divorce, women were not the objects of
the legislation and their best interests were not the intent of the legislation. Although
the law may have sought to protect a wife from contracting her husband’s disease, the
aim appears to have been more about protecting her children, the future generation
who would lead Egypt to full independence. The role that reformers and legislators
wanted the Egyptian state to assume in monitoring and medicalising marriage and
male sexuality confirms that the formation of the modern family was largely the result
of medico-legal state intervention, that sought to consolidate and control the nuclear
family as an apparatus to create ‘the healthy, clean, fit body’ in ‘a purified, cleansed,
aerated domestic space’.64

Conclusions: application and aftermath

The fact that the anti-prostitution movement, which was largely motivated by fears
of the spread of venereal disease, gained major momentum during the two decades
following Law 25 of 1920 suggests that the law did little to alleviate concerns over
venereal disease in semi-colonial Egypt, regardless of whether or not its incidence was
as high as British colonial officials and Egyptian prostitution abolitionists claimed.
Complete statistics – impossible to obtain when men (as well as unlicensed prostitutes,
foreign prostitutes and single sexually active women) were no longer forced to undergo
any sort of medical examinations – were unavailable.
Furthermore, Article 9 did not translate easily into practice. It appears that few
women attempted to sue for judicial divorce from their husbands on the basis of
venereal disease or any other type of defect in interwar Egypt.65 The paucity of such
suits invites two plausible interpretations: either the incidence of disease (venereal and
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other) among Egyptian men was not nearly as high as the Egyptian state and press
portrayed; or most wives knew that it would be very difficult to prove the chronic
contagious condition of their husbands’ illness. For the most part, those divorces that
were granted on the basis of Article 9 were only given to wives whose husbands met all
the conditions laid out therein. If the disease was curable, if the judge determined that
the husband’s illness did not cause his wife intolerable injury, if evidence suggested
the wife knew about the ailment beforehand or had agreed to live with her husband
regardless, or if the judge had reason to believe that her suit arose from an ulterior
motive, then the judge did not grant the wife a divorce.66
Contrary to the opinion of Egyptian nationalists and contemporary legal scholars,
Egyptian personal status legislation in 1920 (and its 1929 amendment) often made
divorce more difficult, not easier, by codifying official grounds for divorce.67 Article 9
granting a wife a divorce based on her husband’s disease is no exception. There is no
doubt that this clause was vaguely worded – much more so than the other sections of
Law 25 of 1920 – and used uncertain terms like ‘chronic defect’ or ‘insanity’. While
the legislators’ ambiguity might lead us to believe that they were leaving the door
open for judges to interpret the law loosely and consider modern diseases like syphilis,
the opposite actually occurred. By providing only three examples of chronic disease,
legislators ended up limiting the judges – government employees who were appointed,
promoted, transferred, retired and paid a fixed salary by the Egyptian administration –
who did not want to depart from hegemonic interpretations. Until the 1970s, for
example, judges mostly granted divorces to wives whose husbands were proven to have
had only leprosy or insanity – the only examples of illness specified in Article 9 – and
no other disease that would make their wives’ lives unbearable or infect their health.68
Nevertheless, the fact that the state even managed to list male disease as a pretext
for female-initiated divorce in a society where most did not favour female-initiated
divorce is noteworthy. A simple reading might lead us to believe that the emerging
nation-state was attempting to expand women’s access to divorce. A more nuanced
reading of the law in its larger socio-political and medico-legal context, however, invites
another explanation. Egyptian legislators deemed female-initiated divorce appropriate
in this instance if its intention was to preserve the physical welfare of the family – the
basic building block of the nation – and by extension the fitness of the nation. When
Law 25 of 1920 is read in succession to earlier regulations regarding prostitution,
male sexuality, venereal disease and marriage enacted in nineteenth-century Egypt, its
continuities with the pre-colonial Egyptian state’s attempts to monitor and medicalise
Egyptian male sexuality become evident. The regulations and debates of the British
colonial regime, as well as the international eugenics movements, all of which were
closely followed by Egyptian reformers and legislators, also impacted their views on
normative healthy male sexuality. However they refused to appropriate blindly western
conceptions of healthy bodies and sexual and marital practices. Rather, they found
inspiration in their own pre-colonial state practices and in medieval Islamic texts.
As a result, other attempts to medicalise marriage that had no basis in Islam, like
requiring couples to undergo medical examinations before marriage, failed to pass in
semi-colonial Egypt. The only successful attempt of the interwar semi-independent
Egyptian state to reconcile its nationalist vision of healthy modern men, marriages and
families for the future nation with Islamic law was Article 9 of Personal Status Law
25 of 1920.
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The Volatility of Sex: Intersexuality,
Gender and Clinical Practice in the
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Dated January 1951, the admittance record listed the referring physician’s observations:
‘Could not tell if boy or girl, urinates often, drinks much, vomits occasionally’.1 The
patient’s parents had made the long journey from their home in the American northeast
to Baltimore, Maryland to have Andy, their ailing newborn, treated at the Clinic for
Pediatric Endocrinology (CPE) at Johns Hopkins’s Harriet Lane Home for Invalid
Children (HLH). The child left the clinic in June with the life-threatening symptoms
under control, thanks to the steroid cortisone – and re-assigned as a girl. In the hospital
record, the name Andy was crossed out and replaced by ‘Ann’. Between 1951 and
1959, Ann’s parents would bring her back to the clinic at least six more times for
treatment and study.
Andy/Ann’s diagnosis was congenital adrenal hyperplasia, CAH for short. In
CAH, the adrenal glands fail to produce sufficient corticosteroids, producing instead
considerable amounts of androgens, leading to disruption of salt metabolism, developmental problems in both sexes and ambiguous genitals in girls. The latter symptom put
chromosomal female CAH patients in the category of female pseudo-hermaphrodites
or, as we would say today, a person with intersex condition or disorder of sexual development (DSD).2 In chromosomal boys, the excess androgen production also leads
to sexual symptoms such as sexual precocity manifested by premature growth of the
penis and pubic hair.
Andy/Ann was brought to Hopkins at a crucial moment in the medical conception
of sex. The head of the Clinic for Pediatric Endocrinology, Dr Lawson Wilkins, had
just developed a new treatment for CAH using the steroid hormone cortisone. In 1951,
he hired a young psychologist, John Money, to psychologically evaluate the treatment
and to resolve the question of sex in patients who had contradictory biological and
psychological sexual characteristics. Money proposed that the sex in which a child
with an intersex condition was raised, rather than any single biological determiners of
sex, determined whether it saw itself as man or woman. He called this one’s ‘gender
role’.3 Gender role was learned, he argued, in a critical early phase and eventually
became firmly ‘imprinted’ into the child’s mind.4 Money, together with psychiatrists
Historicising Gender and Sexuality, First Edition. Edited by Kevin P. Murphy and Jennifer M. Spear.
C 2011 The Authors. Book compilation 
C 2011 Gender and History/Blackwell Publishing Ltd. Published 2011 by Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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Joan and John Hampson, proposed a set of treatment guidelines for intersex patients,
which recommended early and consistent assignment of one of two sexes, male or
female, and which stressed that it was essential for the optimal gender development to
fit a child’s genitals as early as possible to the assigned sex. These recommendations
would dominate the treatment of children with intersex for the next forty years, until
intersex activists challenged them in the early 1990s.5
Hermaphroditism, Alice Dreger has argued, became increasingly medicalised in
the late nineteenth century as scientific interest in ambiguous sex led to a surge in
published case studies. At the same time, medical experts insisted that in most cases
a person’s ‘true sex’ could be determined via his or her gonads.6 Three trends emerge
from recent scholarship. First, the gonadal gold standard of sexual differentiation was
clinically impractical, because few technologies existed to determine the nature of the
gonad in the living body. The ‘truth’ was often only revealed by autopsy.7 Even as
medical and surgical techniques improved, a proliferation of biological sex variables
such as hormones and chromosomes complicated the quest for a person’s ‘true sex’,
as they were often contradictory to a person’s appearance or identity.8 Diagnostic and
therapeutic approaches differed widely across and within disciplines. The decades
before 1955 were a period of idiosyncrasy in which sex was often assigned on a caseby-case basis, until the coining of the term ‘gender’ at Hopkins created ‘a mechanism
of control and consolidation’ in the treatment of intersexuals.9
Second, at the centre of concern stood the presumed threat of sex transgression
and homosexuality. Physicians, it is argued, insisted on the binary of sex and tried to
ensure heterosexuality in their patients. Genitals had to match sexual desire, and sexual
desire had to be directed at the ‘opposite sex’.10 Surgery to establish hermaphrodites
within the heterosexual matrix had already become an acceptable procedure at the
beginning of the twentieth century.11 The Hopkins protocols, as the publications that
resulted from Money’s study became known, created a sense of emergency that encouraged physicians to assign sex quickly and to alter the body surgically in order to
achieve psychological healthiness in children with intersexual conditions.12 The ethics
of these medical interventions have been criticised extensively, as adult patients started
challenging the irreversible surgery and culture of secrecy and shame that had permeated their treatment.13 Money’s thesis that gender was learned was quickly replaced
by more biological determinant theories.14 Nevertheless, the practice of early surgical
intervention continues to this day.
The third trend integrates medicine as a practice into scholarly analysis, and is
illustrated by two recent contributions. Geertje Mak has suggested a ‘praxiographic’
approach to medicine, a move from epistemological criticism to an analysis of clinical
practice, in order to investigate how sex is enacted within the clinical encounter. Sex
is not situated in ‘the antagonistic opposition between a medical gold standard of
“true” sex and a personal “true” sex’, but within a complex relationship between the
two.15 Similarly, Katrina Karkazis in her ethnography of the medical management
of intersexuality in the United States shows how clinicians became the ‘specialised
interpreters of the body’ and transformed a problem of social gender into a biological
anomaly.16 Acknowledging clinicians’ strong motivation to help parents and children,
she shows how the medical incentive to treat is situated within the binary framework
of sex and of heterosexuality, which shapes conceptions of normality.17
Building on Mak and Karkazi’s focus on medical practice, I base my analysis of
the introduction and incorporation of gender role into medical practice on twenty-five
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detailed records of CAH patients treated at the HLH. These previously unavailable
sources provide a rare insight into the clinical practice of Wilkins and his team.18
Ranging in length from eight to 300 pages and in scope from a one-time visit to relationships lasting many decades, these records are a highly formalised yet strikingly
intimate literary form, including patient histories, graphs, blood counts, chemistry lab
and x-ray reports, pictures of the child, letters from parents and social workers. They
provide a rare glimpse into how this clinic ran on a day-to-day basis, illustrating the
physicians’ specific medical logic that structured the clinical encounter between doctors, parents and patients. The pervasive logic of patient records clearly privileges the
physicians’ voice, and to a certain extent the narrative of the parents.19 A careful reading of the clinical records, however, shows how clinical practice structured enactments
of sex and gender, of health and disease.
I suggest that reframing the emergence of gender as an element in the development
of a specific medical treatment for an endocrinological condition – rather than as the
primary aim of a set of doctors – excavates the complex and contingent historical
factors that led to the formulation of gender role in the Hopkins context. To be sure,
surgical and medical procedures that shape the intersex body to conveniently fit the
male/female binary are profoundly normalising. They are, however, also situated within
the medical attempt to cure what physicians perceived as a specific ‘disease’ with
multiple symptoms.20 In this chapter, I focus on a specific endocrinological disorder,
CAH, rather than on the category of ‘intersex’. I show how sex and gender are folded
into the diagnosis, treatment and maintenance of what Wilkins and his team defined as
an adrenal dysfunction that caused many symptoms beside ambiguous genitals in girls.
For them, CAH affected both chromosomally male and female children and demanded
long-term medical management, as cortisone, though an effective treatment, was not a
cure but part of life-long treatment of a chronic condition.
As George Canguilhem observed, medical treatment is always, in a sense, about
normalising the body. 21 Vital norms, according to Canguilhem, stem from the normativity of life, the capacity of an organism to adapt to its environment. In this
context, ‘health’ is a dynamic category denoting the ability to function in the world.
Social norms, on the other hand, represent a particular order of society, and it is
the incorporation of the social into the vital that I address here. Normalisation, as
described by Foucault, becomes a process in which vital and social norms are conflated and integrated in a historically contingent manner into a notion of ‘health’.22
In other words, both treating adrenal hyperplasia with cortisone to lower a patient’s 17-Ketosteroid level, which Canguilhem would label a vital normative procedure, and surgical and psychological procedures to make the same patient appear
and act more feminine, so as to satisfy social norms, become medical attempts to
‘heal’.
Diagnosis

Founded in 1935, the paediatric endocrinology clinic of the Harriet Lane Home for
Invalid Children at the Johns Hopkins Hospital was the first clinic of its kind in the
US.23 Its founder Lawson Wilkins served as director of the clinic until his retirement
in 1960. Paediatric endocrinology as a newly emerging specialisation was concerned
with questions of development and growth, paediatric diabetes, sex differentiation,
metabolism and various hormonal and glandular conditions in children and young
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adults.24 The care for children with hormonal disorders was still only a small subset of
paediatric concerns and the setting of the clinic first enabled physicians to study a larger
group of patients with rare (but scientifically interesting) diseases. In 1940, Wilkins
published a case report on a three-and-a-half-year-old boy with symptoms of advanced
growth, precocious development of male sex organs, darkening of skin and gums, salt
craving and halted mental development.25 After only a few days in the hospital, the
child died suddenly and the autopsy revealed hyperplasia of the adrenal cortex. Also,
his androgen titers were those of an adult male, leading the authors to conclude, ‘our
case is the first of which at autopsy a diffuse bilateral hyperplasia of the adrenals has
been found in the male causing a condition analogous to pseudohermaphroditism in the
female’.26 This conclusion laid the foundation for Wilkins’s systematic study of CAH.27
It also provided a definition of CAH that is mostly overlooked in the scholarship on
intersexuality; an adrenal hyperplasia that occurred in both boys and girls, the females
showing ‘pseudo-hermaphroditism’ and the males early development of secondary sex
characteristics. The latter Wilkins termed ‘macrogenitosomnia praecox’.28
Andy/Ann came to the clinic just as the steroid cortisone had been implemented as
a successful treatment and diagnostic tool. Andy’s case was typical in many respects.
Born in November 1950, Andy ‘seemed strong and vigorous at birth . . . but there was
occasional vomiting during the first 8 days’.29 Further, ‘abnormal external genitalia
were noted at birth. There has been considerable difference of opinion with regard to
the sex, but the general consensus seems to have been that the infant was male’. After
Andy’s discharge from the local hospital, the child started to rapidly lose weight and
become dehydrated, so the treating physician recommended that the parents seek expert
advice from Wilkins at Hopkins. At Andy’s admittance, Dr John Crigler diagnosed the
child as ‘a well developed and moderately well nourished female pseudohermaphrodite
with congenital adrenal hyperplasia’. He also noted that Andy was a salt-loser, a
symptom that alarmed the physicians because, in severe cases, children would die
from adrenal shock or waste away from salt loss.
Wilkins and his colleagues diagnosed CAH by three markers: external genitals,
metabolism and development. Genitals that looked ambiguous or precocious, growth
of pubic hair in early infancy, feeding problems that could not be explained otherwise
and precocious growth indicated the possibility of adrenal hyperplasia. The practitioners also paid attention to skin pigmentation, voice and body hair growth. Besides
anatomical examination, the level of 17-Ketosteroids (17-KS) in the urine was a critical
diagnostic tool. These substances, which form when the body breaks down androgens,
were a measure of the level of androgens in the patient. Elevated 17-KS levels were
the defining characteristic of CAH. If the elevated level was decreased by cortisone,
the diagnosis of CAH was confirmed. Cortisone was thus both a diagnostic test and a
treatment for CAH.
While the life-threatening metabolic effects of CAH demanded immediate medical
attention, children’s ambiguous genitalia triggered another form of urgent intervention.
Wilkins and his colleagues insisted on diagnosing the sex of their patients, a concern
they shared with parents in cases such as Andy’s where ‘at the time of birth it was
impossible to decide if the baby was boy or girl’.30 However, despite the uncertainty
of sex, Andy’s parents had given him a male name, tentatively leaning towards boy;
perhaps because they had already lost their first child, a boy, to ‘severe dehydration +
vomiting’ – suggesting that this child, too, had suffered from the severe, salt-losing
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form of CAH.31 Diagnosing a child’s sex enabled Wilkins and his colleagues to design
a specific treatment plan conditioned by gendered medical and social expectations.
Cases of doubtful sex were common in children with CAH, even if in most cases
an answer was found quickly and sometimes this initial confusion is only present in a
few lines in the record. Given that Wilkins and his colleagues believed that the child
could only be either male or female, determining somebody’s sex was a contentious
task. Only in a few cases, such as Andy/Ann, was it thought that one ‘could not tell if
boy or girl’. Rather, parents and local physicians often ‘knew’ the child’s sex and only
at admission to the clinic would Wilkins cast doubt on the original sex assignment.
Diagnosis of the child’s sex involved the doctors, the parents and the family. Through
the early twentieth century, patients had played a yet more active role, because they had
come in as adults, often to have a genital problem fixed before marriage and because of
failure of the onset of menses or puberty.32 Physicians could only recommend but not
force adult patients to change to their gonadal sex in case of erroneous sex assignment
at birth.33 The new patient group – babies and small children – were brought in by
their parents, sometimes on account of symptoms other than ambiguous genitalia, and
had no say in terms of sex assignment.34
Clinical practices reveal the tentativeness of medical theories on sexual differentiation when confronted with a living patient. Determination of the ‘true sex’ of a
patient also rested on the physician’s techniques in the physical examination of the
patient.35 Even in the mid-twentieth century, the diagnosis of the ‘true sex’ often still
depended on the physicians’ experience and the medical and surgical techniques and
technologies available. A child’s appearance could be deceiving and some of the diagnostic procedures were inadequate. In the patient records, the physicians still used
palpating techniques, such as feeling for testes or ovaries, penetrating the urethra and
anus with fingers and instruments to feel for a vagina or a womb. Feeling the inside of
the body was, however, often misleading and the techniques to make the inside of the
body visible through x-rays and insertion of liquids into body orifices sometimes were
inconclusive. A laparotomy – surgically opening the abdomen and examining the body
cavity for the presence of sexual organs – was the only way to know a child’s sex for
certain. Because the androgen exposure affected mainly the external genitals and the
appearance of a CAH girl’s body, the presence of uterus, ovaries and fallopian tubes
indicated female sex for the physicians. From 1952 onwards, the newly introduced
Barr-Body test for sex chromosomes would become another diagnostic tool for sex. It,
however, did not solve the puzzle of sex as the practitioners had hoped.36 Rather, sex
chromosomes were added to the proliferation of sex, speaking a particular truth of the
body.
The diagnosis of sex in CAH children was structured by the available medical
technologies, the skill and experience of the physicians, the presenting symptoms of
the endocrinological condition, the families’ wishes and the already assigned sex of
the child. Richard, for example, was born January 1949 and first came to Hopkins in
summer of 1954.37 He had been diagnosed at the local hospital as a precocious boy
with metabolic problems due to adrenal hyperplasia, with a history of convulsions.
Richard’s parents took him to Johns Hopkins’s cardiac clinic to find out the cause of
his convulsions and for evaluation of his cortisone therapy. When they arrived at the
hospital, they did not doubt the sex of their son. In the general examination, a physician
confirmed the child’s sex as he examined and measured the penis and stated that the
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‘right testicle was palpable and of the size of a small olive. Left testes [sic] could not be
felt’. Richard was diagnosed with the ‘salt-losing type of adrenal hyperplasia’. He was
discharged to the ‘family physician’s care’. Dr Judson Van Wyk, the treating physician
in Wilkins’s absence, was mainly concerned to control the accelerated growth caused
by the boy’s excess androgen level and thought that ‘with adequate suppression he
could probably attain a socially acceptable stature’. It was recommended that Richard
should come back in the autumn or spring for further evaluation by Wilkins himself
and for dosage adjustment.
In 1955, Richard returned and this time the testis, which had been felt at the boy’s
last visit, was nowhere to be found. Wilkins wondered whether Richard might be a
female pseudohermaphrodite with congenital adrenal hyperplasia. The previous year’s
testis might have been an ‘inguinal lymph node’ and ‘in addition this boy’s phallus does
not seem to be as hypertrophied as most males with macrogenitosomia praecox due to
adrenal hyperplasia’. Wilkins thought it wise ‘to exclude’ this possibility ‘by means of
a study of the sex chromatin pattern in skin biopsy and by urethroscopic examination
to determine whether there might be a communicating vagina’. A Barr test for Richard
revealed an ‘apparently male pattern’.38 Dr Scott did a urethroscopic examination and
found no evidence of a vaginal pouch. Despite the chromosomal proof of sex, Wilkins
remained doubtful and at the next admission in the summer of 1956, Wilkins ordered
an exploratory laparotomy and another chromosomal sex test – with surprising results.
This time, the pattern was female and a Dr Rosenthal wrote that Richard ‘had buccal
mucosa smear this AM which revealed female sex chromosome pattern, so on [2 days
later] at 10 AM will have laparotomy to remove female gonads’. It had taken two years
for Wilkins and his colleagues to pinpoint Richard’s sex and in the end genetic sex
and the presence of a small uterus and ovaries – which now suddenly could be felt via
rectal exam – indicated female.
Trusting his experience with physical examination of CAH patients over gonadal
and chromosomal evidence, Wilkins had remained sceptical about Richard’s sex. Although genetically female, Richard had been raised as a boy, and on finding gonadal
and chromosomal proof of his female sex, Wilkins and his team stuck to their diagnosis of Richard as male. No discussion is found in the record of the implications of
ignoring the genetic sex of the child. The operating surgeon, Dr Howard Jones, simply
stated, ‘A routine total abdominal hysterectomy was then performed with excision of
both tubes and ovaries. The vaginal vault was closed . . . in the usual manner’. 39 The
post-operative diagnosis read: ‘congenital adrenal hyperplasia in a genetic female with
psychological sex of male’. For the physicians, psychological sex, or gender, and the
fact that Richard had already lived as a boy for the last seven years supported the
decision to keep him in the male sex. Once the decision was made, biological traces
of femininity were surgically removed.
Parents sometimes challenged physicians’ authority on matters of sex and gender.
Charles was born in the autumn of 1955 and ‘said to be a normal male infant at
birth’.40 From the beginning, he was a poor feeder, vomiting frequently and his parents
had ‘noted “for a long time” that his penis was larger than that of his brother at
similar age’. When Charles started growing pubic hair at the age of two, his parents
took him to the local physician, where a Barr test revealed a female pattern. When
he was admitted to the HLH in 1958, the emotional turmoil this announcement had
caused still resonated in the patient history the attending physician was taking: ‘The
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parents were told the findings, the diagnosis of congenital adrenal hyperplasia was
made, and it was recommended that the patient undergo plastic repair and be raised
as a female. Some family member objected to this approach and the pt [patient] was
referred here for further evaluation and Rx [prescription]’. At the clinic, Charles was
diagnosed with ‘congenital adrenal hyperplasia, female pseudohermaphrodite, salt
losing type’. The gynaecological examination revealed female reproductive organs
and another Barr test confirmed the female pattern. To solve the issue, the mother
met with Money, who was ‘of the opinion that this entire family is strongly oriented
in the direction of masculine gender for this patient’. Charles was only two-and-ahalf years old, and with the advent of cortisone treatment the recommendation would
have been to re-assign Charles as a girl.41 However, ‘the parents seem to feel rather
strongly about raising this child as a boy [their underlining]’. A few days later, Jones
removed fallopian tubes, ovaries and the uterus. Charles’s genitalia were consistently
referred to in terms of penis, phallus and scrotum from the first day, though the
anaesthesia record reads ‘Diagnosis and operation: Female pseudohermaphroditism
due to congenital adrenal hyperplasia’. At the top of the page, where the patient’s sex
was noted, F for Female was circled, crossed out and M for male was circled.
As the case records show, knowing a patient’s sex for certain was a contentious
task, which depended on the available medical technology and techniques as much
as on the physician’s experience of the specific condition and the manifold ways
‘sex’ presented itself to the observer. Even in the face of gonadal and chromosomal
‘evidence’ of a child’s sex, Wilkins, who by the mid-1950s had observed eighty cases
of CAH – sixty female and twenty male patients – relied on his experience.42 However,
even if sex had finally been pinned down according to a chosen category – increasingly
a genetic one – it often did not make sense to the parents and the physicians in the face
of contradictory somatic and social variables.
Treatment

Wilkins and his team addressed treatment in two stages: immediate interventions and
long-term management of a chronic adrenal disorder. When Andy/Ann came to the
clinic, once the diagnosis of congenital adrenal hyperplasia was confirmed, the treating
physicians had a twofold concern. The first was to control the salt loss: ‘Obviously
control of her electrolyte abnormality was the most important and primary object’.43
The physicians immediately placed Andy/Ann on a special diet with extra salt. The
next step was finding the right dosage of cortisone and to make sure the treatment
would be continued after the child left the hospital. By 1955, Wilkins had established
a therapeutic cortisone protocol, which had to be adjusted individually to each patient
and – like insulin treatment – had to be monitored and evaluated.44 Children therefore
faced long stays in the clinic during which Wilkins and his colleagues tried to find the
right level of cortisone that successfully suppressed the 17-KS level. Once the right
dosage was found, it was evaluated at least once a year. While Wilkins’s first concern
was the balancing of the metabolic disturbances caused by the adrenal hyperplasia, he
also wondered how to balance his patients’ contradictory sex variables.
Wilkins’s studies of how to efficiently and adequately treat with cortisone was,
from 1951 onwards, accompanied by Money’s and the Hampsons’ psychological evaluation of 105 intersex patients treated in the clinic, the biggest single group being CAH
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patients.45 Money and the Hampsons used the proliferation of sex to their advantage.
Comparing five biological categories – gonadal, hormonal and chromosomal sex, external genital morphology and internal accessory reproductive structures – and sex of
rearing with a person’s gender role, they concluded that in case of contradictions of
sex variables, a child’s gender role was most likely to be congruent with the sex it
had been raised in. Money specifically argued against the old gold standard of sex
assignment, gonadal sex, and against the newly emerging biological determinant, sex
chromosomes. During the study, a group of patients previously thought to be females
with delayed development was identified to be chromosomally male. Money and the
Hampsons stressed that these patients who had been uniformly reared as girls ‘in
all respects . . . fulfilled the cultural and psychological expectations of femininity so
completely that it was, in each instance, impossible to envisage the person as a boy
or man’.46 The newly achieved accessibility of chromosomal sex strengthened their
argument that chromosomes did not determine gender role.
The first two publications were both focused on patients with hyperadrenocorticism and the specific therapeutic and psychological problems of CAH patients:
‘hermaphroditism in the females, and virilising precocity in both males and females’.47
Untreated adult female CAH patients, they argued, had adapted to the sex they had
been raised in: if raised female they identified as women, despite ‘virilised’ bodies;
if raised male, they identified as men, despite female sex chromosomes and gonads.
Money also discussed at length another psychological problem specific to CAH: children with CAH were precocious and looked much older than they actually were, raising
expectations they could not meet – a problem which was addressed at every visit of
the patients.48
At the time of Money’s study, most CAH children who came into the hospital
already had a sex picked by their parents and/or local physicians. Wilkins and his team
wondered whether to change an existing sex assignment now that cortisone would
arrest the ‘virilising’ effects of the androgens. This ad hoc approach eventually turned
into rigid treatment guidelines to assign sex early – ideally, before the age of two and a
half years – and to rid the body of all visible contradiction, so that gender role could
be acquired without disturbances.49 Implementation of the protocols was facilitated
by their integration into the literature; they also filled a clinical vacuum providing a
systematic multi-stage treatment plan that privileged sex of rearing over biological
markers.50 Next most important were the child’s genitals and whether they could be
adapted to the chosen sex so that the child could grow into its gender role without
facing any somatic contradictions.
As Bernice Hausman has shown, Money’s and the Hampsons’ work represents
a gradual shift away from a person’s ‘true sex’ towards the idea of the ‘best sex’,
in the context of genital morphology and psychological make-up.51 Money’s concept
of gender role, I argue, made this move possible because as a category it was more
fixed than the unstable bodies the practitioners were dealing with. Though I agree
with Hausman that this move was enabled by newly developed medical technologies,
the study’s results emerged out of the specific context of the introduction of cortisone
therapy for CAH. Cortisone worked beyond the usual surgical intervention targeting
the underlying condition. Checking the androgens in CAH girls ‘(re-)feminised’ their
overall appearance and promoted breast growth and menstruation. It also arrested and
reversed the problematic premature growth and disturbances in salt metabolism in
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both CAH girls and boys. Money’s and the Hampsons’ results balanced the dreaded
plasticity of the hermaphroditic body through the introduction of a more rigid category:
gender role.
CAH, as defined by Wilkins, is determined biologically as much as it is culturally. Definitions of ‘disease’ are always the effect of pathology as well as of the
social meaning they acquire in their historical context. Concepts of the body, medical
technologies, clinical traditions, material conditions in the laboratory and clinic, and
cultural notions of masculinity and femininity form a framework within which CAH
became a seemingly purely natural disease entity. The pathological definition of CAH
was hyperplasia of the adrenal cortex, and Wilkins treated the multiple effects of the
adrenal pathology as a comprehensive cluster of symptoms. Since he defined CAH as
a specific endocrinological disorder, ‘ambiguous sex or genitals’ could be treated as
simply one effect of CAH and gender role became part of the treatment regime.
Wilkins and his team attempted to control and if possible reverse the presenting
symptoms of CAH such as virilisation and precocity, especially precocious growth
in children of both sexes which made them appear much older than they actually
were and eventually led to a premature arrestment of bone growth. To be sure, in this
context excessive ‘virilisation’ was never a good thing, but for Wilkins the degree
of intervention depended on the prescribed sex. In female CAH patients raised as
girls, the prescribed goal of the physicians was to completely check all effects of
excessive androgen through cortisone therapy and surgery. In CAH girls raised as
boys, cortisone therapy was often reduced or supplemented with testosterone to get
adequate virilisation, though carefully balanced so that growth would not be arrested
prematurely. In CAH boys, who looked sexually mature beyond their age, cortisone
therapy was aimed to arrest precocious virilisation and sexual development. Both
genital symptoms caused a great amount of anxiety in physicians and parents who
inquired and worried about erections and masturbation.
In boys, Wilkins and parents hoped that cortisone would arrest their ‘precocious’
sexual behaviour. Robert for example – a very precocious six-year-old with CAH –
was referred to Wilkins in 1949.52 His mother, during his stay at Hopkins, came to see
the medical social worker ‘in great distress’. Robert ‘had been having erections both
during day and night’; these erections were reported to be ‘painful’ and kept him ‘from
sleeping’; they were ‘also very noticeable’. The boy also masturbated frequently and
his mother hoped that some ‘hormonal’ treatment would put an end to his behaviour.
Wilkins also arranged a psychological evaluation for the child. Throughout the records,
children’s sexuality caused a high level of anxiety in parents, especially as they feared
psychological problems.
In girls, special attention was paid to the enlarged clitoris, and surgical reduction or
amputation was the usual intervention. Surgeons at Hopkins performed clitorectomies
on CAH children who were raised as girls, a procedure that was neither discussed nor
questioned in the patient records.53 In the sixteen cases in my sample where ‘enlarged
clitoris’ was listed as one of the complaints, surgeons performed a clitorectomy at
the earliest possible time after admission on all but one patient. Hopkins seemed to
have had an already existing tradition of clitorectomies that persisted through the
introduction of cortisone and Money’s gender concept.54
As with boys, a major concern for physicians and parents was frequent erections
of large clitorises and masturbation. Physicians regularly inquired after such behaviour
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and often parents addressed it themselves. This resonates with a longer medical tradition
to cure masturbation (and insanity) through clitoral surgery.55 At the Hopkins clinic,
this tradition was combined with the social concern that psychological difficulties
might arise from growing up as a girl with an enlarged clitoris or phallus; it would
raise doubts concerning her sex and trouble her gender role. Psychological adjustment
justified depriving ‘a patient of what some authorities have declared the most significant
erotic zone in the female’.56 Again, the body was thought to be more flexible than a
child’s gender role. Clearly, an enlarged clitoris initially was more upsetting to parents
and physicians than to the children themselves.57
Management

Cortisone was not a cure, but part of a life-long management strategy for a chronic
condition. In his study of another chronic disease, diabetes, the historian and paediatrician Chris Feudtner has shown that insulin transformed this disease from acute to
chronic with ironic results. While insulin was a virtual lifesaver, to live day by day
with a chronic condition transformed all aspects of a person’s life.58 The patient’s
life was constantly observed through the prism of his or her condition, and effective
treatment translated into the living of a ‘normal’ life.59 However, ‘disease’ as defined
by medicine, and ‘illness’ as experienced by patients and their family often come to
carry radical different meanings.60 CAH treatment meant life-long management of
the cortisone dosage and its effects as well as surgical adjustment of the child’s body
and psychological evaluation of its development. Considerable work was invested into
effecting a ‘normal’ gender identity that fit the contemporary (heterosexual) standard
of male and female.61
Children came in yearly, for evaluations and re-adjustments of cortisone dosage.
During these sessions, behaviour and adaptation of gender role was evaluated and
measured as well. Over the course of four years, Ann (née Andy) was admitted three
more times for study and adjustment of the cortisone dosage as well as for surgery.62
Her stays always followed the same procedure applied to all patients in my sample:
a patient history, usually taken from the parents; physical examination, with special
attention to genitals and growth; an ad hoc assessment of behavioural adjustment;
impression of feminine or masculine appearance and of gender role; blood and urine
tests; x-rays to assess osseous development; and sometimes psychological evaluation
including IQ tests. In the records, we find multiple assessments of Ann’s developmental
stage, accounts of her growth, mental abilities and general ‘social adjustment’ side by
side with measurements of her gender role. ‘She has a rare clitoral erection’ and ‘a 24h
attack of vomiting’; ‘she is still considered smarter than her other playmates. She has
ridden a tricycle for 11 / 2 year. She has been looking forward to hospitalisation and to
seeing Dr Wilkins’. She is ‘a happy, active, likeable child. Her shortness and round face
give her an appearance very similar to her father’. ‘She is more quick witted than the
usual and her social adjustment is superior’. Gender assessment here is folded neatly
into general assessment of development, sexuality and psychological adjustment.
Ann’s record ends in 1959, eight years after her first admittance. Other patients
came to the clinic for twenty years and longer. The social aspects of medical intervention become increasingly visible in the practice around the life-long management of
the condition. The communication between physicians and parents and later between
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physicians and patients reveals the integration of medical and social concerns. Physicians asked about the child’s behaviour in kindergarten, in school and in college, they
inquired about grades, dating and summer camp. The level of social integration was
discussed even more when children grew into adults; the doctors checked endlessly
whether the patients behaved according to their assigned sex and also whether they
looked sufficiently male or female. Gender was always foregrounded, especially in
those cases where contradictions between sex of rearing and one or more biological
variable sex existed.
Richard, who despite his chromosomal female sex remained a boy, returned to
the clinic four more times until 1964 and his body and behaviour were observed for
signs of maleness and femaleness.63 The treating physician described him as a ‘large,
somewhat clumsy male child appearing well’ whose ‘well proportioned hips have
contours somewhat female in type with no deformity’. Dutifully reporting his progress
in letters to the physicians, his mother wrote in 1960, ‘He is all boy now, well adjusted
with his playmates and will be in the 6th grade when he passes this June’. The treating
physician commented, ‘this patient is actually a female who has been ovariectomised’
and wondered how best to balance the continuation of the cortisone treatment (to avoid
precocious growth) and giving him testosterone for masculinisation. Four years later,
the mother again confirmed her assessment of Richard’s gender, by writing to the
physicians, ‘with exception of his height, he is an average boy of 15 years’. What is
striking here is the mantra of gender, the reiteration of gender and sex that became
a self-fulfilling prophecy.64 Correct gender role was folded into the management of
CAH as one aspect of successful treatment. For Wilkins and his team, gender role was
on a long list of physical and psychological markers to be checked in the process of
normalisation.
The main proclaimed treatment/management goal of the physician was to make
the patients into what they perceived as psychologically well-adjusted and functional,
clearly gendered men and women that could ‘live a normal life’. For the physicians
this meant to fit in socially, to be accepted as boy or girl, as man or woman, to
succeed in chosen education or profession, to be happy and cooperative, to date and
to get married. Deviation in gender role was marked down in the records in the
same manner as elevated 17-KS levels. Gender role was measured by assessment of
the child’s behaviour during examination and by psychological interviews and tests. In
the case of Carol, a patient who was first seen by Wilkins in 1941, long before cortisone
treatment, Wilkins had been resigned to the increasing virilisation of CAH girls; he
had told her mother that she would never marry.65 Indeed, before cortisone, Wilkins
had thought girls with CAH doomed to progressive virilisation and even suggested that
in some cases they would be better off being raised as boys.66 Carol’s behaviour over
the years was noted and closely followed during each admission as Wilkins and his
colleagues assessed her appearance and her performance. In 1944, they wrote, ‘She is
a very bright, active, precocious child. Appears quite intelligent. Her appearance and
actions seems to be quite feminine’. The following year Wilkins thought she had a
‘very feminine appearance’. In 1946, he was worried that the ‘child continues to grow
and virilise at a rapid rate’ but in his ‘opinion the patient is not abnormal in her sexual
interests and curiosity’. The question of sexual normality had come up because of ‘the
neighbourhood problem’ – Carol’s condition had put her at the centre of ‘much sexual
attention’ by little boys. ‘One of the neighbours has called on the mother to get more
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detailed information about [Carol]’s condition,’ Wilkins wrote and advised the parents
to move.
Wilkins assessed Carol’s gender on every visit, noting in 1948 that she was a
‘tomboy’ and that ‘she still will p[l]ay as easily with boys’ toys as with girls, which
causes her mother some concern’. ‘The child in general,’ he wrote, ‘is hyperactive,
rough in her play and has a rather deep voice’. Again, somatic effects of CAH (deep
voice) were paired with assessments of behaviour and demeanour. After Carol was
put on cortisone in 1950, the gender measurements became more consistent. Her 17KS values were falling and Wilkins remarked ‘there were no changes on physical
examination’. However, ‘her mother thought she was much less boisterous and more
feminine in her actions but this could be reasonably ascribed to her long hospitalisation
and its attendant benefits in the way of good discipline and mental hygiene’. The
perceived behaviour change was of only short time, her mother thought that after her
first bout of treatment ‘she was more feminine in behaviour for a while but later became
boyish again’.
Gendered behaviour was rarely detailed or evaluated; a child just behaved like a
boy or a girl. It was measured by cultural tropes of gender and heterosexuality. Carol
now had ‘a boyfriend’, Wilkins noted in 1954, ‘who took her to a ball last night’. Two
years later, she came to the examination ‘wearing high heels and acting quite grown
up’ – all markers of a ‘normal’ female gender role in the 1950s. Cortisone and gender
role made the goal of a ‘normal life’ possible, which was structured by physicians’,
parents’ and often patients’ belief in the existence of only two sexes, male and female.
The management of the multiple aspects of CAH was intertwined with all aspects of the patients’ lives. Physicians and parents alike were concerned about the
psychological adjustment of CAH children. While this was connected to the perceived
‘problematic’ sexual status of the children, it was also an effect of problems caused
by patients living with a chronic condition. Again, this treatment goal was concerned
with but not limited to sex. It also included social problems arising from CAH children
looking ‘different’ not just sexually. Children with CAH looked much older than their
chronological age, thus raising a set of social and intellectual expectations they could
not fulfil. For CAH patients themselves and their parents, being healthy often meant
not having any of the signs of visible difference, including height, auxiliary hair, acne,
male baldness and masculine features in girls, weight – cortisone often led to obesity –
and skin pigmentation. In complicated ways, some of these signs were connected to
sex. But being healthy was always also about being able to function in the world.
Conclusion

Using patient records from the clinic of paediatric endocrinology where Money and
the Hampsons coined the term ‘gender role’ and Wilkins introduced cortisone as
a treatment for CAH girls, I have described the process of normalisation around
the diagnosis, treatment and management of what physicians defined as a specific
endocrinological pathology. My sources suggest that diagnosing and assigning sex at
the clinic in the 1950s was sometimes a long and contentious enterprise as Wilkins
and his team struggled to pinpoint sex. Furthermore, in one of two cases of CAH girls
being raised as boys, it was the parents who insisted that their child was a boy and kept
her, with the psychological sanctus of John Money, in the male sex.67 Treatment and
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management of CAH at the clinic was an enduring process that included quick medical
interventions in the case of severe salt-wasting CAH and a life-long management of
what was perceived as a chronic adrenal disorder. Physical development and hormonal
levels, psychological adjustment and healthiness, and sexual appearance and gender
role were checked and controlled in yearly evaluations. This way, finding and adjusting
to the optimal gender role was folded into the management of CAH as one aspect of
successful treatment. It was on a long list of physical and psychological markers to be
checked in the process of normalisation.
Clearly, CAH’s sexual symptoms, such as ‘virilised’ genitals in girls and precocious genitals in boys, caused anxieties in parents and physicians. Medical/surgical
intervention provided a solution to a social problem of ambiguous or precocious sex.
It seemed easier to fix ambiguous bodies than rigid gender roles, which would become
imprinted during the child’s early years. Nevertheless, Wilkins and his team defined
CAH as a complex endocrinological disorder caused by adrenal hyperplasia affecting
the whole development of children of both sexes. They considered its sexual symptoms
in conjunction with other the somatic effects of the adrenal hyperplasia. Physicians’
and parents’ main treatment goal became for their children to lead a ‘normal’ life –
that is a life unhindered by what was defined as a chronic endocrinological condition.
This goal was structured by the highly normative sexual roles of the 1950s as much
as by the actual underlying adrenal pathology. Normalisation was a process in which
treating somatic effects and assuring psychological healthiness were deeply enmeshed
in the conviction that a normal life was only possible as a clearly gendered and sexed
person.
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‘A Certain Amount of Prudishness’:
Nudist Magazines and the Liberalisation
of American Obscenity Law, 1947–58
Brian Hoffman

In March 1947, the United States Post Office seized Sunshine and Health (S&H)
from the mail in Chicago, New York, Philadelphia and several cities in Ohio. The
coordinated action by local post offices across the country signalled an unprecedented
effort to remove the flagship nudist magazine from the mail. While officials had long
tolerated nudist representations that resembled the young attractive Vargas Girls of
Esquire or the nude female centrefolds in Playboy, they objected to the recent effort
by the magazine to show the genitalia of naked men, women and children as well
as a range of body types not normally revealed in commercial publications. Officials
asserted that permitting the magazine unrestricted access to American homes would
be tantamount to accepting the ‘rights of all kinds of pornography’ to use the ‘mails
to destroy public morals’.1 Facing ‘complete financial ruin’, but unwilling to censor
its images, the editors of S&H declared the looming court battle a ‘challenge to every
nudist, to every reader of this page, to every lover of freedom’.2 The legal debates that
erupted around nudist magazines in 1947 and culminated in the US Supreme Court’s
decision in 1958 to stop the Post Office’s censorship of S&H redefined what constituted
obscenity in the United States.
A legal history of nudism provides valuable insight into the long-running debate
over what could be seen, displayed and consumed in the United States. In the twentieth
century, a modern obscenity regime emerged that rejected the moral absolutism of
the nineteenth century, but policed the moral boundaries of what John D’Emilio and
Estelle Freedman termed ‘sexual liberalism’.3 The growing social, cultural and legal
tolerance of heterosexual pleasure in American society, historians have argued, depended on the exclusion of threatening, violent or deviant forms of sex. Once-reviled
material such as birth-control pamphlets, literature dealing with sexual themes and
titillating men’s magazines gained reprieve in the early 1930s with court rulings that
protected material with literary or scholarly merit.4 Yet depictions of homosexuality,
films dealing with interracial sex and burlesque shows that catered to male audiences
endured greater scrutiny and suppression as the courts continued to use repressive
nineteenth-century laws or subjective community standards to exclude materials that
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challenged heteronormativity.5 An analysis of the legal battles over the decency of
nudist magazines shows that this modern obscenity regime quickly broke down as
judges and juries found it increasingly difficult to disentangle so-called deviant material from examples of morally acceptable heterosexual display and behaviour. The
variety of content included in S&H allowed for multiple readings and appealed to a variety of sexual identities. The magazine showed uncensored genitalia, non-white bodies
and an assortment of body types that communicated the therapeutic and recreational
orientation of nudism while also appealing to men and women of all sexualities. The
nudist movement’s struggle to negotiate the respectable and illicit in its flagship magazine created a ‘grey area’ in American obscenity law that precipitated the explosion
of ‘all kinds of pornography’ in the last decades of the twentieth century.
The nudist movement considered the defeat of longstanding American obscenity
laws essential to ensuring the physical and moral health of its members as well as the
future stability of the movement. Nudism promoted therapeutic principles that directly
challenged American assumptions that linked the body with shame and immorality.
Nudists believed that knowledge of and familiarity with the body were essential to
both physical and mental health. Recreational social nudity improved bone growth
and prevented sickness by maximising the production of Vitamin D. It also served
a hygienic purpose by removing clothing that blocked the excretory functions of the
skin, collected sweat and restricted free-flowing movement by clinging to the body.
In addition, going naked in front of the opposite sex satisfied the ‘natural’ curiosity to
see and know about the body, promoted a ‘wholesome’ way of thinking and ultimately
strengthened the relations between men and women.6 Efforts to censor and conceal the
body from public view, according to nudists, resulted in illicit behaviours and thoughts
that prevented men and women from receiving the therapeutic benefits that came from
exposing the body to the fresh air and sun.
The nudist movement’s effort to redefine nakedness as healthy and wholesome
also exposed the racial assumptions that shaped the boundaries of sexual expression
in mid-century America. Nudist leaders mobilised a discourse of racial liberalism to
promote sexual liberalisation. In their legal battles with the Post Office, nudist advocates
argued that American obscenity law discriminated against white nudist representations
when censors permitted the display of non-white naked bodies in magazines like the
National Geographic or in anthropological documentary films. The racial liberalism
used by nudist leaders in the courtroom, however, failed to resonate with many members
who felt threatened by the ‘sexually promiscuous’ African American woman and the
violent male African American ‘sexual predator’.7 The racial arguments made by
nudist leaders proved to be ineffective in a society, and a movement, still divided along
lines of race.
The anti-communist politics of the Cold War made the defence of S&H attractive to
the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) because the nudist movement advocated
natural healing rather than radical politics. The institution of the Federal Loyalty
Program on 21 March 1947 along with the sensational trials of suspected Soviet
spies and political radicals made the ACLU vulnerable to anti-communist attacks
from organisations such as the American Legion. To avoid controversy and political
persecution, moderate ACLU leaders like Roger Baldwin and Morris Ernst shifted the
organisation’s focus away from the defence of political radicals to an agenda centred on
civil rights, the separation of church and state and the issue of censorship.8 Yet the vocal
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resistance to public forms of sexuality in mid-century America also made the defence of
S&H a risky proposition. Several leaders within the organisation feared that an extreme
position in favour of sexual expression would produce adverse reactions from hostile
local community groups. As a result, the ACLU followed the path of respectability
that many other organisations and individuals deployed to publicly address issues of
sexuality in post-war America.9 Although legal absolutists and nudists demanded that
all forms of sexual display be protected under the first amendment, the moderate
leadership of the ACLU used the therapeutic principles that defined American nudism
to avoid the issue of communism and to distance S&H from commercial sexual display.
The attempts by the ACLU to distinguish between good and bad representations of
sex ultimately exposed the inability of the courts to maintain the contradictions of
twentieth-century sexual liberalism.
‘Sunshine and Health’

Organised nudism burst onto the American scene in the early 1930s through a series of
illustrated books that detailed the authors’ experiences visiting German nudist parks.
Nudism first emerged in Europe at the beginning of the twentieth century as part of
the German life reform movement (Lebensreform Bewegung) that advocated a return
to the ‘genuine forces of life through vegetarianism, anti-alcoholism, nature healing,
land reform and the advocacy of garden cities’.10 After Germany’s defeat in the First
World War, nudism became increasingly popular as a way to strengthen the race and
regenerate the nation.11 The growing popularity of the German nudist movement likely
caught the attention of American publishing companies in desperate need of profitable
books during the Great Depression. Alfred A. Knopf, a press known for printing
leading European and American literary trends, and Garden City Publishing Company,
a division of Doubleday Books, published a series of books introducing the practice
of nudism as well as the movement’s therapeutic principles and moral philosophy.
Avoiding censorship with distant pictures displaying small naked figures, Maurice
Parmelee’s Nudism in Modern Life (1931), Frances and Mason Merrill’s Among the
Nudists (1931) and Nudism Comes to America (1932) and Jan Gay’s On Going Naked
(1932) sold several editions and generated a great deal of interest in nudism in the
United States.12 Individuals, couples and groups began to organise meetings in urban
gymnasiums and on isolated country farms across the nation.
The many books published on nudism in the early 1930s generated enthusiasm
among immigrants who had participated in German nudism, health enthusiasts and sex
reformers, but they provided very little information about how and where nudism might
be practised in the United States. The need to communicate to groups and individuals
scattered across large geographical spaces led the Reverend Ilsley Boone, a Baptist
minister trained in theology at Brown University, to establish a monthly magazine
dedicated to nudism. Boone began participating in nudism in 1929 as a member
of Kurt Barthal’s American League for Physical Culture, one of the earliest nudist
organisations in the United States, and quickly became an avid proponent of organised
social nudity. In 1933, Boone, who served as the editor of Missions, the National Organ
of the Baptist Church, began publishing The Nudist to carry out the goals and principles
of his International Nudist Conference (INC).13 Boone established the INC to place
the ‘experience of each group at the disposal of all’, to campaign for the ‘formation
of an informed and understanding public opinion’, and to aid in legal and legislative
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problems facing nudist groups.14 The monthly magazine, distributed through the mail
and sold on newsstands around the country, published numerous articles, editorials
and commentaries that introduced the philosophy and ideals of nudism to readers and
provided information about an emerging network of nudist clubs. A ‘letters to the
editor’ section also fostered a sense of community through the regular presentation of
readers’ thoughts and opinions from around the country. Through the INC and The
Nudist, Boone transformed nudism into a distinctly American phenomenon defined by
health, sexual expression and recreation.
Although The Nudist provided crucial information for individuals interested in
nudism, sales of the flagship nudist magazine far exceeded the total membership of
the movement. Featuring numerous pictures on large glossy pages, the inaugural May
1933 issue sold 10,000 copies and the following month the magazine increased its
readership five-fold to 50,000. Over the next few years, sales of the 25 cent magazine
ranged between 40,000 and 100,000 a month. Of these, 6,000 to 8,000 went directly to
mail subscribers, while newsstands distributed the other 30,000 to 60,000 issues.15 The
large number of copies sold on newsstands especially signalled the availability of the
magazine to a wider audience interested in sexual display. At the fifth annual meeting
of the INC held in 1936, several leaders bemoaned the fact that many ‘burlesque theatre
managers, night club troupes, disorderly road houses and exposition side shows’ used
the terms ‘nudist’ and ‘nudism’ to ‘further their own business enterprise in the field
of commercialized pornography’. The findings committee then recommended that the
organisation and its flagship magazine change its name to avoid associations with
‘morbid and burlesque types of nakedness’.16 To promote the movement’s emphasis
on health and recreation, nudists adopted the new moniker American Sunbathing
Association (ASA) to represent the national organisation and renamed The Nudist
as Sunshine and Health (S&H). The renaming of the organisation and its magazine
revealed that many readers saw S&H as another form of pornography.
The editor’s effort to define the images in S&H as healthy and respectable appealed
to readers who feared the social consequences of purchasing explicit pornography.
Boone asserted that the numerous photographs dotting almost every page of S&H –
whether as full-page inserts, as illustrations for specific articles, or in two-page monthly
collages that brought together dozens of snapshots – exhibited the physical benefits that
came from going naked and promoted the recreational activities of nudist camps. The
images showed naked men, women and children – of all body shapes and sizes – playing
volleyball, swimming, participating in group calisthenics, practising archery, taking a
short hike or just sunbathing. Although Boone conceded that there was ‘sex content to
the illustrations . . . which appear in nudist magazines and books’, he maintained that
this content did not constitute obscenity. Only material that conveyed ‘sexual impurity’,
such as publications designed to ‘incite lust, suggest impure and libidinous thoughts,
be offensive to chastity, pander to the prurient taste’, should be considered obscene.
The ‘sex frankness’ of the magazine, according to Boone, ‘removes them [issues of
S&H] at once from every vestige of suspicion that they are designed for any ulterior,
base or unworthy purpose’.17
The immediate need to reach readers, however, forced Boone and the American
nudist movement to compromise its commitment to sexual expression. In 1933, hoping
to avoid costly delays and legal troubles, Boone submitted the first four issues of his
magazine to the New York Society for the Suppression of Vice (NYSSV). Beginning
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in 1873, federal legislation gave Anthony Comstock, the head of the NYSSV, the
power to remove from the mail any ‘obscene book, pamphlet, picture, print, or other
publication of a vulgar and indecent character’.18 Under the so-called Comstock Law,
postal officials seized birth-control information, literature dealing with sexually explicit
themes such as adultery and homosexuality, and images of the naked body. Throughout
the first decades of the twentieth century, however, sex radicals, birth-control advocates
and free speech proponents attacked the agency for denying adults access to legitimate
materials because they might influence young or vulnerable readers. John Sumner, who
assumed leadership of the NYSSV after Anthony Comstock’s death in 1915, attempted
to restore the authority of the infamous vice institution by recasting the agency as less
prudish and puritanical. Rather than condemn S&H outright, he found the magazine
to be ‘non-violative [sic] of the statute [Comstock Law]’ as long as it did not display
‘genitalia and pubic hair’.19 Boone preferred to show the entire body but he lacked the
financial resources and public support necessary to contest Sumner’s criteria. For the
next decade, he reluctantly removed the genitalia of men and women from the pages
of S&H.
The censorship of genitalia severely restricted the types of pictures that could be
used in S&H. The editors preferred to avoid airbrushing or scratching out the pubic
area of men and women. This not only looked grotesque (see Figure 1), but, in direct
opposition to nudist principles, communicated shame and scorn for the natural body.
Instead, they relied heavily on posed images that hid the pubic area but still appeared
natural. In requesting pictures from readers, the magazine’s editors discouraged snapshots that seem to ‘call undue attention’ to the pubic area such as ‘full front views’.20
Instead, they asked photographers to send in pictures using ‘front quarter views and
semi-side views’ in order to ‘produce a 100 percent nudist picture to which no adverse
criticism can be brought’.21 The magazine also relied on action pictures that were
‘usually distant enough to enable Mrs Grundy to look at them without passing out’.22
Using images that censored genitals and displayed awkwardly posed bodies, Boone
gained access to the United States postal system and established S&H as the voice of
the American nudist movement.
A policy of self-censorship persisted until the Second World War threatened to end
organised nudism in the United States. The war disrupted the growth of the movement
when it forced individual camp owners as well as national leaders into combat, or
to relocate for wartime employment.23 In addition, the ‘necessary rationing of tires
and gas’ limited travel and vacationing opportunities across the country and reduced
‘regular attendance to a minimum’ at many camps.24 The growth of S&H leading up to
the war offered a way for the struggling movement to support itself financially despite
rationing and war mobilisation efforts. The ‘educational and scientific’ appearance
and content of nudist magazines complemented Second World War military policies
that attempted to satiate soldiers’ sexual appetites with respectable female companions,
rather than prostitutes who, in the First World War, were blamed for spreading venereal
disease and undermining troop morale.25 The numerous articles dedicated to explaining
nudism as a health movement and even the many pictures featuring awkwardly posed
bodies or censored genitalia defined S&H as a harmless, perhaps even as a respectable,
way for troops to see naked male and female bodies. In the September 1944 issue, the
editors of S&H reported that ‘several commanding officers’ endorsed the publication’s
‘shipment to their commands abroad’ and ‘certified that nudist publications were in
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Figure 1: The Nudist, and later Sunshine and Health, airbrushed the genitalia of men and women
from many of its pictures to ensure the magazine would be sold on newsstands and delivered through
the United States postal system. The February 1934 cover of The Nudist reprinted with the permission
of Courtney Bischoff.
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Figure 2: During the Second World War, the editors of Sunshine and Health
changed the magazine’s appearance to appeal to the sexual desires of heterosexual
American soldiers. Page 3 of the May 1944 issue of Sunshine and Health reprinted
with the permission of Courtney Bischoff.

the interests of the morale of the forces’.26 To support its struggling clubs and maintain
its organisation during the Second World War, nudist leaders began to accentuate the
erotic appeal of S&H by transforming the flagship nudist magazine to appeal to men
of all sexualities.
To attract the American soldier, the images, content and style of S&H changed
dramatically. Prior to the war, covers emphasised nature, communicated recreational
activity through distinctly un-erotic movements and featured family groups that included men, women and children of all body types. During and after the Second
World War, the editors began experimenting with ‘full color, duotones, combination of
line cut and half tone, crayon reproduction, water colors and oil paintings’ on covers
that almost exclusively featured voluptuous topless women in suggestive poses.27 The
March 1947 issue, for example, featured a crayon sketch of a full breasted smiling
woman with windblown hair from the chest up.28 The editors also began highlighting
its ‘Letters from Men Far Afield’ section with the silhouette of a naked woman leaning
against a globe and standing in front of a large image of the letter V (see Figure 2).29
The silhouette made little effort to mute the eroticism of the female body. It took the
shape of a reclining woman with hair back, nipples erect, arms open and awaiting the
embrace of a lover. The increasingly erotic images in S&H helped to allay public anxieties caused by the massive mobilisation of troops into sex-segregated environments
where men might experiment with homosexuality.30 Displaying more graphic images
than most pin-ups but under the guise of a health movement, S&H entertained troops
while still maintaining the appearance of respectability.
The sexual objectification of women on the covers of S&H protected readers in
search of male nudity and homoeroticism. Although very little homoerotic content
appeared in the magazine during the 1930s, the growth of homosexual communities
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Figure 3: Other images in Sunshine and Health strongly
resembled those in male physique magazines and probably
appealed to homosexual readers. Inside cover of the March
1948 issue of Sunshine and Health reprinted with the permission of Courtney Bischoff.

during the war resulted in images, articles and advertisements that appealed directly
and indirectly to a gay audience.31 Allen Ellenzweig noted that physique magazines
that had for a ‘half century been variously marketed to health cultists and ‘art appreciators . . . began more strongly than ever in the 1950s to target a specifically homosexual
audience’.32 Unlike male physique magazines though, the depiction of nudist activities
in S&H required the presence of both male and female bodies and shielded readers
from accusations of homosexuality. In between images of attractive women sunbathing,
children splashing in pools or mixed sexed groups playing volleyball, gay readers found
large attractive images of naked young, athletic and muscled men flexing for the camera
(see Figure 3). Readers might also find short homoerotic stories hidden amid the many
articles detailing the physical and mental benefits of nudism. In one short exposé titled,
‘A Nude Night in Normandy’, the magazine featured the romantic story of two male
soldiers determined to sleep naked in a bunker being heavily bombed by Nazi forces.
Alone and setting camp for the night, the two men planned to ‘take off all our clothes,
sleep in the nude above ground, and be really comfortable for a change’.33 With strong
homoerotic tones, the article then described how the two soldiers ‘crawled luxuriously
down between the blankets, snuggled up against each other, and prepared for a really
heavenly night’.34 The article alluded almost explicitly to a sexual encounter between
the two men only to have bombs interrupt the scene.
S&H also provided a space for homosexual readers to contact and communicate
with one another. In the back of each issue appeared numerous classified advertisements
offering private and confidential developing of uncensored ‘art photos’. Martin Meeker
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found that gay men who feared arrest under the Comstock Law often exchanged
nude images using terms like ‘physique photos’ or ‘athletic model photos’.35 One
advertisement for a ‘graduate masseur’ named Leo Lehman suggested that S&H ads
also used coded language like ‘body building’ and ‘Swedish Massage’ to signal either
a desire for photos, sexual contact or both. The advertisement, which began appearing
in the July 1942 issue of S&H and ran continuously for the next five years, also listed
an address that located him near a part of Los Angeles known by police as a ‘gay
pick-up ground’.36 Hidden behind covers of naked women, but placed next to images
of nude men, articles like a ‘Nude Night in Normandy’ along with subtle classified
advertisements revealed how S&H increasingly catered to a homosexual readership.
The growing eroticisation of male and female bodies during the war also caught the
attention of individuals who desired images of pre-pubescent and pubescent youth. For
nudists, the joy children exuded while going naked testified to the natural pleasures of
nudity freed from the unnecessary modern social conventions that linked the body with
shame. In addition, as will be discussed later in more detail, prior to the 1970s naked
images of minors, especially those that appeared to represent youth and innocence,
frequently evaded censorship laws.37 Free to display the naked child, the prominent
exhibition of youth in S&H attracted members who occasionally acted on their desires
for children’s bodies. In Rock Island, Illinois, Stanley MacWilliams, a single fiftytwo-year-old arms plant worker, resigned as the president of the Sunshine Club and
confessed to local authorities after a seven-year-old girl’s parents accused him of taking
‘indecent liberties with children’.38 In Yelm, Washington, nudist leaders quickly took
defensive measures to protect the movement when the police charged a member of the
Cobblestone Suntanners with ‘Carnal knowledge and having a 14-year old girl pose in
the nude for him’.39 The display of children’s bodies in S&H and the regular attendance
of children at nudist parks led to instances of cross-generational sex. Although the
magazine risked linking nudism to paedophilia, S&H continued to display images of
naked children as a way of representing the body as healthy and free of shame.
The effort to recruit African Americans into the movement during the Second
World War also threatened to erode the movement’s respectability. The war against
fascism as well as the migration of thousands of African Americans to urban centres
where they worked in war industries influenced nudist leaders to challenge the racial
divisions that structured American society and the nudist movement. Alois Knapp,
long-time owner of Zoro Nature Park in Roselawn, Indiana and 1943 President of
the ASA, called for nudists to have the ‘courage’ to accept people of all races into
the movement since the ‘blood of many of them [soldiers] mingles into one pool,
oozing out of the body of the white man, Negro, Indian, yellow man, brown man’.40
He asserted that nudists could not ‘seriously criticise the anti-social philosophy of our
enemies until we ourselves get the all human viewpoint’.41 The following year, the
editors of S&H published a series of articles by an African American veteran named
E. J. Samuels who had recently joined a nudist park with his wife in San Diego.
Samuels called on readers to accept African Americans at nudist parks, asserting:
‘now that you have removed your clothing it will be just as easy to remove racial
prejudices’.42 In 1951, Ebony magazine profiled the efforts of Mr and Mrs Samuels to
integrate American nudism as an eccentric example of racial progress.43
Despite the rhetoric of racial liberalism espoused by nudist leaders and presented
in S&H, many nudists considered the participation of African Americans at nudist clubs
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a sexual threat that might also undermine the movement’s respectability. The visible
and physical transgression of African American bodies into intimate white spaces, such
as the restrooms of wartime factories, public beaches or swimming pools, sparked the
staunchest resistance to desegregation in northern and southern white communities.44
Many nudists were also ‘fearful’ that the interaction of naked white and non-white
bodies would pose a physical threat to members and ‘considered any discussion of this
question as untimely’.45 One reader claimed that only a person with a ‘sinister object
in mind’ would want to bring other races into nudist camps.46 Urging fellow members
to ‘keep the nudist camps free from scandals’, he suggested that ‘separate camps for
Negro and separate camps for white [sic] can hurt no one’.47 The effort of nudist
leaders to encourage the participation of African Americans, despite the objections of
their own membership, revealed a strong commitment to question American attitudes
towards race and sex.
Boone hoped to maintain the recreational character of American nudism alongside
the erotic content in S&H by making his daughter, Margaret A. B. Pulis, head editor.
Also elected president of the ASA in 1948, Pulis, a mother, grandmother and an active
member of her local Parent Teacher Association, countered the growing perception
of nudism as a source of pornography and as a place to make sexual contacts with
other men or even children. Pulis encouraged female nudists to participate in their
local communities and to volunteer in organisations like ‘state Mental Hygiene Associations, the Boy Scouts, the Parent Teacher Association, the YMCA and YWCA’.
Here, members might contribute to ‘building a broader and wider understanding of
nudism in the minds of the general public’ while also demonstrating that ‘nudists
are nice people, willing workers, valued members of the community’.48 As editor of
S&H, Pulis included columns that took up the topics of pregnancy, childbirth, parenting, cooking, shopping and exercise. Articles sought to make the homemaker’s daily
routine a little easier or more enjoyable. Pulis’s own column, ‘Eat Healthy and Like
It’, listed recipes that ‘reduce the homemaker’s work’ and save the family money.49
‘Marge’s Mail Mart’ offered women advice on shopping and provided the option of
purchasing domestic products such as flexiclogs, potholders, knife holders, bathroom
tissue holders, matching his and her watches and a marriage medal, through the magazine.50 Although the voluptuous women that almost exclusively graced the covers of
S&H continued to appeal to male readers, many of the magazine’s pages also read like
a woman’s magazine.
The popularity of S&H among men and women of all sexualities during the
war period emboldened nudists to further challenge the boundaries of acceptable
representation. Readers had long voiced their disgust for the ‘mutilated pictures’ that
regularly appeared in S&H.51 Numerous letters to the editor called for the publication
to stop the practice, leaders within the movement felt it disgraced the natural body,52
and nudist photographers decried the omissions as unartistic.53 By the end of the war,
the establishment of a regular readership interested in practising nudism as well as
in consuming heterosexual and homoerotic visual display gave the editors of S&H
the public support and financial security necessary to stop censoring images in the
flagship nudist magazine. In the magazine’s first ten years, 1933 to 1943, very few
images of genitalia appeared in the nudist publication. In the next seven years, almost
370 images that included genitalia graced the pages of the magazine.54 Initially, the
publishers sneaked a glimpse of pubic hair into the magazine amid the many pictures
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that avoided or airbrushed the region. It then began using uncensored images of men
and women taken from a distance, gradually including pictures of women standing
and facing the camera completely uncensored, and, by the end of the war, violating
the taboo against showing close-up images of the male penis. The uncensored display
of male and female genitalia reflected the movement’s long-time goal to shamelessly
exhibit the naked body while also satisfying many of its readers’ desire for more
explicit erotica.
A prudish legal strategy

The transformation of S&H’s content and appearance during and after the war caught
the attention of the United States Post Office. In 1947, letter carriers began seizing the
magazine at various points of delivery around the nation. Boone immediately demanded
a hearing to determine the mailability of S&H and the Post Office appointed a trial
examiner to evaluate the decency of the flagship nudist magazine. At these hearings,
postal officials argued that the promotion of nudist principles in S&H concealed its
commercial appeal to both heterosexual and homosexual readers. Calvin Hassell,
who represented the Post Office, observed that with the ‘exception of an occasional
volleyball game and people gathered around a swimming pool’ the images showed
‘little activity – just naked people sitting or standing around’. He concluded that
‘without the nude pictures the publication would have little if any sales appeal’. Hassell
also targeted the subtle ways that homosexual men communicated with each other
through the magazine’s many classified advertisements. He believed the magazine
acted as a ‘clearinghouse for obscene matter’ because it provided readers ‘information
directly and indirectly’ about obtaining ‘obscene, lewd, lascivious and indecent matter’
in ‘blind advertisements’, ‘pen pal advertisements’ and ‘photo lab advertisements’.
Hassell singled out the ‘wording of the photo developing advertisements’ because he
suspected that homosexuals used coded language to make sexual contacts. He believed
advertisements for ‘nude art photos’ offering ‘confidential’ service and promising
readers that no pictures ‘would be altered or refused’ revealed the ‘intentions of the
advertisers’ to exchange photos more graphic than those displayed in the magazine. The
Post Office disregarded the mission of S&H and argued that the magazine constituted
pornography.
The ACLU saw S&H as the official publication of a social movement and considered the Post Office’s seizure of the magazine an attack on freedom of speech
and the press. Roger Baldwin, one of the central figures involved in the founding of
the ACLU and a moderate voice within the organisation, saw the defence of nudist
magazines as a way to avoid associations with communism during the Cold War.
Not wanting to link the ACLU to radical ideologies, Baldwin explained that he did
not ‘sponsor or endorse the beliefs of nudists’. Rather, he ‘supported their [nudists’]
right to pursue their health ideas’.55 He then devised a legal strategy that built on
the nudist movement’s contention that ‘commonplace nudity, far from stimulating
immorality . . . serves to diminish prurience’ and approached the seizure of S&H as
a ‘freedom of press issue . . . far different from that raised by a nude calendar or an
entertainment magazine’.56 Baldwin believed that ‘a certain amount of prudishness’
would remove the magazine from the ‘terms of the statutes and the court decisions
and thus free it in the mails’.57 To highlight the absence of commercial sexual display
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and the movement’s commitment to health and sexual frankness, Baldwin solicited the
opinion of several hundred expert witnesses including doctors, academics, publishers
and businessmen. He asked if they thought the images in S&H ‘incite the average
person to lustfulness or thought of sexual impurity’, and requested that the witnesses
compare these representations to the ‘lurid photographs in tabloid newspapers, and
suggestive advertisements and illustrations widely seen today’.58 Trying to distinguish
nudist magazines from pornography, Baldwin presented S&H as tame compared to the
racy images of tabloid newspapers.
Legal absolutists within the ACLU along with nudist leaders took issue with
Baldwin’s strategy to distance nudism from sexually explicit material. The Reverend
Ilsley Boone wanted a ‘definite gauge of obscenity as clear and distinct as a yard
stick’ that would end the ‘constant and unbearable litigation’.59 He believed that
tolerating the censorship of certain indecent materials would leave nudists vulnerable
to future censorship. Elmer Rice, a playwright and free speech activist in the ACLU,
objected to Baldwin’s strategy on different grounds. He feared that it set up standards of
‘propriety and impropriety’ when the ACLU should be striving to defeat all standards
of obscenity. He asserted that it was ‘completely out of line with ACLU policy’ to
tolerate the censorship of lustfulness. He did not like the ‘prudishness’ of this strategy
and urged him to approach the issue of free speech and press with the ‘same objectivity
that we do all others’.60
Boone employed a more confrontational approach that furthered the movement’s
commitment to sexual frankness and challenged the racial assumptions behind censorship. Although most Americans violently opposed the intimate interaction of black
and white bodies and many nudists voiced fears about admitting African Americans
into nudist clubs, Boone used images of the indigenous non-white body to argue that
the censorship policies of the Post Office discriminated against white nudist representations. When it seized the March 1947 issue of S&H, the Post Office announced a
policy that ‘the breasts of white women but not the breasts of coloured women’ should
be censored from the mail.61 The assumed illicit sexuality of non-white bodies had
long given licence to discussions and depictions of sex. According to Catherine Lutz
and Jane Collins, colonial racial assumptions combined with the National Geographic
Magazine’s scientific and literary prestige to make it one of the ‘few mass culture
venues where Americans could see women’s breasts’.62 In protest, Boone juxtaposed
the images of a white topless woman next to a similarly naked African American
woman and asserted that the National Geographic Magazine had ‘published thousands of breasts of coloured women without the slightest objection on the part of the
post office’ (see Figure 4).63 Boone explained in the African American newspaper
the New York Amsterdam News that he published the two photographs to ‘force a
showdown from the department’ that would ultimately free his magazine from the
obscenity statutes.64 Boone’s dramatic display of white and non-white bodies clashed
with Roger Baldwin’s effort to distinguish nudist images from commercial sexual
display.
‘It is ﬁlthy, it is foul, it is obscene’

The ACLU’s strategy to distance S&H from pornography initially proved successful
in the courts. Since 1947, the Post Office seized issues of S&H at random points of
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Figure 4: In a dramatic full page layout, the Reverend Ilsley Boone protested against the Post
Office’s policy that ‘the breasts of white women but not the breasts of colored women’ should
be censored from the mails. Pages 14 and 15 of the July 1947 issue of Sunshine and Health
reprinted with the permission of Courtney Bischoff.

delivery and relied on local hearings administered by its own trial examiners to avoid
formal legal proceedings with Boone. In several high-profile post-war congressional
hearings, Postmaster General Arthur Summerfield claimed that numerous children
received ‘pornographic filth in the family mailbox’, and in 1953 the local post office
in Mays Landing, New Jersey, where Boone published and distributed S&H, stopped
the mailing of the magazine at the point of origin.65 This action allowed Boone to
seek an injunction against the Post Office in the DC Circuit Court. At trial, Boone
and the ACLU argued that the pictures in S&H showed ‘people practicing nudism in
a normal and healthy environment and in the happy enjoyment of thoroughly innocent
activities’ and were the ‘antithesis of anything suggestive or pornographic’.66 On 23
June 1953, the majority of judges ruled that the magazines ‘were not likely to promote
lustful feelings or excite sexual passions’ and granted a permanent injunction blocking
the Post Office from seizing S&H from the mail.67 The Post Office feared that this
decision threatened to limit the powers that Congress granted it to censor materials
under the 1873 Comstock Act and immediately appealed the decision asserting that
the lower court ‘incorrectly substituted its own opinion for the determination of the
postmaster general’.68 Boone and the ACLU argued before the DC Circuit Court of
Appeals that the Post Office’s seizure of S&H constituted a ‘prior restraint upon the
freedom of the press’ and, as a result, violated the First and Fourth Amendments of
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the Constitution. On 16 December 1954, the majority of judges affirmed the lower
court’s injunction because the actions of the Post Office posed ‘grave constitutional
questions’.69 The New York Times announced the significance of the decision when it
declared in a headline: ‘Post Office Power as Censor Curbed’.70
The Post Office reacted to the DC Circuit Court of Appeals decision by immediately defying it. On 23 December 1954, two days before Christmas and only a week
after the DC Circuit Court of Appeals’ decision, the postmaster in Mays Landing
seized 400 copies of the 1955 February issue of S&H. Boone and the ACLU, confident
that the courts would once again rule in their favour and bolster the legal status of
S&H, filed a civil suit against the Post Office in the DC Circuit Court. Judge Kirkland,
who presided over the trial, saw the seizure of S&H as an issue of obscenity rather
than a challenge to the First or Fourth Amendments. Kirkland intended to establish
‘what is art on the one hand, pornography on the other; what is decent on the one hand
as what is indecent on the other’.71 Kirkland’s detailed written opinion provided the
legal precedent that the US Supreme Court would ultimately use to reshape modern
American obscenity law.
Kirkland rejected Boone’s argument that the nudist movement’s commitment to
sexual frankness legitimated the display of the naked body in S&H. He particularly
objected to images that attempted to represent the ‘normal, natural person and reveals
her as she was in fact’. One ‘unusual picture’ taken ‘within 12 feet of the camera’
displayed two women in their ‘late twenties or early thirties’, one of whom stood 5
foot 7 and weighed ‘in the neighbourhood of 250 pounds’, and who Kirkland described
as ‘exceedingly obese’ with ‘elephantine breasts that hang from her shoulder to her
waist’ and thighs which were also ‘very obese’ (see Figure 5). The effort to frankly
show a range of body types in S&H challenged the increasingly dominant preference
for the slender female body in the early twentieth century. The transition from the
moral maternalism of the Victorian period to a modern conception of womanhood
that emphasised sensuality and consumerism resulted, as historian Peter Stearns has
argued, in a ‘misogynist’ emphasis on the thin female form achieved through rigorous
dieting regimens designed to constrain the indulgences of the new woman.72 Judge
Kirkland, as a result, considered nudist representations that did not conform to the
idealised white slim female body to be indecent.
The February 1955 cover, conversely, did not warrant censorship despite displaying a woman wearing heels with wind blowing in her hair, smiling widely with her
chest pushed outwards, and positioned against a rocky grey background that made her
soft pale skin stand out (see Figure 6). Although the ACLU attempted to distinguish
S&H from similar examples of commercial sexual display, Kirkland saw no reason
to object to the photograph because it did not show the ‘pubic area and there is no
show of the genitalia by the angle at which the picture is shot’. He acknowledged
that the photographer used ‘shadowing on her chest’ to create the effect of a ‘bosom
larger by far than normal’ and saw that it was ‘shot at such an angle as to elongate
and make quite massive the breast as distinguished from the very small nipple’, but
he reasoned that the ‘plunging neckline has been accepted in the mores of the people’
and that the ‘revealing of the breast would not in itself be obscene’.73 According to
historian Joan Jacobs Brumberg, the breasts represented a ‘particular preoccupation of
Americans in the years after World War II’. Movie stars known for their bust line, like
Jayne Mansfield, Jane Russell and Marilyn Monroe, dominated the 1950s box office.74
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Figure 5: The effort to show frankly a range of body types in Sunshine and
Health challenged the increasingly dominant preference for the slender female
body. Page 29 of the February 1955 issue of Sunshine and Health reprinted with
the permission of Courtney Bischoff.

Similar naked female images in S&H that pleased the male heterosexual gaze posed
little threat to public decency.
Judge Kirkland also did not object to the exposure of the nude non-white body.
At trial, Boone again objected to obscenity laws that permitted the display of nonwhite naked bodies in publications like National Geographic and wondered if the
judicial system had ‘grown up enough’ not to ‘draw a distinction because the picture
happens to be of a white person rather than a Negro’.75 In response, the Post Office
asserted that ‘we are a clothed people’ and that the practices of indigenous people
in ‘Africa or some other foreign country in some other time is not the standard by
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Figure 6: Images of young svelte naked women did not draw the objections of Judge Kirkland.
Cover of the February 1955 issue of Sunshine and Health reprinted with the permission of
Courtney Bischoff.

which we should judge these pictures’.76 Judge Kirkland agreed with the Post Office
and rejected nudist attempts to make comparisons to a documentary film titled La
Tuka. Nudist attorneys argued that it should not make ‘any difference’ that the film
showed life in an African tribe rather than everyday Americans, only to have Judge
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Kirkland retort that ‘people . . . living on the tropical belts would not be relevant’.77 In
his final written decision, Judge Kirkland made the racial politics of obscenity clear
when he found nothing indecent about a ‘suggestive picture’ of what appeared to be a
‘woman of Mexican birth, a very dark complexioned woman’.78 Entrenched racial
stereotypes of non-white bodies as primitive, accessible and hyper-sexual permitted
the exhibition of the naked racial other. Since naked indigenous bodies probably
aroused audiences just as much as those in S&H, the racial arguments made by nudist
advocates did little to mute the magazine’s eroticism.
Kirkland, however, ruled unequivocally that any photographs that showed the
penis ‘obviously have no place even in illustrating the principles of nudism’.79 Judge
Kirkland probably considered the images of naked men to be directed towards gay
male readers since many so-called beefcake photos in the post-war period masked their
homoerotic content by embracing a rhetoric of health or bodybuilding that resembled
the nudist movement’s promotion of health and fitness.80 In addition, Thomas Waugh
has argued that since the nineteenth century the public has associated the ‘homosexual
artist’ and homoeroticism with the ‘representation of the male nude’.81 Recognising
this historic relationship, Kirkland described the ‘corona’ of the penis in one photo as
‘clearly discernable’ to the point that one can see that the ‘man is circumcised’ and,
despite the very small size of the man in the photo, he strongly condemned the image,
decrying: ‘it is filthy, it is foul, it is obscene, and the Court will hold such as a matter
of fact’82 (see Figure 7). Although small, captured from a distance, or not the main
focus of the camera, the penis stood out as an exceptionally offensive image since it
attracted homosexual desire.
Judge Kirkland, the Reverend Ilsley Boone and the ACLU did reach a consensus
regarding the decency of naked children’s bodies. Kirkland ruled that ‘photographed
children of the front view which reveals the diminutive and underdeveloped genitalia’
should not be considered obscene ‘by virtue of their age of innocence’.83 He supported
this decision by stating that ‘such a view’ represented the ‘common acceptance of the
American people’.84 Evaluating an image of a young naked girl sitting on a swing with
her ‘labia majora’ clearly discernible, Judge Kirkland asserted that one would have to
be ‘prudish to hold that was an obscene picture’85 (see Figure 8). Judge Kirkland’s
permissive policy towards the display of children reflected an emerging effort by
child psychologists to encourage a non-repressive attitude towards the child’s body.
Many post-war parenting guides relied on Freudian psychoanalysis to recommend
a permissive response to childhood sexuality. In the ‘Facts of Life’ section of his
bestselling The Common Sense Book of Baby and Child Care (1957), Dr Benjamin
Spock addressed the topic of nudity in the home by recognising that the ‘excessive
modesty’ of the Victorian period had given way to ‘today’s casual attitude that is a
lot healthier’.86 The effort to avoid psychological maladjustment through a permissive
attitude towards childhood sexuality influenced Judge Kirkland to allow the display of
naked children.87
Although Judge Kirkland did not object to the display of attractive women, nonwhite bodies or children’s genitalia, he ultimately dismissed the ACLU’s strategy to
distance S&H from commercial sexual display when he ruled that the inclusion of fullfrontal male and female nudity constituted the main criteria for judging obscenity. He
did not oppose artistic, medical or scientific journals, books, magazines and literature
that showed the ‘human form merely in the nude and beyond that not revealing the
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Figure 7: In contrast, photographs showing full frontal male nudity drew
the objections of the court despite the subject’s distance from the photographer. Page 9 of the February 1955 issue of Sunshine and Health reprinted
with the permission of Courtney Bischoff.

pubic area or the male or female genitalia’. The fact that the nudists offered S&H ‘freely
for sale to the general public who are not members of the nudist organisation’ while
also exhibiting photographs ‘clearly revealing genitals, breasts and other portions of
the body normally covered in public’ revealed the profit motive of the magazine and,
according to Judge Kirkland, made it obscene and non-mailable.88
Roth v. United States

The ACLU and Boone hoped to reverse the Kirkland decision when the US Supreme
Court, after almost three decades of silence, took up the issue of obscenity in a case
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Figure 8: Many judges did not object to photographs
of children that displayed genitalia. Page 7 of the
February 1955 issue of Sunshine and Health reprinted
with the permission of Courtney Bischoff.

involving a notorious smut dealer named Samuel Roth. Since the Supreme Court ruled
in Ulysses (1933) that literature dealing with sexual themes and that exhibited scholarly
merit should not be considered obscene, courtrooms around the country struggled to
reach a consensus on the issue of obscenity. Chief Justice Warren observed that judges
determined obscenity based ‘largely upon the effect that the materials have upon those
who receive them’, and as a result the ‘line dividing the salacious or pornographic
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from literature or science is not straight and unwavering’ and ‘may have a different
impact, varying according to the part of the community it reached’.89 The lack of a
clear national obscenity standard compelled the justices of the US Supreme Court to
hear Roth v. United States in 1957.
Despite Roth’s established pornography business, the ACLU followed the strategy
it used to defend S&H and shied away from taking an absolutist position against
Post Office censorship. The Post Office considered Samuel Roth ‘one of the biggest
dealers in obscenity in the nation’,90 and in 1956 federal prosecutors arrested him
for advertising and selling a publication called American Aphrodite which contained
literary erotica and nude photography. The ACLU, as it had done in its defence of
S&H, made arguments implying that certain forms of sexual expression warranted
censorship. In its amicus brief, ACLU attorneys contended that the US Supreme Court
should not uphold Roth’s arrest since the prosecutors had not introduced any evidence
that his publications ‘will probably and immediately cause anti-social conduct’.91 This
argument assumed that the introduction of evidence showing the danger of pornography
justified postal censorship.
In a six to three decision, the US Supreme Court upheld Roth’s conviction and
instituted a legal test of obscenity that distinguished acceptable representations of sex
from commercial sexual display. Writing for the majority, Justice William Brennan
stated that the First Amendment did not protect obscenity. He ruled that the decency
or indecency of materials should be determined according ‘to the average person, applying contemporary community standards, the dominant theme of the material taken
as a whole, appeals to prurient interests’. Stating that ‘sex and obscenity are not synonymous’, Justice Brennan echoed the moderate legal strategies used by the ACLU in
Roth and in its defence of S&H. Limiting censorship to commercial representations of
sex, Brennan explained that the ‘portrayal of sex in art, literature and scientific works
is not sufficient reason to deny material the constitutional protection of freedom of
speech and press’.92 Other justices, however, thought any restrictions placed on the
First Amendment, especially a test that relied on community standards, still defined
obscenity too broadly. In his dissent, Justice William O. Douglas asserted that the First
Amendment should ‘allow protests even against the moral code that the standard of
the day sets for the community’.93 The US Supreme Court upheld Roth’s conviction
because the materials he distributed through the mail appealed directly to so-called
‘prurient interests’ rather than to an academic or scholarly audience. In its Roth decision, the justices of the US Supreme Court intended to limit the types of materials
considered obscene without granting full First Amendment protection.
Despite the intentions of the justices, the federal courts used Roth to further
restrict sexual expression. Boone and the ACLU argued that Judge Kirkland violated
the First Amendment when he declared many of the pictures in S&H to be obscene and
non-mailable. The DC Circuit Court of Appeals, however, asserted that the pictures
‘speak for themselves’ and found Kirkland’s ‘extensive, particularised descriptions of
the offending and offensive material’ to be ‘amply sustained’. They ruled that S&H
‘deals with “sex in a manner appealing to prurient interest” and hence is obscene,
as Roth tells us’.94 The DC Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the Kirkland decision
because it equated S&H with the types of materials that Samuel Roth sent through the
mails. The decision by the DC Circuit Court of Appeals confirmed the fears of First
Amendment advocates like Justice Douglas and the Reverend Ilsley Boone.
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For the US Supreme Court, however, the variety of content and images in S&H did
not constitute obscenity under the test it established in Roth. Filing a writ of certiorari
with the US Supreme Court to review the recent decision issued by the DC Circuit
Court of Appeals, the ACLU continued to argue that the display of naked men, women
and children in S&H did not constitute commercial sexual display. Just as he had
done in the Kirkland decision, Boone supplied the US Supreme Court with copies of
the 1955 February issue of S&H and on 13 January 1958, in a unanimous decision,
the US Supreme Court granted a writ of certiorari and reversed the ruling of the DC
Circuit Court of Appeals. Citing only Roth v. United States in its opinion, the justices
ordered the lower court to take into account the therapeutic and recreational character
of nudism when deciding on the decency of the pictures the movement displayed in
its magazine.95 In his concurring opinion in Roth, Chief Justice Warren reasoned that
‘it is not the book that is on trial; it is the person’ and asserted that the ‘conduct of the
defendant is the central issue’.96 As a known publisher of pornography, the materials
Samuel Roth sent through the mail constituted obscenity. S&H, on the other hand,
displayed similar images while also promoting the therapeutic benefits of going naked.
According to the justices, this placed the publication outside the test it established in
Roth. The US Supreme Court’s approval of S&H redefined the boundaries of acceptable
sexual display.
‘Gray can be a very drab and dirty color’

Government censors and political leaders took notice when the US Supreme Court
ruled that the Post Office did not have the power to deny nudist magazines mailing
privileges. In 1961, the House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service held several
hearings to re-evaluate the issue of ‘Obscene Matter Sent Through the Mail’.97 In her
opening statement, Representative Kathryn Granahan, a Democrat from Pennsylvania
and chair of the committee, expressed concern about the new threat posed by ‘gray
area products’ like nudist magazines.98 In her interpretation, the recent US Supreme
Court decisions on obscenity benefited publications that ‘pussyfoot around the edges
but shrewdly stay just clear of subjecting themselves to prosecution’.99 Granahan
considered magazines like S&H to be ‘more poisonous in their appeal to young boys
and girls’ since they ‘tend to overcome home and church and civic guidance’. She
declared that ‘Gray can be a very drab and dirty color’.100
Many long-time nudist leaders joined Granahan in expressing concern about the
movement’s legal victories. Although the nudist movement took advantage of the
recent US Supreme Court decision to display the naked body without the shame communicated by censorship, many leaders feared that the original ideals and principles
of nudism would be lost to an unregulated market of magazines that linked nudity
and nudism to the commercialisation of sex. In the years after the movement’s legal
victories, the understated sensuality that had long played a role in defining nudism
exploded in the United States. New magazines, all claiming to represent nudist ideals
and principles, flooded newsstands. Magazine publishers, some with only slim ties to
the movement, used the familial character and health-oriented principles of nudism
to include erotic images and content. Testifying before the committee, the Reverend
Henry Huntington, the first president of the National Nudist Council, regretted that
S&H’s ‘pictures, especially on the cover’ promoted the ‘suggestion of the girly-girly
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magazine’. Huntington declared that the pictures made him ‘quite furious inside because really the movement is the essence of good health’.101 Other nudist leaders also
continued to cling to the image of respectability that had helped the movement defeat
the censorship of its magazines. In response to the renewed opposition of the Granahan Committee, for example, Ilsley Boone, his son Berton Boone and his daughter
Margaret A. B. Pulis all testified to the respectable character of American nudism.
Referring several times to Boone as ‘Dad’, Pulis answered questions about the images
in S&H by invoking her status as a daughter, mother, grandmother and member of
the PTA.102 The three long-time nudist leaders wanted to maintain the family-oriented
image of the movement.
Ironically, the continuing effort to position S&H within the heteronormative
boundaries of sexual liberalism precipitated the flagship nudist magazine’s bankruptcy
in 1963. The growing acceptance of the naked body at newsstands meant that the
movement’s continuing promotion of health, nature and family no longer seemed necessary or relevant to most readers. Committed to advancing the therapeutic ideals and
familial orientation of nudism, the flagship nudist publication that began in 1933 and
fought to defeat censorship laws across the country could no longer compete in a
marketplace that offered even more explicit material uninterrupted by nudist principles and philosophy. The nudist movement’s legal victories and the bankruptcy of its
flagship publication signalled the fall of modern sexual liberalism and the explosion in
eroticism that became a central feature of late twentieth-century American society.
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Cold War Conﬂicts and Cheap
Cabaret: Sexual Politics at the 1975
United Nations International
Women’s Year Conference
Jocelyn Olcott

Domitila Barrios de Chungara, a Bolivian tin miner’s wife and leader of the Housewives’ Committee of the Siglo XX miners’ union, recalled her enthusiastic anticipation
of the non-governmental organisation (NGO) tribune of the United Nations’ 1975 International Women’s Year (IWY) conference in Mexico City. Having missed the tribune’s
first few days, she and an Ecuadorian compañera crowded into a packed conference
hall, anxious to make up for lost time. She hoped to ‘hear things that would make
me get ahead in life, in the struggle, in my work’.1 She harboured a sense of her
responsibility to represent the voz popular of Bolivian workers and expected to confer with ‘people like me . . . people with similar problems, you know, poor people’.2
Instead, however, she experienced a profound sense of alienation at the IWY tribune,
an alienation that she linked most explicitly to participants’ discussions of sexuality –
in particular of lesbian sexuality, prostitutes’ rights and reproductive control. Such
responses generate discomfort among feminists and progressive historians, who often ascribe an organic radical egalitarianism to subaltern actors such as Barrios de
Chungara and have minimised or elided this aspect of her testimony.3
In her co-authored memoir, Barrios de Chungara recalls that just as she and her
new Ecuadorian friend squeezed into the crowded room, ‘at that moment a gringa
went over to the microphone with her blond hair and with some things around her neck
and with her hands in her pockets, and she said to the assembly: “I’ve asked for the
microphone so that I can tell you about my experience. Men should give us prostitutes
a thousand and one medals because we, the prostitutes, have the courage to go to bed
with many men”’.4 They fled the room amid applause and shouts. ‘Well’, she recalled:
my friend and I left because there were hundreds of prostitutes in there talking about their problems.
And we went into another room. There were the lesbians. And there, also, their discussion was
about how ‘they feel happy and proud to love another woman . . . that they should fight for their
rights’. Like that. Those weren’t my interests. And for me it was incomprehensible that so much
money should be spent to discuss those things in the Tribunal.
Historicising Gender and Sexuality, First Edition. Edited by Kevin P. Murphy and Jennifer M. Spear.
C 2011 The Authors. Book compilation 
C 2011 Gender and History/Blackwell Publishing Ltd. Published 2011 by Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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Having come prepared to represent the political and economic challenges she witnessed
in Bolivia, these concerns seemed superfluous. ‘I felt a bit lost’, she explained to her
interviewer.
We need to read Barrios de Chungara’s account, however, not as a transparent
recounting of events but rather as a quintessential example of testimonio – the witnessbearing representations that gained traction amid Latin American counterinsurgency
campaigns of the 1970s and 1980s and that by the 1990s precipitated anxious debates
about subaltern truth-telling.5 Comparison of her description with the documentary
record of these events at the tribune, elaborated below, reveals that she has jumbled
events here and carefully marked sexual rights as a western issue, stressing the prostitute’s blond hair.6 Barrios de Chungara’s testimonio offers a representation of her
own political performance at the IWY tribune, but she was hardly alone in misreading the politics of sexuality. As the conference neared its conclusion, for example,
the Ecuadorian activist Marisa de los Andes – quite possibly the same Ecuadorian
who accompanied Barrios de Chungara for her disorienting arrival at the tribune –
confronted the US liberal feminist Betty Friedan, decrying that Friedan ‘only cared
about prostitution and lesbianism’, failing to address the issues of imperialism, exploitation, transnational corporations and US policies towards Chile and Cuba.7 This
would be the same Betty Friedan who notoriously dubbed lesbians a ‘lavender menace’
and completely disavowed prostitutes’ rights, who at the IWY tribune had been far
more vocal in her criticism of transnational corporations than in her support for lesbian
liberation.8 Surely something had been lost in translation.
This antagonism persists in contemporary political activism. ‘In development circles’, the anthropologist Ara Wilson notes, ‘the issue of sexuality often gets pitted
against economic issues, in a pie model of struggle that presents gains for sexual rights
as losses for more substantial economic concerns. After Beijing, for example, US NGO
workers told me that the advance of lesbian and sexual rights at the UN conference
came at the expense of economic justice’.9 Although Wilson concentrates her attentions
on the post-Cold War period, her call for a historicist approach certainly pertains to
the 1975 conference. Indeed, the far more extensive scholarship about post-Cold War
international conferences and NGOs offers ready comparisons to demonstrate the historical contingency of these debates as well as the continuities across the chronological
rubicon of the falling Berlin Wall. While terms such as globalisation and imperialism
conveyed quite different meanings in 1975, the objections at the IWY tribune presaged
an enduring divide. ‘What seems to be informing their critiques’, Wilson observes,
‘is the sense that sexual rights are part of the very problem they are battling: that is,
globalization, Westernization, or imperialism . . . What is clear is that sexual rights are
associated with the forces of global capitalism’.10
That the Marxist left offered some of the most virulent attacks has become a point
of chagrin as rights around sexual identity have become a staple of progressive politics.
At the IWY, many Marxists – including Barrios de Chungara – conflated lesbians and
prostitutes and allowed issues of sexuality, sexual agency and reproductive freedom to
signify the self-indulgence and dissolution of western feminism, depicting a zero-sum
game in which gains for sexual rights detracted from other agendas.11 The intransigence
of this zero-sum model creates an urgency to understand why it emerged and how it is
reproduced.
The performance theorist Diana Taylor would describe Barrios de Chungara’s
testimonio as the archival version of the more ephemeral and embodied events that she
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dubs ‘repertoire’, which transmits knowledge through the performance of meanings
and identities.12 The significance of performances such as those at the IWY tribune
hinges upon their attendant scenarios, the ‘meaning-making paradigms that structure
social environments, behaviours and potential outcomes’.13 Building on the more familiar historical concept of context, the scenario – the costumes and sets and locales
that surround the acting – informs expectations by gesturing to well-known plots and
story lines. ‘The scenario makes visible, yet again, what is already there: the ghosts, the
images, the stereotypes’, Taylor explains. ‘The scenario structures our understanding.
It also haunts our present, a form of hauntology that resuscitates and reactivates old
dramas. We’ve seen it all before. The framework allows for occlusions; by positioning
our perspective, it promotes certain world views while helping to disappear others’.14
While performances naturalise identities and actions, their meanings changed or became unintelligible within a scenario such as the NGO tribune that had its own scripts
and assumptions and that included performances imported from still other scenarios.
Deracinated from the scenarios that generated them, inserted into a newly fabricated
scenario and communicating with multiple audiences at once, the performances at the
IWY tribune produced a confusion of meanings. As Barrios de Chungara noted, ‘We
spoke very different languages, no?’15 William Sewell reminds us, however, that it is
precisely amid this Geertzian ‘confusion of tongues’ that ‘social encounters contest
cultural meanings or render them uncertain’.16
The IWY events offered an unusual opportunity for performances – both ontological and representational – not only of political identities but also of womanhood itself.17
This chapter, which draws on research from a book on the IWY conference, explores
how participants’ postures regarding sexuality signified politically as struggles over
sexual rights and recognition became proxy wars in larger battles over incipient neoliberalism and its attendant emphasis on individualism and commodification. Critics
of sexual rights frequently linked – as Barrios de Chungara did – issues of lesbianism,
prostitution and birth control. Perhaps because of its novelty in public discussions,
lesbianism drew the most notice and will receive the most attention here. Examining
three prominent performances at the NGO tribune – those of Friedan, Barrios de Chungara and the Mexican lesbian activist Nancy Cárdenas – reveals the stakes of these
performances and how their historically contingent readings and misreadings fuelled
tensions over sexuality and sexual rights.
The IWY scenario and anti-imperialist hauntology

In mid-June 1975, thousands of people converged on Mexico City as the IWY conference opened with considerable fanfare, drawing some 1,200 delegates to the intergovernmental conference and an estimated 6,000 more to the NGO tribune. While
observers may disagree about whether the IWY conference ended up as the ‘greatest
consciousness-raising event in history’ – as its organisers billed it – most concur that
it marked a watershed moment in transnational feminism.18 Although hardly the first
instance of international women’s organising, it witnessed a significant expansion,
achieving a more global reach in terms both of regions represented and of social sectors involved.19 As the first major international women’s organising effort since the
near-universal granting of women’s political rights, the IWY events not only drew a
motley bunch but also included many women who had received political educations
either formally or through their labour unions and community organisations. They
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arrived in Mexico City ready to do battle over a broad range of issues that informed
women’s lives, expanding the agenda considerably from customary emphases on pacifism, child welfare and labour reform. The organisers had structured the conference
around the themes of equality, development and peace – with the expectation that these
themes loosely represented the concerns of the industrialised nations, the growing
Third Worldist movement and the Soviet Bloc – but peace seemed to drop out of most
planning discussions, leaving the focus on balancing equality and development.
Once underway, the events quickly became stages for political performances
directed not only at an international audience but also at audiences in participants’
home countries and communities, resulting in a cacophony of mingling performances
rooted in different contexts and intended not only for fellow tribune participants but,
perhaps more importantly, for an array of allies and rivals not present. Performances
ranged from the sartorial – with some attendees wearing national or ethnic attire and
others donning European-style suits – to the ideological – pitting Soviet Bloc countries
against NATO supporters, anti-colonial revolutionaries against pro-investment liberals
and Zionists against Palestinian nationalists. Bodies served as sites to express politics,
nationalism, ideology and ethnic identity, and observers offered constant commentary
on women as embodied political subjects, including not only remarks upon women’s
dress, adornment and hair styles but also discussions about the comparative beauty of
first ladies Leah Rabin and Jihan al Sadat or US feminists Gloria Steinem and Kate
Millett.
The intergovernmental conference offered an unprecedented opportunity to put
women at the centre of international policymaking, while the less decorous and more
free-wheeling NGO forum became what the New York Times described as ‘the scene
of much shouting, scheming, plotting and general hell-raising’.20 The events featured
an international all-star cast of prominent intellectuals, activists and political leaders,
and every major metropolitan newspaper ran regular articles about the conference and
its attendant parties, press conferences and diplomatic manoeuvres. This extensive
media coverage generated both excitement and apprehension among participants, who
expressed particular concern about how the ‘mass communications media’ represented
the IWY events and women in general. Mexican organisers touted the conference
press office to increase visibility and facilitate reporting, and tribune organisers put
particular energy into producing a daily newspaper, Xilonen, to inform participants
and shape the historical record.21 As participants debated topics ranging from abortion
to Zionism, media coverage extended the reach of these performances, heightening
anxieties around the still-taboo subject of women’s sexuality.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the more staid intergovernmental conference barely
touched on issues of sexuality, deliberating only the issue of prostitution and its coercion. When the Thai delegate proposed legalising voluntary prostitution, the Cuban
delegation immediately responded with a call for the complete eradication of the sex
trade.22 French Minister for Women Françoise Giroud glibly told reporters that prostitution was ‘not a problem of women at all, but of men’ and that she would ‘gladly
help any women who didn’t like the life, but some seemed to enjoy it’ and it might be
‘looked on as an advantage that women had this power to make money’. Marie-Pierre
Herzog, the director of UNESCO’s Human Rights Coordination Unit, called for investigations into cases where women and girls were imprisoned and tortured in brothels.
‘We are not speaking here of so-called free prostitution’, she assured the New York
Times.23
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Questions of sexuality arose more frequently at the NGO tribune. As only the third
UN conference with a parallel NGO tribune, the IWY conference witnessed a turning
point in NGOs’ role in international activism, organising and governance, creating
opportunities for historically marginalised groups, including those agitating for sexual
rights, to gain access to financial and logistical assistance but also privatising – and
to some extent commodifying – democratic processes.24 The more established NGOs
such as International Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF) and the Young Women’s
Christian Association (YWCA) enjoyed official consultative status with the UN and
disdained the upstart organisations that overwhelmed the tribune, but these smaller,
more nimble organisations had strategic advantages and greater popular support. ‘The
conference served to open the UN to many more NGOs’, recalls one UN activist.
‘While earlier it was the bigger, more established NGOs that attended the international
conferences, at Mexico City, many smaller, South-based non-traditional NGOs found
a meaningful space for themselves that went beyond tokenism’.25 The consultative
NGOs, with a highly developed sense of UN protocol, had defined the tribune’s formal
agenda, centring it on themes such as education and training opportunities, nutrition
and health care, and promoting artisanal production. It was the smaller non-consultative
NGOs – with a more radical, participatory sense of democratic process and an impulse
to shake up ‘the establishment’ – that pushed issues of sexuality through informal
gatherings and participant-initiated sessions.
Barrios de Chungara’s lament apparently refers to two events that followed a
standing-room-only session on ‘attitude formation and socialization processes’ that
occurred the morning of her arrival, where ‘participants crowded to the microphones’
to express their views about everything from impotence to lesbianism. The Bangladeshi
panellist Rounaq Jahan lamented that women remained too ‘submissive in bed’, while
Laurie Bebbington of the Australian Student Union insisted, ‘amid whistles and jeering’, that liberation was not only economic but also sexual and inverted the notion of
lesbianism as deviance, arguing instead that obligatory heterosexuality perverted the
process of socialisation and that homophobia resulted from cultural imperialism.26
The following day, Mexican theatre director Nancy Cárdenas acceded to the exhortations of some ‘visiting lesbians’ to lead an open, participant-initiated forum on
lesbianism, which filled the auditorium and initially barred reporters and photographers. Cárdenas recalled her dismay at hearing about her comrades’ behaviour during
the previous day’s sexuality forum. ‘They told me that the Communists, my own
compañeras from earlier in the party, abandoned the conference hall when an Australian girl said “I’m a lesbian feminist”’, she recalled later in an interview. ‘They
said, “Throw out the sickos, we’re out of here” and abandoned the hall. That seemed
to me to give an incomplete image of Mexico, because I was also a leftist militant,
was a lesbian, and I had another position and raised my finger’.27 The forum featured
Mexico’s first lesbian manifesto, naming sexual recognition as a critical form of social
liberation, tantamount to struggles against imperialism, apartheid and racism.28
Bebbington and others participated in the forum, but Cárdenas drew reporters’
attention as the most recognisable participant. According to security reports, neighbourhood women picketed her presentation with signs reading ‘Out with that Antisocial and Disoriented Cárdenas’, ‘Out with the Lesbians and Homosexuals’ and, most
alarmingly, ‘Death to Nancy Cárdenas’.29 (Reading even these performances poses
difficulties; a US-based feminist newsletter reported that Cárdenas introduced herself
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to the picketer calling for her demise, and the protester explained that the chief of the
Cuauhtémoc delegation police department had paid her to demonstrate.)30 Cárdenas
remembered reporters descending upon her as she left the room. ‘Suddenly, I had forty
or fifty reporters around me’, she recalled, ‘like Sophia Loren in Via Appia! I couldn’t
think. The assault was aggressive: are you a lesbian? Who else is? Why did you agree to
come? What does this mean? It was one question after another. I couldn’t even answer.
The only thing I managed to tell them was: so long as the laws of my country do not
offer guarantees for homosexuals, neither I nor anyone can answer your questions’.31
As Cárdenas fended off reporters and protesters, Margo St James and Flo Kennedy,
the high-profile leaders of the San Francisco-based prostitutes’ rights group COYOTE
(Call Off Your Old Tired Ethics) similarly provoked both fascination and denunciations.
In an interview, St James explained, ‘sex is a biological necessity, as much in men
as in women, [but] a hypocritical society has hidden this. We perform an essential
service, and we ask that we be recognized, since it is as natural as eating, sleeping and
defecating’.32 Indicating that they did not want the government to serve as their pimp
(pachuco), they demanded social security, retirement benefits and taxes for themselves
and their clients. ‘We are supported by the feminist solidarity of all the groups that
struggle for women’s emancipation’, insisted Kennedy. ‘We are all one woman, and
we do not cease being women because we are prostitutes’. When security guards
instructed St James and Kennedy to leave the conference hall and cease distributing
their pamphlet, the COYOTE leaders – quite possibly with an ironic wink at public
expectations – responded that they would return the following day, this time with the
lesbians who had spoken up earlier in the day.33
Just as the Cárdenas and COYOTE episodes challenge the assumption that sexual
rights stood apart from solidarity movements, the climate of the mid-1970s also belies
the presumed opposition between sexual freedom and human rights. Much like political
dissidents, gay men (and to a lesser extent lesbians) faced violence and police repression
in Mexico City and Rio de Janeiro as well as New York City and San Francisco.
Advocates of sexual rights frequently also participated in struggles against racism,
imperialism and human-rights abuses.34 A year earlier, COYOTE had boycotted a
Chilean ship docking in San Francisco, indicating that it had been used by the Pinochet
regime the year before as a ‘floating prison’.35 NOW roundly condemned the ‘sexual
torture’ of Chilean women political prisoners, and the US feminist press included
particularly lurid accounts of women political prisoners being raped and tortured,
occasionally even sending activists to report from Santiago.36 Meanwhile, a Mexican
magazine article about the widely syndicated Argentine cartoon Mafalda described
how the title character openly mocked women who expressed horror at the growth of
mariconerı́a (faggotry).37
Furthermore, notwithstanding de los Andes’s and Barrio de Chungara’s objections, questions of women’s sexuality received relatively little attention at the IWY
events. As one Mexican activist recalled, after the lesbianism forum, ‘the Tribune and
the conference did not talk further about lesbianism or take any actions to support the
issue which most still viewed as outrageous’.38 The tribune programme included only
one formal session and three informal participant-initiated sessions on sexuality.39 The
exhibition hall, which displayed materials from dozens of participating organisations,
reportedly included no materials depicting women’s sexuality. What is surprising in de
los Andes’s and Barrios de Chungara’s descriptions, then, is the centrality they give to
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issues of sexuality in a setting where these issues barely arose and were quickly swept
aside.
Before the opening session, journalists anticipated conflicts between ‘Third World
women’, who tended to focus on structural problems of economic inequality, and
‘western feminists’, who concentrated their energies on sex-specific issues such as
reproductive freedom, wage equity and women’s educational and professional opportunities. The New York Times noted, ‘Observers agree that the major goal set out by
the organizers – improving the status of women – is not going to be an easy one in
light of the political arguments that are expected to erupt between delegates of the
industrialized countries and the third world’.40 More pointedly, Pacifica Radio titled
its interview with Friedan, ‘Betty Friedan versus the Third World’.41 In Mexico City,
Friedan emerged in media representations as a metonym for Cold War liberalism,
personifying expectations of the ‘reactivated drama’ of a Third World–First World
showdown.
Betty Friedan and the cultivation of unity

Well before the IWY events were under way, Friedan found herself fighting a battle
on many fronts. The threat of anti-feminist backlash loomed, and even NOW – to say
nothing of the more radical feminist organisations – had taken the feminist movement
in directions she disparaged, particularly around questions of sexuality.42 Campaigns
for lesbian recognition and prostitutes’ rights as well as regular seminars on sexuality
and sexual fulfilment had reinvigorated the flagging feminist movement. The New
York City NOW chapter, with which Friedan maintained ties, reported throughout
1974 and 1975 that events on sexuality drew larger attendance – generating more
revenue and new members – than any other NOW activity.43 NYC–NOW’s ad hoc
committee on sexuality aimed to ‘encourage every woman to define, explore and enjoy
her own sexuality’ to ‘end discrimination based on sexual preference’.44 To activists
animated by labour, civil-rights and decolonisation movements – who imagined a
collective or even global scale of transformation and a constant struggle against the
liberal impulse to individualise both problems and solutions – such campaigns seemed
like only so much vulva-gazing. To Friedan, this development extended the intrusion of
‘sex/class warfare’ – demands for recognition by lesbians, sex workers and women of
colour – that distracted feminists with issues better left to civil-rights and civil-liberties
organisations.45
Having spearheaded a campaign to gain UN consultative status for NOW, Friedan
saw the IWY tribune as an opportunity for NOW to play an expanded role and for
Friedan to regain her footing on the more comfortable terrain of demands for equality
in education and employment.46 Friedan clearly perceived herself as a conference
puppeteer. Describing herself to New York Times Magazine editor Gerald Walker as
the ‘symbol’ of the women’s movement, she predicted that activists and officials alike
would look to her for leadership. ‘I am obviously going to be in the thick of it’,
she explained, ‘out front in the non-governmental Tribune and privy to the behindthe-scene maneuvering of the official conference, where the new women-politics cuts
across the usual lines’.47 Friedan, then, gauged her performance to establish her role as
a broker and a model for feminists around the world steering women’s activism back
towards what she perceived as core women’s issues.
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Friedan’s dominant role, however, raised the ire of many participants who saw
the NGOs’ growing role not as democratisation but rather as the consolidation of a
power bloc against incursions by the hoi polloi. ‘I think we are going to see the fruition
of their efforts to pre-empt, co-opt, obfuscate and distort the feminist vision at that
Mexico City UN Conference in July’, Los Angeles-based feminist Carol Downer wrote
to Robin Morgan.
I expect to see Friedan, the World YWCA, the Population Crisis Committee (a similar organization
to [Gloria] Steinem’s) running the show. Planned Parenthood has footed most of the bill, of course.
We will find ourselves in the interesting position of being on the outside of the outside (the Tribune
is the parallel non-governmental conference). Of the several thousand American women who are
attending, I doubt that most of them will perceive the contradictions . . . We will be staying with a
small, beleaguered band of feminists in Mexico City who are disgusted with the whole thing.48

Evoking Friedan as a caricature – and lumping her in with her rivals – allowed Downer
to insert herself into the drama alongside the ‘beleaguered band of feminists’ who
apparently shared a particularly developed political consciousness.
Latin American participants and reporters cultivated a somewhat different caricature once the tribune was under way, accusing her of fomenting a counterproductive
battle between the sexes. Diplomats and the professionalised activists of the consultative NGOs had referenced concerns that Friedan was seen as a ‘radical’.49 Notably, the
tribune newspaper Xilonen labelled NOW as a radical organisation in the Spanish –
but not the English – version of an article describing the tribune.50 When the Mexican
Attorney General, Pedro Ojeda Paullada, was elected to preside over the intergovernmental conference, Friedan dismissed the choice as ‘outrageous’ and chalked it up to
holding the conference in the ‘land of machismo’.51 The Mexican press – referring to
Friedan with a dizzying array of Semitic names and dubbing her Betty ‘La Terrible’ –
responded with a spate of interviews with Latin American women, who insisted that
the dispositive factor was not sex but rather effective advocacy for women’s rights.
Mexico City politician Marta Andrade del Rosal dismissed Friedan’s ‘rabid feminism’,
and the federal deputy Aurora Navia Millán pointed out that Ojeda Paullada (unlike
his US counterpart) had ushered through a constitutional amendment putting Mexican
women ‘at the vanguard in terms of jurisprudence’.52 The Venezuelan delegate Martha
Regalado averred, ‘I think that Friedman [sic] errs in saying that it is an insult that a man
presides over the meeting, since that is how they discriminate against our problems’.53
Halfway through the conference, Friedan endeavoured to represent the tribune,
assuming the role of global feminist leader and leveraging her notoriety to meet with UN
leaders. The Argentine Edith Reinaldo protested, ‘Mrs. Friedan does not represent the
Tribune. [She] arrived here with an aura of fame from her book, The Feminine Mystique,
which she has exploited’. Barrios de Chungara objected that ‘only the bourgeoisie’
enjoyed the right of representation at the UN and that Friedan made ‘mostly feminist
points, and we [the Latin American caucus] didn’t agree with them because they didn’t
touch on some problems that are basic for Latin American women’.54
Friedan and other NOW leaders had steeled themselves for such criticism, perceiving it within the scenario of anti-patriarchal struggle. ‘Already, it is clear’, she
wrote to Walker:
that the Communist, Arabs and the Vatican are joining in a line that ‘women’s liberation’, ‘equality’
and the like are Western imperialist inventions, irrelevant to the interests of the majority of women of
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the world, especially the Third World women who ‘need to have 12 children’, as the line goes, ‘are
happily integrated into feudal economies, extended families, and tribal cultures whose ingrained
values of male supremacy must be respected, etc’. The proponents of this line want to turn the whole
International Women’s Year into a promotion of a ‘new economic order’, or ‘down with western
imperialism’. They do not want any discussion of women’s concrete situation at all, especially in
their own countries in fact, from tales around the UN, the last months, one sometimes gets the idea
that the main ‘enemy’ from which they want to protect their women is the likes of me: the feminists.

Karen DeCrow, the president of NOW’s National Board, had similarly warned in
preparation for IWY that there would be ‘not too many feminists’ there. ‘It is essential
that the feminists of the world get together to discuss (not foreign affairs) but ways in
which we can cooperate to assure legal rights for women, the right to choose abortion,
child care, equal opportunities in education and training, getting feminists into politics
and government, and so forth’.55 To DeCrow and Friedan, any agenda outside what they
considered proper ‘women’s issues’ threatened to ‘politicise’ the tribune and distract it
from its true objectives. Elaine Livingstone reassured Friedan and other NOW leaders
that the UN’s draft World Plan of Action ‘contains many of our objectives: equality
of economic and educational opportunities, equal sharing between men and women of
household and child rearing duties, day care centres, etc’.56
Friedan’s anxiety could only have mounted as anti-imperialist politics at the IWY
threatened to eclipse these issues. Waves of decolonisation had made the normative liberal subject a minority at the UN, calling into question the most fundamental practices
and protocols that formerly distinguished politics from citizenship. Mexican President
Luis Echeverrı́a openly aspired to succeed Kurt Waldheim as UN secretary-general
and touted his leadership advocating the New International Economic Order (NIEO),
calling for national sovereignty over natural resources.57 At a Caracas planning meeting, Mexican diplomats campaigned to make the IWY conference into a forum for
NIEO reforms, provoking objections from the US State Department.58 As the IWY
events progressed and debates over the NIEO and Zionism indeed overshadowed issues
of women’s literacy and public health, Friedan grew increasingly frustrated. She told
reporters that only the tribune addressed women’s concerns and that the intergovernmental conference ‘made political football out of women’s problems’.59 Dissatisfied
with what she saw as the chaotic tumble of the NGO tribune and concerned that the
CIA fomented division, Friedan launched her own lunchtime caucus, ‘to get something
out of this conference we can present each other and our governments with. Let’s forget
the dirty linen of each government delegation, and get on with what concerns us’.60
Who counted among ‘us’, however, remained unclear. ‘Despite every effort to keep
the women divided’, she later recounted, ‘including violent disruptions played up by
the media – we women united in Mexico City – women from the Third World, LatinAmericans, Africans in turbans, Indians in saris, antifascists from Greece, feminists
from Japan, Australia, Mexico and women who didn’t want to be called feminists from
Nigeria and Ecuador, as well as Americans, black, brown and white – to insist that
women’s equality couldn’t wait on a “New Economic Order”’.61
If for Friedan the tribune scenario reactivated dramas of CIA conspiracy and
sexual liberation that she had hoped to leave behind in New York, Friedan herself –
or the caricature of Friedan – also played an important role in the hauntologies of
other participants. Whether for feminists like Downer or labour militants like Barrios
de Chungara, the conjured image of Friedan allowed them to position themselves
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relationally as the beleaguered feminist disdaining the establishment or as the committed labour militant dismissing feminism as a bourgeois distraction from class struggle.
Nancy Cárdenas and cheap cabaret

If Friedan fought against sexual liberationists and anti-imperialists on her left to insist
on feminist unity, Nancy Cárdenas’s political performance required her to balance
carefully between exploiting the support and solidarity of ‘visiting lesbians’ and insisting that Mexican lesbians were not simply dupes of cultural imperialism.62 US activist
Charlotte Bunch, who did not attend the tribune for fear of ‘dominating it as gringas’,
recalled, ‘I followed the reports from Mexico feeling proud that the word lesbian
had made it onto the floor and sad that it was dismissed by many as outrageous and
western’.63 The Mexican feminist movement, as Marta Lamas describes it, remained
a small, middle-class movement of women with high levels of education and politics
that trended to the left.64 Most distanced themselves from the IWY events, viewing
them as government-orchestrated publicity stunts without much to offer a movement
rooted in the dissident student movements of 1968 and deeply suspicious of all things
official. Despite scepticism, the IWY events arguably offered a useful moment of feminist consolidation and created an opening for frank discussions of women’s sexuality.
Albeit cynically, Echeverrı́a had used the occasion to pass an equal-rights amendment
to the constitution and provided substantially more resources than, for example, the
United States, to support IWY programs and commissions; more than 2,000 Mexican
women registered to attend the tribune, and others showed up to participate; and 1976
witnessed the unification of two leading feminist organisations and the launching of
two major feminist magazines, Revuelta and Fem.
Notably, Mexican lesbian feminists do point to the IWY as a pivotal moment, and
many trace a new candour about women’s sexuality precisely to the session that most
alienated Barrios de Chungara – the session in which Cárdenas and others presented
the lesbian manifesto.65 Although activist Claudia Hinojosa laments Mexican lesbians’
reluctance to enter the fray at the IWY tribune, she credits the episode with shoving
Mexican lesbian organisations out of the closet and into the street. ‘It’s true that nobody
anticipated that this conference would be converted into the forum for the first public
discussion of lesbianism in Mexico’, she recalls. ‘I remember that I observed all those
incidents, surprised and confused, from the darkest corners of the closet’.66 The first
year of Fem included a special issue on women’s sexuality, and in 1977 and 1978
respectively, the open lesbian organisations Lesbos and OIKABETH came onto the
scene. In the summer of 1975, however, Cárdenas could not have foreseen the coming
changes. She struggled to maintain alliances not only amid hostility from feminist
organisations but also with gay men’s organisations.67 Only a week before the IWY
events, she had vocally protested against the arrest of roughly 300 gay men during a
police raid of a local bar.
Perhaps because of her theatrical training, Cárdenas clearly understood the performative aspects of these encounters, stressing the importance of reiterating and
witnessing performed sexuality, writing sexuality into the mainstream political scripts,
and reaching a broader audience by forming coalitions linking sexual rights with other
demands. During the open forum on lesbianism, several organisers attempted to bar
the press from the meeting, arguing that it was not a media event and that they should
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make room for the women left standing outside, unable to squeeze into the packed
meeting hall. Cárdenas disagreed. ‘Compañeras’, she argued, ‘it is necessary for the
press to be here, since in a country as machista as Mexico, we must openly discuss
these themes and make them known’.68 Cárdenas understood the importance not only
of performing a particular brand of deliberative activist feminism at the IWY tribune
but also of having an audience for that performance; it required recognition in order to
generate significant social change.
Despite Cárdenas’s efforts, the Mexican press generally either ignored or disdained sexual-rights campaigns in general and lesbian activism in particular. As El
Universal columnist Roberto Blanco Moheno quipped, ‘They should have made a rule
for the meeting with the aim of not allowing to slip in so many marimachos [dykes]
who indeed look like men, which is horribly disagreeable. All my homage, my respect, my love for the woman – the woman who knows the dignity of woman. To the
marimachos. . .’.69 The ruling party newspaper El Nacional downplayed the episodes,
covering the lesbianism forum under an obfuscating headline about rural poverty, and
the government’s monthly IWY magazine published no articles on sexuality and included no coverage of the tribune sessions on sexuality.70 El Universal, meanwhile,
demonstrated a certain ethnographic fascination: in addition to interviews and photographs of the flashy COYOTE leaders, its coverage included articles explaining the
‘causes’ of lesbianism, anecdotes and interviews about lesbians’ life experiences and
photographs of unnamed audience members and speakers at the lesbianism forum, as
if to exhibit the curiosity of actual lesbians. The El Universal article in the forum also
featured a photograph of Marisa de los Andes, along with a caption lamenting that the
tribune ‘didn’t deal with the problems that really affected the feminine sex’.71
What must have most dismayed Cárdenas, however, was the particularly vitriolic
response from the Mexico City daily Excélsior, which went beyond disdain, resorting
to pathologising and vilifying prostitutes and lesbians together. The newspaper had
valiantly defended the 1968 student protesters in the face of official repression, and
its editor, Julio Scherer Garcı́a, was widely considered among Mexico’s most ethical
newsmen and was a close friend of the prominent gay-liberation supporter, Carlos
Monsiváis. The day after the lesbianism forum, Excélsior columnist Guillermo Jordan,
chiding that the only liberation on the horizon was liberation from IWY itself, openly
mocked Bebbington for defending lesbianism and for pleading that ‘society cease to
consider people with this deformation as “forbidden and invisible”. At this moment,
nobody could ignore them, since many wore shirts with the visible slogans “Radicalesbians”, “Equality for Homosexuals” and the like’.72 Another columnist grumbled,
‘The lamentable thing about the Conference is that many groups of women abandoned
their issues to allow themselves to be manipulated by political interests of the left or
right . . . Certain North Americans have broken the record, such as the “radicalesbians”
as well as those who promote the oldest profession in the world’.73
Cosmopolitan lesbianism emerged as the opposite number to nationalist maternalism, a public celebration of Mexican motherhood as a national treasure not to be
adulterated by foreign materials. Nationalist discourses served the objectives not only
of Echeverrı́a’s personal ambitions but also of the broader Third Worldist NIEO agenda.
Within this context, any insistence on the emancipatory potential of western-identified
cosmopolitanism posed a threat to a global political project of anti-imperialism that
had only recently gained control of the General Assembly. A particularly hostile
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columnist, Pedro Gringoire, argued, ‘some extremists have assumed the exorbitant
pretension of converting woman into a marimacho, totally repudiating maternity and
home’.74 Bemoaning feminists’ efforts to replace men with artificial insemination and
public childcare, Gringoire called for a return to celebrations of motherhood. ‘We
cannot help but view with sorrow’, he continued,
how certain feministoid groups – we call them that because the authentic feminism has very
positive values – has put, even more than the Conference, the Tribune at risk of being converted,
morally speaking, into a cheap cabaret or an indecorous carnival. Groups that, in the name of the
‘emancipation of women’, have come to give exhibitions of cynicism and shamelessness, as if
emancipation had only one aim: to give free rein to all the passions, including the most aberrant
and depraved.

Appalled that organisers had dedicated an entire workshop to lesbianism, Gringoire
went on to challenge the ‘repugnant form’ in which lesbians demanded rights and
suggested that they seek medical or psychiatric treatment for their ‘pathetic and pathological deviation’. In a perverse attempt at humour, he suggested that they had wandered
into the wrong room at the Centro Médico, where the tribune took place.
These discussions raised the thorny question of agency – of being versus becoming – within women’s sexual subjectivity. Gringoire attributed lesbianism to ‘glandular deficiency or a hormonal imbalance’ or, more often, ‘an important gap in their
upbringing [educación]’, while the Brazilian sociologist João Guilherme Corrêa de
Souza repudiated lesbianism as a failure of upbringing rather than a ‘biological aberration’.75 Participants in the lesbianism forum, however, encouraged women to choose
lesbianism as an empowering option. Pointing to the ways that heterosexuality reinforced a patriarchal status quo, International Lesbian Caucus spokespeople Fowler and
Lease asserted, ‘For these reasons, lesbianism is more than a bedroom issue. It is a
highly political position that many women choose to take’.76 Charlotte Bunch, writing
retrospectively about an experience in July 1971, said she ‘had become a lesbian six
months earlier in the context of the women’s movement in Washington, DC’.77
The rhetorical intensity of observers like Gringoire, then, reflects not an unfamiliarity with women’s sexual rights but rather mounting anxiety over their increasing
prominence within Mexican women’s activism, sparking fears precisely that the ‘context of the women’s movement’ would induce Mexican women to ‘become lesbians’.
The prevailing narrative of the lesbianism forum reinforces this expectation. Norma
Mogrovejo asserts that the ‘presence of foreign lesbians during the [IWY conference]
brought lesbian issues to the fore’.78 Activist Yan Marı́a Yaoyólotl Castro attributes
developments later in the 1970s to the ‘pressure’ applied by European and North American feminists at the IWY events.79 Hinojosa explains that Cárdenas ‘recalled being
nearly “pulled from the closet” by circumstances [at the IWY tribune] “which simply
surpassed me”. So it was for many lesbians at the time of the Mexico conference’.80
Hinojosa’s statement leans on a bit of hyperbole, however. By 1975, Cárdenas –
rather than being ‘pulled from the closet’ – was arguably Mexico’s most prominent
lesbian. Having attended UNAM and the Yale School of Drama, she travelled and
studied in Europe and then, upon her return to Mexico City, became actively involved
in the political upheaval, even getting arrested during the 1968 student protests. After
helping to establish the Frente de Liberación Homosexual in 1971, Cárdenas publicly
proclaimed herself a lesbian in a nationally televised 1973 interview on the popular
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talk show 24 Horas. Cárdenas’s biography seemed to lend credibility to Gringoire’s
argument that foreign influences – in her case, a restless cosmopolitanism – fuelled
the ‘becoming’ of Mexican lesbianism. Cárdenas recalled in an interview, ‘We got all
the foreign lesbians together and I invited them to a meeting in my house to introduce
Mexican lesbians to them . . . When they told me that they too had been unable to
overcome [the men-versus-women] problem, a feeling of relief swept over me. It was
not my personal clumsiness’.81
This support from ‘foreign lesbians’ signified, depending on the scenario, transnational solidarity or cultural imperialism. Cárdenas clearly intended her performance
to highlight the former, linking her campaign to progressive internationalism. Nevertheless, after her presentation to the lesbianism forum, a coalition of Latin American
leftist feminist groups staged a press conference inviting participants and reporters
to a counter-conference protesting that the themes of lesbianism and prostitution had
distracted attention from ‘others of importance and transcendence’.82 According to
security reports, nearly 1,000 people attended this three-hour event focusing on abuses
by the Pinochet regime and ending with a chorus of the ‘Internationale’.83 The implication that lesbian rights could only come at the expense of ignoring Chilean atrocities
bolstered assumptions of a zero-sum rivalry between sexual rights and human rights.
Domitila Barrios de Chungara and the family drama

Like Cárdenas, Barrios de Chungara also struggled in a political scenario informed by
nationalist maternalism, but she lived and worked in a milieu where gender complementarity – and the gender discipline it entails – had profoundly material consequences.
Housing in the tin mining communities, for example, depended upon a male continuing
to work for the mining company. ‘Our position is not like the feminists’ position’, she
explained in her testimonio. ‘We think our liberation consists primarily in our country
being freed forever from the yoke of imperialism . . . For us, the important thing is the
participation of the compañero and the compañera together. Only that way will we
be able to see better days, become better people and see more happiness for everyone’.84 Even as she describes her husband drinking and beating her, belittling her and
impeding her activism, she never deviates from her insistence that they must struggle
shoulder-to-shoulder; the archived performance of her testimonio showcases women’s
union militancy on a par with (or even exceeding) men’s. Distancing herself from
both feminism and sexual liberation shored up her bona fides as a trustworthy Marxist
unionist.
Sexuality remains conspicuously absent from Barrios de Chungara’s testimonio.
Despite having seven children by the end of her narrative, she never recounts a moment
of intimacy or even tenderness with her husband. She insists on the union movement’s
asexuality, denying that her compañeras were union officials’ mistresses. She references sexuality most explicitly as a tool of abuse, as when a colonel’s son indicated that
her activism evidenced her husband’s failure to satisfy her or when the local subprefect
broadcast over the radio that all women participating in demonstrations must be prostitutes.85 As participants jockeyed for space and media attention at the IWY tribune,
Barrios de Chungara saw discussions of sexuality not only as a filibuster against any
meaningful discussion of the life-or-death struggles she faced in Bolivia, but also as an
assault on gender complementarity that, for most poor women, played a critical role
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in their survival strategies. ‘In one way or another’, she recalled, ‘they tried to distract
the Tribunal with problems that weren’t basic. So we had to let the people know what
was fundamental for us in all of that’.86
The contemporary emphasis on family planning in both feminist activism and
development policy only heightened this anxiety. Population control formed a central
tenet of development programmes, but widespread evidence of forced sterilisations of
poor women and women of colour made the policies look more like genocide than
development.87 While middle-class feminists saw family planning and reproductive
freedom as indispensable to women’s efforts to control their own lives and opportunities, poorer women saw these measures as state- and elite-led efforts to police their
bodies and a dehumanising campaign to cast the poor as unworthy to consume resources. Barrios de Chungara took issue with ‘the women who defended prostitution,
birth control and all those things’, arguing that the Bolivian government resorted to
‘indiscriminate birth control’ to avoid addressing issues of resource distribution and
starvation wages.88 Abortion became a particular lightning rod for conflict, especially
with delegates from the Vatican, and served as a measure for women’s emancipation,
especially among educated urban women, in many parts of the world.89 Indeed, at the
precise time that roughly 1,000 communists had collected near the city’s historic centre
at the Teatro Hidalgo, another 700 communists and socialists met five miles to the east
in Chapultepec Park to demand legal state-funded abortion.90
Population control campaigns, combined with the outspokenness of lesbians and
prostitutes, opened a challenge – implicit but clearly perceived – to conventional heteronormative family structures. The prominent Mexican sociologist Rodolfo Stavenhagen published a lengthy editorial just prior to the IWY inauguration calling for
a wholesale restructuring of family life, preferably following a collectivised model
such as the Israeli kibbutz or the Chinese commune.91 In a tribune session on family organisation, the Dutch sociologist Ruut Veenhoven also advocated dramatically
reconceptualised family formations. ‘There are many groups upon which an individual might depend and live’, he explained. ‘And the individual will have to have the
ability and the capacity to choose and to depend upon more extensive nuclei than the
traditional family, since we cannot say that that structure is the best’.92
Many participants responded to even these tentative challenges to traditional
family structures with a definitive reassertion of gender complementarity and conventional heteronormative nuclear families. In an open letter circulated among tribune
participants, a group of Mexican activists insisted, ‘The objective and purpose of this
International Meeting of Women should be to sustain the following principles: a) The
human couple [pareja] is the unity; b) This couple forms the vital cell; c) From this
cell derives the family; d) From the family derives the state and all forms of social
organization’.93 Conference secretary-general Helvi Sipilä ‘denied that it is necessary
to change the modern family to end women’s domestic slavery’.94 Prime Minister
Sirimavo Bandaranaike of Sri Lanka insisted in her plenary statement, ‘We must not
think of the man and the woman separately but rather of the couple’.95 Mexican First
Lady Marı́a Esther Zuno de Echeverrı́a similarly asserted, ‘Man and woman cannot
be considered in isolation nor as signifying antagonism. They should fulfil themselves
through integration and reciprocity . . . Man and woman are not rivals; man and woman
do not substitute for one another; man and woman signify unsurpassed complements;
man and woman are the very essence of equality, development and peace’.96
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Zuno de Echeverrı́a invoked a long-standing Latin American feminist tradition
of stressing gender complementarity to highlight women’s social, cultural and economic worth. Many Latin American activists saw liberal individualism and equality
campaigns as blunting their most effective weapon: a politics structured around highly
essentialised and biologised gender differences. The long-time Uruguayan activist Dr
Sofı́a de Demicheli warned women to proceed cautiously with their own liberation.
‘The woman who wants to compare herself to man in everything either speaks from
rote or doesn’t know what she says’, she chided. ‘The result is so absurd that the man
that she wants seems in all ways like a woman. Women in pants, men in skirts. Unisex.
Hijo de mi vida, those are aberrations’.97 These ‘aberrations’ – not only the ‘gender
trouble’ but also the efforts to remake family structures – threatened to undermine both
support networks and the long-held feminist strategy of claiming gender complementarity as a means to gain recognition for the vast amounts of uncommodified labour
performed overwhelmingly by women.
Taking place during the UN’s Second Decade for Development, the IWY events
cultivated a productivist ethos that stressed incorporation of women into labour markets
and erased women’s massive contributions to food production and other subsistence
labour.98 Amid prevailing Marxist paradigms and developmentalist emphases on ‘productive’ labour, women like Barrios de Chungara struggled for recognition of their
own labours. In a subsequently written didactic pamphlet, Barrios de Chungara would
later describe going on strike and withholding her household labour to convince her
husband to support her activism.99 She recounts how Siglo XX women kept track of
their hours spent performing domestic labour and then presented their compañeros
with a bill, highlighting the value of their reproductive labour. In both this pamphlet
and her testimonio, Barrios de Chungara simultaneously stresses both her organisation’s ongoing struggle to recognise women’s political and domestic labours and its
rejection of feminism. Describing the challenges they faced in forming the housewives’
committee, she recalled the Siglo XX men whistling and shouting at them, ‘Go home!
Cook, clean, do chores!’ and women tut-tutting that the committee members neglected
their domestic obligations.100
If ‘housewives’ committee’ sounded to US feminists like a prim ladies’ auxiliary
or the Junior League, they were sorely mistaken.101 The group’s first action had been
a hunger strike, launched to demand the release of their compañeros from prison, and
it maintained a record of radical actions throughout the 1970s.102 Indeed, Barrios de
Chungara recounts two harrowing periods of imprisonment for her militancy.103 The
committee always functioned, however, as an adjunct to the tin miners’ union, and its
members conceptualised their demands and their actions as part of a programme in
concert (if also sometimes in tension) with the union. They agitated within a scenario
where the ‘reactivated drama’ recalled a struggle against transnational corporations
backed by an authoritarian government. In her pamphlet, Barrios de Chungara described
feminism as an ideology of moneyed women whose idea of liberation was to be able
to ‘party like men’, and she described machismo as an invention of capitalists to
divide men and women. ‘For this reason, the capitalists also created feminism’, she
explained, ‘so that men and women would fight each other’. As if to leave nothing to
the imagination, this argument was accompanied by a cartoon of a ‘feminist’ dressed
in leggings and a midriff-bearing bustier and smoking a cigarette, and another of a
lanky, spread-eagled Uncle Sam holding men and women apart from one another.104
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The separatist arguments of the International Lesbian Caucus or the Radicalesbians
would have conjured the hauntology of this feminist imaginary – of a world not so
materially structured around gender complementarity.
Apocrypha and excess in IWY accounts

Retrospective accounts of the IWY events focused on an apocryphal confrontation
between Friedan and Barrios de Chungara, which stands as a synecdoche for the
anticipated standoff between western liberal feminism and non-western (non-white)
revolutionary nationalism.105 In most accounts, Barrios de Chungara stands as the
authentic voice of the subaltern, and her bravery in speaking truth to power at the UN
tribune marks the turning point in transnational feminism when ‘Women of diverse
cultures and ethnicities and social and economic strata became aware of the urgency and
immediacy of one another’s concerns’.106 According to the extensive coverage in the
Mexican press, however, this altercation never occurred. In the tribune’s closing days,
Barrios de Chungara confronted not Friedan but rather the Mexican feminist Esperanza
Brito de Martı́, the president of the Movimiento Nacional de Mujeres and arguably
Friedan’s Mexican counterpart.107 According to one newspaper account, while Brito
attempted to deliver her address, ‘a tubby, dark, toothless woman in humble clothing
emerged from the audience and advanced confidently toward the microphone’.108
Cutting off Brito’s calls for feminist unity, Barrios de Chungara exclaimed, ‘How
can we women be equals when we, the wives of labourers, are thrown in jail for
organizing to protest their imprisonment? We cannot speak of equality between games
of canasta. Women cannot be equals any more than poor and rich countries can be
equals’.
The ex post facto ascendance of the imagined Friedan–Barrios de Chungara encounter appears ironic when viewed in light of their views on sexuality and sexual
rights. Both expressed open homophobia and little patience with prostitutes’ rights
campaigns; both insisted that men and women collaborate rather than work against one
another; and both blamed transnational corporations for women’s continued oppression. Certainly, if Friedan and Barrios de Chungara stood in for the dominant official
themes of equality and development, then Cárdenas remained outside this imaginary.
Even as they each struggled to ventriloquise an ‘authentic’ women’s voice, neither saw
Cárdenas within the bounds of what they might represent. In the invented scenario of
the IWY tribune, however, their interventions reactivated the dramas of imperialism
and exploitation, casting Barrios de Chungara in the role of the authentic subaltern and
Friedan as the defender of lesbians and prostitutes.
Brito’s and Friedan’s calls for unity and their search for an authentic feminist
subject – the subject concerned with the imagined ‘women’s issues’ – only begged the
question, however.109 Each of these performances tried to shape the scenario, conjuring
particular histories and languages that would locate themselves within an imagined trajectory of social and political transformation. As the feminist theorist Elizabeth Grosz
has observed, ‘Questions about culture and representation, concepts of subjectivity,
sexuality, and identity, as well as concepts of political struggle and transformation
all make assumptions about the relevance of history, the place of the present and the
forward-moving impetus directing us to the future’.110 These assumptions manifest at
the IWY as enactments and projections of imagined political scripts. The tenor of these
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different performances took on increased importance amid persistent concerns at the
IWY events about what constituted legitimate women’s issues – and what distinguished
them from the more interested domain of politics – and produced particularly acute
anxiety and uncertainty when they touched on questions of sexuality.
The performances at the NGO tribune were shaped as much by scenarios in participants’ home communities as by the atmosphere in Mexico City. Whereas for many
US activists their insistence on sexual rights marked them as pushing feminism in radical new directions, for Latin American leftists, establishing their political credentials
required an emphasis on combating racism, imperialism and economic injustice. For
many US feminists, the gender complementarity of Barrios de Chungara would have
conjured the essentialising ‘cultural feminism’ they struggled to keep at bay, and her
homophobia would have seemed an attack on the hard-fought gains of the early 1970s.
In the US scenario, her political performance followed the script not of a radical or
revolutionary but rather of a liberal or even a conservative. In the Mexican scenario, it
became increasingly untenable to contain the contradictions between sexual rights and
gender complementarity. As Marta Lamas notes, the feminists’ rejection of official
politics restricted their bargaining power, and ‘the weakness of the movement also
stems from the fact that although many people and political organizations incorporate
the feminist thesis, they do not accept that it is identified with lesbianism and abortion’.111 By the end of the decade, the Mexican national women’s movement that had
consolidated in 1975 would splinter over the issue of lesbian rights as the communists,
who had played a critical role in mobilising women, broke with the women’s liberation
movement.
Notably, apart from the literature on Mexican lesbianism, Nancy Cárdenas drops
out of retrospective accounts. Her politics exceeds the available paradigms, which
centre principally on the ‘global south’ struggling against the neo-imperialist north,
followed by a rapprochement between these two camps at the 1995 Beijing conference.
Cárdenas’s dissident cosmopolitanism has no role in this script. But if a homophobic
posture and antagonism towards sexual rights continues to constitute a critical performative aspect of anti-capitalist or anti-imperialist politics, it remains necessary to
historicise the political foundations for this hostility rather than chalking it up to traditionalism, provincialism, or the conservative influence of the Catholic Church or
the Communist Party – or even to a visceral or subconscious repugnance. Instead,
we should remain attuned to the contingencies as well as the structures of political
performance – to the ways in which the multiple audiences for these performances
appropriated and transformed their meanings. Even as various actors engaged in a
complicated politics of gesture and self-representation that resisted facile categorisations, participants, activists and scholars have tried to reinsert them into more legible
scenarios.
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Gender and Sexuality in Latina/o
Miami: Documenting Latina
Transsexual Activists
Susana Peña

Transgender studies is emerging as a distinct field of study that, according to Susan
Stryker, ‘claims as its purview transsexuality and cross-dressing, some aspects of intersexuality and homosexuality, cross-cultural and historical investigations of human
gender diversity, myriad specific subcultural expressions of “gender atypicality”, theories of sexed embodiment and subjective gender identity development, law and public
policy related to the regulation of gender expression and many similar issues’.1 In the
1990s, the term ‘transgender’ gained more widespread usage, and Stryker remarks upon
the ‘startling rapidity with which the term itself took root’.2 Since then, transgender
has been used to refer to numerous practices, identities and political agendas in a range
of geographical settings and historical periods. Although Stryker presents a widely inclusive definition of transgender studies as a field of study, David Valentine argues that
as a ‘collective category of identity . . . transgender identification is understood . . . to
be explicitly and fundamentally different in origin and being from homosexual identification’.3 It is precisely this border between homosexual and transgender identity that
this chapter seeks to explore.
My interest in transgender issues emerges out of my previous research on Cuban
American gay male cultures in Miami, Florida. In this research, I argue that male
homosexuality in Cuba was historically associated with ‘gender transgressions’.4 This
association between gender expression, sexual practice and identity was, of course,
not distinct to Cuba. In his summary of the extensive literature on male homosexuality
in Latin America, Tomás Almaguer argues that whereas sexual object choice is the
primary determinant of one’s sexual identity in the United States (a man who chooses
to have sex with another man is ‘gay’ or homosexual while a man who desires to have
sex with a woman is ‘straight’), in Latin America sexual aim (the desire to penetrate
or be penetrated) forms the primary determinant of identity. According to this system,
the penetrated partner – referred to by terms such as pasivo, maricón, mariposa, or
loca – is much more stigmatised than the active/penetrating man.5
The point I highlight in my work is that these sexual roles (active/passive) are
assumed to correspond to outward gendered manifestations that are socially visible.
Historicising Gender and Sexuality, First Edition. Edited by Kevin P. Murphy and Jennifer M. Spear.
C 2011 The Authors. Book compilation 
C 2011 Gender and History/Blackwell Publishing Ltd. Published 2011 by Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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The revolutionary Cuban state in the 1960s and 1970s specifically targeted visible male
homosexuality, a construct whose ‘characteristics’ included a wide range of gender
transgressive practices, including, but not limited to, long hair, tight pants, colourful
shirts, ‘effeminate’ mannerisms, ‘inappropriate clothing’ and ‘extravagant hairstyles’.6
Therefore, although the system Almaguer describes highlights sexual role, it is gender
identity that most often speaks to that sexual role and its corresponding sexual identity.
In other words, in most Latin American social contexts, men exhibiting characteristics
socially associated with women or socially defined as ‘effeminate’ are assumed to be
members of socially marked category of maricones and assumed to be passive. On
the other hand, men who appear masculine are less likely to be accused of being a
maricón, more often assumed to be an activo, and less likely to be stigmatised as a
homosexual – even if they have sex with men. The importance of gender appearance
lies not so much in its correspondence with sexual role. Rather, gender markers become
significant insofar as how they mark or mask sexual difference to others.
These visible markers were not just a way of facilitating enforcement of homosexual repression. Rather, visibility and gender transgressions themselves formed a
central part of the problem identified by the revolution. Even in the severest period
of enforcement, Marvin Leiner reminds us, private homosexual expression was never
the main target. Rather, ‘during this period of the camps and public arrests, the major
concern, as it had always been, was with the public display of homosexuality’.7 The
gravest crime was not same-sex sexual acts per se but rather transgressing gender
norms in ways associated with male homosexuality, or in other words, being visibly or
‘obviously’ gay. It should therefore not be surprising that after the severest period of
Cuban persecution, a concentration of gender transgressive homosexual men left Cuba
in the 1980 Mariel Boatlift.8
As I put this research on Cuban American gay male culture in dialogue with
the field of transgender studies, a troubling question emerges with respect to the
interplay of what is categorised as gay male/homosexual expression as opposed to
transgender expression. Many of the signs that marked a man as homosexual within
a Cuban and Cuban American social context – wearing women’s attire, having long
hair and walking with a stride deemed effeminate, for example – are characteristics
that might be associated with transgender communities today. Put another way, these
characteristics may be seen as signs of non-normative gender identity unrelated to
sexual orientation. As I think of the case of Cuban American gay male culture in
relationship with transgender studies, I am intrigued by a set of questions: if outward
manifestations that we would now call ‘transgender’ were understood in other historical
and cultural contexts as ‘homosexual’, how do we label such manifestations today?
By labelling them as homosexual, are we simply reinscribing the marginalisation of
transgender individuals? On the other hand, by labelling them as transgender, are we
anachronistically imposing a contemporary category and thereby performing another
kind of intellectual violence?
In a survey article on Latino/a transpopulations, Marcia Ochoa directly critiques
my work for misusing the term gay men to refer to gender transgressive populations:
[Peña] collapses transgender (MTF) Marielitas [Cuban Americans who arrived on the Mariel
Boatlift] into the category of ‘gay men’ . . . preferring to focus on performativity and public visibility
rather than on transgender experience . . . [Peña] includes mentions of ‘drag queens’ and locas but
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although transgender Marielitas have been documented elsewhere, Peña’s analytic lens, like those
of many researchers, keeps MTF Marielitas within the category ‘gay’. I argue this practice makes
trans experience invisible.9

Although I do not want to make trans experience invisible, Ochoa is right to note my
hesitation in calling gender transgressive Marielitas transgender or transgénero because
I find no evidence that ‘transgender’ as an identity category or community group had
any relevance to Cubans and Cuban Americans in Miami in 1980. Rather, my research
indicates that gender expressions we identify today as transgender played a central role
in structuring homosexual/queer self-identifications. In other words, many homosexual
men understood gender transgression as a socially recognisable way to mark himself
or herself as homosexual. While it is clear that some gender transgressive Marielitas
now define themselves as transgender and/or transsexual – best known is probably the
case of Adela Vasquez documented in the graphic novel Sexile – many others continue
to understand their gender expression as specifically related to male homosexuality.10
If we say, using contemporary categories, that the gender transgressive practices of
Cuban immigrants in 1980 are transgender, does it follow that the individuals exhibiting
them were or are not homosexual men?11 I do not mean to suggest that there were not
Cubans who understood their gender nonconformity as unrelated to sexual desire and
orientation. However, I am suggesting that one would not be able to distinguish these
individuals from those who understood themselves as part of a homosexual culture
simply based on their outward gender manifestations.
Today, transgender seems increasingly relevant to Latina/o communities, and
scholars and activists are increasingly using the terms ‘trans’ and ‘transgender’ to
discuss Latin American and US Latino/a communities.12 It is important to note that
the terms trans, trans-, transgender and/or transgénero are used slightly differently in
these texts. For example, Lawrence La Fountain-Stokes defines transloca performers
as those who explore ‘homosexuality, transvestism, and spatial displacement’ even
as he acknowledges the slang definition of loca as an ‘effeminate homosexual’.13
This usage resonates with my discussion of contemporary Cuban American gay male
practices in that it examines gender transgression as a cultural element of expression among some male homosexual Latinos and/or Latin Americans. Therefore even
though ‘trans-’ is increasingly relevant to Latino/a and Latin American populations,
I believe we should be cautious about what precisely such usage implies about the
relationship among transgender, homosexual and/or queer. In his ethnographic exploration of the category of transgender, for example, Valentine juxtaposes the meanings
of transgender among primarily white activists (who see gender identity as distinct
from homosexuality) and primarily poor and working-class people of colour (whose
identifications suggest that they understand gender expression as related to sexual
identity). To some of the activists, these working-class people of colour are ‘laboring
under “false consciousness” because they are unable to distinguish their “gendered”
and “sexual” identities’.14 Valentine begins Imagining Transgender with a quote from
Fiona, an African American male-bodied person who identifies as a woman and as
gay (‘indexing her attraction to other male-bodied people’). According to Valentine,
transgender social service providers and activists he worked with believed:
Fiona’s view of gendered and sexual identity was not merely an alternative categorisation but a false
one. In their view, Fiona was using an outmoded view of gendered and sexual identity that conflates
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or confuses her transgender identity with homosexual desire. This is a result, they argue, of class,
racial, or cultural inequalities which have left Fiona and her peers outside the conversations and
historical developments which make this distinction possible.15

This assertion involves a:
modernist telos wherein the recognition of gendered and sexual identification as separate . . . is more
accurate, more true, more valid. Thus, the Meat Market fem queens like Rita become almost figures
of premodernity, people who have not been ‘educated’, who adhere to the ‘mistaken’ belief that
homosexual identification involves cross-gender identification.16

Valentine found that among working-class people of colour, it was quite common to
understand gender and sexual identity to be related to one another, and that although
they were hailed under the umbrella term ‘transgender’, they rarely used the term to
define themselves.
This chapter explores the borderlands between the concept of ‘homosexual’ and
‘transgender’ with a particular focus on Latina/o communities in Miami, Florida. My
previous work on Cuban Americans lead me to identify Miami, the US city with the
largest concentration of Cuban Americans, as a research site. Latina/o Miami, is not,
however, all Cuban. Therefore, this project expands on my previous questions and
engages with the complexities of a multi-ethnic Latina/o urban setting, where different
national origin groups coexist. I have searched for Miami Latina political groups,
organisations and representations explicitly labelled as ‘transgender’ or ‘transsexual’
by participants. I focus on the earliest case I have found, namely the activism of
transsexual Latinas in early 1970s Miami, for transsexual activism is one important
antecedent to contemporary transgender activism. Specifically, I analyse the rarely
discussed Latina activists who participated in the Transsexual Action Organisation
(TAO) – an early transsexual rights organisation. I am particularly interested in the
complicated and contradictory identity practices of Latina TAO members, the ways
they discussed the connections and distinctions between transsexual communities and
other groups categorised by gender and sexuality such as feminists and gay male
communities and the ways TAO invoked elements of Cuban culture (such as Santeria
religious practices) to articulate a transsexual identity in Miami. In addition, I discuss
TAO director Angela Douglas’s conflicted relationship with Cuban Americans and
other Latino/as in Miami.
Borderlands between transgender and gay

According to Stryker, the current definition of transgender emerged in 1992 through
Leslie Feinberg’s Transgender Liberation and Sandy Stone’s ‘posttranssexual manifesto’. Feinberg called for a ‘political alliance between all individuals who were
marginalised or oppressed due to their difference from social norms of gendered embodiment and who should, therefore, band together in a struggle for social, political and
economic justice’.17 An important antecedent to the Transgender Rights movement,
transsexual and transvestite activists in the 1970s articulated a distinct agenda and
actively distinguished themselves from gay/lesbian and women’s political movements.
For example, Stonewall veterans Sylvia Rivera and Marsha Johnson formed Street
Transvestite Action Revolutionaries (STAR) in 1970 after being marginalised by the
gay political organisations.18
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That same year, Angela Douglas founded the Transsexual Action Organisation
(TAO) in Los Angeles.19 The organisation and its publications moved to Miami Beach,
Florida in 1972. Joanne Meyerowitz describes TAO as one of only two transsexual
organisations in the 1970s with a national presence, and Stryker adds that TAO was
‘the first truly international grassroots transgender community organisation, with a
worldwide mailing list and loosely affiliated chapters in various cities’.20 This chapter
draws on the organisation’s publications, Moonshadow and Mirage Magazine (1972–
75) as well as Douglas’s self-published autobiographical texts, Triple Jeopardy: The
Autobiography of Angela Lynn Douglas (1983) and Hollywood’s Obsession (1992).21
Latinas such as Colette Tisha Goudie, Tara Carn and Kimberly Elliot constituted an
integral part of the public face of this pioneering transsexual organisation, often serving
in leadership positions, appearing in pictorials in the organisation’s publications and
representing TAO in interviews with mainstream media outlets.
That transsexual Latinas were so prominent throughout this organisation and that
documentation of their participation has survived is a great contribution to GLBT historical records that, by and large, tend to under-represent people of colour.22 This data
set also poses serious limitations, the most challenging of which is the centrality of Angela Douglas’s narratives and the absence of competing narratives. Douglas’s accounts
are highly eccentric, weaving together her sexual and gender journey with accounts of
UFO sightings and the relationship between the struggles of transsexuals and extraterrestrial beings. Her second autobiography is devoted to proving that representations
of transsexuals in the media were mostly plagiarised variations of her story, hence
the title, ‘Hollywood’s Obsession’. According to Stryker, Douglas ‘suffered several
psychotic breaks as a young adult’ and was ‘more of a gadfly and provocateur than
a movement builder’.23 Meyerowitz describes Douglas as a ‘disruptive figure’ with a
‘disruptive personality’ whose ‘“second wave” radicalism put off many transsexuals
whose politics differed from hers . . . Douglas lambasted the people who disagreed
with her and made increasingly strange accusations that put off virtually everyone
else’.24 I strive to highlight Douglas’s work as a radical activist who was able to inject
transsexual issues into local and national political debates, and I want to avoid reinforcing stereotypes of transsexuals (as crazy, unstable and dangerous) without omitting
significant strands from her story.
The racial/ethnic perspective provided by Douglas’s account is another limitation
of the data. My analysis of TAO’s publications (in which several transsexual Latinas
were regular contributors) is substantially complemented by Douglas’s autobiographies. I use the lengthier accounts by the Anglo leader of this group in order to access
a more textured description of Latina transgender activists and the social context in
which TAO existed. This choice is not troubling because Douglas is Anglo per se, but
rather because she has a very complicated relationship with race/ethnicity and Cuban
Americans in particular.
A few details from Angela Douglas’s biography will flesh out this point. From her
earliest recollections, Douglas presents herself as someone with liberal attitudes about
race who challenged the racist conceptions of family members, and she certainly had
connections with Latinas and Latinos throughout her life.25 She also often interprets
Latinos and blacks through a racist lens. When Douglas was fourteen, the Czinky
family (Douglas’s biological family) moved to the South Florida neighbourhood of
Hialeah. In 2010, Hialeah, la ciudad que progresa, is over 90 per cent Hispanic. In
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the late 1950s, the neighbourhood’s Hispanic population was much smaller but still
significant. At Hialeah High School, Doug Czinky (Angela Douglas’s name before
transition) met his first love, Norma Arcadia Rodrı́guez, ‘a Cuban-born beauty from
Puerto Padre’. The Rodrı́guezes – including father Goduel, mother Onelia and brother
Jackson – became Douglas’s ‘surrogate family’.26
The Czinky family opposed his marriage to a Cuban woman. As she narrates this
story, Douglas reveals her evaluation of Cubans in general. She remembers responding
that Rodrı́guez ‘may be Cuban but has genius IQ’.27 Therefore, in Douglas’s own tale
of anti-racism she actually confirms her racist assumption that an intelligent Cuban is
an anomaly. Czinky’s descriptions of Norma focus upon her sexuality, calling her a
‘sex goddess’ and a ‘Cuban bombshell’ and describing letters Norma wrote as ‘torrid,
sexy, hard-core, [she] would have made a fortune writing porno novels’.28 Doug and
Norma eventually married and had a rocky relationship that ended when Norma left
him, pregnant with his child, to be with her lesbian lover, Joan Black. In Douglas’s
autobiographical texts, Norma is a recurrent theme.
The sexualised language used to describe Norma evidences one of the first revelations of the racialised way in which Douglas sees Cubans, Latinos and other racialised
groups. Douglas underwent an extreme racist period during 1978–79 when she actively
participated in US Nazi politics. During this period, Douglas’s politics shifted to the
far right and her racism was highly explicit and confrontational. She suggests that this
activism might have been caused by mind control by her enemies. Rather than dwell on
this period, I prefer to provide an example from outside the Nazi period of the discourse
that characterises the majority of the autobiography. For instance, while critiquing the
treatment of transsexuals in prison, Douglas makes the point that for transsexuals jail is
much like the outside world because in jail, ‘the most ignorant black, Latin, or anyone
is still above us and can control our lives to a great extent, with the full weight of a
sexist, callous Society and legal system on their side’.29 In general, Douglas uses racist
language freely when harassed and provoked by blacks and Latinos. Douglas seems to
view Cubans and Latinas with both a desiring and despising gaze.
TAO and involvement of Latinas

Angela Douglas describes 1972 as the ‘Year of the Transsexual in Miami Beach:
hundreds were there, from all over the nation, and many Puerto Ricans and Cubans’.
In the drag bars and discos in South Miami Beach, ‘the cha-chas became as thick as
tourists; the Latin transsexuals were referred to as “cha-chas”’.30 It was in this Latina/o
and transsexual environment that Douglas reformed TAO. Therefore, it is not surprising
that Latinas were a core part of the TAO leadership. Three out of six of the women
tapped to participate in TAO Miami were Latina.
I should clarify that I am identifying someone as Latina only if the text provides
specific information indicating her ethnicity/nationality – not by surname alone.31 The
use of Spanish surnames, an already imprecise way of identifying Latinos, becomes
further complicated among transsexual individuals who usually adopt a new name
during gender transitioning. This renaming and re-identifying sometimes also involves
shifting or blurring racial/ethnic signifiers: most of the transsexual women I can unequivocally identify as Latina do not go by a Spanish surname. On the other hand, one
woman I have not been able to identify in racial/ethnic terms, Barbara Rosello, does
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have a Spanish surname well known in South Florida and the Caribbean. It is important to note that phenotypical features related to race could set limits on the amount
of ethnic blurring a transsexual woman could achieve. For example, a lighter-skinned
Latina who adapted an English surname could hope to be interpreted as Anglo/white.
A darker-skinned Latina adopting the same name might be interpreted as African
American, an arguably more stigmatised group in South Florida.
Below I provide biographical sketches of three of the original Latina members
of TAO Miami: Colette Tisha Goudie, Tara Carn and Kimberly Elliot. I model my
biographical sketches on the presentations self provided on the pages of TAO magazine.
Since all of the women were TAO officers and some were editors and contributors
to the publications, I hope that the sketches reveal some of the ways in which they
preferred to present themselves or self-identify. Although some of the details presented
in these stories might run contrary to contemporary transgender preferences for selfidentification, I include them in order to indicate the sets of concerns and characteristics
Latina transgendered women in the 1970s chose to highlight in one venue.
Colette Tisha Goudie

The most prominent of the transsexual Latinas, Colette Tisha Goudie was the third
president of TAO. She took over after the brief tenure of Barbara Rosello, who resigned
due to family pressures and nerves. Goudie also served as TAO’s vice-president and
defense director (1973). Goudie, who had been living as a woman since 1969, was one
of the more popular models in the magazines and her pictures were featured on several
covers and many pictorials. Douglas describes Goudie as a ‘very feminine, beautiful
transsexual from Miami’ whom she met during the 1972 protests of the presidential
national conventions in Miami Beach. In her first published statement as president,
Goudie says she had been an active TAO member since 1973 and that she was ‘elated
to be the third president’ of the organisation. As president, she pledged to:
call demonstrations whenever necessary to protest our oppression and I hope you will support them
as much as possible. We will also make ourselves more available to the media to explain about
transexualism and transexual liberation, as education for the public is most important. When I
served as Defense Director for TAO we held several actions, all of them fairly effective, and in a
way, educational as well. TAO needs more members and officers who want to do more than see
their names in print or their faces on television screens . . . I will do all I can to build TAO and help
achieve liberation for all transexuals, transvestites, whether they are rich or poor, white or black,
Cuban, Puerto Rican or whatever.32

In TAO publications, Goudie is not identified as Latina or Cuban American at first,
but this aspect of her ethnic identity is eventually unveiled. The first time she appears
in the magazines, Goudie is described as a twenty-six-year-old, pre-op transsexual
‘student of the occult’ who is ‘originally from France’. In 1974, she is identified as
having ‘French Cuban extraction’ and having ‘lived in Florida for many years’.33 In
the February 1975 issue that featured her on the cover, Goudie reiterates that she was
born in France but adds that she ‘was raised in Cuba as my mother is Spanish and
then in Miami’.34 Goudie’s mother’s very Cuban nickname (‘China’) as well as her
familiarity with Afro-Cuban religious practices suggests a strong Cuban American
background. Although she describes studying the occult in general (including voodoo
and satanism), she wrote about Afro-Cuban Santeria. Moonshadow’s August 1975
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issue featured Goudie on the cover and included an article on Chango-Santa Barbara,
one of the ‘transsexual and intersexual deities . . . found in Afro-Latin beliefs’. Written
by Douglas and Goudie with help from someone identified only as ‘Maria’, the article
explains that Chango ‘is viewed as a transvestite by some cults, legend saying he
assumed feminine dress to escape his enemies and liked it so well he continued’. The
Catholic saint with whom Chango was syncretised, Santa Barbara, was a king who
‘assumed feminine disguise, continuing to live as a woman off and on during the rest of
his life’. Santa Barbara/Chango is worshipped ‘by many Latin Americans, particularly
[by] Cubans’. The story discussed other Santeria deities including Yemaya that ‘some
say . . . is the protector of male and female homosexuals’.35
After Douglas left Miami, she travelled throughout the country spending substantial amounts of time in California and Hawaii. Douglas’s and Goudie’s paths crossed
repeatedly. Douglas admits she was ‘madly in love with [Goudie although] she hardly
returned the same amount of affection’.36 In the early 1980s, Douglas says she visited
Goudie in her home in South Miami. Douglas had dinner with Goudie and her mother,
China, and describes them as ‘aloof’.37 Goudie had ‘claimed’ she had sex reassignment surgery, gone to college and visited Paris and Rome.38 Douglas describes being
suspicious of all these claims; subsequently, they had their final break-up around this
time when Goudie announced that she was a born-again Christian, did not want to
see Douglas anymore, planned to tape their calls and refused to return copies of the
magazine. After this, Douglas reportedly went to the local police to complain that
Goudie was taping her calls and to the FBI to report her suspicion that ‘Tisha and her
mother were Castro agents, which I concluded for a number of reasons’.39
Tara Carn

According to Douglas, Goudie’s arch-rival was Tara Carn, a Puerto Rican-born, New
York-raised transsexual woman who was also one of the original members of TAO
Miami. In her autobiography, Douglas describes ‘Tara Lopez Carn’ as ‘a gorgeous, very
wild blonde Puerto Rican’. As in other descriptions of Latinas (both transsexual and
not), Douglas’s language reeks of stereotypes of the hot, highly sexual and passionate
Latin spitfire. Douglas tells us that Goudie and Carn were ‘both very beautiful and
wild and hated each other with a hot passion. Getting them to work together was nearly
impossible’.40
Carn describes Miami as boring at times but acknowledges that she always came
back to the city. When asked to appear in her first pictorial in Mirage, Carn reports
that her boyfriend was ‘terrified’ because he did not want anyone to know that his
girlfriend was a transsexual, but she ‘felt differently’. She is quoted as saying: ‘I’m
proud of what I am, and I want to help anyway I can’.41 Although above she refers to a
boyfriend, she is also quoted as saying that she is a ‘lesbian at heart’ because she likes
‘other transsexuals and girls’.42
Douglas describes Carn as one of the most militant of TAO members. At the
beginning of the organisation she was a pre-op transsexual who had lived several years
as a woman and had ‘little trouble being accepted as a woman, although some people
can’t accept the fact that she is a transsexual’. She was a popular target of Miami Beach
police officers who followed her around and harassed her by telling the men she picked
up that she was ‘a fag in a dress’. Douglas states that they ‘loved to embarrass Tara,
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who was extremely womanly’.43 Carn developed an ingenious strategy to get back at
the police:
To retaliate, the beautiful Tara sometimes went to a crowded beach, started dancing topless to music
from a radio and after a crowd of applauding people surrounded her, would take off her bikini
panties, display her male genitals and cause a near riot. Police would arrive and she’d shake her
genitals at them, screaming ‘you say I’m a man’ . . . She was taken to jail, fined, and sometimes
went back and repeated the performance.44

Later in the 1970s, Carn underwent sex reassignment surgery. Both Douglas and Carn
left Miami separately around 1976, and Douglas reports that she disbanded TAO at
this time. Tara is only briefly mentioned again in Douglas’s autobiography when their
paths crossed in Hawaii. Douglas reports that Carn had gone to Honolulu based on
her suggestion. When Douglas runs into Carn with Cynthia Platt (another former TAO
member), she says they were ‘dripping with expensive clothes and money’ and ‘were
cold, unfriendly, and made it clear that they wanted nothing to do with me’. A few
months after this encounter where Douglas felt snubbed, she read Carn had been
arrested on a prostitution charge and escaped. ‘I guess she is still running’.45
Kimberly Elliot

Kimberly Barreiro (who changed her name to Kimberly Elliot when she married Steve
Elliot) was also one of the original Miami TAO members.46 Cuban-born Elliot served
as TAO’s Miami Beach director, a member of TAO’s central committee and associate
director of Mirage. Douglas described the young Elliot (only twenty-one in 1974) as
‘tiny, bubbly’.47
Elliot was one of the first in the group to undergo surgery, and Douglas said that
she transitioned fully in less than a year.48 In a 1974 pictorial, Elliot is quoted as saying
she is ‘elated with the results’ of the surgery. ‘I don’t regret it all. But the pain was
incredible. I don’t know if I could go through it again’.49 Elliot was found dead in 1980
at Miami Beach’s Midtown Plaza due to a drug overdose Douglas saw as suspicious.
She was buried in North Miami Beach, and Douglas reports that ‘many old TAO people
attended her funeral’.50
Transsexual Latina

In addition to documenting the lives of individual Latina transsexual activists, I also
want to explore the ways in which race and ethnicity emerged in TAO and its publications. An imagined Latina/o audience is signalled in a range of ways in the organisation’s pages. Both Moonshadow and Mirage regularly included information about
conditions faced by transsexuals in Latin America, and these reports occasionally
came from TAO members who travelled to those countries.51 For example, Jennifer
Raquel Otero, identified as the ‘third place winner in the Miss Universe contest held
in Caracas’, reported that police harassment was ‘intense’ and ‘hormone and silicone
treatments are also illegal’ in Venezuela.52 In addition, TAO publications included
regular updates on prominent Latina transvestites Silvia Rivera and Holly Woodlawn,
although their Latina descent is never mentioned.53 TAO publications also include other
culturally significant references, like the previously mentioned full-page discussion of
Chango and Santeria.
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Spanish language was used in a variety of ways in the publication – ranging
from the use of short phrases to full stories being printed entirely in Spanish. One
issue of Moonshadow features a line drawing of a woman with flowing wavy hair
wearing a fashionable leisure suit looking over her shoulder at a map of Florida’s east
coast. A cartoon bubble indicates that she is remarking ‘¿Qué pasa?’ The familiar
salutary address (similar to ‘What’s up?’) is so widely familiar to English monolingual speakers that its inclusion, in and of itself, does not suggest a Spanish-speaking
audience. However, the fact that the phrase is properly punctuated and accented (with
an inverted question mark and an acute accent) suggests that a Spanish speaker edited
the text, taking care to make the Spanish ‘correct’, possibly with bilingual readers in
mind.54
Another Moonshadow issue includes extensive use of the Spanish. The third page
begins with the description of the magazine and TAO in Spanish – ‘Moonshadow es
la publicación oficial de la Transexual Action Organization, un efuerzo de liberación
transexualista fundado por Angela K. Douglas’ – followed by the English language
translation. Similarly, international news from Puerto Rico, Sweden and Canada was
printed first in Spanish and followed by its English translation.55 On the outside
cover of another issue, only two words appear: the title, ‘Moonshadow’ and ‘gratis’
indicating in Spanish that the publication is free. Inside we find a picture of Goudie
identified as ‘TAO President’ and information about TAO, magazine distribution and
TAO membership in several languages with Spanish appearing first.56
TAO publications also critiqued Latino homophobia and transphobia. These critiques can be interpreted several ways. On the one hand, they might speak particularly
strongly to Latina/o readers who had themselves fallen victim to oppression from their
compatriots, therefore drawing those readers in. Also, they acknowledge the cultural
presence of Latinos as part of Miami’s landscape. On the other hand, they can be
understood to portray all Latino cultures in a derogatory way. These multiple effects
are all demonstrated in one short piece, entitled ‘Mariposa Mierda’, that critiques a
local Cuban American musical recording called ‘Mariposa’: ‘Some Cuban morons
have released a record called “Mariposa” (butterfly) which ridicules effeminate gays
and TVs. Mariposa is an insult, like “maricón” or “pato”, i.e., faggot or queer. It’s
a best-seller in Miami’. The critique of Cuban homophobia quickly devolves into
an anti-Cuban ‘go-back-where-they-came-from’ diatribe that resonates with much of
Douglas’s autobiography: ‘Too bad they can’t go back to Cuba, where they won’t find
many mariposas; we’ll be glad to steal a boat for them. By the way, didn’t they come
to find liberty and justice? Apparently they don’t know what it is’. The short piece
ends somewhat incongruously with a shout out to the Santeria deities: ‘Viva Inle and
Yemaya’.57 This particular article seems addressed to someone unfamiliar with Cuban
cultural references from someone who is familiar with them – therefore the need to
explain a term like mariposa – a term that would be widely familiar to Cubans and
other Spanish speakers in Miami. It also demonstrates knowledge about Cuban American culture and even ends with using Cuban cultural references to Santeria to critique
Cuban homophobia. On the other hand, the centre of the argument involves sending
ignorant Cubans ‘back where they belong’.
Although many Latinas were TAO members and/or magazine contributors, it is
unclear how much editorial control they exercised. Given that Douglas’s lengthy autobiography is not countered by any similar type of document from Goudie, Carn or other
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TAO Latinas, it is difficult to answer this question. Clearly, in a visual sense, images of
Latinas filled the pages of Moonshadow and Mirage. Whether actual photographs or
line drawings adapted from photographs, the faces and bodies of transgendered Latinas
like Goudie and Carn became the image of TAO.
Likewise, when TAO spoke to the mainstream media, Latinas were almost always
present. One of the significant accomplishments of TAO is that they were able to get
mainstream media outlets to feature stories about transsexuals. While the stories are
mixed and sometimes include denigrating language (like referring to transsexuals as
‘boy girls’), they also included information about the day-to-day challenges faced by
transsexuals.58 For example, in 1974 TAO appeared on the ‘Marsh and Adams Show’
on WKID television in Fort Lauderdale. Tisha Goudie was one of three TAO members
featured. The show discussed some of the challenges faced by transsexuals: housing
discrimination, police harassment, difficulties receiving proper medical attention and
difficulties with getting identification.59 During June 1974, the Miami News published
a series on transsexual issues. Two of the four featured transsexuals were Latina: Tara
Carn and Colombian American Crystal Gresham. Previewing the interview before
the story was published, Mirage reported that Carn and another transsexual, Sharon
Martin, gave the journalist John Maguire and photographer Bill Rankin ‘a long look
at the wonders wrought by silicone and hormones’. Predictably, the Miami News
story voyeuristically reported that they had ‘breasts that rival a Playmate’s’ and that
their faces ‘epitomize[d] one ideal of classy looks’. The writer seemed most taken
with Gresham (formerly Crystal Lein) who served as TAO’s Miami Beach director.
Gresham is described as a ‘perfect lady’ and ‘personifying elegance in name, voice
and gesture’. During the interview, ‘she wore a lace dress with white earrings . . . Her
appearance and demeanor were impressive’. According to the article, Gresham ‘live[d]
fully as a female except when teaching ballroom dance to elderly women in Miami
Beach’.60
One of my original questions was how TAO defined their relationship with other
political movements and social identities. Membership policies begin to answer this
question. When founding the organisation on the west coast, Douglas conceived it as
catering to both transvestites and transsexuals. However, she shortly reconsidered this
position, so transvestites were not invited to be part of TAO Miami. In a published
interview, Douglas asks then-TAO president Goudie how she feels about transvestites:
I have nothing against them. Some transsexuals say they are transvestites because it’s easier for the
world to comprehend. But it’s not the same. A transvestite is a man who dresses up like a woman
for a little while and then becomes a man again. A transsexual, like you and me and so many others,
live as we are all of the time. It is so different . . . I don’t think it’s good for both TVs and TSs to
belong to the same groups, as the values are so different, the laws and problems are so different. In
some ways the problems overlap, but not completely.61

For most of TAO’s history, full membership was restricted to pre- and post-operative
transsexuals, not a larger ‘queer’ community, and several issues suggest that ‘proof’
(such as medical documents or a note from a doctor) were required to receive a membership card. This relationship to medical technologies is one issue that distinguished
transsexuals from transvestites. Although TAO critiqued the mainstream media’s focus
on ‘medical aspects’ of transsexualism at the expense of more severe problems, the
magazine included regular information about the costs and accessibility of medical
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procedures. Do-it–yourself medical technologies, while probably not uncommon
among TAO members, were not discussed or promoted in TAO publications. As
Meyerowitz points out, the 1970s marked the growth of the ‘privatization of medical treatment’ of transsexuals that exponentially increased access.62 Dr John Brown
was a controversial figure (Meyerowitz said he ‘won a well-earned reputation as a
back-alley butcher’) who provided cheaper and quicker surgeries for transsexuals who
wanted it.63 Although when Douglas met Dr Brown in 1974 she did not yet decide
to have surgery, she claims, ‘he wanted to help aid me and came up with several
thousand dollars cash to help publish Mirage Magazine. In exchange, I promoted him
considerably’.64 Dr Brown’s patronage, as well as the eagerness of transsexuals who
had previously been denied access to surgical interventions and medical recognition,
probably fuelled the inclusion of information about medical technologies.
Although transvestites were not full members of TAO Miami, TAO added ‘units’
or associate memberships for non-transsexual members, including the lesbian and
transvestite units, and in 1975 full membership was granted to intersexuals.65 As only
one of many examples, one issue clarifies the relationship between TAO and other
social movements related to gender and sexuality:
TAO also strongly relates to the problems and efforts of transvestites, gay men and women and
feminists. However, we consider transexualist values of paramount importance and are not subject
to the values of other sociosexual liberationist movements, such as the feminist and gay liberation
movements. We prefer to meet members in person.

In another article, Douglas describes ‘transexual and transvestite liberation’ as ‘seeking
full independence from the feminist and gay liberation movements’.66 As in the national political landscape, eruptions emerged between women’s liberation activists and
transsexuals because of the exclusion of male-to-female transsexuals from ‘women’s’
spaces. When this issue came up in the pages of TAO’s publications, group members
mostly did not identify specific local instances of discrimination but rather referred
to national and international issues, yet tensions with the gay/lesbian movement did
seem to respond to local issues. TAO broke off relationships with Gay Action Alliance
(GAA-Miami) after the gay/lesbian group refused to include transsexuals in a lawsuit
countering police brutality in Miami Beach.67 This was particularly upsetting to TAO
since, from their point of view, they had been the ones to take actions on the street
level to challenge the police.68 As Douglas clarifies, the point of their actions was
that transsexuals were targeted more than gay men and other groups. In an interview,
Goudie explains that only transsexuals can ‘really understand each other and help each
other. We have our experiences and goals and non-transexuals have theirs . . . We do not
really belong in the gay or women’s movements, although I don’t really care if people
think I’m gay or not’.69 In response to a National Gay Task Force media issue, Joann
Ocasio is quoted as saying: ‘I am not a homosexual and do not want homosexuals
representing me’.70 The article elaborates that this is the position held by most TAO
members.
I would say these positions represent the majority (although not all) of the positions expressed in TAO publications. A few issues complicate the assertion of an
explicitly separatist agenda. A review of the articles, advertisements and Douglas’s
autobiographies suggests a very concentrated social space in which most transsexuals
lived, worked and/or socialised. This area of South Miami Beach, about nine square
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blocks around Twenty-first Street beach, was at the time also Miami’s primary gay
male neighbourhood. In her autobiography, Holly Woodlawn, the Puerto Rican-born
actress best known for her role in Andy Warhol’s Trash, describes her first encounter
with Twenty-first Street beach in the early 1960s:
I had stumbled upon the only gay beach in all of Florida . . . Loud Cuban salsa music blared from
a nearby radio as all these men yukked it up, having the time of their lives. I had never before
seen a real-life, honest-to-God homosexual – ever! Here were actual ‘queers’, ‘fairies’, ‘pansies’,
‘Nancies’ and ‘fags’. And with that kind of terminology floating around my head, how could I
have helped but assume that all homosexuals were nellie little darlings with poofy hair coiffed to
perfection, their shoulders caressed by feather boas, wearing a rock on every finger and talking with
a dead-giveaway lisp!? Boy, was I ever in for a surprise.
There they were, a smorgasbord of every type imaginable: exotic, outrageous, fabulous, decadent!
Big, little, hunky, chunky.71

Therefore, approximately a decade before TAO emerged in Miami Beach, Woodlawn
describes a vibrant and diverse homosexual community at the beach. The presence
of ‘loud Cuban salsa music’ and the description of ‘exotic’ men, suggests the presence of Latino homosexual men amid the scene. In the early 1970s (and well into
the 1980s), this area was still a well-known gay male gathering place. The political
tensions that emerged between transsexual activists and gay groups were probably a
product of sharing this confined social/urban space. In other words, the need to articulate a separate identity and political agenda emerged from the proximity and shared
social space of these social groups (transsexuals, gay men and transvestites) rather
than their social distance. Also, while Goudie sees herself as quite distinct from a
transvestite, she and other TAO members knew that this distinction was meaningless
in the eyes of the police. This blurring is evidenced by the regular reporting of violence and harassment of transvestites and cross-dressers as well as transsexuals in
the pages of TAO publications.72 Miami Beach laws outlawing cross-dressing (which
were found unconstitutional in 1972 but reportedly still enforced) were used to harass
both transvestites and transsexuals. Even given this shared harassment, TAO clearly
articulated the specificity of their experiences as transsexuals – taking pains to explain
the ways in which transsexuals had needs and identities different from transvestites,
gay men and feminists.
Earlier, I asked how Cuban immigrants, especially those who migrated to the US
in 1980, fit into these gender/sexual schemas. After 1980, Miami underwent a demographic transformation with the mass immigration of Cuban and Haitian immigrants.
Many Cuban gender transgressive (male-to-female) immigrants entered the United
States as part of the 1980 Mariel Boatlift.73 This particular subgroup is probably the
one most likely to be claimed as ‘transgender’, as Ochoa’s pointed critique indicates.
How did transsexual activists view these gender transgressive Mariel immigrants? Were
they seen as part of the transsexual group? Soon-to-be-transsexuals? Homosexuals? Or
something else? The accounts by TAO activists reveal that, prior to 1980, there existed
a group of Latinas, including Cuban Americans, who saw themselves as transsexuals
and understood themselves as different from gay men and transvestites.
In her autobiography, Douglas provides some sense of how newly arrived gender
transgressive Cubans were seen. She describes the changes in South Miami Beach
(what is now known as South Beach) when she returned to the city in 1981 and 1982,
shortly after the Mariel migration:
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the Beach was dying. Cuban refugees by the thousands had moved in and had turned ratty South
Miami Beach into a Cuban slum . . . Italian and Jewish stores and restaurants had been taken over
by Cubans, one by one. Lovely Lincoln Road had been transformed into a pathetic cheap-goods
shopping mall run by Cubans. The Beach had deteriorated so badly I was horrified.74

Douglas interprets the dramatic increase in the Cuban population as a negative turn for
this Miami neighbourhood. During this time, Douglas lived in South Miami Beach’s
Drake Hotel. The Drake, like other South Beach hotel/apartment buildings, had become
home to gender transgressive migrants, many of whom arrived during the Mariel
Boatlift, because they provided small, relatively inexpensive, rental units. Douglas felt
tormented by the ‘young gays and Cuban drag queens’ with whom she lived at the
Drake.75 A few pages later, Douglas repeats that ‘a group of very idiotic, offensive
young gays lived there, all prostitutes, and a bunch of Cuban drag queens lived there,
too’.76 These quick references suggest that Douglas did not identify the newly arrived
Cuban gender transgressive migrants as transsexuals, nor did she see them as part
of a group to which she belonged. This outsider status is related to a combination
of gender expression, sexual orientation, race/ethnicity and immigrant status. Based
on the framing of the Drake population as ‘young gays’ and ‘Cuban drag queens’, it
also seems that Douglas did not see the gender transgressive Marielitos as part of the
community of homosexual men who lived in Miami Beach prior to 1980. Other sources
have commented on how gender transgressive Marielitos challenged the attitudes and
lifestyles of gay men who already lived in Miami in part because of their class-based
and ethnically distinct expressions.77
Transgender studies demands that contemporary scholars analyse and not assume
the relationships between communities and individuals marginalised due to gender and
sexual non-conformity. Transgender studies provides two interrelated insights. First,
sexual orientation and gender identity are not necessarily related, and we should not
assume that a transgressive gender identity corresponds with sexual preference. Second
(and perhaps conversely), it is important for scholars to think about relationships
between gender transgressive groups that may not see themselves as members of
the same identity groups or communities. In other words, transgender studies posits
the relationships among a wide continuum of gender transgressive practices. People
embodying some characteristics on this continuum might not see themselves as related
to others along the continuum. Examining the possible (but not assumed) relationship
between gender and sexual orientation and analysing the ways in which different
manifestations of gender transgression function socially in relation to one another can
only make our scholarship more precise.
Applying these insights, however, is not the same as saying that individuals at
different historical moments and in different cultural contexts were transgender. This
statement would imply that individuals identified with a particular social identity that
emerges from a different social context. My research highlights why we should not
assume that ‘transgender’ identities and alliances existed in historical moments before the term was mobilised. For example, TAO publications reflect that organisation
leaders saw a clear distinction between sexual orientation and gender identity. This is
most clearly revealed by the tensions that emerged between more gender normative
gay men in the area and the organisation. In this way, TAO members reflect a notion of
transgender similar to the more socioeconomically privileged transgender activists
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Valentine discusses. On the other hand, TAO did not really embrace a continuum
of transgender expressions either. They made clear distinctions between their members, defined as transsexuals, and other forms of gender transgressors including crossdressers and transvestites. Also, it is unclear how the mass migration of gender transgressive Cubans was interpreted by the former TAO membership. Douglas’s impressions survive, and they mark these recent immigrants as not one ‘of us’.
While there is still a lot of work left to be done to further explore this issue, it is
important to remember that in places like Cuba (and in some US centres of Latino/a
concentration), gender expression was (and is?) seen as related to sexual orientation and
sexual desires. As this chapter demonstrates, gendered homosexual identities coexisted
with transsexual identities that participants understood as independent from their sexual
orientation. While I think it is wrong to label TAO activists as ‘homosexuals’, I am still
not convinced that all the gender transgressive Mariel immigrants were ‘transgender’.
To place individuals in these categories we need to know something about how they
saw themselves, what communities they participated in and what social meanings
were available to them in their socio-historical context. These are not always things
we can access through the historical record, but I hope this study contributes to the
project.
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